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Introduction
What follows is a personal account of the state of the art of comedy improvisation. In writing this
book, we have tried to serve two masters. On the one hand, we want to give as broad an overview as
possible. We have tackled questions like: Where did improvisation come from? Where is it going?
What is it good for? Who are the major leaders and how do they differ? Can you make money at it?
How?
But, on the other hand, as practitioners of the art with over twenty years of experience between us,
we have also formed some pretty strong opinions about what works and what doesn’t, what’s helpful
and what’s destructive, what’s positive and what’s negative. Our experience in improvisation has
mainly been with the school of thought associated with Keith Johnstone and Calgary, although we
have also made it our mission to go to Chicago and train with people associated with Del Close—
notably Charna Halpern—and Deborah is now an Artistic Associate of the Chicago Improv Festival.
And this book also covers work influenced by Viola Spolin, ideas we have developed ourselves and
some material that doesn’t neatly fit into any of these categories. Does our longer experience with
Keith make us biased? It depends on how you look at it. On the one hand, yes, we think that we have
found a productive methodology and we acknowledge the enormous debt we owe to Keith in
discovering that. On the other hand, we don’t feel any particular intellectual loyalty to Keith, and will
be happy to accept, use and steal ideas from anyone. Our mantra is simply: whatever works.
Our hope is that this personal viewpoint will be appealing and interesting. This book, for better or
worse, is our account of what improvisation is, has been, will be and should be. It is shaped by our
experiences and our history, and if we come across as opinionated, then we hope that you will be
either overjoyed to have found like minds or stimulated by an opposing argument, or at least made
pleasantly aggrieved to have found people you can entirely disagree with.
The core of this book is Section Two: “How to Improvise.” Before that, we will briefly look at
“What Is Improvisation?” and after that we will look at “How to Improvise in Public,” “How to
Make Improvisation Pay” and also hear from some of the current leading lights of the art form (Del
Close and Viola Spolin are both sadly no longer with us).
Section Two is modeled on our improvisation workshops, which have been enormously popular
since almost the day they began. We are tremendously pleased and proud to have trained hundreds of
improvisers since then, and to have been invited to teach at British institutions such as The Actors
Centre, RADA, The Central School of Speech and Drama and as guests of other improvisation
companies the world over.
Improvisation has a tremendous power to liberate, inspire and enthuse—which is why we still love
it after all these years. Agree or disagree, seasoned improviser or trembling neophyte, we hope this
book is an enjoyable and stimulating read.
A glossary of terms is included at the back of the book, which may be helpful for those new to
improvisation.
Tom Salinsky and Deborah Frances-White
October 2007
London

SECTION
ONE
“What Is Improvisation?”

1.1 What Was Improvisation?

Overview
Where did improvisation come from, and who are the main and most influential practitioners
today?
ANTIQUITY
Almost any book on improvisation will tell you that improvised theatre began with the Commedia
Dell’Arte—and for once, “any book” is right, although possibly not for the reasons supposed.
A moment’s thought about how theatre came to be will reveal that the notion of re-enacting events
for an audience almost certainly came before the notion of writing a script to be memorized, but it is
fair enough to not describe this kind of proto-theatre as “improvised,” despite the fact that it was
necessarily re-created fresh at each performance.
As the writer, very swiftly, assumed dominance of the theatre, the script became of paramount
importance. The reason for this is also clear to see, and applies not just to theatre, but to all
“temporal” art forms. Mozart was thought to be an astonishing improviser, but it is only his
“premeditated” music which remains, since—by definition—his improvisations were not recorded
for posterity (although they may have inspired music which he later recorded). Scripts, books and
music manuscripts can travel and endure in the way that a brief moment of inspiration cannot.
The Commedia Dell’Arte arose in Italy in the fifteenth century and specialized in bawdy comedies
built around stock situations and populated by stock characters, often played by actors who had
played them for many years, or even decades. In contrast to almost all the theatre which preceded it—
at least from the ancient Greeks on—there was no definite script. Instead, Commedia Dell’Arte
performers were free to improvise around the familiar situations, creating extemporized comic setpieces, dialogue exchanges and even plot details as the fancy took them. No doubt this was a highly
successful methodology, as it endured well into the eighteenth century and its influence is still felt
today. It surely can be described as the first improvised theatre, since the term is meaningless unless
there is scripted theatre to compare it to!
VIOLA SPOLIN
The next major innovation in improvisation had to wait almost five hundred years. Viola Spolin
began her theatre work in the late 1930s. Like Augusto Boal after her, she was working in community
theatre, and in trying to stimulate the children she was working with and make the process of theatre
easy for them to grasp, she invented dozens of what now seem like fundamental improvisation games
and exercises. Despite—like Stanislavski and later Lee Strasberg—viewing improvisation as
essentially a rehearsal tool, rather than a performance piece, in one public demonstration of her
methods, she asked for a suggestion from her audience, and a brand new technique was born. To
many, the process of getting audience suggestions is the bedrock of improvisation, and many groups
use a description of that process to encapsulate their whole show (“All based on your suggestions”).

It is, however, easy to overuse and easy to abuse.
In the 1950s, Spolin’s son Paul Sills fell in with an exciting young group of actors in Chicago,
headed by David Shepherd, which became the Compass Players. Sills and Spolin taught the Spolin
games to this daring ensemble, and Shepherd hit upon the idea of creating a loose structure for a play,
the dialogue of which could be improvised each night—essentially re-creating the modus of the
Commedia Dell’Arte. Quickly, however, they discovered that the form of improvisation was better
suited to comedy in a cabaret setting, using the audience suggestion method to create jumping off
points for a series of impromptu comedy sketches.
A schism develops right here, which we will return to again and again in this book, between
content and process. The problem which this creates is sometimes known as the SKATEBOARDING
DUCK. For the Commedia Dell’Arte players, extemporization was simply the most effective method of
channeling their inspiration, of creating the kind of comic energy which their scenarios demanded.
Likewise, Shepherd and the Compass Players were initially seeking a fresher, more truthful acting
style within a predetermined plot structure. As soon as the audience is made aware of the process,
however, then a second point of interest emerges. There is something daring about beginning with a
random suggestion from the audience, which makes much of public improvisation about taking a risk.
The potential problem with this approach is that the audience may be encouraged to admire the
process rather than being engaged in the story. Like a duck riding a skateboard, they are astonished
that such a thing is possible, and are thus distracted from whether or not it is done well. Taken too far,
this is a recipe for both mediocrity and a thirst for novelty—problems which often bedevil the form to
this day.
That isn’t to say that process should be ignored, or even de-emphasized. We don’t regard an
acknowledgement of process as evil—in fact, we regard it as essential—but we want to be aware of
the dangers and drawbacks as well as the advantages.
The Compass ran from 1955 to 1958 and counted among its alumni Alan Alda, Jerry Stiller, Mike
Nicholls, Elaine May, and—of course—Del Close. In 1959, some of its members founded Second
City, about which more in a moment.
KEITH JOHNSTONE
At around the same time, in London, Keith Johnstone, a one-time high school teacher now working
at the Royal Court Theatre in London, was beginning to direct plays for the first time. Despairing of
the “theatre of taxidermy” which he saw in the West End and remembering how his own teachers had
(seemingly) done their best to stifle his creativity and self-expression, he pinned up a list of things his
teachers had told him not to do and used it as a syllabus. Not having had any drama training himself,
he found himself constantly questioning his actors’ preconceptions and the prevailing wisdom of the
day—notably Stanislavski.
As he developed more and more exercises intended to keep his actors in the “present” and aware
of each other, and to wreck their concentration, he found that he and the rest of the group were
laughing prodigiously. Their improvised performances seemed much more alive, fresh, real and
inspired than the play they were supposed to be rehearsing. Was this some vast untapped reservoir of
comic inspiration, or were they fooling themselves with colossal self-indulgence? The only way to
find out was to go public, and pretty soon, Keith’s “Theatre Machine” was touring all around Europe,
with Keith himself acting as a sort of ringmaster, setting tasks for the actors and trying to keep order
(ideally without quite succeeding). Keith, too, used audience suggestions, although sparingly.

In the 1970s, Keith moved to Calgary and developed Theatresports™, one of the most popular
ways of “packaging” improvisation for public performance yet devised. He founded the Loose Moose
Theatre, which was an ideal home for the energetic young Canadian improvisers he was teaching, and
although Keith has now stepped down from the Moose it still presents his formats and runs an annual
summer school which attracts improvisation practitioners from all over the world.
Keith published the book Impro in 1979, a collection of his thoughts and ideas about
improvisation. Continuously in print ever since, it is now regarded as a classic. This was followed
by Impro for Storytellers in 1999.
IMPROVOLYMPIC
At Second City, the schism previously mentioned was dividing the company. Some practitioners
held that using improvisation to develop terrific cabaret was certainly possible, provided it was
understood that improvisation, whether in public or in private, was fundamentally a writing tool:
excellent at developing inspiration and finding new ideas, lousy at delivering those ideas with
economy and focus. Others, including Del Close, held that improvisation was a uniquely exciting
process which thrilled audiences.
In the 1980s, Del and his partner Charna Halpern left Second City to found ImprovOlympic, now
generally known simply as IO. Today, IO is a major force in improvisation, especially in Chicago,
whereas almost all of Second City’s performances are of scripted sketch material. Both institutions
teach improvisation, and each has become a training ground for many familiar faces from American
TV and movies, including Bill Murray, Chris Farley, John Belushi and countless others. Today,
Chicago is home to dozens of improvisation companies and annually hosts the Chicago Improv
Festival, probably the largest improv festival in the world. The Spontaneity Shop was very happy to
be invited to take part in 2005, and artistic director Jonathan Pitts was a most generous and engaging
host.
TODAY
Because neither Spolin nor Boal endorsed improvisation as anything more than a process, and
because although Second City does perform improvisation, they do not charge for these performances
which are tacked on to the end of their (usually excellent) satirical revue shows, we are left with just
two leaders in the field of performance improvisation: Del and Keith. The tension between their
points of view, and the reasons for our broad allegiance to Keith Johnstone, are threads which have
been woven throughout this book.

1.2 Improvisation in Performance

Overview
A quick summary of some of the most popular ways of “packaging” improvisation for public
consumption.
KEITH JOHNSTONE AND COMPETITIVE IMPROVISATION
In the 1950s, Keith Johnstone was trying whatever crazy ideas he could think of to liven up his

improv classes, and he found that pitting one team against the other brought out some of their
competitive spirit and spurred them on to try and outdo each other. It was obvious that the
unpredictable nature of improvisation meant that the sporting analogy was apt, and Keith was further
inspired by the reactions of crowds at wrestling matches. This was a form of theatre (the fights were
quite carefully scripted) which energized and inflamed the audience, whereas at the Royal Court,
middle-class couples would simply clap politely. However, Keith’s dream of an improvised
“wrestling match” was thwarted by the Lord Chamberlain, who forbade any play being performed
without prior script approval.1
So, Theatresports was kept in the rehearsal room until the 1970s, when Keith arrived at the
University of Calgary and found an ideal space for it. That first generation of Calgary students also
contributed ideas, and now the basic structure—two teams, issuing challenges, three judges, an MC
and points for the teams—is seen (under various names, and with various modifications) all over the
world.
The idea of competitive improvisation seems to have also occurred independently to David
Shepherd in New York (giving rise to Improv-Olympic) and to Robert Gravel and Yvon Leduc in
Quebec (giving rise to Le Match and the Canadian Improv Games, which are still in action today,
although they haven’t seen the wide geographical spread enjoyed by Theatresports). It seems more
obvious that ComedySportz is directly “inspired by” Theatresports, as it was created by Dick
Chudnow after seeing a performance of Theatresports and encouraging Keith to franchise it, an idea
which Keith declined. Ironically, despite Theatresports never making Keith and the International
Theatresports Institute much money, the franchise structure of ComedySportz, which specifies exactly
how the show should be run, does a better job of preserving the integrity of the format. Since pretty
much anyone can get a license to perform Theatre-sports for a few dollars and a bit of form-filling,
and since the International Theatresports Institute has not the resources to see pretty much any of its
licensees, Theatresports tends to be performed very differently by different groups, with few of the
alterations groups make to the format sanctioned by Keith or likely to meet with his approval.
Lately, although Keith still travels internationally to teach and frequently gives workshops to
groups who perform Theatresports and his other formats, he refuses to watch their performances,
since he knows from experience that his presence will only cause the improvisers to “do their best,”
and that the results will be better if he is not there.
Theatresports is very popular for international “tournaments,” not only because the competitive
format is an interesting “hook” for the audience, but also because it’s a great way for teams who have
never played together to share a stage (since players generally improvise scenes with their own
teammates). However, care should be taken that the competitive spirit does not get the better of some
teams who believe that national pride is on the line. The judges are improvising too, and should feel
free to give low scores for arbitrary reasons if it will make the show better. Within a single company,
fixed teams have the advantage that the people on those teams develop an identity and a style, but true
competitiveness on the stage is unpleasant for audiences to watch and kills the happy spirit of improv,
and so “scratch” teams may be preferred. At our international tournament, we made a great show of
recording all the scores from the “heats” (while actually expending no effort at all to make sure the
same number of challenges was played each night) and then presented four out of the six teams as the
“finalists” whose names had in fact been pulled out of a hat backstage. Some matches are secretly
decided on the toss of a coin, with the judges given target scores to try and reach—anything to
remind the players that the competition is for the audience’s enjoyment, not a target for them to try to

attain no matter the cost. It is useful for the improvisers to be seen to treat the mechanisms of the
competition with some respect, however.
Less popular with improv groups, but more favored these days by Keith, are his more recent
inventions: Micetro (or Maestro) Impro™ and Gorilla Theatre™. Micetro is an elimination game
created by Keith when a very large group of students all wanted to play Theatresports at the end of a
workshop in Utrecht. Realizing that if they all played no one would get very much stage time, Keith
nevertheless decided to let them all enter, and look for some mechanism to whittle down the field as
the show progressed. He assigned each player a number, and he and a fellow director sat in the front
row and pulled numbered discs out of a hat to get random combinations of players who they would
then set up in a scene. At the end of each scene, the audience is asked to give the scene a score from 1
to 5. Every player in the scene receives the same score and they cross to other side of the stage. When
every player has had a go (more usually these days, two goes), those at the bottom of the scoreboard
are eliminated and round we go again with those who remain. At the end of the night, a single player
is crowned “Maestro.”
Micetro proved to be a very successful format, with skilled directors able to generate variety and
keep the standard of work high. It’s also true that the audience generally gets to see a team that
decreases in number but increases in ability as the night goes on, so the show tends to end on a high.
This is not only because the more talented players get higher scores (or at any rate the players having
the best night) but also because the experience of surviving elimination after elimination boosts their
confidence. They start to think “I can do anything!” which thought makes it so. The eliminations may
sting at first, but players should be reminded that since all players in a scene get the same score, the
scoring system is not very fair, and that excellent players can be eliminated very early. However, the
scoring system is not entirely unfair either, so if you play Micetro every week and you never get past
the interval, that’s good feedback (or you need to invite more friends).
Whereas Micetro works best with a group occupying a wide range of experience and ability levels,
Gorilla Theatre is designed for veterans. Three to six players take turns directing each other in
improvised scenes and games, with successful directors (again by audience voting) receiving a
(foam) banana to pin on their shirt, and unsuccessful directors having to pay a forfeit (make up a
limerick, buy drinks for the front row, be insulted by an audience member, etc.). The most successful
director wins “a week’s quality time with the resident gorilla,” who may or not be present
corporeally.
The mechanism of having players publicly direct each other—as in Micetro—keeps the quality of
the work high and the audience enjoys it if directors boldly announce their intentions, since it gives
them a yardstick by which to measure their success. Again, as in Theatresports and Micetro, there
exists a mechanism by which “failures”—scenes which didn’t go the way the players hoped they
would—can be incorporated in to the show and made entertaining. This spurs improvisers to take
risks, and a risky show is generally more thrilling and more entertaining. Without this mechanism,
improvisers may feel that they must be successful, and so look for ways to make the show safer and
more predictable. It can also be argued, however, that these devices are safety nets which
improvisers should learn to do without.
Keith’s other well-known format, although it’s harder to get the license for this one nowadays, is
Life Game™. Not a competitive format, this takes the form of a chat show with one guest (not
necessarily, but often, a celebrity) revealing stories from their life, aspects of which are then

improvised by a resident cast. Life Game was recently toured very successfully by the amazing
company Improbable Theatre, and was also turned into a cable television program in the US. As with
Theatresports, the idea seems to have occurred to more than one practitioner independently, as
Playback Theatre has been performing essentially the same show since at least 1975. See the section
on directing for an analysis of some of the problems created by Life Game (pages 281–282).
DEL CLOSE AND THE HAROLD
Whereas Keith Johnstone latched on to a sporting metaphor to liven up his improvised theatre
games, in Chicago Del Close was trying to make a piece of improvised cabaret more theatrical.2
The Harold was designed to accomplish this, but eschewing a traditional narrative (because they
felt such a thing would be impossibly difficult to improvise, according to some sources) and instead
presenting a number of apparently unrelated strands which then connect together, revealing fresh
insights. The name apparently was a joke which stuck: “What should we call this format?” “Harold!”
The Harold, as described in the book Truth in Comedy, has a tight, three-part structure, but this has
largely been abandoned at IO, and everywhere else, in favor of a more open exploration of a single
suggestion, with connections made throughout and lots of elements coming together at the end—at
least in theory. Once the initial suggestion has been taken, there is no longer any audience interaction,
with improvisers “editing” (ending) their fellows’ scenes and starting new ones “from nothing.” This
approach puts less emphasis on the narrative of any one scene, and more on the way the scenes relate
to each other, although this varies from group to group. In some instances, the audience simply sees a
series of scenes, each flowing into the next, with nothing from past scenes ever referred to again.
Sometimes this unstructured version is referred to as a Montage.
One significant variation is the Armando, in which one improviser’s monologue, usually personal
in nature, is threaded throughout the Harold. This has recently led us at The Spontaneity Shop to
experiment with a “refueling” Harold, in which—rather than starting with a single suggestion and then
improvising for fifty minutes—the improvisers return to the audience for more suggestions three or
four times, and weave these new ideas into the unfolding structure.
Despite the fact that Harold is often described as “long form” and competitive formats such as
Theatresports as “short form,” neither attempts to tell a continuous narrative for the length of the
piece, and a particularly disconnected (i.e. typical) Harold could have much less unifying it than an
ideal Theatresports show where ideas, themes and personalities can be continually developed and
amplified.
We feel that it makes more sense to observe that an improvised show can consist of many selfcontained and unrelated sections or be one long, unfolding narrative; that an improvised show can
constantly self-reference and acknowledge the format, the audience and the players in between scenes
(as in Theatresports) or keep the fourth wall entirely in place throughout (as in Harold); and that an
improvised show can be biased towards games or scenes. These are independent decisions, and
almost any combination is possible, save that an emphasis on games usually brings with it an
emphasis on self-contained sections and especially an emphasis on audience and format.3
Many other shows exist, but most can be described as existing somewhere along each of these
lines. The Spontaneity Shop’s most popular and successful show, DreamDate, tells a single story
from beginning to end, but between each scene, we consult audience volunteers for their input, and
often play games in order to advance the story. The show Triple Play, from Unexpected Productions

in Seattle, takes the pressure off having to sustain a complete narrative with no time to pause for
breath, and allows the players to show off their knowledge of genres, by “shuffling up” three different
improvised three-act plays, so the audience sees act one of a western, followed by act one of an
unrelated Shakespeare play, followed by act one of a kitchen sink drama, also unrelated. Then we see
each of the second acts, and finally each of the third acts.
In Edmonton’s improvised soap opera, Die-Nasty, the forward-seeking narrative drive of the best
Johnstone work is combined with the freedom that Harold gives the improvisers to cut to something
new. By having multiple storylines and a fairly large cast of well-defined characters, each show
contains a lot of variety, but audiences come back to see the next episode because—just like with a
real soap—they want to know what happens next. That’s virtually the definition of story.
In Chicago, on those occasions where Harold has been eschewed in favor of something with more
continuity, again story is usually avoided or minimized, putting the emphasis back on the cleverness
of the performers. In Joe Bill and Mark Sutton’s BassProv, two bass fishermen from Indiana sit in a
boat, drink beer, fish and talk about life, much in the way that Peter Cook and Dudley Moore did in
art galleries and pubs forty years earlier. A typical BassProv show lasts forty-five minutes instead of
the five to ten minutes of a Pete and Dud sketch, so some stories about their private life inevitably
creep in to sustain the effect. At the Loose Moose, the scene would last four minutes and end with one
fisherman drowning the other!
Also in Chicago, the innovative Annoyance Theatre created Modern Problems in Science, starring
Rich Fulcher, Phil Gronchy and Dick Costello as three college professors who would “prove” an
absurd hypothesis suggested by the audience over the course of a fifty-minute comedy lecture. In many
ways, this show exemplifies Del’s approach: fiercely intelligent, terribly funny and containing nothing
whatsoever in terms of plot. The show was very successful and toured for many years.
A brilliant Chicago improviser named Andy Eninger had been working with a double-act partner
who was suddenly unable to perform in a planned run of shows. She jokingly told him he should
continue to perform the show without her. His solo improvised show, the Sybil, is now his signature
piece, and he performs and teaches it all over the world. It typically contains pieces of stories which
he feels free to abandon in favor of something new, if that’s where his inspiration takes him.
Back at The Spontaneity Shop, our workshopping with Andy led to the creation of a format we call
TellTales, wherein an entire improvised play is performed entirely in monologues. Our definition of
“monologue” is very broad—we just insist that there only be one improviser on stage at any one time.
A typical cast of five will play five principal characters whose lives are all intertwined—and may
play other characters as well. The aim is to involve the five main characters in one story, possibly
with one or more subplots, and to avoid the effect that Andy creates where new stories can begin at
any time, even five minutes before the end.
Improvisers need to discover what the medium can do for them, and pick the format which will
exploit their talents to the fullest, never forgetting to ask the question “Would this be better if it were
scripted?” That should be the end to those interminable Internet debates over which is “better,” short
form or long form.4
IMPROVISATION ON TV
Clearly, the medium of improvisation is wounded once cameras enter the picture. As soon as the
audience knows that mistakes could have been edited out, a lot of the risk evaporates, and risk is a

primary reason for an audience to see an improvised show. 5 But the wound doesn’t have to be fatal.
One could make a very similar argument for magic on TV, and yet many magicians have become very
successful through the medium of television.
But it isn’t the case that risk—as important as it is—is the only reason to prefer improvisation over
writing and learning a script. On the television show Curb Your Enthusiasm, improvisation is used to
provide a naturalistic acting style. The scripts include all the details of the plot; they just don’t
include the dialogue. It should also be noted that The Office (in both its British and American
incarnations) is often assumed to be improvised, but is for the most part very tightly scripted, despite
the naturalistic acting style.6
Some comic minds simply find greater expression on the spur of the moment rather than when
sitting in front of a typewriter. In the 1940s, Groucho Marx looked like a relic of an earlier age. The
Marx Brothers began their careers in vaudeville in 1911 and made a string of successful films
throughout the 1930s, but the partnership all but broke up following 1941’s The Big Store. Groucho,
especially, was still a well-known celebrity and was often asked to guest on radio and TV shows. On
one such radio broadcast, in 1947, Groucho’s disdain for the scripted material he had been given
made itself felt as he and Bob Hope ad-libbed their way through a hilarious ten minutes or so of
wisecracks. A bright producer named John Guedel realized that this was the way to tap Groucho’s
gift for spontaneous verbal comedy 7 and installed him as the host of You Bet Your Life , a quiz show
which ran on radio for three years and on TV for a further twelve. The quiz structure was a thinly
veiled pretext for Groucho to chat with contestants and make jokes at their expense, much as today’s
TV comedy quiz shows, such as Have I Got News for You, use the quiz structure as a vehicle for the
personalities of their panelists.
Less joke-oriented is the filmmaker Mike Leigh, who uses an extended improvisatory rehearsal
process, during which actors explore aspects of their character and their relationships, until a script
emerges. But that script is replicated as faithfully as any other once shooting starts. This is much the
same conclusion that was reached by Second City, as previously discussed. In each case,
improvisation facilitates the writing process, but is largely ignored in the delivery.
The movies of Christopher Guest, such as A Mighty Wind and This Is Spinal Tap, use
improvisation on camera, combining both aspects. The films tend towards simple plot lines which
allow characters simply to talk to each other or the camera. Improvisation allows the actors to find
the moments of vulnerability and (with a significant editing process) allows a script to be developed
which makes terrific use of the spontaneous wit and insight of the actors involved.
The key difference between all of these forms and a typical live improvised comedy show is that
the contribution of improvisation is a “behind-the-scenes” detail rather than an essential (and
ostentatious) feature of the performance. You do not have to know that detail about the process in
order to enjoy the results. The same could not be said of Whose Line Is It Anyway? which replicated
many of the features of a typical live improvised comedy show for ten years on Channel 4 in the UK,
and a further eight years on ABC in the US, having begun life as just six half-hours on BBC Radio 4.
In Whose Line, all the emphasis is on the fact of the participants’ improvising and their verbal (and
sometimes physical) wit. The development of the show sheds some interesting light on the everpresent issues of risk and failure.
In the first couple of series, Whose Line featured an eclectic assortment of contestants. As well as
seasoned improvisers from London’s Comedy Store Players (Whose Line made stars of Comedy

Store players Josie Lawrence and Paul Merton), the shows also included writers, actors, comedians
and other personalities, some of whom had never improvised in public before. Often, when faced
with the constraints of the games or their own choices (electing to improvise in rhyme when asked to
pick a particular author, for example), the outcome would be a failure—which delighted the audience
and which the producers elected to keep in. This also reflects the loose, happy atmosphere generally
associated with The Comedy Store Players.
In subsequent series, American performers with a higher gag-per-minute ratio were recruited.
Stand-outs during this period were Mike McShane, Greg Proops and Ryan Stiles. The failure rate
plummeted and very few new games were introduced. Gradually the producers found what worked,
both in terms of games played and performers to play them. By the end, the shows had become
essentially indistinguishable, offering exactly the same games, exactly the same performers (and in
some cases exactly the same jokes), week in and week out. By this time, the American influence was
so dominant that the shows were being recorded in the US. Ryan Stiles was instrumental in getting the
ABC version off the ground, hosted by Drew Carey, on whose sitcom Stiles had been a supporting
player.
This new American show locked down the format even further. The original radio series had
featured Stephen Fry and John Sessions as permanent team captains. For the first Channel 4 series,
there were no teams, but John Sessions was in every single show. In each episode of the second and
subsequent series, four contestants would be selected from a fairly large pool, with no one appearing
in every show except the non-improvising chairperson Clive Anderson. The American series by
contrast installed Stiles, Colin Mochrie and Wayne Brady as the three regulars, with only the fourth
spot open, and this usually filled by one of Greg Proops, Brad Sherwood, Jeff Davis or Chip Esten. A
very limited palette of games was offered, many of which were little more than devices for the
players to indulge in shtick (Crazy Newsreaders) or tell jokes (Scenes From a Hat).
But while the limited pool of players meant that the shows suffered from precisely the sameness
which had killed its UK progenitor, having four people working together every week also had
advantages. Over time, a relaxed, mischievous atmosphere began to pervade the show, as running
jokes developed between the performers and their mutual teasing began to be as entertaining as the
improvised games themselves. This gave the show an excitement and a freshness which—for some
years—few other shows could match. Most theatrical improvisers would look in horror at the easy
laughs, lazy shtick8 and scene-killing gags which paraded across their television screens on a
Thursday night. But most theatrical improvisers would also give their left leg to have the kind of ease
and charm these four demonstrated.
The legacy of Whose Line for those of us continuing to work in the live improvised genre has been
threefold. First, people now know what improvised comedy is. This is tremendously useful. Second,
people now think they know all that improvised comedy can be, and so it can be hard to persuade
people that what you’re doing is anything other than Whose Line Is It Anyway? Third, anyone now
hoping to get a “pure” improvised show on TV has to do something more than point a camera at their
cast and get suggestions from the audience. The bar has been raised. Most attempts to solve this
problem have failed to take account of the issues discussed here. Dan O’Connor’s World Cup
Comedy on cable channel PAX is probably the most successful, artistically and commercially,
although—dare we say it?—we think they could have shot more and transmitted less. The highlights
are amazing but they struggle to keep the hit-rate up over an hour long show.
Recently, a show debuted on Australian television called Thank God You’re Here which managed

very successfully to “package” the challenge facing improvisers while preserving something of the
scenework which can be seen in the best improv theatres. It also makes excellent use of the resources
of the television studio. Whereas the contestants on Whose Line, except on some of the earliest
British shows, are presented as experts, and typically owe their fame to their ability to improvise
well, Thank God uses celebrity comedians and actors not known for their improv skills, and shoves
them through a door into a situation they have no prior knowledge of. A “rep company” of improv
actors then involves them in a scene, making life difficult for them or setting them up for jokes,
depending on how confident and experienced they are. Part of the show’s success lies in the fact that
Theatresports is so popular in Australia that almost any Australian actor or comedian working today
will have done improv at some time. The celebrities on the American version tended to be rather
more panicky and crude, which perhaps accounts for its lack of success over there.
X-IMPROVISED
As well as structure, many improvised comedy formats involve pre-show decisions about content,
or at least premise. In our show DreamDate, we know we are going to improvise a romantic comedy,
we know it will begin by introducing the two protagonists and then showing how they meet, and we
know it will end with a kiss. The journey is then up to us—and our audience volunteers.
Improvised musicals (usually in the MGM mode), improvised operas and improvised Shakespeare
plays also predominate. If an improvised opera is successful, it is not because an improvised opera is
a better opera than Verdi could write (that is very clearly untrue) but because the challenge of
performing in an operatic style releases improvisers’ emotional truth, boldness, daring and intensity.
In other words, it definitely isn’t a better opera, but it can be better improvisation. The same is true of
Shakespeare, musicals and probably others besides—always assuming that the improvisers know
what they’re doing.
Some people have a complete aversion to almost any kind of improvised singing because, unless
you’re as good at it as Josie Lawrence in the British Whose Line or Wayne Brady in the American
version, it can be just painful to watch. If you are that good, it’s probably because you’re skilled at
quickly planning clever rhymes, which is great for variety but not something an audience would want
to watch all night. Most people would rather watch someone in the moment than someone five
seconds in the future. Ultimately, if you’re really skilled at improvised singing, then do a musical or
opera for variety. If you’re not, don’t—or go and take singing lessons and work with a talented
musical improviser and get good before you ask an audience to watch.
A generally less successful version of this same idea is what we call X-Improvised. An
improvised farce, an improvised Christmas pantomime or (god help us) an improvised CSI: Miami is
likely simply to be a poorly plotted version of its scripted progenitor with less tight dialogue and no
TV wizardry. The only point of doing an improvised Star Trek or Lord of the Rings would be
because you think the audience is there for it, unless—with hand on heart—you really believe that this
cast will be tremendously inspired by working within that world and therefore do their very best
work.
Generally, we believe it makes sense to decide the structure of the show beforehand, and let
content take care of itself on the day. But—whatever works!

1.3 History of The Spontaneity Shop

Overview
Who we are and how we got here, individually and as a company.
DEBORAH FRANCES-WHITE
I first saw Theatresports on television when I was teenager in Australia. I was instantly addicted.
People being set extraordinary challenges and rising to them with such a playful spirit. I think what
was wonderful about the ABC’s recording of Theatresports was that they didn’t over-edit it. It was
basically the live show recorded—as if you were really there. They recognized that what was
wonderful about improvisation was the danger—the crash-and-burn failures as well as the moments
of blinding genius. Inexplicably, more than anything, I wanted to do it. I found that Brisbane
Theatresports were teaching workshops and I went along. I had always done a lot of theatre as a
child, but improvising was a far more frightening prospect. I really enjoyed the workshops but was
terrified doing my first show. I was an avid fan of Theatresports and went every week, although I had
to travel about an hour and a half to get there. There were always lines around the block.
The shows were spectacular and I always remember the excitement when they’d plunge the theatre
into darkness and a voice would announce: “Good evening ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to
Theatresports!” The audience, almost entirely made up of young people, would go crazy with
excitement and anticipation. I couldn’t get enough. And although I’d always loved the theatre, I
couldn’t help contrasting the politely applauding middle-aged audience I saw at performing arts
centers with this genuinely exciting event. During Expo ’88, there was an international Theatresports
tournament. I bought tickets for every show—except the final, which was sold out minutes after going
on sale, despite being at the large performing arts complex.
Night after night, I watched improvisers from all over the world—including, I now realize, Patti
Stiles, who many years later taught me to improvise in London. It was amazing to me to watch people
improvise in different styles with various accents and new games. I remember distinctly that the
foreign team asked for audience suggestions, something the local improvisers never did (although
after that tournament it became more common). The night of the final, my friend and I turned up
anyway. We felt we must be able to get in. Because people had had to book months in advance,
inevitably there were empty seats in what was technically a sold out performance. We ended up
talking our way in backstage with a photographer who declared it “against the spirit of Theatresports”
to leave two teenagers, who’d traveled an hour and a half, outside while perfectly good seats were
available. We stood in the wings until the intermission when we were seated in some spare seats.
Looking back, this was clearly more of an addiction than an interest.
I somehow became a regular judge at Theatresports. I think I always had a head for what made
improvisation work, long before I could do it, and when the audience shouted “Justification!”—as
they often did if they thought the judges had scored too low (which indicates both the passion of the
audiences and how the format tends to put the audience on the side of the improvisers)—I always
knew why a crowd-pleaser shouldn’t necessarily be a point-getter. “Gags” were always looked down
upon in after-show notes in a rather snooty way, as if the improviser in question had done something
rather vulgar, and so there was always a really high standard of play, although some of the games and
the mechanics of the show would look rather archaic now. When I lived in Sydney, I frequented
Theatresports at the Belvoir Street Theatre as an audience member, but it wasn’t until I came to
London that I pursued it again. It had always stuck with me as something I would have to do, and I

suspect I thought I could “get it out of my system.” I remember finding the listings for London
Theatresports in Time Out and being incredibly excited. I called up and booked a ticket, remembering
that you’d always had to book in advance in Australia to be assured of getting a seat.
When I got to The Tristan Bates Theatre, I realized that London Theatresports was a very different
proposition. It was a small fringe theatre with about fifteen people in the audience, and although the
company was called Theatresports, they were using a free format of improv games and scenes with an
improvised play after the interval. It was fun, but the crowd seemed only politely entertained and it
was nothing like the atmosphere I’d been used to. I attended workshops and enjoyed it enough to
continue, but I got stuck, felt anxious and then didn’t improve beyond a certain level. I re-read Keith
Johnstone’s Impro, a book I’d read over and over when learning Theatresports in Australia. It was
dawning on me that although the shows in London were entertaining, what I really wanted to be able
to do was the sort of improvisation that was being described in the book with the sort of spirit that I’d
seen at Brisbane Theatresports, and I wasn’t getting it here. This is not to take away from the hard
work and successful, entertaining shows that were on offer. It just wasn’t what I’d been looking for,
and I thought that as what I wanted wasn’t available in London, I’d stop improvising and try
something else.
Then one weekend I was offered the opportunity to take a workshop with a woman who was
coming to London from Canada. She had worked for many years with Keith Johnstone at the Loose
Moose and had then been the Artistic Director of Rapid Fire Theatre in Edmonton. I was so excited! I
felt she may be about to unlock some of the secrets of the book. The workshop was so wonderful that
I followed Patti onto the tube and went all the way to Waterloo Station with her, even though it was
miles out of my way, all the time asking her questions about improvisation. When we were one stop
from Waterloo I asked her to teach me how to improvise. What would it take? What would it cost? I
wanted regular classes. Patti said we would need a group of four and a space, and if we all put in
what we could afford each session, she’d love to teach us. I was ecstatic. Because she didn’t want it
to seem exclusive or cliquey, she suggested we keep it quiet. The Secret Impro Group was born. First
I had to find three other improvisers to join me. I didn’t really know Tom at that time, so I asked two
people I knew and liked who I had met at London Theatresports workshops: Alex Lamb, who worked
in artificial intelligence and also wrote science fiction, and Jane Elson, an actress. I also asked Chris
Gibbs, who was already a professional comedy performer and was dating Patti at the time. We met
weekly in the large drawing room of Alex’s Hampstead flat. We would start at about 7:00 pm and
often didn’t finish until 1:00 or 2:00 am. We traditionally brought different sorts of cheese, which
with crackers would serve as our supper, and after the workshop I’d drive Jane, Patti and Chris
home, and never once failed to get lost.
During this time, Patti systematically taught us how to improvise with enormous skill,
understanding and patience. None of us had done particularly well in the more competitive
atmosphere of the London Theatresports workshop program, and while some of the teachers we’d had
had been encouraging, others tended to show their frustration with students they perceived as
“untalented” or “not getting it.” The truth was that although most of the teachers knew how to set up an
exercise or game, often they had no idea why it was going wrong or right and so tended to blame the
students if it didn’t work. They didn’t see it as their responsibility to unlock talent or find a procedure
that would make us find success at the exercises. At times, this was very damaging to our confidence.9
Patti took the weight of responsibility from us and told us it was her job to teach, not ours to learn.
She was empathetic and patient, even when we made the same mistakes again and again.

For weeks she only let us do beginnings of scenes. Weeks and weeks went by as we analyzed what
made a story start well. Eventually we graduated to middles, and it was months before she taught us
how to end stories. When she knew she was leaving London, she said to me quietly one day “Okay,
you’re getting it. Now stop watching what I’m teaching and start watching how I’m teaching.” She
knew someone had to take over, and although I had no experience at all with teaching, and very little
with performing, I started watching how she was teaching. I went and watched every improvisation
show I could and started to analyze why it was going right when it was successful and why it was
going wrong when it wasn’t. I could suddenly see why improvisers with years more experience than
me were struggling or succeeding. I knew when and why scenes or games were crashing and burning,
who was rescuing them and who was driving them into a wall. Patti said she was intending to come
back to London before long, but I always felt that it was a special time and there was no guarantee she
would return. I told her one session a week wasn’t enough, and soon she and Chris and I were
working for many daylight hours on our own as well as keeping up our one evening a week with Alex
and Jane. I learned everything I could from her while she was in London, and it is absolutely true to
say that if she hadn’t come to stay there’d be no Spontaneity Shop, this book would not exist and I
may never have made the trip to Canada to meet Keith Johnstone. We have worked with Patti in
performance and got her back to teach master classes many times since then, but nothing will ever
rival The Secret Impro group and that time of exciting weekly discovery.
It is worth noting that although there were only four people in that group, afterwards two
improvisation companies were established in the UK: The Spontaneity Shop in London and the very
inventive Amazing Spectacles, which Alex Lamb founded after moving to Cambridge. Despite the
fact that Alex has since moved to America, having a taste for Colonial women, the Cambridge
company is still thriving and specializes in innovating long form. Alex is now establishing Amazing
Spectacles in California. Chris is currently improvising on the Second City main-stage in Toronto,
and Jane is now an award-winning playwright. All three of them have worked with The Spontaneity
Shop and I have worked for Amazing Spectacles as a teacher.
After Patti went back to London and Alex went to New York, I continued The Secret Impro group,
but I turned it into what was the embryo of The Spontaneity Shop. I asked Tom to join and I still
remember the two of us going to Hampstead Heath and sitting by the lake talking about what we
wanted to do. I said if we wanted to do our own show, we could. Tom was skeptical at first, but by
the end of the conversation he was excited. We only needed a venue and I knew just the place. My
favorite coffee house, The Troubadour in Earl’s Court, had a basement venue where Bob Dylan, Jimi
Hendrix and Billy Connolly had performed. It smelled of damp, or as the owner put it, “history.”
Now I had to convince him to let us use it. His name was Bruce and he was famously misanthropic. I
asked him every day for a month—always with a smile—until finally he gave in. The deal he made
with us was amazing: We had to give him a pound for every person who came through the door. We
were delighted.
It is true to say that every part of my life has been changed for the better through improvisation. I’m
more playful, more likely to say “yes” (even when I shouldn’t), less frightened of doing new things,
more in touch with my imagination and I love any sort of opportunity for performance. Hosting
improv shows has led me to doing my own stand-up shows. I have been lucky enough to have had my
Edinburgh stand-up show transfer to a UK tour and the Melbourne Comedy Festival. I learned how to
put a romantic comedy together through years of performing DreamDate, so company member
Philippa Waller, good friend and writer Monica Henderson and I decided to write one of our own

called The Wedding Pact. Two years later, we sold it to Fox Searchlight. I am convinced that the
success of these other creative pursuits come directly from my time in improvisation, where I learned
to trust my “obvious,” craft stories and become a fearless performer.
TOM SALINSKY
I can scarcely remember a time when I wasn’t interested in being funny. As a child, I watched
Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and Marx Brothers films, discovered Monty Python when I was about
twelve and Fawlty Towers when I was about fourteen. Then came The Hitch Hiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy and much else besides. I quickly started imitating what I loved, first word-for-word and later
through devoted pastiche. At school I contributed sketches to a Christmas cabaret show and played
parts in youth theatre productions of shows like Bugsy Malone and Little Shop of Horrors.
In September 1988, the first episode of Whose Line Is It Anyway? was transmitted on Channel 4. I
was an instant fan, keeping all the episodes from the first two series on videotape. I continued
watching the program on and off at university, where I was part of a sketch comedy group, writing,
learning and performing a new hour-long revue show once a term, and then taking a best-of show to
the Edinburgh Festival. The first such “best-of” show I contributed to the writing and performing of
was genuinely wretched, and I treasure a (perfectly accurate) review in The Scotsman which
described the show as “A shambling collection of crippled sketches.” The truth was, there was some
talent in the group, but we were lazy and divided.
Over the next year, four of us got together away from the rest of the group to write sketches on our
own. As well as writing a better Edinburgh show for the following year, we also began submitting
work to BBC Radio 4’s Week Ending, a long-established proving-ground for new writers. Somewhat
to our surprise, our material was accepted, and before long we were traveling down to London once
or twice a week to attend writers’ meetings (to the detriment of my academic work, needless to say).
Despite our modest success, when two of our number graduated, leaving me and one other to
complete our studies, the team broke up. I graduated in 1993, and my priority then was to move out of
my parent’s house and establish my independence, but my love for performing, and especially
performing comedy—while apparently not quite strong enough to compel me to audition for drama
schools—quickly took hold again. I began writing stand-up character material with a new
collaborator, which I performed at London open mic nights through 1994. Steve Coogan had won the
Perrier Comedy Award in 1992 and character comedy was very much the order of the day, although I
doubt my attempts added in any great way to the corpus.
Frustrated and unfulfilled, I tried to broaden my horizons, hooking up with another ill-fated sketch
comedy group in Parson’s Green and then, finally, in 1995, attending my first improv workshop.
Suddenly something clicked, and I knew this was a fantastic and thrilling way for me to express my
comic impulses. With astonishing hubris, barely weeks later I was auditioning for a role in another
London ensemble along with half a dozen other hopefuls. I did not get the job, but I did end up
attending regular workshops at London Theatresports, where I had the chance to practice my skills
and to see an improv show once a week. I bought Impro and devoured it in a day.
Pretty soon, I was being cast in London Theatresports shows, which also taught me a lot—
principally that this wasn’t quite as easy as I had supposed. Again, feelings of frustration began to
descend. While some of the teachers were very good, it wasn’t uncommon for them to teach one thing
and do another. And the weekly show—into which we, the students, were occasionally invited—often
felt like auditions to get yet another gig, so we tended to feel pressured and not do our best work.

Also there were only so many spots in any given show, and naturally those who were responsible for
casting the shows cast themselves and their friends first, so it was clear there wasn’t a huge
opportunity to perform more regularly.
Everything changed when Patti Stiles turned up from Canada. Patti had been improvising since she
was a teenager, had worked as Keith Johnstone’s assistant at the Loose Moose, and had become a
precise, thoughtful and compassionate teacher of Keith’s work. Patti hung around at London
Theatresports for about six months, teaching workshops, playing in shows and swapping stories with
us and the other teachers. I became fascinated by the idea of improvisation as a storytelling medium.
Prior to this, I had given expression to my creative urges in many other ways: sketches, stories, film
scripts, comics—and I had always been the one in my various collaborations pushing the importance
of story. Now, here was a way to unlock it—and to tell dozens of stories every night.
The prevailing view at London Theatresports, however, was that stories were fine for workshops,
but audiences wanted laughs, and plenty of them—and that you could do one or the other but not both.
To be fair, the regular show included a forty-five-minute improvised play in the second half, but the
emphasis was usually on the funny rather than the narrative. It was often highly entertaining, but Patti
had opened my eyes to the fact that it could be more.
Deborah (who was also a regular workshopper at London Theatre-sports) and I became friends,
and when Patti left, we thought there was nothing for it but to see whether what we had in mind could
work, and whether we had what it took to make it work.
Since then, The Spontaneity Shop has quite simply become my life. I am thrilled to have the
opportunity to put so many of our ideas and experiences down in this book. The challenge of artful
spontaneous creation still excites and challenges me, and I am delighted every time I find a new way
to tackle that challenge, or a new way to conceptualize it for someone else.
THE OLD SPONTANEITY SHOP
Deborah talked the owner of the Troubadour Café in Earls Court into letting us put on a show in his
basement, and we began inviting people we liked from the workshop program to rehearse with us.
Pretty much the last thing either of us did with London Theatresports was a rather ill-conceived
improvised X-Files (although we liked the fact that they were experimenting with new formats). After
the first show, we were swapping ideas with other improvisers for other genres to use. Tom
suggested “The Old Spontaneity Shop” as a name for a series of improvised Dickens stories. When
this didn’t materialize, we appropriated the name for our first show at the rather Dickensian
Troubadour.
We made our debut in April 1997, and to be honest, those first shows weren’t so very different
from the London Theatresports show we thought we were rejecting, only in a darker, damper (but
more atmospheric) venue. Some of the people we had picked—pretty much at random—we clicked
with, but others were pulling in a different direction altogether. Some of those early shows were
filled with youthful vigor and inspiration; others, I’m sure, were just amateurish.
That summer, both of us traveled to Calgary to work with Keith Johnstone, Dennis Cahill, Shawn
Kinley and to play with the Loose Moose players. We both had a number of confidence-boosting
experiences on stage and in workshops. Although we learned a tremendous amount, we felt that our
experiences with Patti had served us extremely well, and that we already had the right spirit and
understood a lot of the theory even if we weren’t always able to execute it in the moment.

We followed this with a tour across North America, which further broadened our horizons. Patti—
one of the best-connected improvisers in the world—called people in the various cities we were
traveling to, and when we arrived we were frequently given a bed for the night and sometimes a show
to play in. Some of our best experiences were at Rapid Fire in Edmonton, which probably has some
of the most talented and best-trained improvisers in the world, and whose annual Soap-a-thon (an
improvised soap opera which has gone on non-stop for up to fifty-three hours at a stretch) attracts
talent and fans from around the world.
We then made our way to Unexpected Productions in Seattle, run by the inspirational Randy Dixon.
He’s probably the best in the world at finding synthesis in the various schools of improvisation,
cherry-picking the finest techniques and inventing new formats. He runs his own sizable, successful
improv theatre where he holds an annual international conference/workshop by invitation only, which
has a wonderful reputation for genuine exploration and innovation.
We also learned a lot at Bay Area Theatresports, the extraordinarily successful venture in San
Francisco. They have an enormous program of workshops and shows and run a fantastic annual
summer school featuring Keith Johnstone, which is also highly recommended. We also had a
wonderful time in New York, Toronto and many other places in North America which have talented,
welcoming improvisation companies, and we would recommend that anyone who can do the Jack
Kerouac improv tour does so.
On our return to the UK, Deborah managed to get herself a place at Oxford University to read
English, and so for the best part of three years we made Oxford our home. We weren’t ready to
abandon our Earl’s Court gig, however, but we were ready to try a new format. We obtained the
rights to Gorilla Theatre and began presenting that once a week. Some of the original cast felt this
wasn’t really the sort of thing they wanted to do, but we had decided that this was our company and
we were going to run it our way. Gorilla Theatre opened our eyes to new ways of performing and
thinking about performing, and it became our “signature” format for the next two or three years.
In Oxford, we began teaching for the first time, and pretty soon began staging Theatresports shows
cast from our London players and Oxford students. But we wanted to do something a bit more
ambitious. One of our cast read that the Royal Court Theatre was fundraising, and remembering
Keith’s connection, we arranged to have Keith teach a workshop in London and to direct a charity
Micetro Impro show to raise money for the Court. We called every improviser and celebrity who
could improvise that we could think of, and eventually the show took place (not at the Court, which
was under construction, but at the Hackney Empire) with Jonathan Pryce, Tony Slattery, Lee Simpson
and many others joining us onstage, and Improbable Theatre’s Phelim McDermott co-directing with
Keith. The Comedy Store’s Neil Mullarkey was the eventual winner, in fine style. Pryce—who had
told us he was terrified, and had a party to go to in any case—was desperate to be eliminated first,
but in fact was in the final three, along with improviser and novelist Stella Duffy.
Also at this time, a play Deborah had written had been selected for inclusion in a student drama
festival, and as part of her prize, it was workshopped by students at RADA.10 Deborah got to talking
with Modern Text teacher Lloyd Trott, and Lloyd was fascinated to hear stories of Keith Johnstone,
who also had a connection to RADA. Lloyd invited us to teach a graduate group that he was putting
together, and we realized that teaching experienced actors to improvise gave us access to a much
deeper and wider pool of talent than restricting ourselves to university students and people who
attended open improv workshops.

During this time we also attended international festivals in Orlando, Atlanta and Amsterdam. Each
of them gave us new friends and broadened our horizons still further.
In October 1999, we moved our regular show to the Canal Café in Little Venice and were really
beginning to see what Gorilla Theatre could do. We were lucky enough to be able to rehearse in the
venue for several hours before each show, so we began inviting actors from the RADA group to
rehearse with us, and eventually to perform with us. As a marketing ploy, we began doing themed
shows, generally within the Gorilla Theatre format, so we did Gorilla Theatre At the Movies on
Oscar night and The Old Spontaneity Shop of Horrors on Halloween.
We had seen Improbable Theatre perform Keith Johnstone’s Life Game but, while there was a lot
to admire, when we workshopped the format we found we weren’t really tempted to perform it
ourselves. When searching for a Valentine’s Day show, the idea of acting out somebody’s life was
still in Deborah’s head. DreamDate arrived pretty much fully formed: rather than one audience
volunteer looking into the past, we used two volunteers looking into the future. Rather than “What
happened?” DreamDate asks “What if?”
In 2000, we had what we thought was a very strong performing team. Deborah was graduating that
summer and we were convinced that The Old Spontaneity Shop was worth persevering with, so that
meant going back to the Edinburgh Festival. Realizing that DreamDate was an exciting idea, we
pitched that to the Big Three Edinburgh venues, and The Gilded Balloon was happy to have us in an
afternoon slot. Fearing putting all our eggs into one untried and untested basket (we’d performed
DreamDate exactly three times when we pitched it), we also arranged to stage Gorilla Theatre every
evening.
In fact, it was DreamDate that garnered all the attention (and consistent audiences), and we found
ourselves taken out for dinner several times by television types. At the first such dinner, we were told
very soberly that improvisation on TV was essentially impossible, since things might go wrong, so
we would have to carefully script 90 percent of it. This was followed by the executives swapping
hilarious stories about amazing televised cock-ups and how memorable and entertaining these had
been. The inconsistency of this position was clearly not apparent, so we said thank you for the meal
and moved on.
After the Edinburgh dust had settled, we found ourselves talking to a high-powered agent and a top
television producer about DreamDate on TV. Sadly, this particular combination did not come to pass
for political reasons, but our new agent promised us he would keep looking for the right company.
Confident that TV success was just around the corner, we put more time than ever into The Old
Spontaneity Shop. We staged our own international tournament, thanks to a generous grant from the
producer Brook Sinclair who remembered Keith from the Old Days. We taught more and more
workshops, and corporate work was starting to come in. Was it possible, we wondered, that we
could make a living doing this? As time went on, and this started to seem more like a business and
less like a hobby, the same feedback started coming in again and again: “You’re not old—you’re
young, and you do comedy—you don’t want ‘Old’ in the name of your business.” It was time for a
change.
THE SPONTANEITY SHOP
In July 2001, we reinvented ourselves as The Spontaneity Shop and continued a busy schedule of
performing, teaching and corporate work. Our core team of performers had settled down and we
became like family. In 2002, we traveled to New Zealand for the TV2 Laugh Festival, performing a

four-person version of DreamDate. Then, in 2003, we debuted TellTales and took DreamDate to The
Chicago Improv Festival, then back to New Zealand for a second season at the Laugh Festival.
Finally, in 2004, our agent introduced us to the production company Pozzitive, and they were able
to get the go-ahead to film a pilot of DreamDate for ITV. Geoff Posner and David Tyler were the best
TV collaborators we could have wished for: unafraid to say to us “This is a TV issue which we
understand better than you,” but equally happy to say “This is an improv issue which you understand
better than us.” Recording the pilot was a very happy experience, but sadly, despite the show
receiving generous praise, ITV was in corporate meltdown in 2004 and it was impossible to find
anyone to greenlight the project. The tape still sits in an ITV vault somewhere, awaiting resurrection.
The format rights have now been sold internationally to FremantleMedia, following the Australian
success of Thank God You’re Here , and we await news of DreamDate’s eventual production in
Latvia or Sweden (which might just propel it forward again in Britain or America).
In 2005, there was enough money coming in from workshops and corporate work for Tom, who had
been working in graphic design or web design through most of these adventures, to give up working
for others and devote all his time to The Spontaneity Shop.
In 2006, we decided to step up our ambitions for the company as a whole. We managed to get
investor Richard Chapman on board, who shared our vision for the company and is now a co-owner
of it. This meant we were able to rent an office and have some glossy brochures printed. The
wonderful producer and improviser Stephanie Kasen came on board with mountains of ideas and
unstoppable enthusiasm. When she took time off to have a baby, we took on Alex MacLaren, who had
been improvising with us since the Canal Café. He came onboard as a third full-time associate and
has proved invaluable.
We then took on the charming Canadian intern and improviser Rebecca Coleman to market our
shows (who has since moved on to better-paid pursuits). Stephanie has sadly moved back to New
York, where she is Manhattan improv company Ms. Jackson’s gain and our loss. We also work with
other trainers and teachers from our core company, relying most heavily on the expertise of Chris
Harvey John and Jeremy Finch. All of these people have made our office and growing business what
it is. We spend our time producing and performing in shows, teaching workshops and developing and
delivering corporate training.
Tom was cast in Channel 4’s Space Cadets, using his improv skills to convince a bunch of reality
show contestants that they were about to be shot into space, and later that they were actually orbiting
the Earth. He was also asked to contribute script material and improv coaching for another TV pilot
—part scripted, part improvised. Deborah has become a stand-up comedian and Hollywood
screenwriter. Our improv workshops are almost always oversubscribed and our corporate training is
in high demand. We are actively developing new improv formats in our regular stage shows and hope
to continue pushing the boundaries of what improv can achieve for many years to come.

Intermission
WHAT SHOULD IMPROVISATION BE?
#1 “FROM INNOVATION TO ART FORM”
By Deborah Frances-White

Overview
The first of two answers to this important question, this is Deborah’s personal summation of
where improvisation came from and where it is going.
Improvisation is not simply ad-libbing or extemporizing. It can create comedy or drama, but tends
towards comedy when performed. Opinions vary as to why this is should be so, but it is probably a
product of the fact that improvisation tends to be performed as a series of scenes or sketches which
stand alone, despite sometimes being connected or revisited later. Short form sketches are usually
comedic in scripted work as well, as it is difficult for an audience to take short scene after short
scene of misery or pathos, though they will accept it as the climax or turning point of a longer story.
This is why it’s quite common for sitcoms to do a seasonal “Remember the time …” clips show
where they edit together lots of funny moments on the same theme and then cut back to the characters
reminiscing about them. It would be unusual to see this sort of convention used on a show like 24.
“Remember the time my wife died?” “Sure, it reminds me of the time you thought your daughter was
dead but it turned out she was just horribly injured.” It would be too much to see a montage of
moments of high tragedy, but we can easily take “Remember the time you got your head stuck in the
turkey?” “What about the time you got trapped in bathroom without your trousers?” Well, we can take
it for a short time, anyway.
We have found that, when doing an improvised story of forty minutes to an hour, the audience will
accept genuine emotion, sometimes even tears, because they have invested in the characters and care
enough to allow themselves to feel for them. The improvisers, too, can feel more for a character they
have embodied for a while, and can more easily allow some emotional authenticity without being
self-indulgent. This is not to say these longer improvised stories have not chiefly been comedic—they
have—but they have benefited from the variety that comes with allowing the audience to feel other
things, like fear or sympathy.
If you are looking to begin improvising or are already an experienced improviser, you are probably
chiefly interested in improvisation as a tool for comedy. There are lots of different styles and choices
to be made. Some companies want to be fast and funny and are only interested in performing the sort
of games they have seen on Whose Line Is It Anyway? Other groups are only interested in performing
some variation on the Harold and they tend to dislike games and find them constraining. Still other
groups are most comfortable using formats they and their audiences are familiar with, such as
Theatresports. Some groups will not work with audience suggestions and others will not work
without them. Some try to conquer long stories, feeling that short form is unsatisfying. Others feel long
stories lack variety and that once you are locked in, you and the audience will be trapped in
something that will probably be tedious.
There are often arguments between improvisers about which of these styles are better, more valid,
more likely to produce work of substance, more entertaining for the audience and more satisfying to
deliver. We have been to many international improv festivals and have engaged in these discussions
ourselves. There are often surprisingly heated opinions expressed on Internet forums about the way
improvisation is presented on stage, what truly constitutes long form or short form improvisation and
even what improvisers should wear on stage. Almost invariably these discussions seek right ways of
operating and suggest the elimination of variety in the pursuit of theatrical purity or finding some
ultimate entertainment zenith. It seems to me that there is room for all styles of improvisation and,

rather than narrowing our opportunities, since the art form is so new and green, we should be doing
everything we can to experiment with as many different styles as possible—and discover new ones in
the process—while still respecting groups’ rights to their own preferences and tastes.
Since Viola Spolin generally kept her work in the rehearsal room, performance improvisation
dates back to the 1950s when Keith Johnstone began developing his techniques in London, and at
around the same time in Chicago, the Compass Players were staging plays with improvised dialogue
around a predefined scenario, and later performing improvised cabaret. That means the art form is
currently around fifty years old.
Keith developed Theatresports (still his most popular format) with actors in Calgary in the 1970s,
based on ideas that he had developed in London in the fifties and sixties. The Harold, Del Close’s
famous format, was developed in the late 1960s. The period of greatest development for
improvisation, when most of the seminal work was being done, was thus between the fifties and the
seventies. Since then, improvisers have mainly spent their time arguing over which work done
between the fifties and the seventies is the best, and re-creating it without much progress. Most
groups still present some version of Theatresports or the Harold, rarely deviating from these in any
significant way. They may find a different way of beginning the Harold or of presenting Theatresports
games, but essentially the form is the same and the quality of the work has not improved from all
accounts.
This compares very unfavorably to, say, the film industry. The first films—for example, Workers
Leaving the Lumière Factory or the famous Arrival of a Train, made in 1895—were little more than
a demonstration of the medium. Forty-six years later, in 1941, Orson Welles made Citizen Kane. The
following year, Casablanca was released. In 1945, exactly fifty years after Arrival of a Train,
Hitchcock released Spellbound and Billy Wilder won the best picture Oscar for The Lost Weekend.
All this despite the fact that there was a war on. If film makers were improvisers, one wonders if in
1950 they would still have been arguing over whether the British Robert William Paul or the French
Lumière Brothers truly invented cinema and whether it was best to re-make a two-minute film about
two men carrying a ladder or a horse winning a race.
The question is: Why did film, in fifty years, take such astonishing developments though silent
cinema—including Chaplin and Keaton, the talkies, the golden age of the musical, animation
(Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs was released in 1937) and film noir, just to name a few
extraordinary movements? Such bold, creative, risky steps into the future could only have been made
by people who were not looking back to early mentors but were prepared to take the medium with
both hands and explore every avenue—and when they had run out, invent avenues for others to
explore. Cinema has never stopped progressing. Every year, films break molds and buck trends in
terms of form, tone, subject matter and technological advancements. Television similarly continues to
go through extraordinary changes. Look at the difference between The Lone Ranger (a popular fifties
program) and 24, or between I Love Lucy and The Office.
It is not just the desire for creative expression but the need to find a new commercial success that
keeps cinema and television professionals innovating. As much as those in the cinema and television
industry complain about the commercial demands made by studios and networks, it is possible that
we as improvisers are hampered by the fact that no one is pressuring us to come up with something
new that they can sell. Improvisation is the only art form that I can think of that has an unlimited
budget. Our budget is only limited by our imagination. Once we have a space with a stage, basic
lights and a small audience, whatever we tell the audience is in that space they will believe is in that

space. If we mime a screwdriver which takes us back in time every time we turn a screw, the
audience will buy it if we commit to it, no CGI necessary. If a twenty-one-year-old man in an AC/DC
t-shirt acts like a puritanical old priest, the audience will suspend their disbelief. Casting and
costumes are not paramount. Whether we wish to create lengthy real-time stories or a series of
startlingly short scenes with lots of quick cuts, the audience will keep up. No time is required in an
expensive editing suite. While this is an astounding and often overlooked advantage, it can lead to the
work being treated casually, as if having an unlimited budget means it is an art form of little value.
It is fairly easy to be cast in an improv show and, if no one you know will cast you, it is no great
feat to mount one of your own. You are unlikely to make any money performing in an improv show.
Most performers work for free and most of those who are paid are paid little. Even those who are
paid well are unlikely to be able to live on the proceeds, and instead are using improv to leverage
other work. Some people have an idea that performing regularly in improv shows will help them with
a career in sketch comedy or sitcom, and this might even be true.
All of these attitudes, while understandable, probably contribute to the fact that there is little
quality control in improv. A lot of talented people leave improvisation for other art forms because
they find a resistance to innovation or have to work with people who are poorly trained or who have
bad habits, because the group is functioning more like a social club than a place for great creative
expression or a home to develop great spontaneous comedy. It is possible that most of the innovators
among us get dragged into the endless arguments over the purest form of the Harold and eventually
leave, frustrated, to make a short film or write a play.
I think it is time that the international improvisation community decided to create quality
improvisation regardless of their tastes for style or format. I also think it is past time that we as
individuals and groups, regardless of our school of thinking, seriously begin to build on the work that
was started by Johnstone and Close in an intelligent and exciting way. Not by creating outlandish new
games with no point, not by changing things for the sake of them, but by asking ourselves what we
love about improvisation, why it is exciting and interesting to us, and exploring those qualities in
performance. Also by making more of the wonderful advantage of it being fairly free of commercial
constraints. It costs little to do no matter how we do it, so let’s risk trying to do it differently. It might
be wonderful.
There are of course many around the world who are making developments, but part of the reason
film and television have changed so dramatically is that so many practitioners sought new ways of
doing things and shared their methods. For a movement, improvisation does seem to be surprisingly
stationary.

#2 “TWO STORIES”
by Tom Salinsky

Overview
Tom tackles some of the same questions and tries to answer the Skateboarding Duck
conundrum.
Improvisation is a very peculiar way of entertaining an audience, and contains a number of traps

for the unwary. If no emphasis at all is placed on storytelling, improvisation can quickly dissolve into
slurry. If this is good-natured slurry, then the audience may still be charmed, and if it’s funny then so
much the better, but this is guaranteed to provide nothing that the audience will remember the next
day. Worse, the improvisers may be seduced into believing that the fact that they are improvising
gives them a “free pass” from the audience, that the audience has no expectation of intelligence, story,
character, logic or even coherence because “it’s just improv.”
Worse, the lack of any narrative framework compels improvisers to try to be funny at every
opportunity. Improvisation is very attractive to the amateur performer. Compared to stand-up comedy,
one has the support of one’s teammates, and standard games are available which can provide some of
the entertainment value “for free.” Compared to sketch comedy or theatre, improv is much more lowcommitment, and much less like hard work. There are no lines to learn, no moves to remember and if
you can’t make a given rehearsal—or even show—someone else can probably take your place. A
group of amateur performers trying their hardest to be funny, and assuming that the audience will
swallow their nonsense because “they are just improvising,” is a recipe for a horrible show. If the
performers stay happy and pick games that they are suited to, it might be watchable, but more than
likely it will be a train wreck.
And so, in many places, teachers, directors and improvisers bang a different drum. “Improv,” they
tell us, “is theatre.” Such people place all their emphasis on telling the story, getting the audience to
care about the characters and to buy in—to forget that they are watching an improvised piece. But
none of these companies would dare advertise or present their show without acknowledging the fact
that they are improvising.11 This would expose the weaknesses of their plotting, characterization,
dialogue and staging, which cannot hope to measure up to the best scripted and rehearsed equivalents.
Even practitioners who don’t want to accept the “free pass” still want the audience to admire their
cleverness in operating without a script—they need the “high-wire act” aspect of their performance
or the audience would be bored to tears.
There is another way to address this problem. In fact, there are two other ways.
One is structural. If the framework of your show includes a mechanism which is constantly
reminding the audience of its improvised nature, then it doesn’t rob the show of anything if the
improvisers choose to commit to story and character the rest of the time—in fact, it adds to it,
because there’s a greater likelihood that they will generate something of power and impact. This is
why forms such as Gorilla Theatre, Micetro Impro and especially Theatresports have been so
successful.
Being apparently competitive, these shows have a built-in mechanism to deal with failure. If a
Theatresports scene or game is poorly performed, the judges will give it a low score. If a Micetro
Impro scene or game falls apart, the audience will give it a low score and those players will be more
likely to be eliminated. By telling the audience up front “Some of these scenes are going to be better
than others,” the players free themselves up to be daring and to take risks—which means the actual
hit-rate goes up. Without such a mechanism, players must adopt “stay-safe” tactics or try to convince
the audience that they were proud of even the most hopelessly incompetent work. Such players
confuse success at achieving a goal with success at being entertaining.
Competitive formats tell two stories: The first is the story the improvisers are telling within their
scenes and games. The second is the story of their struggle for glory.
So, the second way to address the problem is to recognize that improvisers are always telling these

two stories, and that the art of developing and performing a good improv show is identifying which of
the two is the more interesting at any one moment, and therefore where the emphasis should be
placed.
In Keith’s Gorilla Theatre, a small group of improvisers take turns directing each other—setting
scenes up, shouting advice and taking full responsibility for whatever transpires. One huge virtue of
this format is that it provides an “out,” a way of dealing with the fact that the scene currently being
enacted is boring or stupid or incomprehensible—or all three. The director should try their hardest
(or at least appear to try their hardest) to make it work, but the possibility exists that the struggle will
be far more interesting than the scene. Great Gorilla Theatre shows harness this chaos and focus it
where it will do the most good, allowing scenes of genuine interest and power (and of course
comedy) to thrive more or less unmolested, but turning others into amazing crash-and-burn failures—
which could be the highlight of the show. Sometimes, of course, you want to contrive a failure, since
in a show which allows the happy possibility of a glorious failure, too many successes can become
boring.
We were explaining Gorilla Theatre to a very smart and talented Chicago improviser who had not
seen the form and we made exactly this point to him. He looked at us in total confusion and asked
“How could success ever become boring?” By way of illustration, let us consider a television
program from a few years ago which was briefly something of a sensation. Derren Brown is a British
magician, hypnotist and “psychological illusionist,” whose television and stage shows mix, in his
words, “magic, suggestion, psychology, misdirection and showmanship.” In October 2003, Brown
elected to perform a Russian Roulette stunt live on British television. A revolver had been loaded
with one bullet in one of its six numbered chambers by a member of the public, selected by Derren
during an involved elimination procedure, highlights of which comprised the bulk of the program. The
finale was simply to be Brown placing the gun to his temple five times and pulling the trigger, hoping
to divine correctly into which chamber his subject had placed the bullet. The final shot would be
aimed at a sandbag provided for the purpose.
We have no connection to Derren Brown and no way of knowing what pre-show planning went on,
but given the nature of television, it is a fairly safe assumption that what was transmitted was exactly
as Brown and his collaborators had planned. Brown was seated behind a table, on which rested the
gun. He announced that a certain chamber, he believed, was safe, placed the gun to his temple and
pulled the trigger. Click. He put the gun back on the table and this procedure was repeated two more
times. Then, Brown seemed to hesitate. He brought the gun back to his temple but did not pull the
trigger. Slowly, he turned the gun towards the sandbag, and—flinching slightly in anticipation—he
squeezed the trigger.
Click.
Brown put the gun back on the table and stared at it for many seconds. After nearly a minute, he
picked up the gun again, placed it against his temple—click!—then immediately fired the last shot at
the sandbag—bang!
Consider this—if you have ever seen an actor forget their lines or a piece of scenery fall over, you
will never forget it. If you watch the high-wire act, or a similar physical feat, they constantly stress
the danger. Half the rides in theme parks these days try to tell you the story that, oops, something’s
gone wrong. But screwing up Russian Roulette means your brains are splattered against the opposite
wall. We think Derren Brown figured out how to screw up at Russian Roulette and survive, and that’s

what made the show so exciting as we watched it live.
Even in long-form shows, where there is little or no direct interaction with the audience, the best
improvisers constantly make you aware of the risk they are taking, even if they don’t call attention to
it. Watching them tell the story is an essential and thrilling part of the enterprise, as important as the
story itself. Many of the best formats embrace this unique feature of improvisation, and we believe it
needs to be protected. Let there be some formats which shove it right into the foreground, and let there
be other formats which let it linger in the distance, but let it not be forgotten, lest improvisation
becomes the poor cousin of stand-up and sketch comedy and the bastard child of scripted theatre.

SECTION
TWO

“How to Improvise”

2.1 How to Use This Section

Overview
Who are we trying to teach here, and what should be borne in mind while reading this
section?
If you want to learn to improvise, you should go and take some improv classes. There, we’ve said
it. Put down this book, pick up your local paper or do a Google search and find some. It almost
doesn’t matter how good they are. Even if you’re saddled with a moon-faced fool who blathers
endlessly on about “truth” and lets turgid scenes waffle pointlessly on forever, or a ruthlessly cynical
comedian who tells you with no trace of enjoyment which tricks “always make them laugh,” you will
gain far more from the experience of actually working with other people, without a script, in front of
even an informal audience than you can ever learn from passively reading a book.
But that doesn’t make this section of the book useless or pointless. Over the pages which follow,
we have described what would happen if you were in one of our workshops, often with a little more
detail about what is going on “under the hood” than might be apparent if you were simply attending
the class. Our hope is that this will be a useful manual for teachers and students, experienced
improvisers and novices.
If you are reading this book as someone who is new to teaching improv, we also highly recommend
reading Impro by Keith Johnstone (a life-changing book for anyone). Having an open mind and a
genuine desire to see the students improve would also be excellent. You could then adapt the
exercises given here into a syllabus for your students, tailoring them as necessary to suit their
particular requirements, but we hope not confining them entirely to a classroom or rehearsal room.
This stuff was meant to be staged.
If you are a more experienced improvisation teacher, you may be reading this for fresh inspiration,
some contentious viewpoints to get you charged up and questioning again or just for some new
exercises to cherry-pick from to liven up your classes.
Alternatively, you might be a school teacher looking to liven up a dreary syllabus or trying to avoid
staging yet another production of West Side Story with under-fifteens. You may work at a drama
school and see how scared the students seem—especially of improvisation—and wonder if that fear
can really be helping them. You could use some of the exercises in this book to alleviate their anxiety
and remind them why they wanted to become actors in the first place.
You could also be an experienced improviser looking for a fresh take on how this stuff works, on
the nuts and bolts. You may find new games and new exercises here, which you can bring back to
your group, but if you’re craving novelty and new games, you are likely to be frustrated by the
emphasis here on craft and process. We’re more interested in what games teach improvisers about the
business of improvising for performance than in learning a wide variety of “hoop” games.
You could be one of a group of people starting an improvisation company from scratch. The
exercises described here begin at the beginning, with no prior knowledge or experience assumed, so

the designated director could work through this section of the book, chapter by chapter, coaching the
group as they go. Or you could take a chapter each. At some point, however, you’ll probably benefit
from having a more experienced coach take a dispassionate look at what you’re doing. The act of
teaching can itself be fraught with anxiety, especially when working from someone else’s syllabus,
and that will cloud your vision.
Finally, we imagine that there will be members of the improv and theatre community who want to
read this book, and this section in particular, not necessarily to go out and put it into action, but just to
be stimulated about the business of improvisation and listen to our take on various topics.
We welcome all readers (including those not mentioned here) and hope you enjoy the book and
find it of practical use.

2.2 Teaching and Learning

Overview
We examine what happens during an improvisation class—or any class—in the minds of the
teacher and the student, and tackle the ever-present issue of anxiety.
Whether you are attending improvisation classes or teaching them, it is important to know that the
words “Can I have a volunteer?” often ignite feelings of fear and anxiety. People who have paid to be
at the class, or have sometimes paid for three years of drama school, will often avoid eye contact
with the teacher when this request is made.
It is not always like this, however. On some occasions, if a volunteer is asked for, every single
person puts their hand up and some actually rush forward. That’s when those people are children.
Children approach playing games, or doing exercises or being given the chance to try something
new, very differently from adults. Children approach these situations with one mission, and that
mission is to have lots of turns. They sometimes actually rate their success that way, saying
something like “I had four turns and Charlie only had three—I win!”
Adults are very different. We want to sit back, assess—from our seats!—whether we’d be any
good at the task in question. If we think we’d be successful at it, then and only then will we want a
turn. If we think it is something we would not be good at, we would usually prefer to have no turn at
all.
Children want lots of turns, but adults just want one perfect turn.
As adults, we’ve already decided what we’re good at and what we’re bad at, and we only want to
have turns at things we’re already good at. We’ve met lots of people who’ve told us they can’t draw,
but none of them was seven. All children think they’re brilliant artists and want their drawings
displayed on the refrigerator. As adults, even if we secretly think we can draw, we hide our sketches
away under the bed: “Don’t look at those—they’re just some silly things I was doodling.” The thing
is, we all were those children. We believed we were great artists, we sang and danced when we
were happy and acted out cops and robbers for hours. No one ever stopped and said “I’m not a very
good robber. I’ve run out of ideas. I think I need to research my character.” We always had endless
ideas. Endless positivity. Endless faith in our own talent. What happened to us?

One answer is: our education. We hope at least that your education was free because, wherever
you got it, it has screwed you over and transformed you from someone who volunteered fearlessly
and believed in your own creative abilities into someone who is unwilling to get up at all in case
“you make a fool of yourself,” and who claims they “can’t” sing, dance, draw, act or speak in public
and who has no imagination.
When you’re at school, if the teacher tells the class to write an essay and everyone else is writing,
and you’re just sitting there all Zen and relaxed, thinking about your essay, what will happen? The
teacher will shout at you. She’ll say “You! You’re not even trying.” She would know if you were
trying because trying looks like something. If your shoulders are hunched and you look worried and a
little ill, then the teacher will probably come and do it for you. We learn to look anxious before we
do things—like we’re not up to it.
We also tend to punish ourselves after we do things. Two adults will volunteer for something, and
after they finish they’ll make a physical gesture of apology which says to the room: “No need to
mention it—we know it wasn’t very good.” Maybe this is because we teach our children to punish
themselves if they suspect they’ve failed. When you’re a kid, if you’re washing dishes and you break
a plate and you say “Well, never mind, everyone drops things from time to time,” and you clean it up
in a relaxed and happy fashion, your mother will shout at you. That in our society is a “bad attitude.”
A “good attitude” is to cry and feel worthless. Then your mother will say “Never mind, darling, it
was only an accident,” and clean it up for you. Therefore, as adults, we anticipate this; we’ve learned
to. We look anxious before and after everything we do to avoid punishment from others.
This means we come to any learning opportunity, like an improv workshop, feeling tense and
anxious. If that was a good state for learning or creativity that would be great, but unfortunately you’re
less likely to be good at learning—or any creative pursuit—with a gun pointed to your head. The fact
is you’re the most able to learn, create and improvise when you’re most yourself. Think about it: Are
you more witty, sparky and full of ideas when you’re with your oldest friends and a bottle of wine or
when you’re on a job interview? Your inner improviser is far more likely to be with you when you’re
relaxed.
It follows that the people who are most successful at learning to improvise are those who are most
relaxed. We tell our students that their only mission is to have lots of turns and see if we’re worth our
money. We say “I’m the only one who’s shown up claiming to be an expert and therefore I’m the only
one who should be nervous.” If they can already do everything we show them very well, that makes
our job very difficult. As teachers it’s our job to find things the students can’t do and show them how
to do them. Education is not coming to the workshop pre-educated. We tell them “I’m hoping for a
very high level of failure in this workshop, otherwise how can I take your money in good
conscience?” We say if they can do everything we show them perfectly, they should ask for their
money back because it means we’re not teaching them anything new. On the other hand, we say that if
they’re no better at the end of the workshop, they should ask for their money back as well, because
that can’t possibly be their fault. It must by ours.
We really believe that if we’re taking the money we absolutely need to take responsibility for what
happens in the workshop. If there’s someone who’s not getting any better, it’s our job to find a way to
get through to them, and if we can’t, we should be prepared to offer them their money back. Too many
teachers blame their students and get frustrated with people they see as talentless. We really don’t
think anyone is talentless, especially at improvising. We all have our experiences to bring which will
inspire stories worth telling. Some of us may be more natural performers than others, but others will

be better storytellers or more happy collaborative. As a teacher, try and see what your students are
bringing with them. As a learner, the best advice we can offer is to listen to what your teacher says,
take lots of turns and see if they’re worth their money.
This is not to say that you should go into the room with a “prove yourself” attitude towards the
teacher. Be positive and open and contribute to the kind of supportive environment you want to learn
in. Be supportive and interested in other improvisers’ work. Just don’t take the burden of
responsibility for learning onto your shoulders. Let your teacher do that.
When we have taught at RADA, we have talked to the students about their hopes for the course. It
is a big honour to go to RADA and so most people go there with the hope that their whole three years
will be filled with classes where they will be the star. Their hope is that all their goes will be
wonderful ones and the teacher in each class will say, “That was a wonderful go. I wish all the rest of
the students could have a go as wonderful as that one.” No one comes to RADA hoping to fail. We
think, while “normal,” that this is a strange attitude to bring to a learning experience, because it means
the student is hoping not to be educated but validated.
Compare this to taking your car to a mechanic because it is making a strange noise. It’s frustrating
if the car won’t make the noise when the mechanic is there, because then they cannot diagnose it. So
you drive away and there’s that damned noise again. If you go to drama school or improv classes and
the teacher only sees your very best work, they will never have an opportunity to diagnose you and
help fix your weaknesses. You will then go on stage and your weaknesses will come out. Sadly, all
your turns in class were so good that your weaknesses went unnoticed. We say to the students we
teach at RADA, “Some days you’ll be great all day and the teachers will only be able to praise you. If
that happens, it happens. Never mind. Maybe you’ll have a worse day tomorrow.” We usually get
groups to say “We suck and we love to fail!” in order to get them into the right counterintuitive
headspace. This was something that Patti Stiles invented for her time in London (we were all
obviously terrified) and left here when she went. We had t-shirts made, because it was such a
liberating sentiment.

2.3 The Importance of Storytelling

Overview
Storytelling is a big feature of our conception of improvisation. Why is it so important and
what happens if it is omitted?
Telling stories is something human beings are essentially compelled to do. Not a day passes when
we don’t exchange stories, and we cannot escape prepackaged stories of all kinds—not just books,
movies, TV shows and plays, but simpler stories like newspaper headlines, billboard advertisements
and snatches of overheard conversation on the bus.
Why should this be so? Here’s one possible answer. Humans and some species of chimp (our
nearest relatives in the animal kingdom) are collaborative in nature, which is not very common. For a
long time, this was a big problem for evolutionary biologists to understand. Natural selection
operates at the level of the individual and the gene, not the group or the species. A gene for selfsacrifice ought to simply wipe itself out.

Game theory came to the rescue of the evolutionary biologists, demonstrating that among a
population with a certain proportion of self-sacrificers (those who groomed others before having
others groom them, for example), there would also arise a certain proportion of cheats (those who
were happy to be groomed, but didn’t themselves do any grooming) but that the cheats wouldn’t
necessarily dominate (which would result in no one being groomed at all) if the cheats were
punished. The optimum strategy was to groom anyone you hadn’t met before, or who had groomed you
in the past, but to refuse to groom those who you knew had refused to groom you or others in the past.
As we developed bigger brains, we gradually developed a language, which enabled us to reap the
benefits of cooperation more and more, without falling prey to cheats, since we could gossip about
other members of the clan. Yes, it turns out that language very likely evolved so we could lean over
the garden fence and say, “Did you hear about Mrs. Jenkins at number 32 … ?” Telling stories turns
out to be a hugely important part of our survival as a society of animals.
If telling stories is an innate and defining feature of humans, what about receiving stories? Now,
more than ever before in our history, we are besieged by information. Most of it we filter out. We
automatically deem much of it to be irrelevant. Think of all the events that happened to you between
the ages of eight and nine, say. Three hundred and sixty-five days of twenty-four hours each, packed
with experiences, personalities, places and details. How much of that do you actually remember
now? Probably no more than a handful of recollections, laid down in long-term memory as stories. By
arranging the significant details of those key events in a story-like sequence, they become memorable.
On the other hand, you have probably seen hundreds of movies, and you could probably summarize
the plot details of almost all of them—especially the ones you enjoyed. Stories are retained though
events which don’t arrange themselves in story-like patterns are not. When especially terrible or
wonderful events occur, people start looking for the cause-and-effect, which would make them into
stories. A woman’s infant son is killed in a car accident and “Why?” is the first agonized word on her
lips. By asking “why?” we turn a series of events into a story and then it lives in our mind and we can
make sense of it.
It follows from this that events which happen to arrange themselves in the fashion of a story linger
in the mind automatically. We tell and retell the story of the Titanic despite the fact that it was far
from the worst maritime disaster in history. It wasn’t even the worst peacetime maritime disaster. But
the Titanic combines three elements—said to be unsinkable, sank, and on its maiden voyage—which
make it a story about something: hubris. The arrogance of the Titanic’s builders is perceived as the
cause of its downfall, and so it becomes a story that is told and retold.
Here’s the point of all this history, anthropology and biology: stories are not social constructs.
Stories don’t have the shapes that they do because of tradition, or culture or history. The fundamental
aspects of stories are the same, and always have been in every human society the world over. A
group of theatre practitioners can’t pretend that stories don’t exist, are not noticed or can have any
form they wish. It would be like artists saying any of those things about perspective. In this postRenaissance world, artists can play with perspective, as in the drawings of MC Escher; or use
perspective only in discrete portions instead of as a unifying feature, as in the “montage” images
typical of movie posters. But they cannot deny that it exists and that viewers expect to see it.
As soon as a theatre practitioner stands an actor on a stage, audiences start inventing stories. Who
is she? Where is she? What is she waiting for? What mood is she in? Whom will she meet and
interact with? The hunger for story is almost impossible to sate.

That’s not to say that story is the only thing which audiences go to the theatre for. It is possible to
distract audiences away from their need for story; a spectacular song-and-dance routine will hold
their attention even if the narrative is suspended temporarily to make room for it. A wonderful piece
of physical theatre, a marvelous scenic illusion, a hilarious piece of comedy shtick all have the same
power. But the hunger for narrative returns as soon as the “set piece” overstays its welcome—and if
you have achieved the trick of getting the audience to wonder “What will happen next?” then you
betray the trust they have placed in you if you don’t have, or appear not to have, an answer to that
question.
One of the things which entertainers of all kinds use to enhance the narrative, as well as put in
place of the narrative (temporarily or permanently), is comedy. This gives rise to the question: What
makes us laugh? Some years ago, a group of researchers looked into this question. They attempted to
find some answers by eavesdropping on ordinary social conversations and making a note of what
dialogue was greeted with the laughter response. All of these “laughter triggers” were then analyzed
to try to find commonalities. They almost all had one thing very clearly in common.
They weren’t funny.
Evolutionary biologists are well aware that features arise for particular purposes but can then be
adapted to different purposes altogether. This process is called “exaption,” and it can lead to some
peculiar remnants of once-useful features which no longer have any purpose at all. The evidence we
currently have strongly suggests that social laughter (involuntary and hard to fake) has almost nothing
to do with what happens to an audience in a theatre or a comedy club. When we laugh together in a
group, we are sending a signal that says: We all feel the same way about this, we are the same. It is a
form of group bonding. A comedian or a comedy actor triggers the same response in a significantly
different way, amplified by the presence of a large group of people.
One of the things that improvisation demonstrates is that the laughter response, so reassuring to the
neurotic performer, is not just triggered by smart one-liners and funny voices. Some procedures exist
which make an audience laugh out of pure pleasure, and audiences respond very warmly to
performers who are in a happy and positive state.
When these insights are yoked to a desire to tell compelling stories, the results can be spectacular.
What theatre practitioner would not want to take advantage of this, and is there any reason why
improvisers should be excluded? We can’t think of one.

2.4 Spontaneity

Overview
First steps in learning to improvise: getting “out of your head” and abandoning control of the
future.
Having “set out our stall” as teachers, storytellers and improvisers, we are now ready to begin the
main work of this book: our improvisation workshop in text form. Whereas we have elsewhere
referred to ourselves as “us” or “we,” we have chosen to refer to ourselves in the first person
singular, “I” or “me,” when talking about our teaching experiences, for the reason that we almost

never co-teach and so the plural seems inappropriate. Tom and Deborah can be assumed to share all
the opinions and all the approaches described, however. Well, almost all. We regularly have spirited
debates with each other, other members of our company, our students and improvisers we respect and
learn from when we travel internationally or when we invite overseas teachers to teach in London.
We don’t always agree with Keith Johnstone or Patti Stiles, who taught us how to improvise. It’s
really important for the development of the medium that we think differently and engage in passionate
discussion and well-reasoned arguments, so take nothing here as absolute and feel free to email us if
you just have to tell us why we’re wrong.
The first game is very simple. You could do it while reading this book. You don’t need a partner,
you don’t need any props, special equipment or any public liability insurance. Presenting it to a
group, we stress how easy and how trivial it is. The game is called Pointing At Things And Saying
What They Are. Try it now. Put the book down and spend sixty seconds marching around the room,
pointing at things and calling them by their correct name. “Sofa, carpet, wall, wallpaper …” and so
on.
Welcome back. So far so easy? Let’s play game number two. Game number two is called Pointing
At Things And Saying What The Last Thing You Pointed At Was. Start off by pointing at the floor, but
don’t say anything. Now point at the ceiling and say “floor.” Now point at something else and say
“ceiling.” Keep going like that. We’ll see you back here in sixty seconds.
Are you ready for game number three? Game number three is called Pointing At Things And Saying
What They’re Not. This time when you point at the floor, you can call it anything in the world except
“floor.” Okay? You’ve got sixty seconds. Away you go!
Now, everyone’s experience of these games will be different, but in a group, some fairly typical
patterns tend to emerge, and you can tell a lot about how the group is getting along just by listening to
the volume and looking at the general level of activity in the room, even though you probably can’t
pick one person’s words out of the general din.
Let us ask you, the reader, some of the questions that we ask of all groups playing these games and
try to anticipate some likely responses. First of all, you’d probably agree that these games vary in
difficulty. The first game presents very little difficulty at all—it’s what you’ve been doing ever since
you first learned how to talk. So let’s ignore that as trivial for now, and consider the second and third
games. Of these two, people often express a strong preference for one or the other, and they do test
different parts of your brain.
Game number two tests short-term memory. Some people quickly pick up the knack of “banking”
the current object in short-term memory while retrieving the previous object. Others find the
procedure more confusing, but generally the game—as you might expect—tends to get easier as it
goes on, regardless of how challenging it is to begin with.
The third game is rather different. Since there are no rules to follow, each object named is a
creative act, albeit a fairly trivial one. About two-thirds of people generally report that this game is
more difficult than the previous one. But observing and listening to the group tells a story closer to
nine-tenths. Almost everyone plays the third game more slowly than the second game, even those who
say they prefer it. The result is that, often, it is only in the third game that there are moments of
silence, even with twenty-odd people in the room. Even more mysteriously, this game actually seems
to get harder as it goes on. Many people can rattle off three or four objects fairly rapidly and easily,
and then they get “stuck,” at least for a moment. It feels like you’ve temporarily run out of words.

What is odd about this is that playing the second game, it is possible to be wrong. If the last thing
you pointed at was the door and now you are pointing at the light switch, the only right answer is
“door.” Every other response is wrong. Playing the third game, it’s almost impossible to be wrong.
Provided you don’t actually say “light switch,” you can’t fail. So why should it be that this game
triggers so much hesitation and stress? Why, in fact, should this third game be difficult at all?
People in our workshops offer many solutions to this conundrum, and the fact is that this apparently
trivial game brings up a great many issues.
One of the first solutions offered is often “Too many choices,” and this is indeed a good answer.
However, it isn’t the whole story. Looking for a needle in a haystack is difficult, but if what you want
is a piece of hay, you should have no trouble finding one. So how can there be “too many” choices?
Well, all handfuls of hay look alike, but all words seem very different, so the real problem, the real
cause of the “option paralysis,” is not that we have too many options, it’s that we have lots of options
and no criteria.
Ever since you first went to school you were taught that the world is divided into Right Answers
and Wrong Answers. Right Answers earn you ticks, 12 and Wrong Answers earn you crosses. Your
job (in life!) is to see how many ticks you can earn at the cost of how few crosses. But here’s a
situation where you have no satisfactory criteria—you don’t know whether calling the chair a
“beehive” is the right answer or not, so you don’t know if it earns you a tick or a cross. The second
game, albeit a challenge for some, feels like a familiar challenge. We take comfort from knowing we
are getting the right answers, and even from knowing that we are getting the wrong answers from time
to time. We take comfort, in general, from being able to accurately judge our own performance.
Playing Pointing At Things And Saying What They Are Not, people are apt to invent their own
rules to fill the void. Many people refuse to repeat a word, although there is nothing in the instructions
which forbids this. It would be boring to call everything in the room a “battleship,” mind you, but an
occasional repeat is not a problem. (Note that playing the second game successfully is also playing
the third game successfully but in a more restricted way, which makes it even odder that people are
slower playing the third game than the second!)
Some people play the game in order to show off how clever and imaginative they are. If they point
at a window and find the word “dog” on their lips, they will censor this out as “unimaginative” and
wait until they’ve dredged up “viaduct” or “dirigible” or “centripetal force.” Or they look for
opportunities to crack jokes, pointing at friends and saying “nice person,” for example.
Other people play the game in order to show how dull they are. Terrified of revealing anything
about themselves, they will make sure that each word seems nice and safe and mundane—they often
restrict themselves to other objects in the room—so as never to say anything remotely sexual,
scatological or in any other way interesting.
However, what I am interested in is not the quality of words chosen—this isn’t Scrabble and you
don’t get extra points for using a Q—I am interested in fluency. Can you play this game with the same
pace and fluency that the first game has? Can you get the gaps between the words as small as
possible?
Trying your hardest to come up with good words only makes the game harder, but trying your
hardest isn’t always your best strategy ! Trying your hardest means you are just piling the anxiety on
yourself. You have already admitted that the task is beyond you. Tiny children have to try their
hardest to walk across the floor because they aren’t very good at it. We don’t have to do this. We just

pick a destination and we get there, often while accomplishing several other complex tasks at the
same time. If we did start trying our hardest, if we began considering every shift of balance, every
muscle contraction, every position of every limb, we’d fall over our own feet!
Likewise with this game, instead of trying your hardest to play it well, try this: Point at the first
object, with no particular idea in mind as to what you are going to call it. Open your mouth, and be
mildly curious as to what word emerges, but pay no more attention to it than that. Then immediately
move on to the next object. Don’t give yourself time to praise your excellent choice or curse your
feeble choice—just keep moving. Even if it’s a word you’ve said before, or it’s a word you just
heard someone else say. If you really feel there are no words left, that your “word well” has run dry
(impossible, as you know thousands upon thousands of nouns, but it can feel like that), try starting
with a sound, try starting with a letter. Point at the carpet and pick a letter at random. Start saying “Pr
…” until a word or phrase emerges—“Pr … awn cocktail!”—and then go straight to the next object.
Go!
Now, if you are at all typical, you will have found the exercise a great deal easier than last time.
When I listen to the group this time around, I hear fewer gaps, if any, and I will be less likely to hear
a trailing off in volume after about thirty seconds, as I did last time. For yourself, you may have
noticed that the gaps between words got shorter and less frequent. If not, well, this is a rather weird
thing to ask your brain to do! You are used to using your brain like a retrieval mechanism—a
biological Google. Give it a well-defined question and it will come back with a well-defined answer
(or a well-defined “I don’t know”). But this exercise is like typing nothing into the Google search box
and expecting ten splendid websites to pop up. It won’t happen! To play this game, you have to treat
your brain less like Google and more like a lucky dip (grab bag). Stick a hand in and see what you
get. For some people, this requires time, so if you observed no improvement at all—practice! Even
people who struggle at this game can get quite good at it after practicing just five minutes a day for a
week. (It might be better to practice when everyone else is out—or invite them to play too!)
Your brain, of course, prefers to link items together (a very useful preference which we will
exploit later on) and so you may find yourself naming six or seven fruits in a row, or half a dozen
animals. That’s fine at first, but as your confidence with the game grows, try to nudge yourself onto
something fresher after the first couple of similar items. Choosing to name fruit is one creative act.
We are hoping for a whole succession of creative acts.
However, if you are anything like a typical group, chances are that these instructions have
increased fluency at the cost of volume and energy. There’s no trailing off in volume over the course
of this iteration, but the overall volume in the room is generally depressed, comparing this try to the
last one. This is easily fixed and provides other advantages.
Play the game again (this will be the last time, honestly) with the same mental attitude: Point at
something, open your mouth and be mildly curious as to what word emerges. But this time, as it
emerges, pronounce it with great joy and energy and delight. Pronounce it with a big smile on your
face as if it is the best word anyone could possibly have come up with and you are absolutely
delighted with yourself—even if it’s a word you’ve said before or a word you just heard someone
else say. Play this game loudly, brightly and boldly! (I may demonstrate at this point, parodying
someone whispering out a random word shyly, and then demonstrating what we actually want,
bellowing out another random word, while wearing a lunatic grin. By playing the game rather more
crazily and loudly than most of the group would dare, I set the bar a little higher, I give them more
permission.)

Most people discover that the game is easier played like this than played meekly. But it would be
rare indeed to discover a person who, surrounded by others playing the game quietly, would
experiment with playing the game loudly and boldly. Not one student in a thousand would do that (I
can’t remember it ever happening). Similarly, if we pluck someone out of the group to demonstrate
something, that person—who looked perfectly healthy when safe in the group—is likely
(consciously? subconsciously?) to start making themselves look a little ill, a little feeble. They are
doing their best to send the signal to the rest of the group: “Don’t expect too much. This isn’t going to
be very good.”
But the reality is that attempting any kind of performance with energy and focus and enthusiasm
dramatically increases your chances of success. So why don’t students typically volunteer with a big
grin and an attitude of “Ah, this is going to be fantastic! What is it?”13 The answer is that by so doing
they abandon control over the size of the gap between what they advertise and what they deliver.
There is less shame in failing at something you are ill-equipped to do, so by making themselves seem
not up to the task, they absolve themselves of the failure they “know” is coming. Despite the fact that
they are pretty much guaranteeing failure by their own actions, they take a large degree of comfort
from the fact that the failure is under their control. The safety of a certain failure is more rewarding
than the possibility of success.
The bold advertising of success, by contrast, is terrifying! Despite the fact that students would be
upping their chances of success considerably by doing this, they would not then be able to control the
size of the advertising/delivery gap, and this is a horrifying prospect. Related to this is the basic
feeling that talent is innate, that learning has come to an end, and that they now know what they are
good at and what they are bad at. (I’m talking about adults here, of course. For more on the
differences between adults and children and the damage done by education, see “Teaching and
Learning” on page 39) What’s peculiar about this game is how readily it demonstrates that your
ability (talent) is related to your attitude. Want to be better at this game? Play it with an attitude of
mild curiosity. Want to be even better? Play it with the same mental attitude, but wear an expression
of joy and play it loudly and boldly. (Want to be even better? Play it while running from object to
object but don’t crash into other people.)
The other benefit you gets from playing the game loudly and cheerfully is that it turns off your
internal censor. Pretty much everyone over the age of seven has one of these—the little mechanism
inside your head that likes to check what you say before you say it. A very useful thing to have: It
stops you from swearing in front of your grandmother. (If I think I can get away with it, or want to
lower inhibitions and shake up a starchy group, I’ll say “stops you saying ‘fuck’ in front of your
grandmother.”) But when improvising, it can be a nuisance, so it’s helpful to discover mechanisms
which will not disable it, but temporarily silence it. If your attitude is one of cheerfulness and delight,
you will fool your censor into thinking that there’s nothing here that needs checking. And so, if you do
happen to point at a candlestick and say “penis,” there’s no harm done!
What’s also surprising about this game is how easy it is to trigger the learning-anxiety response.
This is an utterly trivial game; it cannot possibly reflect on your ability to broker stocks, cure
diseases, design buildings, program websites or charm the opposite sex, or however else you tell
yourself you are marvelous. Yet very few people initially approach it with anything like the relaxed,
positive attitude which it requires, and almost everybody punishes themselves bitterly for what they
perceive as a failure.
Many adults have simply stopped being creative, so those muscles are tired and atrophied. The

imagination is like a scared animal—it needs cosseting and encouraging. One negative remark—even
from oneself !—is enough to cause it to shut down altogether. On the other hand, one positive remark
—yes, even from oneself !—is enough to open the valve a little wider and let a torrent of ideas flood
out. Think about how great you feel when someone tells you you’re talented—it can lift you for
weeks. As this game demonstrates, you can do this to yourself.
From the point of view of training improvisers, this is step one: Can we, on demand, generate any
number of arbitrary ideas without stress? It is a game well worth returning to, since the ability to
control when your mind generates arbitrary ideas and when it generates connected ideas (as well as
deciding which mode is appropriate) is crucial for your success.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
Depending on the tone of the group, we may also play this next game before moving on to the more
technical section which follows. This is a game which could easily be included under a round-up of
random warm-up games (which we have also included at the back of this book!) and, in fact, there are
probably several similar games which would serve our purpose just as well. We just use this one out
of habit. This exercise works best with a fairly large group—at least twelve.
Everybody get into small groups of three to five. Choose the two people from your group
who are going to go first. One of them says to the other “What are you doing?” Their
partner picks an arbitrary activity—“I’m brushing my teeth” or “I’m piloting a plane”
or “I’m putting down a kitten”—whatever you like. The first person now performs the
activity named by the second person. The second person asks “What are you doing?”
and the first person, while continuing their activity, names another arbitrary activity,
which the second person then acts out. Now the first person asks again “What are you
doing?” and so on. If either person makes a mistake, one of the people watching gets to
“tap in” and replace them.
These instructions are a bit confusing, and if I get a lot of perplexed looks I may demonstrate the
game, but I don’t want to over-explain it. Once the game is up and running, I quietly go to each group
in turn and ask them to spend twenty seconds or so discreetly watching the other groups playing the
game and then go back to playing it themselves.
When each group has spent some time observing, I call order and ask them what they observed.
What I’m looking for is this: Most groups are working very hard to get the game right. There are
plenty of furrowed brows and tight shoulders, but very little laughter and very few smiles. If these do
occur, it will be when somebody makes a mistake. Often there will be one quite happy group where a
lot of mistakes are being made and people are laughing quite a lot. Often there will be one or more
very serious groups, where the game is being played nice and slowly, with plenty of concentration
and next to no mistakes, to the total boredom of those who are standing and watching.14
Perhaps I ask the group what they think the point of this game is. Students hazard various guesses:
“Spontaneity?” “Concentration?” “Doing one thing while saying another?” None of these is wrong,
but there are better games to work each of those muscles. Finally, I explain that what I’m wondering
is how much fun they will have. The real point of this procedure is that it is rather difficult to do—it
screws up your ability to plan, which is also helpful for improvisers—and so a mechanism is built in
to deal with what happens if the players get it wrong. However, it’s a rather tedious spectator sport,
so the game only has any interest while it’s impossible to sustain. This is quite a profound

demonstration of the importance of failure. Here’s a game which has no function when people stop
failing at it.
Again, it’s interesting to contrast the way children and adults play this game. Adults are very
concerned to get the rules right, and consider not being “tapped out” to be a great success, cursing
themselves bitterly if, despite their best efforts, they do get “tapped out.” Children will tap out
joyfully at any excuse and will invent new rules if the game isn’t moving quickly enough: “We’ve had
‘combing my hair’ already!” “You said ‘er,’ you’re out!”
At this point, I mix up the groups and have them play the game again, this time just to see how fast
and furious they can go. By this time, even a rather reserved and serious group will be laughing
joyfully and ready to face the prospect of learning to improvise with a happy smile.

2.5 Saying Yes

Overview
Key concepts and a classic improvisation game. About the only things common to all
practitioners (although terminology differs).
Everybody find a partner, someone you haven’t worked with before. Introduce
yourselves. Now, you and your partner are going to go on a picnic together. You are
going to take turns suggesting things you could do or things you could bring on a picnic
—but you are also going to kill every idea your partner comes up with.
I wander around the room, hoping to hear sequences like this:
A: I’ve got champagne.
B: Eaurgh! Yuck, I hate champagne. It’s disgusting. I refuse to attend any champagneinfested picnic. Here, have some cucumber sandwiches.
A: With my cucumber allergy? Are you trying to kill me? If they’re even in the same
basket, I’ll break out in hives. Er … let’s have our picnic on the beach.
B: Beach picnics were made illegal months ago. We’ll be arrested and shot if we
even set foot on a beach carrying as much as a single sandwich. Um …
Even though coming up with new ideas will be a struggle, and even though none of these picnics
are ever going to get anywhere, hopefully most people will be relishing the “permission” that I’ve
given them to squash the other person’s ideas—and their “killing” of ideas may be quite creative.
Correct anyone who merely discards or dismissed their partner’s idea. (“Let’s bring a thermos of
tea.” “No thanks, let’s …”). Insist that ideas are genuinely engaged with—and then exterminated.
Some people misunderstand the instructions and leave it to one person to come up with all the
ideas. It may be worth demonstrating the game to avoid having this happen.
After a couple of minutes of this, I call the group to order and we do “take two.”
Start again, but this time I’m going to “reprogram” you. Again, you’re going to go on a
picnic. Again, you’re going to take turns suggesting things you could do or things you

could bring on a picnic. This time, however, I want you to accept every idea your partner
comes up with—but without any enthusiasm. I want you to be a bit grudging, maybe even
a bit pissed off. But you do accept your partner’s ideas, their suggestions do make it into
the basket, you are going to do them.
This time, I hope to hear something like this. A demonstration, again, is sometimes useful:
A: Do you want some chicken drumsticks?
B: Chicken drumsticks? Really? Well, I know you like them. I think they’re horribly
greasy, but I suppose I could have a bit of one. What about playing Twister?
A: It’s a bit childish isn’t it?
B: So?
Me: You must accept the idea.
A: Okay, maybe later, but I don’t promise to play it for very long. Er …
And so on.
Again without comment, we move on to a third iteration.
Start again from scratch. Take turns suggesting different things you could do or things
you could bring on a picnic. This time I want you to greet every idea your partner comes
up with with great enthusiasm. Respond as if it is the best idea anyone could possibly
have come up with and you can’t wait to put it into action. You might want to try making
your eyes a little bit wider than they normally are. Not so much that you look deranged
[I demonstrate] just a little bit wider than normal.
This time, I don’t demonstrate the game—this is the “real” version and I want them to make their
own mistakes, if any.
I am likely to hear sequences like this:
A: Let’s put up a parasol to keep off the sun.
B: Yes! And if it’s hot, we can strip and go skinny-dipping in the lake!
A: Yes, and let’s put on our water wings so we don’t drown!
B: The ones that make us look like idiots?
A: Yes, the enormous ones, bigger than we are!
The group will be much more active this time—their use of gesture more extravagant, almost
Italian—and they may start acting out the events of the “story” they are now inventing. Silencing the
group (and it may be a struggle this time!), I solicit feedback on all three games. I am likely to hear
some or all of the following:
– It’s much easier to say yes.
– It’s much more fun to say yes.
– I didn’t like the first one.
– I did like the first one, but I didn’t like the second one.
They are likely to agree that there is a momentum present in the third version which was entirely
lacking in the first two. In the first two versions, nothing is developed, but the third one often flows

very easily, and can even start developing into something like a story.
This exercise and the one that follows it are endlessly applicable. We use both Pointing At Things
and this Yes game very regularly to open sessions with people of all kinds: corporate groups, actors,
improvisers, adults, children, drama schools, community centers. Between the two exercises, they
cover all of the most fundamental elements of improvising. The second “layer” includes story
structure, which isn’t addressed here, but when improvisation is boring or uncomfortable to do or to
watch, the problem can often be traced back to these key concepts.
I may make some other observations to the group. I assume that the more noise a group makes, the
more fun they’re having. Playing this game the first way is likely to generate quite a lot of noise—
because killing other people’s ideas is fun! Playing this game the second way is likely to depress the
volume considerably. This is generally considered the least fun. But the volume goes through the roof
with the third iteration, and even reserved British students become voluble and expressive. Their
eyes sparkle, their faces gleam and some will be charging around the room or collapsing in laughter
or both.
Exactly how this game is “debriefed” depends on the circumstances. I will almost always start
with some definitions. Any new idea brought to the stage (line of dialogue, gesture, mime, change of
expression) we call an OFFER. Offers can be either BLOCKED, which is what happened the first time
around, or ACCEPTED, which is what happened the third time around. In general, we prefer
improvisers to accept offers, because what the audience hopes to see is two people (or sometimes
more) cooperating with each other to construct a world in which a story can take place. If they spend
their time instead fighting for control of that world, the story can never get started. The audience may
be diverted—and may laugh—at the sight of one person thwarted by another, but all of these mutual
blocking scenes will be the same and the sight of them will soon become tedious.
What’s particularly fascinating is that the second game is often cited as the least fun and the least
productive. In this version, technically you could be said to be accepting your partner’s offers—their
lobster bisque or whatever will make it into the basket—but everything else about your reaction
screams “That’s a dumb idea, you’re a fool for having suggested it and I’m only saying yes because I
have to.” We want to say yes to our partner’s ideas, at least in part, in order to inspire our partner. If
we can find a way to say yes to them without inspiring them, that entirely defeats the purpose!
The same principle—offers which can be blocked or accepted—is common to every school of
improvisation we have so far encountered. Del Close prefers to use the words “initiate” for offer (or
for a certain class of offers), “yield” for accept and “deny” for “block,” but the principles are the
same.15
Interestingly, the psychologist John Gottman identifies three very similar behaviors in his analyses
of couples interacting. Gottman claims to be able to tell with stunning accuracy whether or not a given
couple will remain together, based on watching a few minutes of them talking about something other
than their relationship. He identifies three different reactions to “Bids” (OFFERS), which he classifies
as “Turning Toward,” “Turning Away” and “Turning Against.”
So, if the husband says “Why don’t we go to the movies tonight,” a response of “Yes, that’s a great
idea. Can we see the new Tom Hanks movie?” would be Turning Towards. “Er … maybe. I don’t
know. Whatever you want,” would be Turning Away. “That’s the last thing I want to do after the day
I’ve had, don’t be so stupid.” would be Turning Against. According to Gottman, Turning Toward is a
good sign, Turning Against is a bad sign and Turning Away is a terrible sign. A couple who are at

each other’s throats are at least communicating with passion and energy, but a couple who have given
up even trying to fight for what they want have nothing left for each other.
We have observed the same things in our personal relationships, and with our corporate clients, but
the problem is slightly worse than even Gottman makes it seem. You may be unlucky enough to know
people who are so defensive, so negative or even so aggressive that talking to them is most like
playing the picnic game the first way. You may be lucky enough to know people who are so
unguarded, so open and so positive that talking to them is most like playing this game the third way.
But you’ve certainly had plenty of conversations which most closely resemble the second option,
despite the fact that the second option is the least fun, the least productive and—according to Gottman
—the death knell for a relationship!
Why on earth should this behavior be so prevalent? The answer, we think, is again in our
schooling. Whereas the needing-to-get-the-right-answer behavior exposed by Pointing At Things is
something we learn pretty much on our first day at school, this “yes, but” behavior we learn a little
later in life. This is behavior we learn as teenagers.
If, as a teenager, someone asks you “Have you seen this movie?” “Have you played this game?”
“Have you heard this band?” and, in an unguarded moment, you respond with honest enthusiasm:
“Yes, it’s fantastic!” Oh my god—what a risk! You have just made yourself vulnerable. You can now
be held up to public ridicule as the loser who likes the stupid movie, the sucky game, the lame band.
Very quickly, you learn to say of everything: “S’alright,” with a dismissive shrug. Now you cannot be
wrong. And the blessed safety of this behavior is very rewarding, so we continue to adopt it in other
areas of our life.
As in the previous chapter, and the previous game, people adopt behavior that feels comfortable,
regardless of how successful or unsuccessful it is in meeting other objectives. Feeling comfortable is
overwhelmingly important to a great many people, who will sabotage any number of other goals in
order to hang on to it.
To learn to be a good improviser, it is essential to take pleasure from achieving goals, but also to
maintain a positive, happy attitude in the face of failure. Often the prospect of discomfort is far worse
than the actual discomfort. So, while almost nobody objects to the experience of playing the Yes
game, nobody would be likely to discover it for themselves if just asked to plan a picnic with a
partner.
Let’s return to the workshop and take this game to another level. This version of the game will
probably be familiar to anyone who has ever taken an improv class of any kind, but it contains some
subtleties which are sometimes overlooked.
Find a new partner and this time, instead of a picnic, plan a vacation. The first person to
speak (it doesn’t matter which one of you it is) will say “Let’s go to …” and they will
name a destination. “Let’s go to the beach.” “Let’s go to Paris.” “Let’s go to the
moon.” Wherever you would like to go. The second person, with that same spirit of
positivity and enthusiasm as before, responds “Yes, and …” and they add an idea of
their own. So if you began by saying “Let’s go to Paris,” your partner might respond
“Yes, and let’s climb up the Eiffel Tower.”
After a (noisy and joyful) couple of minutes, I silence the group and get a few pairs to tell me
where their vacations have taken them. Quite often I will hear something like this: “Oh, we’re going

to Miami for snorkeling, and then we’re going to Canada and we’re going to have marshmallows, and
then we’re going skiing in the alps …” This is full of life and ideas and positivity—but it’s no
significant improvement on the Yes game. The whole point of the Yes And game is to build a chain of
ideas, each linked to the previous one. The phrase “yes, and” is designed to program that in, but it
was years before we realized that many people honestly believe that they have followed the
instructions to the letter, yet have entirely missed this crucial aspect of the exercise. An example will
hopefully make things clear.
If one person begins by making the offer “Let’s go to Paris,” and their partner responds “Yes, and
let’s go up the Eiffel Tower,” and then the first person responds “Yes, and let’s go for a boat ride on
the Seine,” then that first person is being as positive as you could wish for. But how does their
partner know that they even heard what they said? The boat trip has nothing to do with their Eiffel
Tower; it YES ANDS Paris, which was the first person’s idea. So as far as their partner is concerned,
they could be standing there (these games must be played standing, by the way, never sitting) while
the other person is coming up with their Eiffel Tower nonsense thinking to themselves “Yeah, yeah,
whatever, skip to the end, is it time for my idea again yet?” The idea of Yes And is to build a chain of
ideas, each linked to the previous one—not to continue one’s own chain, or start a new chain. Here’s
a quick Yes And sequence, improvised at the keyboard by way of demonstration, again using the
vacation idea.
– Let’s go to Australia.
– Yes, and let’s go on safari in the bush.
– Yes, and let’s hunt kangaroos.
– Yes, and let’s disguise ourselves as sexy female kangaroos to lure them in.
– Yes, and let’s end up falling in love with one particularly hunky kangaroo.
– Yes, and let’s raise a family of little bouncy kangaroo-people.
In this way, some quite bizarre material can emerge quite rapidly—again, playing it loudly and
boldly, and getting positive reinforcement from your partner serves to silence your censor. But this
still feels like a (reasonably) logical chain of ideas. By contrast, some people just end up making a
shopping list of ideas, all connected to the first idea, but not connected to each other.
– Let’s go to Australia.
– Yes, and let’s go on safari in the bush.
– Yes, and let’s go surfing.
– Yes and let’s visit the Sydney Opera House.
Or, they keep starting new chains …
– Let’s go to Australia.
– Yes, and let’s go surfing.
– Yes, and let’s surf in shark-infested waters.
– Yes, and let’s go to Berlin.
– Yes, and let’s see the Brandenburg Gate.
Both of these are forms of blocking. The problem for the teacher is how to maintain the same spirit
of “The first response is the right response” so painstakingly generated in Pointing At Things, and yet
encourage people to build chains. It seems inescapable that there is now a right and a wrong

response, and so the prospect of failure looms large once again. However, this is not quite as big a
problem as it seems. We aren’t really dividing responses into “good ideas” and “bad ideas.” Rather,
we are simply observing that some ideas connect to the previous idea and some don’t.
One of the lessons we learned from playing Pointing At Things is that your mind would rather
associate than be arbitrary. If you just called the curtains “fish” then calling the next object “chips”
seems unavoidable! Here, that’s all you have to do—so it should be easier to come up with a related
idea than a brand new idea. Also, note that whether you think an idea is good or bad, it will still get
the same response from your partner, and an objectively “feeble” or “dull” idea (does such a thing
even exist?) will grow in strength and power as it gets YES AND ed. It’s much more important to keep
the energy and the pace up, so for many people, just listening to what their partner says, visualizing it
and then saying “Yes, and” loudly and confidently right away and trying to finish the sentence will do
the trick.
Rather than making it a struggle to get the “right answer,” we just encourage the group to add
another link in the chain—not necessarily a “good” link, just don’t be the one who breaks the chain.
Partly for this reason, we have found that corporate groups in particular cannot play this game in a
stress-free way without first having played Pointing At Things and seeing for themselves that they can
be more successful if they try less hard. It is not enough to tell them—even at considerable length—
that trying their hardest is not their best strategy, that education has screwed them up and that their job
is just to have lots of turns. They need to experience the success of that strategy for themselves before
they believe it in their gut. And that belief will still be very fragile for some time.
Saying “Yes, and” to your partner’s ideas, accepting and building, is the bedrock of all
improvisation. In some cases, it may be weeks or even months before students again achieve the pure
joy and creativity of their first experiences of playing this game. Saying yes to your partner’s idea
represents a risk. You have to let an alien idea in and, if you have to build on it, you have to let it
influence you. You can’t plan your response in advance, it depends on what your partner offers. If this
is your only focus, it isn’t hard to do. The trick is hanging on to that idea when other forces are also
acting.
In the previous game, Pointing At Things And Saying What They Are Not, we observed that your
“talent” at the game changes according to your attitude toward it. In this game, your partner’s “talent”
changes according to your attitude toward them. Want a partner who is a genius and a poet? Treat
them as if they are a genius and a poet.16 It is far, far easier to come up with “good” ideas when all of
your previous ideas have been greeted with enthusiasm. When the “go” order is given for this game,
some people clap their hands with glee and bounce around to face their partner when offering their
first idea in anticipation of the positive response they know is coming !
So, this game also provides an answer to a conundrum which the previous chapter may have left
you ruminating on. If improvisers can’t tell themselves “I must try my hardest to be good,” what can
they tell themselves? They will be facing an audience of strangers who have paid good money to be
entertained. The improvisers want to give them a good show, they want to be interesting and witty and
funny and tell good stories. But as soon as they tell themselves that, their talent will flee like a
frightened cat. Instead they should focus on being good to work with. Go onstage to give your partner
a good time. If your partner does likewise, the process will be good. If the process is good, the
results will be good.
So, in this game, your most vital job is to reassure your partner that they are doing a good job and

that you like their ideas. What better way to do that than to make your responses dependent on theirs?
How better to demonstrate that you actually heard them and were pleased by their idea? Perhaps this
is what is meant by the term “active listening.” (What else could this phrase be describing?
Nodding?) This same idea can be generalized to any number of other situations. In a job interview,
instead of struggling to give the best possible account of yourself, just try to make the interview
pleasant and fun for the interviewer. In a networking event, try to take the pressure off the other
attendees and play the role of “host” (regardless of your actual function at the event).
Despite the ostentatious success of these strategies, they are quite hard to develop and sustain in
some situations. A corporate brainstorm should be a joyful YES ANDing process, but is more often than
not a bitter clash of egos. A facilitator who understands this may offer the observation that “There is
no such thing as a bad idea,” but may also be oblivious to the cynical reaction this statement may
silently receive.
Clearly, there must be such a thing as a bad idea. What would a world look like in which there
were no bad ideas? Every business would be as successful as every other business, every investment
as sound, every relationship as happy. Good brainstorming isn’t about having ideas which are all
equally good, it’s about treating all ideas as equally good—at least for now.
The problem is that the habit of analyzing ideas and finding them wanting can be very deeply
ingrained. Arrogant people find security in trashing other people’s ideas. People with low selfesteem find security in trashing their own ideas. Senior people in an organization may be
subconsciously visualizing themselves as “filters” whose job it is to stop bad ideas from progressing
further. Controlling improvisers (who may also be very funny, but who define themselves primarily
by their intelligence) similarly filter out “bad” ideas by blocking or ignoring them, and then can’t
understand why their “brilliant” ideas are blocked or ignored by their partner.
The real question that should be asked is: When is it appropriate to sort and filter ideas and when
is it appropriate to simply gather and build on ideas in an uncritical way? A director shooting a
movie should not take the editor out on location. It may very well be that the location is only
available for a few days, that it is time-consuming and expensive to get the cast and crew there.
Returning for more shots weeks later may not be an option. And so, a good director will aim to get as
much “coverage” as possible, shooting the action many times and from many different angles.
Directors do not need editors tugging at their sleeve telling them “Don’t bother with this angle, I
won’t need it.” If they heed this foolish advice, when the time comes to cut the film, weeks later, they
will discover they do not have all the shots they need, that they have reduced their choices quite
unnecessarily. Brainstorming sessions should be regarding as gathering ideas in quantity—shooting
footage—with the editing saved to a later stage. This should make sense to (and pacify) those who
can’t bear to let a bad idea go by without comment.
Learn to accept ideas without fear, embrace the possibilities that other people’s ideas open up in
your mind, and you will discover that people are drawn to this positivity. Learn to do it on stage, and
you can become a great talent. Notice that friends are people who YES AND each other naturally.
Adopt the procedure yourself and (with a little practice) you can make almost anyone treat you as a
friend.
Finally, it must be pointed out that in a slab of improvised narrative, a BLOCK is killing an idea,
denying the audience something they thought they had been promised, whereas ACCEPTING an idea
develops it, continues it, pushes it into the future. The distinction is not dependent on the words “yes”

and “no.” If I come into your shopkeeper scene waving a mime gun around and yell “Give me all the
money in the register!” and you beam back at me and say “Yes, and would you like my watch, too?”
you have BLOCKED my offer that this is a dangerous situation, that you would want to protect your
money and so on. Playing games like “first to block loses” or “one blocks, one accepts” can sharpen
students’ minds as to what is and is not a block, although there is bound to be a gray area. Sometimes
neither response is a block. “Will you marry me?” is not blocked by the response “No,” since we
now have a story about unrequited love. Nor is it blocked by the response “Yes,” since now we have
a story about a wedding.
One question a coach has to consider is whether an apparent block is made out of fear or out of
confidence. When teaching, we are likely to correct trivial blocks, such as insisting on tea when
coffee is offered, if the improvisers are inexperienced. We have more faith that happier improvisers
will refuse coffee to make a character choice or to be playful, and so will let it through. Sometimes it
is essential to block stupid offers, but we don’t have to teach beginners how to block, so we
emphasize accepting in the early days.

2.6 What Comes Next

Overview
This theoretical game is an excellent way of teaching key storytelling concepts to a new
group, as well as diagnosing weaknesses in a more experienced group. The group learns to build
one story idea on another, to create a PLATFORM rather than plunging the hero into disaster
straight away, to be obvious, to avoid wimping, to raise the stakes and to reincorporate ideas to
provide structure.
The game What Comes Next (and some of its variations) is described in detail in Impro for
Storytellers, but we wanted to include some of our personal experiences teaching it. It’s a very pure
game, and in typical Keith style it’s absolutely to the point. It’s also not without its pitfalls. We’ve
found it very difficult for teaching teenagers and hopeless for teaching children because it’s too
theoretical (although children tend to be good storytellers anyway, because they aren’t trying to be
good at it). We’ll describe the game first and then discuss some of these issues as they come up.
Can I have one volunteer, please? Thank you. Your prize for volunteering is that you are
responsibility-free! All you have to do is ask the audience: “What comes first?” and
they’ll give you something to do. You do it and then you ask “What comes next?” and
they give you something else to do. Do what you’re told and only what you’re told—
don’t embellish!
Depending on how much I’ve said about the game before we play it, it may not even occur to the
group that this is a story game, so we get sequences like this:
What comes first?
– You stand on one leg.
What comes next?

– You jump up and down.
What comes next?
– You wave at us.
Some groups, especially corporate groups, discover the game of “make them do things they don’t
want to do.” (See What Are You Doing? under “Spontaneity” on page 52)
What comes first?
– You do ten push-ups.
– No, twenty! (everybody laughs)
If necessary, I suggest to the group that we make the volunteer the hero of the story. The results are
usually either INSTANT TROUBLE:
What comes first?
– You get out of bed.
What comes next?
– You fall out of the window.
What comes next?
– You break your legs.
Or a purely random sequence:
What comes first?
– You get out of bed.
What comes next?
– You sing opera.
What comes next?
– You eat an ice-cream cone.
I ask the audience whether they would be surprised if a film started in this (disjointed) way, and
there is general agreement that they would be. “Have to be a French film,” I say. Of course, there is
an audience for disconnected narratives or for stories about inexplicable disasters visited on people
we’ve never met, but it tends to be very small.
The power of this game is the ability it gives the coach (and the audience) to analyze a story idea
by idea, suggestion by suggestion. This is why it is vitally important that the actor does what is asked
and only what is asked. When the actor starts embellishing, the audience (who are making the
suggestions) can’t help but be influenced by what they see, and it becomes difficult to tell where the
audience’s inspiration was coming from.
If this comes up, I explain that this is a theoretical game, and that we don’t really need the actor
there at all (see The Problem With Theory later in this section). However, it’s helpful to have a
visual indication of what our suggestions look like in action, and it also removes ambiguity—we’re
all visualizing the same thing. Depending on the size (and mood) of the group, I may ask that as and

when extra characters are created, additional actors jump up to play them. This also instills the virtue
of jumping up to support your fellow improvisers. The same actor always asks “What comes next?”
but the audience can give instructions to anyone.
When the group presents the trainer with a botched story, it’s up to the trainer to explain how they
botched it and to suggest a remedy. And early on, it’s important to suggest one remedy at a time,
which sometimes means overlooking interesting or significant points (they can always be referred
back to later). Take this sequence, which we’ll imagine is only the group’s third or fourth try:
What comes first?
– You’re driving your car.
What comes next?
– Someone jumps in front.
What comes next?
– You swerve to avoid them.
What comes next?
– You hit a lamppost.
What comes next?
– They come and see if you’re okay.
The word “someone” here is a dead giveaway. This a WIMP , a failure to define. We don’t know
who has jumped in front of your car. The story plays very differently if it’s your sister than if it’s a
policeman or a nun. However, the more serious problem (for now) is that it’s still INSTANT TROUBLE .
So I’ll remedy that first and make a mental note of the wimp to bring it up later.
We’ll describe a typical journey that a group might go on, but as coach you need to respond to what
they give you and not look too hard for these things in this order. If they stumble on a really good story
early, then praise it, but don’t go into too much detail about why it succeeded. It’s likely a fluke and
they’ll get back to screwing stories up before too long.
The first challenge is to get the group telling coherent stories. Remind them of Yes And and
encourage them to YES AND each other’s ideas. You might also use the phrase “The next obvious
idea,” and before long, you’ll probably get a sequence like this.
What comes first?
– You’re riding your bike.
What comes next?
– The wheel comes off.
What comes next?
– You discover it’s a unicycle.
What comes next?
– A clown sees you.
What comes next?
– He pushes you off the unicycle.

What comes next?
– You fall on a mattress.
What comes next?
– Somebody’s peed on it.
This is still lurching from idea to idea in a rather haphazard way, but the biggest problem it
presents is a battle between two forces: positive and negative. The group is seemingly split into two
tribes, one determined to be positive and one equally determined to be negative (although in fact, the
same person may be responsible for positive and negative offers). Between them, they tear the story
in two. The group knows instinctively that for the story to be interesting, the hero must be made to
suffer (and for once, their instincts are dead right) but they are also trying to YES AND each other. The
result is that every positive idea is destroyed by a negative idea and vice-versa. This is a cousin of
blocking, called CANCELING. CANCELING undoes the effect of the previous offer.
What comes first?
– You light a fire.
What comes next?
– It rains.
Alas, there will be no toasting of marshmallows, prolonging the scene-setting or a forest fire raging
out of control to begin the story proper.
Suggest that the group tries again and makes every idea positive. Pretty soon, you’ll get a sequence
like this:
What comes first?
– You’re combing your hair.
What comes next?
– You find a knot.
Me: No you don’t! Remember, every idea has to positive. Try again.
– Your hair looks wonderful. (everybody laughs)
What comes next?
– You put on some lipstick.
What comes next?
– You put on some eyeliner.
By this stage, anyone watching knows that she’s getting ready to go out, but not one group in a
hundred will commit to where she’s going, or get her out the door. No matter—we proceed.
What comes next?
– You put your new necklace on.
What comes next?
– You admire your reflection.

What comes next?
– There’s a knock at the door.
This could be an attempt to SIDE-TRACK away from the story. Beginners love having knocks on
doors or ringing telephones, although they rarely know who’s there (very often, nobody is).
Sometimes I ban these two offers entirely in an effort to keep the story focused. But we’d like our
hero to interact with someone at some point, so provided somebody comes in, this isn’t too bad.
What comes next?
– Your husband says “Are you ready, dear?”
What comes next?
– You say “Nearly.”
By this time, the group is desperate to have something bad happen to the hero. “Can you feel a sort
of black force welling up inside you?” I ask them, and they laugh happily. But this story is no less
interesting than the unicycle or the lamppost. In fact, despite the lack of incident, it’s doing a far better
job of drawing us in. Let’s see what happens if they are now allowed to be negative.
What comes next?
– You go to leave and your dress catches on a nail.
What comes next?
– You put your foot through a floorboard.
What comes next?
– The roof falls in.
Any thought of “Yes, and” or “the next obvious idea” goes out the window and we just get TROUBLE
SALAD, but at least we’ve delayed the trouble long enough to build some sort of platform for the story
to stand on. What we want ideally is THE RIGHT TROUBLE FOR THE RIGHT HERO (this will be discussed
in more detail later).
THE IMPORTANCE OF PLATFORMS
If you read about a natural disaster on the other side of the world, in which hundreds, maybe
thousands of people have been injured, lost their homes, possibly lost their lives, then you think to
yourself “Oh, how awful” and you go about your day. It’s just a headline. But if your best friend falls
downstairs and breaks her leg, that’s a tragedy, and you’ll rearrange your week to look after her. The
difference is that you know your best friend, so her accident affects you in a way which the
newspaper headline doesn’t.
A storyteller is playing an evil trick on an audience. First we establish a hero and make the
audience care about them and like them. Then we torture them. But we have to do it in that order, or
there’s no effect. If I were an evil demon, and I knew that a certain person would be hit by a joyrider
and badly injured on Tuesday, I might take him to a party on Monday to meet a whole gang of new
people. I might make him particularly charming and likeable at the party, just so that his new friends
would feel devastated when they learned about his accident. Storytellers must learn to do exactly the
same thing. Although everything after was botched, in the “make-up” story above, the dress catching

on the nail plays much more strongly than the car hitting the tree in the earlier story. This is very
surprising information for beginners, who imagine that interesting stories are composed of interesting
incidents. However, without the proper structure, the most interesting incidents in the world count for
nothing.
The platform is the stable situation which precedes the “start” of the story. It shows the hero in the
right place for them and shows us what normal looks like. Having very interesting platforms can make
the storyteller’s job harder; if you begin by having your hero lowered into an erupting volcano, you
have to think of something more interesting than that to sustain the audience’s attention. If you begin
with a walk on the beach, finding something more interesting is far easier.
This doesn’t mean that platforms are imagination-free zones, however. Insisting on making
everything positive means sometimes students will try to get away with this kind of sequence:
What comes first?
– You’re walking your dog.
What comes next?
– You feel great.
What comes next?
– It’s a lovely sunny day.
What comes next?
– Your dog barks happily.
This achieves the first aim of building a platform—it allows us to spend time with the hero before
disaster strikes—but the details are bland and there’s nothing here that is likely to inspire the
imagination. Encourage the group to be a bit more specific and the story starts to want to tell itself.
What comes first?
– You’re walking your new puppy for the first time.
What comes next?
– You put on her new collar which reads “Treasure” and has a bell on it.
What comes next?
– You pull twice on her leash like the dog trainer taught you to.
What comes next?
– Treasure obediently walks forward.
What comes next?
– You enter the park.
What comes next?
– You see a large Alsatian coming towards you.
The details in this platform make the audience want to know what happens next. The name
“Treasure” implies that this is a much-loved lap dog. The tag with the name and bell implies that you
think you might lose her. Seeing her be obedient to the commands she learned under a dog trainer

promises that something will make her disobey and you will not be able remember the right
command, or that Treasure will ignore you to her detriment. Finally, the presence of the Alsatian
promises a scary or violent interaction—Treasure out of her doggy depth, and our hero in trouble,
trying to protect her. Contrast this to a story in which the first suggestion is the bland “You are
walking your dog” and the second is “You see an Alsatian coming the other way.” Before we know
anything about what makes this dog or dog walker different from any others in the world, the trouble
enters. It’s like turning on a television drama twenty minutes in (see our comments on Starting in the
Middle, under “The Rules and Why There Aren’t Any” on page 288).
Improvisers who are about to complete an action (in this game and in any other) feel a terror of
being uncreative. They panic and try to wreck the action so as not to complete it. Thus, cars run off
the road, wheels fall off bicycles, dresses get snagged on nails. However, the audience doesn’t much
mind a few completed actions early on—they just think “Okay, this is still the introduction.”
Interrupting a routine feels like action, but if the interruption is too arbitrary, it doesn’t feel as if it has
any point. Interrupting or breaking a routine with something “obvious” retrospectively provides the
point of the action.
Here’s a nice illustration of this process, based on an example we saw Keith give in a workshop.
What comes first?
– You wake up.
What comes next?
– You work on a farm. ( Blessed definition! Everything after this point is so
much easier. See “You’re Reading a Book When …” below)
What comes next?
– You get dressed.
What comes next?
– You go downstairs.
What comes next?
– You eat breakfast. ( If we want, we could add some detail by naming the
breakfast items, but adding detail doesn’t provide point in itself.)
What comes next?
– You go out and start your chores.
This is all introduction, for the reason that every action begun has been successfully completed.
Our hero has successfully got up, successfully got dressed, successfully eaten breakfast. Since we
know what farms are like, the platform can be assumed, so if he successfully completes the first
chore, we’ll go out of our minds with boredom. The whole story feels pointless. It’s a diary entry, or
a day in the life, nothing more.
In Keith’s version, the routine of the first chore is brilliantly broken:
What comes next?
– You start milking the cows.
What comes next?

– The first cow says “I love the way you do that.”
And suddenly the audience is in love with the story. “That’s the point!” they cry. “That’s the point
of having him work on a farm! That’s the point of having him milk the cows!” What’s surprising about
this procedure is how important BEING OBVIOUS is, not just for the improvisers’ state of mind, but for
the choices themselves as well.
A proposed break in the routine can be too feeble to get the job done. Having the cow knock over
the bucket might temporarily disrupt the routine, but there’s nothing so far to stop the hero from
righting it and starting again with greater care. More typically, routines are broken arbitrarily. If
you’re milking cows and an alien spaceship lands, that would stop you from milking the cows all
right, but it wouldn’t satisfy the audience’s need for a point. The alien spaceship is too original,
whereas “I love the way you do that” exploits the latent sexuality which was already present in the
action of milking the cow. Improvisers who are desperate to be interesting take a long time to learn
the importance of being obvious, whereas improvisers who are desperate to be dull (and yes, these
people do sometimes show up at improv workshops!) can hide behind being “obvious” as an excuse
for being boring.
Exploring breaking routines is also an excellent way to give improvisers’ JUSTIFICATION muscles a
workout. And you can also point out that arbitrary breaks in routines can be salvaged, if you make
them relevant to the original routine. If you’re milking a cow when aliens land and blow up the dairy,
that’s confusing. It you’re milking a cow when aliens land and say “Give us the milk”—or the ramp of
the spaceship lowers and alien cows come out, or the aliens talk to the cows and ignore the humans,
presuming the cows to be the dominant species—then the story starts to make sense again.
Having introduced the idea of breaking routines, I describe a routine and have the improvisers
break it. If you’re reading this book by yourself, get a piece of paper and try this now. Write down six
different ways to finish this sentence. “You’re practicing the piano when …” Try and finish it in such
a way that the routine is broken. In other words, nothing purely arbitrary has happened, but we know
you aren’t going to just carry on playing the piano. You should find this a rather easier challenge than
“Think of six amusing incidents which might happen to a piano student.”
Here are some ways in which students have met this challenge:
• The stool breaks. (This feels a bit like abandoning the action, because it just curtails the
action without make any new promises.)
• The piano says “You’re not very good, are you?” (That’s more like it!)
• The composer knocks on the door.
• The notes you are playing create a resonance that starts shaking the house to bits.
• Your neighbor bangs on the wall. ( Better if you’re sexually attracted to your neighbor, then
you’re conflicted.)
• A mouse runs across the keys.
The following don’t successfully break the routine, but rather than reject them, I encourage the
students to help me salvage them:
• There’s an earthquake. (This has nothing to do with the piano and could have been presented
to break pretty much any routine. If the earthquake only affects the room with the piano,
that’s much better! Or if the ground shudders with each note you play.)
• You feel a bit tired. (Not enough.)

Also, breaks in routines can be positive:
• You realize you are playing better than you have ever played before—you are improvising a
wonderful sonata.
Now let’s try the same exercise again with a new routine. “You’re reading a book when …” Again,
get a piece of paper and see how quickly you can write down six completions of this sentence.
Some common responses include:
• You realize it’s your life story. (And turn to the last page?)
• Money falls out from between the pages. (Why?)
• One page is missing. (Which one? The last one, obviously! Tony Hancock 17 got thirty
minutes out of that idea.)
• The light goes out. (Wrecks the routine and feels arbitrary.)
• You get tired. (Meh.)
In general, this routine is rather harder to break than the previous one. “You’re practicing the piano
when …” paints a very clear picture. Students will generally imagine a piano, a living room, sheet
music, a stool to sit on, no one else around and so on—lots of things which aren’t specified. But
“You’re reading a book when …” leaves one very specific element vague. Most of the satisfying
completions fill in the gap, either explicitly or by implication. To see what I mean, compare “You’re
reading a book when the lights go out” with “You’re reading a horror novel when the lights go out …
and you hear a strange knocking coming from the basement.”
Now, try breaking the routine “You’re reading a fantasy novel when …” (you look up and realize
you are in the fantasy world/one of the characters appears in front of you/the book levitates out of
your hands in a cloud of pink smoke). As soon as you identify the type of book, that detail inspires
your imagination and certain next steps become “obvious”—and therefore “right.” It takes no great
talent to arbitrarily name a genre of book and it makes everything else so much easier. Despite this, it
may be months before some beginners wean themselves off the comforting habit of being vague.
LENGTHS OF PLATFORMS
How long to sustain a platform is a more subtle and difficult question. The accurate (but useless)
answer is that a platform should be sustained until just before it gets boring. The longer the platform,
the more material the story has to sustain itself. But the story doesn’t start until the first break in the
routine, and the audience may get impatient waiting for that moment to arrive.
A more helpful answer is that platform length varies according to how long the story is and how
familiar the platform is. Longer platforms support longer stories. A sketch about a superhero needs
only to establish one superpower before breaking the routine. A movie about the same superhero may
spend forty minutes on back story before spending another ten on the present-day platform, and only
then introduce the villain.
The other factor is the familiarity of the platform. Lord of the Rings takes the whole of the first half
of The Fellowship of the Ring—350 pages of novel or almost two hours of movie—just setting up the
rules of the world of Middle Earth. It takes that long to establish what “normal” looks like, and only
then can we appreciate what “out of the ordinary” might be. Similarly, Gosford Park—a movie
which is obsessed with detail and barely interested in plot at all—spends almost two-thirds of its

running time showing us tiny variations on business as usual before somebody finally has the good
grace to be murdered. By contrast, Die Hard III can get away with having a department store explode
as soon as the credits have faded away, because not only is the location (contemporary New York)
very familiar, but this is the third film in the series and so both the hero’s and the movie’s methods
are well known to the audience. The platform here isn’t so much omitted as assumed. We don’t have
to take the time to set up subway stations, Central Park, the NYPD, the character of John McClane and
so on. The audience already knows them.
On the other hand, look at how carefully and how elegantly the original Die Hard sets up its
platform. A famously violent film, a watchword for modern action gunslinging, yet it is seventeen
minutes into the movie before a single shot is fired. Until then, much of the movie plays like soap
opera, but there are tiny hints (PROMISES) of what is to come: Bruce Willis’s gun peeking out from
under his jacket, his background as a New York City cop and—most effectively of all—the intercut
shots of a mysterious truck powering through the LA streets, underscored with sinister music.
KEEPING PROMISES
The group now understands that for a sequence of ideas to feel like a story, it will usually be
necessary to build some sort of platform to provide a context before the suffering starts. They are also
beginning to appreciate the value of BEING OBVIOUS to prevent the story from lurching off in
unexpected directions, although many will take some time to become entirely convinced of this.
Unnecessary originality crops up in (at least) two different situations, and this game highlights both.
Sometimes, as we’ve said, improvisers panic and introduce a knock on the door or a ringing
telephone which SIDE-TRACKS away from what was being developed—but these aren’t the only means
by which SIDE-TRACKING can be achieved.
What comes next?
– You’re cooking a meal.
What comes next?
– You taste it.
What comes next?
– It needs salt, so you add some.
What comes next?
– Your girlfriend has brought you a present.
Even if the girlfriend has brought a ladle, this improviser is almost certainly trying to prevent the
(unnamed) meal from moving into the future. New improvisers imagine that they won’t have enough
ideas to sustain them, but the truth is that most improv scenes collapse under the weight of too many
ideas, all jostling for attention. Anxious improvisers play a private mental game we call THAT’S NOT
GOOD ENOUGH—hopping from idea to idea in the hope of finding the “right” one—whereas the
audience is usually happy with any idea that is moving the scene into the future.
In other cases, improvisers simply don’t believe that obviousness is a virtue and work hard to
show off how imaginative they are. But being arbitrary is trivial and, while very useful to avoid
wimping, has little to do with keeping a story on the rails.
What comes next?

– You’re cooking a meal.
What comes next?
– You kill another rat and add it to the pot.
What comes next?
– You stir in marshmallow.
What comes next?
– Er …
This pointless absurdity means no one else is remotely inspired. Some groups (and some famous
comedians) value absurd juxtapositions for their own sake, but more commonly these are JUSTIFIED. It
makes sense for Charlie Chaplin to eat his own shoe because he is trapped in Alaska with nothing
else to eat, but rat-and-marshmallow stew has no such justification, and while one could now be
provided, it’s going to be uphill work to draw the audience in.
A combination of both factors is at work when improvisers try to delay the obvious, a strategy
known as BRIDGING.
What comes next?
– You’re fishing.
What comes next?
– You feel a tug on the line.
What comes next?
– You start to reel it in.
What comes next?
– It struggles.
What comes next?
– You pull a little harder.
What comes next?
– You don’t want to break your rod, so you give it a little slack …
And so on, ad infinitum. This can be used to provide suspense, especially if the audience knows
what’s coming but the characters don’t. Here, by contrast, the improvisers are just spinning their
wheels.
If they substitute the obvious action with an original action they may momentarily feel very
creative, but just like the rat-and-marshmallow stew, they’ll often end up killing the story.
What comes next?
– You’re having a romantic meal with your girlfriend.
What comes next?
– You get down on one knee.
What comes next?

– You open a small box.
What comes next?
– You take out a peanut.
Presumably the thought process here is “Anything but a ring!”
Here’s what we sometimes say to groups or individuals who don’t believe that giving the audience
what they want is worthwhile:
The audience is constantly one step ahead of you. As soon as you make your first offer,
they are imagining what will come next and anticipating possible futures. That means
that when you make your second offer (and all subsequent offers), you have exactly two
choices: give them what they expect, or give them something else. I maintain that if you
give them what they expect (without making them wait for it), the story will make sense
and they will be pleased. If you pick the other path and give them something other than
what they expect, then again there are exactly two possibilities. What you give them will
either be better than what they expected or not as good as what they expected. Most of
the time it will not be as good as what they expected.
Another way of thinking about this is in terms of PROMISES made to the audience. When Little Red
Riding Hood is asked by her mother to take a basket of cookies to Grandma, this promises the
audience that a trip to Grandma’s will take place. Anxious improvisers will do anything to sabotage
or delay this trip, because keeping the promise makes them feel unoriginal. But breaking promises
turns the audience off. Mother also tells Little Red Riding Hood not to stop and pick flowers on the
way (or some variation on this). This more subtle promise tells the audience that Little Red Riding
Hood will stop to pick flowers on the way, and that that will be her undoing. See Everything for a
Reason under “Go Through an Unusual Door” for more on this topic.
Of course, if you are convinced you’ve got something better than anything the audience is
anticipating, go for it. In Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction, John Travolta has to take his boss’s new
wife, played by Uma Thurman, out for the evening. Thurman is flirty and the audience knows as the
end of the evening draws near that Travolta will get into trouble by reciprocating her advances.
However, while he is in the bathroom wrestling with his libido, Thurman discovers the heroin in his
jacket pocket and snorts it like cocaine, precipitating an overdose. Now Travolta’s problem is not
keeping his hands off Uma Thurman, it’s keeping Uma Thurman alive! Notice that this still pays off
the general promise that Travolta will risk his boss’s wrath, while substituting a more high-stakes
reason. Beginner improvisers tend, alas, to lower the stakes rather than raise them.
PROVIDING FEEDBACK
Now that the group has an idea of how this game—and stories in general—work, it’s a good time
to shake things up a bit. Coach the group to shout “Yay!” for suggestions that they like and “Boo!” for
those they dislike. They may need some encouragement to boo at first, but stress that they won’t learn
anything by being polite to each other. It’s not uncommon for the first suggestion with this feedback
mechanism in place to take a little longer than usual, but this is a great moment to remind the group
about “I suck and I love to fail” and the low-stakes situation. So you kill the next story? Great! That
puts you one sucky story closer to being an expert storyteller. Tell the group a majority of boos means
that you will give them another chance to come up with something more pleasing.

It’s often hard to get a group to respond quickly enough in unison. As ever, people would rather
consider their response. It may be necessary to cue them after each suggestion.
What comes next?
– You pull out a gun.
Me: (Quickly) Yay or Boo? On three: one, two, three!
Group: Yay!
As a coach, you have to be on your toes here. Provided the group is responding “Yay” or “Boo” as
an audience would (they aren’t trying to consciously apply “the rules,” they’re just giving voice to
their instinct), you don’t have the power to say “That response was wrong according to such-and-such
a principle.” The audience knows what it wants, and it’s the improviser’s job to find out what that is
and provide it. So as a coach, you may sometimes find the audience’s responses initially confounding,
but ask people why they responded the way they did and you’ll generally find a sound rationale there.
This can be a good moment to explore the difference between improvisation rules (which don’t really
exist) and principles or tools (which can be learned and applied, but aren’t inflexible and dogmatic).
In particular, the audience will likely not “police” instant trouble (unless it’s very absurd). They
will roar with delight when your car skids out of control at the second or third suggestion, the
problem of the lack of platform only becoming apparent later in the story.
FEEDBACK
I remember playing What Comes Next in this way with the RADA graduate group in 1999.
The group was lackluster and unwilling to give feedback for fear of seeming critical. I explained
that those playing the game were dependent on the yays and the boos. Imagine that your friend
needs to park in a very small parking space and they’re afraid of hitting a car, so you get out of
the car to guide them in. You’re giving them directions because they can’t see. You wouldn’t say
“Keep coming, keep coming, keep coming” until they hit the car and then say, rather
embarrassed, “I thought it would be rude to tell you to stop. I thought it would imply that you
were a bad driver.” I told the group: “If the improvisers crash, it’s your fault.” The group then
got excited about the game and realized their power and the importance of their role. They could
create great stories just by giving feedback about what they did and didn’t want to see.
I divided the group into girls and boys and told the boys they had to tell a story the girls would
want to see, and the girls would boo and yay. The boys started off with a girl getting ready to go
on a romantic date. The girls loved it and cheered every suggestion. One of the boys suggested
that the date who turned up was unattractive. The girls booed. Suddenly the boys found a game to
play: every third suggestion, they deliberately provoked the girls into booing by making a
suggestion they knew the girls would hate. The boys roared with laughter every time, and then
fixed their deliberate mistake. That’s a good atmosphere. When the group is separating
themselves from the work to the extent that they’re deliberating soliciting bad feedback, they’re
really in a great state to learn and improvise.
—Deborah
THE RIGHT TROUBLE FOR THE RIGHT HERO

We’ve said already that some groups figure out how to prolong the trouble, but then when it
arrives, it arrives from multiple sources, none of which feels “right.” We call this TROUBLE SALAD.
The “obvious” trouble is “right” for a given hero. We don’t care whether or not Hamlet gets to go to
the ball and we don’t want to see Cinderella avenge her father’s death—although her father is dead!
Certain platforms promise certain kinds of trouble, and good improvisers, improvisers happy to be
obvious, deliver that kind of trouble—and then look for ways to make it worse.
Let’s put together a more ideal version of this game, exploring a couple of blind alleys along the
way.
What comes next?
– You’re weeding the garden.
Me: Very hard to be wrong with the first suggestion!
What comes next?
– Your boss has told you to pay particular attention to the roses.
What comes next?
– You pick one to give to your girlfriend.
We’ve sketched in quite a lot of platform here, and so while it’s early to break the routine, it
wouldn’t be instant trouble.
What comes next?
– You prick your finger.
This is perfectly obvious, but a bit feeble. Unless you’re a hemophiliac, there’s going to be nothing
to stop you from putting a Band-Aid on it and carrying on. Let’s try again.
What comes next?
– The rose dies as soon as you’ve picked it.
This is better, but will need some justification to back it up. It’s also much more appropriate for a
gardener picking his own flowers, since he would experience that as a personal loss, or indictment of
his skills. But that’s not who our hero is. His job is to weed someone else’s garden.
What comes next?
– Your boss sees you.
Provided the group doesn’t lower the stakes now (“Your boss says ‘Take all the flowers you want
—it is Valentine’s Day, after all.’ “), this is paying off all the promises and being obvious and getting
the hero into trouble. You can do all this in a more absurd or cartoon-y register if you choose to.
What comes next?
– An alarm sounds and ten-foot-high bars shoot out of the ground, trapping you.
But either way, you have a story that knows exactly where it’s going. Finding the right trouble for
the right hero hinges on knowing who the hero is. Once you know that, it’s far easier to deliver the
right trouble. Once you’ve done that—stop adding new ideas. Develop that idea rather than adding

new sources of unrelated trouble (THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH).
ENDINGS
Here we see how middles (getting the hero into trouble) depend on beginnings for their
effectiveness (who is the hero?). Endings likewise depend on both beginnings and middles. Once the
group has developed a couple of stories following this template—platform, break in the routine, get
into trouble—and have done it without lowering the stakes, bridging or otherwise faltering, then they
may stumble again. Another unhelpful instinct kicks in: to solve problems. Continuing the previous
story …
What comes next?
– The boss sees you.
What comes next?
– You hide the rose.
Me: Where?
– You stuff the rose under your jumper.
Hiding the rose threatens to CANCEL the effect of being spotted by the boss, so the boss must see
through this ploy. But the boss spotting the rose will cancel the offer of us hiding it. Provided we
continue to RAISE THE STAKES and we don’t solve the problem, however, either plan will work. No
audience would be satisfied with this:
What comes next?
– You apologize and give the rose back.
What comes next?
– Your boss accepts your apology.
This cancels everything, no one is made to suffer and the stakes return to ground level. Let’s try
again.
What comes next?
– You hide the rose under your shirt.
What comes next?
– Your boss comes over and demands to know what you’re doing.
What comes next?
– You say you are just weeding.
What comes next?
– One of the thorns sticks into your chest.
What comes next?
– Your boss says he thought he saw you pick a rose.
What comes next?
– You deny it.
What comes next?

– Blood starts trickling down your chest.
Notice that now being stuck by a thorn is the right trouble. We now have a story which is in
excellent shape. The “point” has been established, we know who our hero is, we know what he is
trying to achieve (so many characters in improv have no purpose that they are trying to achieve; so
many heroes in fiction do), he is suffering in pursuit of that goal and he has been forced to make a
moral choice—also something that audiences find very interesting.
This is also a simple example of the power of REINCORPORATION. Rather than searching forward
into the future for a new idea, the improvisers make use of something already mentioned. We’ve just
stuck a thorny rose under our shirt. A possible consequence of that is being stabbed by it, which not
only hurts, it gives the game away.
To develop and expound on this skill of reincorporation, I set the following pair of exercises.
Everybody find a partner. Call yourselves A and B. Now I want A to start telling a story
and for B to call out a random word—probably a noun—every ten seconds or so. A, you
have to include that word in your story at the earliest possible opportunity.
A: Once upon a time there was a little boy named Tony who loved to play with toy
soldiers.
B: Strawberries!
A: He would feed the strawberries on special toy soldier picnics and dress them …
B: Matchsticks!
A: … in little uniforms made of matchsticks that he got from the shop on the corner.
B: Pocket watch!
A: One day, Tony was looking at his pocket watch when …
And so on. Get people to do it both ways, so that everyone experiences both roles. Most groups
find that neither role presents any great difficulty; since A is continually inspired afresh, having to
JUSTIFY B’s random inputs keeps the story moving into the future. The drawback is that, because new
material keeps being introduced, these stories will never end.
Find a new partner. This time A will tell chapter one of a story and B will tell chapter
two. Chapter one consists of a piece of PLATFORM, followed by the word “Meanwhile …”
and then another, unrelated piece of PLATFORM. B has to join the two platforms up,
justifying their juxtaposition.
A: Once upon a time, a farmer was struggling to mend his broken tractor. He needed to
get his field ploughed by the end of the day or he would have no harvest at all this
year. Meanwhile, in the river, two fish were setting out on the long journey upstream
to spawn.
B: As the farmer worked on, the heavens opened and it began to pour with rain. The
river burst its banks and the field flooded. Standing up to his waist in water, the
farmer cursed his luck, but then saw two plump fish swimming past. “Forget farming, I
shall become a fisherman!” he declared, scooping one up and wading home with it.
This feels like the end of something. Maybe Act II has the second fish plotting revenge on the

farmer.
Now get the groups to switch and try the same game with three platforms.
A: Steve, a nervous fifteen-year-old, was preparing for his first date ever. Any minute,
Carol would arrive. They were going to go and see a movie together. Meanwhile,
Sam, a composer, was struggling to complete his latest work. The orchestra was
assembling that night and he was entirely uninspired. Meanwhile, in Russia, Secret
Agent 009 was preparing his incursion into the KGB with his high-tech laser-cutter.
B: Carol was late and Steve was beside himself with worry. Eventually he called his
father for advice. His father, Secret Agent 009, had mistakenly left his mobile phone
on and it went off at the critical moment, leaving him surrounded by guards. Upstairs,
Sam the composer has his ear pressed to the carpet and is listening to every word. As
Carol arrives, Steve hears the awful sound of his father being captured by the KGB.
He falls, weeping, into Carol’s arms, knowing that this is all his fault. It’s all too much
for Carol, who just wanted a night at the movies, and she runs away, leaving Steve
feeling utterly alone. Sam is filled with inspiration and turns the events he has
overheard into a magnificent opera. Weeks later, with his father returned home safely,
Steve receives free tickets to the premiere of Sam’s opera. He takes Carol to see it,
and when they hear Sam’s sweeping, romantic music, they kiss for the first time.
This time B has to expend so much effort joining up all the bits that it sounds like a complete story.
For ordinary scenework, this is too sprawling and too difficult a structure—but it’s very useful to
know about for narrative long forms. The important lesson is that REINCORPORATION provides
structure and endings. Try getting the group to create a story through building a platform and breaking
a routine, then when they come to the point where they might be tempted to start solving problems,
pause and have them “audit” the story. What elements do they have in the platform? Now encourage
them to REINCORPORATE those elements to provide an ending. If our gardener had had a trowel, he
could have used it as a weapon or to fling soil in his boss’s eyes. If he’d been wearing an apron, he
could have shoved the rose into his pocket. So, building platforms doesn’t just mean delaying trouble
until we’ve gotten to know the hero a bit. All of the arbitrary details later become “good ideas”—you
just have to remember to use them.
Suddenly inventing extra elements as they are needed (retrospective platform-building) can be
done, but it’s harder to get right and you run the risk of deus ex machina endings, which modern
audiences tend to find very unsatisfying. Goldfinger director Guy Hamilton understood this. Q’s
scene introducing James Bond to the Aston Martin was originally a page shorter. The producers
wanted the car’s gadgets to be surprises, but Hamilton thought that the audience would feel cheated if
it were suddenly revealed that the car possessed the perfect feature for a given situation. He wrote
extra dialogue for actor Desmond Llewellyn to perform, pointing out all of the abilities of the car, so
that the audience would remember them with satisfaction when they were used “in the field,” instead
of being surprised and confused by their appearance. This went on to be the pattern for James Bond
films for the next forty years.
Compare Hamilton’s decision on Goldfinger to the need of many improvisers to seem surprising or
original and to subvert the audience’s expectations for the sake of it. One way to think about the
business of storytelling is to imagine that you, the storyteller, are exploring a country lane late at night
with a flashlight. Each step you take reveals just a little more of the path ahead. In the same way, each

idea you add to a story suggests possible future ideas, although the end of the path may still be
shrouded in darkness. And of course, you also remember everything that lies behind you, so you can
reincorporate previous ideas to add structure.
COMMITTEES
You can continue developing the themes of What Comes Next and storytelling, and raise the stakes
for the students again, by asking a small number of improvisers (three is about right) to become a
committee, seated between the audience and the actor. Only these improvisers will answer the
question “What comes next?” but the whole audience roars “Yay!” and “Boo!” A majority of boos
means that the committee has the option to substitute a new suggestion (they may think: “No, we know
where we’re going with this”). If the committee looks trepidatious, remind them that if they get honest
feedback from the audience, they will always know if they are on the right track or not. And remind
the audience that this means they are responsible for quality control. I usually ask the committee for a
series of six to eight suggestions, just enough to begin the story, to take the pressure off a little bit.
The bizarre and glorious thing about playing the game in this way is that the experiences of being in
the audience and being on the committee are so hugely different. Being in the audience is easy. You
almost always know when to say yay and when to say boo. Ideas about what should happen next come
easily and unbidden. Sometimes the committee will seem stumped or will miss what you wanted and
it will seem so obvious to you what is required, you’ll want to shout it out. In fact, it’s very common
for the audience to volunteer suggestions, forgetting that they aren’t on the committee.
Being on the committee is vastly different. Now, the weight of expectation presses down on you
like an anvil. You stare stupidly at the improviser in front of you, whose “What comes next?” rings in
your ears like an accusation, a definitive damnation of every creative thought you ever had. You
dredge up an answer and it sounds like the stupidest idea in the history of the world. Yet the same
person, watching the next three committee members suffer through the same fate, will be as fecund, as
obvious and as relaxed as one could want. It’s amazing the difference five feet of floor makes!
Many people will struggle with the experience of being on a committee, but the experience of
effortless creativity with the pressure off contrasted with complete cessation of creative thought with
a modicum of pressure applied is an immensely valuable one. Trying your hardest is not your best
strategy. We suck and we love to fail.
The other vital thing to recognize is that what is “obvious” to one person may be entirely
overlooked by everyone else—although they will see how “obvious” it is once they’ve heard it.
Striving for originality means that stories lurch from arbitrary idea to arbitrary idea in a very
unsatisfactory way. Even more important, everyone’s “original” version of the story will seem
disconnected and peculiar in much the same way. What’s surprising and delightful is that with the
“obvious” story, most of the time it will be the same no matter who tells it, but sometimes an
“obvious” idea is unique to one individual. Being obvious means you are tapping right into your
unconscious creative processes. It is the most direct route to your talent. Your obvious is not the same
as mine, and your obvious is your talent.
We believe that creative geniuses are people who have learned to TRUST THEIR OBVIOUS. Lewis
Carroll said “I pushed a girl down a rabbit hole and followed her to see where she would go.”
Mozart’s manuscripts are said to have contained no amendments. Coleridge dreamed Kubla Khan
but, on waking, was interrupted before he could write it all down. This is effortless creation, not
sweating over every line. They are inspired geniuses in tune with their instincts. If we could learn to

trust our obvious, who knows where it might lead us?
THE MAGIC FORMULA?
What we have established here is a general structure that is very useful. Build a platform, break the
routine, get into trouble, raise the stakes, reincorporate. It isn’t the be-all and end-all of storytelling,
and it would be easy to find counterexamples—famous stories which omit one or many of these
elements, or use them in a different order. However, something like this structure will enable you to
tell an infinite number of satisfying stories, while eliminating many of the most common failings of
improvised stories. Once you’ve mastered this, you can play around with it a bit more, but now you’ll
be “breaking the rules” intelligently.
The truth, of course, is that there are no rules. There’s a whole chapter about this later in the book,
but for now, suffice it to say that BEING OBVIOUS, building PLATFORMS, RAISING THE STAKES,
REINCORPORATING and so on are all tools that create certain effects. That’s true of BLOCKING,
CANCELING and BEING NEGATIVE too of course, but first we don’t need to teach beginning improvisers
to do those things and second, they tend to have destructive effects. Typically, at the beginning of the
story you want to establish both a hero and what normality is like for that hero. BREAKING ROUTINES
feels like the start of a story and REINCORPORATING feels like the end of the story, so typically
BREAKING ROUTINES will happen early and REINCORPORATING late. But the most important thing is to
understand what the effect is on the audience and where you are in the story. Then you can do what
you like.
THE PROBLEM OF THEORY
The very fact that What Comes Next is a theoretical game also presents certain problems. We
stress that the kind of analysis presented here is a means of learning intellectually what stories
are built from, and possibly also a way to analyze improv scenes that have gone awry. Not one
improviser in a hundred can analyze a scene in progress in this fashion without obviously
pausing for thought and/or missing half of what is said. An education in improvisation should
retune your instincts, not substitute analysis for inspiration. It is also true that this kind of “story
Sudoku” will only appeal to around half of any given group. The thinkers and the planners will
delight in discovering the hidden structures, while the doers and feelers will get frustrated by not
being able to experience making up a story for themselves.
In another lesson, the thinkers and planners will be disconcerted and confused by the lack of
structure, while the doers and feelers get to plunge in, and ultimately the thinkers will need to
feel a little more while the feelers will need to think a little more in order to become great
improvisers. We recommend teaching both Word At A Time (see “Working Together”) and
What Comes Next to beginners in session one. One game stresses instinct, the other intellect. We
can’t reject the idea of telling stories, nor blandly accept the absurd notion that the first idea to
spring to mind is always the best idea (if that were true, every story would be exactly as
satisfying as every other story) but we also need to avoid getting bogged down in structure and
concept and allow inspiration through.
All of the same storytelling “machinery” is covered in the chapter “Go Through An Unusual Door”
(page 108) and it’s perfectly possible to omit What Comes Next entirely. However—as noted—

different people have different learning styles, and since in our experience many of these negative
behaviors are very persistent, it may be well worthwhile to deliver the same concepts in two
different settings.
A big advantage of learning to play What Comes Next is developing the skill of post-improv
analysis. If you learn to play this game then after an improv show, you know why the scenes went
wrong and when, and you also know when and why they went right. If you can analyze your work, you
can get better. You can say: “We’re really lacking platforms at the moment—next show, positive
platforms.” Or “Scenes weren’t ending tonight—where were the reincorps?” Or “That was great,
John—exactly the right moment to break the routine. We were spinning our wheels until then.” This
means you can establish a syllabus for yourself and your group so you can improve. Without this, you
just trust that experience accumulates and that you aren’t developing bad habits.

2.7 Status

Overview
Maybe Keith’s most profound contribution to improvisation and theatre. We provide some
new takes on some old games and talk about how this work fits in to a general improv
“education.”
Deserving of a whole section (one of just four) in Impro, Keith Johnstone’s work on status alone
should ensure his position in the theatre hall of fame. Right at the beginning of his theatre career,
Keith began analyzing transactions in plays (and in life) in terms of dominance. He also realized that
people often very clearly display how dominant or how submissive they feel in their behavior, and so
this was an ideal way for improvisers in particular to create characters, since your behavior is
always in the present. Our approach includes a number of classic Keith games, which we’ll just
sketch in, plus some exercises and insights of our own.
It’s also worth mentioning that we prefer to teach status early. This is for two reasons. First, it
reinforces our core belief that improvisation can and should be about great stories, rich characters
and believable interactions. Second, after the formal, technical exercise of What Comes Next, it’s
nice for the students to get their feet wet by jumping up and doing improvised scenes. In the status
exercises, the effort of maintaining a status leaves less mental space available to worry about story,
failure, acting and so on. For all our love of theory, the truth is that if you get the status right (and, as
we’ll see, the environment), the story often takes care of itself.
INTRODUCING THE CONCEPTS
Can I have two people up please, preferably a boy and a girl? Great, just sit on these
two chairs facing the audience. I’m going to give you a number of pieces of direction
which will change the way this audience perceives you. Don’t worry if you forget any of
them, I’ll prompt you if need be. Start by sitting neutrally and symmetrically. Now bring
your whole body forward so you are perched on the edge of the chair rather than sitting
back in it. Turn your toes in just slightly and let your shoulders fall forward. Now bring
your chin up and forward and tuck the back of your head into your shoulders. Can you

smile so that your top teeth are over your bottom lip? Try a goofy giggle to go with the
smile. Now start touching your face intermittently. One hand or the other always wants
to go to your face for some reason—to scratch your nose, adjust your glasses, brush
some hair back. Now try and look at the other person, look at their face. If you make eye
contact, look away immediately and giggle, but try to shoot a glance back as soon as
possible.
If your volunteers follow the instructions, by the time you get them smiling, the audience will be
laughing happily, and when you start managing their eye contact, often the audience will be a little
hysterical. All of these directions are designed to make the volunteers look like low status clown
characters. The eye contact instruction is particularly powerful, since it not only contributes to
lowering their status in a profound way, but it also yokes the two performances together. Now the
actors have to respond to each other, and so we get all the pleasure of cooperation games, as well as
seeing each character’s instantaneous reaction to the other.
Get these two characters to improvise a little bit of dialogue. Maybe Sheila is bringing Ken back to
her place for coffee after their first date. You may have to intervene to keep the action moving
forward and remind them to keep touching their faces, look away if they make eye contact and so on.
The instinct to block will likely still be present, so if Ken asks for coffee, Sheila will only have tea.
Take the opportunity to correct this, unless the volunteers are really struggling with the status
behaviors. You only need about ninety seconds of material to demonstrate the principle: come in,
have a seat, nice place, fix a drink, talk about the film is ample. If you want to stir things up toward
the end, have him say “Where’s the bedroom?” or have her say “I liked the love scene best.”
Obviously you should end the scene before they start groping each other!18
Okay, relax guys, relax. I want you to play the same scene again with as much of the
same dialogue as you can remember. It doesn’t have to be absolutely word-for-word the
same, but I don’t want you to make any deliberate changes either. Now, I want you to
forget about all of that twitching and fidgeting and instead just focus on this: Find it
easy to make eye contact and keep your head absolutely still when you’re actually
speaking. Not solid like a rock or rigid like a board, just still like a pool of water.19
Most people move their head to a certain extent every time they talk, and few people realize just
how much they’re doing it, so it’s a good idea to have the two volunteers practice just saying “Hello,
my name is …” while maintaining eye contact and with a still head. Despite this, the teacher will
often end up saying “Say that again with a still head” multiple times as we retake the scene.
This instruction is designed to create high status characters. Depending on the energy and chemistry
of the performers, this second iteration of the scene will tend to come across as either a smoldering
seduction or a battle for dominance.
After these two scenes, I’ll point out to the group that the story told is very different the second
time around, although the dialogue is almost the same. I may ask the group to describe the first pair
and I’ll generally hear answers like “awkward,” “anxious,” “geeky,” “nervous.” If I ask them to
describe the second pair, they’ll tell me things like “sexy,” “confident,” “intimidating.” But I point out
that I didn’t tell the volunteers to be any of those things. Instead I gave them specific behaviors which
I thought were likely to create those effects. I also ask the volunteers if giving them these behaviors
made them feel nervous (the first time) or confident (the second time), and they almost always agree

that they did. Interestingly, even though the dialogue was generated by low status characters, when
spoken by high status characters it communicates very differently. “I’m so sorry I spilled coffee on
your carpet,” when said while looking someone straight in the eye with a still head, can read as if
you’ve done it deliberately and are anything but sorry.
It’s generally a good idea to give everyone a chance to experience these different modes of
behaving and the individual behaviors that make them up. You could divide the group into A’s and
B’s and have them interact at a party, with the A’s displaying high status behavior and the B’s low
status behavior. Give them jobs in the same company, the A’s very senior and the B’s very junior,
then switch the statuses while keeping their positions in the corporate hierarchy the same.
To Be More High Status …
• Gesture infrequently but purposefully
• Make the middle of your body (throat to belt) bigger and taller
• Enter someone else’s personal space
• Speak in very short sentences
• Pause and comfortably sustain the silence
• Hold eye contact
• React minimally to the physical presence of others (don’t be reactive)
• Place your feet a little wider apart than normal and then don’t move them for a while
• Think about touching the other person’s head (but don’t do it!)
To Be More Low Status
• Touch your face nervously and intermittently
• Use long rambling sentences, fragmenting your speech
• Make the middle of your body smaller
• Try to keep a distance from other people
• Want to look at others but hate to make eye contact
• Giggle nervously
• Shift from foot to foot or make other purposeless repetitive movements with your hands
• Answer quickly and say “er” before you speak
• Put your feet very close together, perhaps with one foot crossed over the other
Notice that none of these instructions includes what you say or your station in life. Status has
nothing to do with class, upbringing, accent, job, salary, dress sense or grooming, and has less to do
with dialogue than you might think. Students will often want to demonstrate being low status by
talking about being poor or uneducated and try to be high status by being wealthy, snobbish or upper
class. When we have a status party where the janitors are high status and the managing directors are
low status, the students start to understand that these things are not necessarily related. (The
improvisers who play high status janitors talking to low status bigwigs love this experience and
sometimes say “It feels like being a cleaner on your last day.”)
WHAT IS STATUS?
If students ask for a definition of status (or even if they don’t), this is what we tell them:
In different circumstances or at different times, you will feel more or less powerful, more
or less confident, more or less in control. But ultimately how you feel is private

knowledge. Only you can know for certain how powerful or confident you’re feeling. But
it’s also true that we make guesses all the time about how other people might be feeling,
and those guesses are often right (just not 100 percent of the time). Status can be
thought of as anything you would use to base such a guess on.
Most people’s sense of status is extremely acute, and even very subtle cues carry a lot of weight,
but this sense is generally subconscious. If I get two students to play the same tiny scene fragment—a
couple of bland lines each—with a lot of different status relationships, the rest of the group can
generally make good guesses about who these two characters are. One person will say “She’s waiting
outside the headmaster’s door to be punished” or “They’ve come for the same job interview, but he’s
going to get it.” Others generally agree that this looks right, even if they “saw” something else. From
the improvisers’ point of view, this means they can communicate a great deal of interesting
information very rapidly by means of these techniques, sustaining and enriching the platform. What
students also need to appreciate is what different status behaviors look like on them.
For example, if I ask the group to coach someone to be higher status, it’s not uncommon for them to
suggest folding arms. On most people, arms folded closes the body off and suggests defensiveness
rather than high status—truly high status people have nothing to hide. However, certain individuals,
especially taller men with broader chests, can fold their arms loosely and look comfortable and
relaxed. Improvisers should experiment to see what works for them personally.
Body language theorists purport to understand motive through physicality. For example, they say “If
you cross your arms, it’s a sign you are defensive.” While sometimes that’s true, it may also be that
you are crossing your arms because you are cold or because it feels comfortable. We can never really
know for sure why people do things, but we can determine how others generally perceive certain
behaviors, and this can be very important information. If you are hosting a show or setting up a game
and bobbing your head up and down as you speak, the audience is likely to subconsciously think “If
they’re not even in control of their own head, are they really in control of what they’re saying?”
It’s also true that status behaviors clump together. Look back at the “still head” version of the
“back to my place” scene and you’ll probably notice that—without being told to—the improvisers
eliminated “ers” and “ums,” made fewer unnecessary gestures, sustained long pauses and so on. All
of these behaviors arose in response to the still head quite unconsciously. Determining what is a
strong and a weak STATUS TRIGGER for an individual will help them become truthful at any point on the
status spectrum, since they will only be consciously altering one aspect of their behavior, while their
body unconsciously—and therefore truthfully—adjusts to match.
STATUS OFF-STAGE
The person running the History department at most universities is probably lower status than their
most outgoing first-year student. We all know janitors who enter a room and say “Why is this rubbish
on the floor?” in a very high-handed way. Where we live in Camden Town, London, there are a lot of
homeless people, and this fact tends to polarize their status. They tend to be either far higher status or
far lower status than other people, and this is very evident in their physicality. This is no doubt
because it’s tough to live on the street and you need a very strong defense mechanism to keep other
people at bay. That’s really what is at the heart of status. It’s a way of keeping others at a distance by
being someone who can intimidate others away if necessary, or someone others are unlikely to be
threatened by, who will therefore go unnoticed.
It’s a technique we learn in adolescence to get boys to like us or bullies to leave us alone. You can

no doubt think of girls at your school who were coquettish and low status to attract boys and those
who took a more high status “Rizzo from Grease” approach. You can probably also remember a time
when you stood up to a bully to get them to back down and another time when you scurried away with
your head down. When students understand that status has far less to do with what they say and far
more to do with what they are doing when they speak, they are usually turning a corner of
understanding. While it is possible to talk meaningfully about high and low status dialogue, it is
important to recognize that we get more status information from the body, so if the status of the
dialogue and the body are not congruent, the body will tend to win. This is wonderful for improvisers
who have to create interesting characters (the low status policeman trying to arrest the high status
shoplifter, for example) and also for actors who are working on text. Playing a line or a scene against
its implied status can suddenly give it a fresh new life, especially if it’s a role that is well known or
associated with an iconic performance.
We have also observed that in high-stakes situations, gaps in status tend to be widened. Look at the
outward signs of status that exist in the military. Physical submission and dominance are constantly
being demonstrated because if there is any doubt about the chain of command in a battle, lives will be
lost. Saluting, standing at attention and marching are all ways of marshalling status and keeping it in
absolute clarity. Likewise, hospitals have clear chains of command and broad status gaps which are
exacerbated during a doctor’s internship, when they are most likely to put a patient’s life in danger.
We see the same sort of status gaps in Gordon Ramsay’s kitchen, but while there are no life
threatening situations there, there are heavy time pressures which can create a similar atmosphere. If
we saw someone in a sandwich shop or family accounting firm behaving this way, we would
conclude that they were crazy and they would not be able to retain staff. Where the ramifications for
mistakes are less consequential, the status gaps are likely to be quite narrow. These are of course
generalizations and you will be able to think of exceptions.
When society wants to bestow status on someone they often give them a title. The “Very Right
Reverend Spacklington-Smythe” is a higher status name than “Bob” because it takes all day to say. If
the Very Right Reverend invites you to his house for drinks, he’ll probably say “Call me Bob”
because it’s a status leveler. Some people who are endowed with status by others are comfortable
with it, and some are not. Think of the Queen as compared to Prince Charles on the red carpet. Which
one looks like they “belong”? If you watch a reality show like American Idol you will see the
contestants grow with confidence as they are given more and more status. One year after the show, if
they are performing in big arenas and selling lots of albums, they will be unrecognizable in status
terms from the nervous person who first auditioned and cried with gratitude when they were put
through to the next round.
Some people who are normally very high status can lose it suddenly in certain situations. Watching
the coverage of a James Bond premiere on television, we recognized everyone in the line of people
meeting the Queen but one. We couldn’t figure out who it was until one of our friends texted: “Did
you see Madonna without her status?!” We weren’t used to seeing a low status Madonna, but she lost
it in the presence of royalty. (Unusual for an American, but Madonna is a well known anglophile.)
STATUS AND ANIMALS
Once I was standing in my friend’s kitchen looking into the garden and I saw a fox creep in.
The family cat, which wasn’t very big, stood up and made herself as large as she could (size

equals high status). She looked the fox dead in the eye and stood totally still. The fox looked left
and right, then turned and ran. He was surprised by the cat and then intimidated by her high status
signals. It was her garden and she was standing up for her territory. Even though the fox was
twice as big as the cat, with teeth and claws that could rip up a sheep! He could certainly have
taken her, but she won the status battle. This is also true of people. We’ve developed an instinct
about status so we can avoid battles we don’t think we can win.
—Deborah
STILL HEADS
Keeping your head still while speaking is a tremendously powerful high status move—too
powerful for most normal purposes. Its effectiveness may stem from the fact that the head, and
especially the face, is a particularly rich source of status information. By refusing to move it when
you typically would, you cut off the flow of status information, thereby giving yourself the upper hand.
Maybe because it’s such an extreme ploy, many students find it tremendously difficult. Sometimes
we will arrange them into twos and have one person say a line of dialogue to their partner while
maintaining eye contact and keeping a still head. Something like “Go ahead, make my day.” Their
partner can then coach them and let them know if they did in fact move their head without knowing it.
Then swap roles and have the other person say “Hasta la vista, baby.”
These are both famously threatening catchphrases, although both are perfectly pleasant things to
say. What makes them interesting is the juxtaposition between the apparently pleasant sentiment and
the context and attitude with which they are said. To make the point pretty much unarguably, get both
people to say “Hasta la vista, baby,” while moving their head. If you say “Hasta la vista, baby,” and
waggle your head around, you don’t look like the Terminator, you look like Austin Powers!
STATUS LADDERS
To demonstrate how effectively status relationships can be used to sustain a platform, as well as
giving the group a further chance to get their feet wet, I ask four people to enter a scene one at a time
and form a Status Ladder, with each person who comes in being higher status than those who
preceded them. Perhaps I ask them to play co-workers going for a drink after work. The scene will
likely be a bit GOSSIPY (talking about events in the past or the future or otherwise offstage) but the
characters will be revealed very strongly and the audience will enjoy seeing them interact. Despite
the virtual absence of plot, it would be very unusual for the group to find the scene remotely boring.
To start a story here, try prompting one of the group to say “I’ve got something to tell you all,” or
some other such open-ended routine breaker.
If, as sometimes happens, people are arranging themselves up a corporate hierarchy which matches
the status, have the last person to come in do a menial job, but have a high status attitude.
We often follow this Status Ladder with the same exercise but in reverse. Another four people get
up and this time each person who enters has to be lower status than those who went before. Maybe
this time I pick one person to be the host of a party and have the other three knock on the door to come
in as guests. Often it will be the case that in the first Status Ladder exercise, the four characters were
fairly evenly distributed across the status spectrum, with the first person playing fairly low status and
the last person playing quite high status. Before the Reverse Ladder exercise starts, I point out to the
host of the party that it doesn’t have to be like that. She can start quite high status if she wishes, and

create lots of “space” under her, but since it should always be possible to play even lower status, she
may prefer to start already quite low status and watch the others crush in “underneath” her. She gets to
set the bar. This instruction tends to result in a low status first character, and thus a rather unhappy,
neurotic party which is nevertheless great fun to watch. Wretched characters apologize for not having
brought presents, curse themselves for tiny errors of etiquette, become desperately shy in front of
members of the opposite sex and so on, to great comic effect.
Two things are worth noticing about this. First, extremes of status usually lead to comedy where
small status gaps tend to lead to drama (no doubt you can think of counter examples, but it’s a good
rule of thumb). Second, the first person’s status tends to creep up over the course of the exercise.
There’s nothing wrong with this, but notice that status is a twoway street, especially as we consider
the next exercise, which is slightly trickier and confronts some of the more interesting aspects of
status, particularly as it relates to improvisation.
I get four more people up, perhaps observing that sometimes the exercises get harder as they go on,
so rather than watching someone else go first, anxious students would do better to get up right away!
In both the previous exercises we built a status ladder—once from the bottom up and
once from the top down. In either case we could have assigned each character a number
according to status, 1 for the highest status, 2 for the second highest, then 3 and then 4
for the lowest status. This time around, again I want you to construct a status ladder, but
in a random order. So you have to keep an open mind about where you are going to fit
in. The first person on can play whatever status they like. The second person to come on
makes the choice: higher or lower? The third person on has a more complicated choice:
higher than both, lower than both or in the middle? And the fourth person on has the
most complicated choice of all: higher than all; higher than two, lower than one; higher
than one, lower than two; or lower than all? Give each person a chance to interact with
the others on the stage before entering.
Again I’ll pick a bland scenario for them to meet and talk in. I’ll probably have them all know each
other so we can see the status relationships clearly, and I’ll probably have them all be friends so it
doesn’t get too negative. Maybe they are meeting up at the movies, or in line for a ride at the
fairground.
At the conclusion of the scene, it’s very likely that there will be a degree of confusion about who is
what number. I’ll often ask the audience if anyone can put them in the right order, as well as asking
the actors themselves. In about one group in ten there is general agreement as to who is number 1, 2, 3
and 4. This makes it harder for me to make my point, but I can always tell them they were “too good,”
which they like hearing.
In about three groups in ten, there is a “collision” on the number 1 spot. What has likely happened
is that one of the improvisers, typically a confident man, has entered the scene as number 1. He may
even have successfully been number 1 for a while, while there were only one or two other players on
stage. However, when another player (again, usually another man) enters, also hoping to be the new
number 1, the previous player does not accept his status as the new number 2 and instead a STATUS
BATTLE is waged. This is a particularly pernicious form of blocking. Once we’ve trained improvisers
to be fearless, they may never show vulnerability on stage, even if a scene is crying out for it.
Teaching improvisers never to ask questions may exacerbate this tendency. Note that the game Fight
For Your Number (see page 385) depends for its effectiveness on a status collision of this kind. The

point is not that status collisions are bad, it’s that one occurred here when it was not called for—in
fact, when it was explicitly forbidden!
In about six out of ten groups, there is a clear number 1, much more high status than the rest, and a
wretched number 4, the ultimate victim, but it’s hard to decide who is higher out of the middle two.
(A collision on the number 4 slot can occur, but it’s very rare.) Let’s assume this is the case:
probably there were moments when Sam was higher than Jack and other moments when Jack was
higher than Sam. In all probability, the scene will still have been interesting to watch, and arguably
it’s more truthful that statuses shift, they ebb and flow, over the course of an interaction. However,
this still suggests a weakness in technique: Jack was aiming to be a number 2 and yet we couldn’t
decide if he was a 2 or a 3 (some “Jack”s will sheepishly admit that they’d forgotten what number
they were trying to be).
The key to this is to realize, as we’ve been hinting at for a couple of pages now, that status is
relative. With only two people on the stage, all we can say is that one is higher or lower than the
other (and how big the gap is). We have a number 1 and a number 2 and that’s all. We don’t know if
they will be the ultimate 1 and 2, 1 and 4, or 3 and 4 because we don’t know where the others will
go. It’s always possible to find a gap. Number 1’s are easy to spot because they dominate everybody.
Number 4’s are easy to spot (assuming there are four people on the stage) because they submit to
everybody. To be a number 2 you need a number 1 you can submit to and a number 3 you can
dominate. Rather than try and summon up an ineffable sense of number 2-ness, it’s therefore
recommended that the improviser aiming for number 2 shows a different side of themselves to number
1 than they do to number 3.
Here’s a quick sample showing some of these features at work.
Alex: Hi Barbara
Barbara: Hi Alex. Don’t you look nice? (Barbara’s tone is patronizing and she
invades Alex’s space, making a play for number 1.)
Alex: Oh, er, thanks. (Alex blushes and stammers, accepting the offer and becoming
number 2.)
Barbara: Where’s the rest of the gang? Late as usual. (Barbara becomes arrogant,
securing her position as number 1.)
Charlie: Alex, Barbara, how you guys doing? (Charlie sweeps in, filled with
confident charm, aiming to be the new number 1.)
Barbara: (Looking at her shoes) Fine, Charlie, fine. (Then, sharply, to Alex) Say
hello to Charlie. (Barbara solidifies her position as number 2, deferring to Charlie
but still being dominant over Alex.)
David: Hi everyone, sorry I’m late. (David is aiming for number 4, creeping in
pathetically.)
Alex: Hello David. (Alex will find David easiest to talk to, but Alex tries to see if he
can be number 4 and bump David up to number 3.) I’ve got your ticket, just like you
asked.
David: Thanks. (David accepts Alex’s offer and brushes past him, approaching
Barbara with lust in his eyes.) Hello Barbara. Maybe we can sit together? (This is
hopeful, rather than seductive, maintaining his position as 3 to Barbara’s 2.)
Charlie: I’ll be assigning seating, if you don’t mind. (Charlie reminds everyone that

he is number 1.)
The final order is (from highest to lowest) Charlie, Barbara, David, Alex. Note that both Charlie
and Barbara were aiming for number 1 when they first entered, and David was aiming for number 4.
It takes a certain amount of sensitivity, plus the willingness to make bold offers and the courage to
make unambiguous and definitive offers, to get this right. You have to be completely aware of
everything your partner is doing and make your own offers subtly but clearly.
That status is relative, and that this game is as difficult as it is, shows the folly of the popular high
school drama game wherein students adopt statuses based on a randomly selected playing card—the
higher the number, the higher the status. In some versions, the card is worn on the forehead so
everyone else can see a person’s card except that person. In other versions, a card is privately looked
at and then returned to the pack. In either case, the game is built on two dubious premises. The first is
that people generally know how to adopt high and low status behavior. Most actors need to be
trained in it, let alone most school-children. The second is that there exists a state of being which is
characterized as 6 out of 13 on some cosmic status scale. Status describes how we interact with
others. It is meaningless to talk about “absolute” status. Which isn’t to say one can’t have status on
stage by oneself—one can have a status relationship to a space and that can be quite independent of
the relationships one has to the other actors. The dynamic nature of the way in which we share space
with others is called the Kinetic Dance. It’s the absence of this kinetic dance which makes actors look
stiff or awkward. Adding status, to text or improvised pieces, is an excellent way to get it back.
HIGH STATUS COMPETITIONS
In order to explore high status behavior further, we ask two students to volunteer to play a scene.
Let’s say Abi plays a homeowner and that her roommate has moved out. She needs a new roommate
so that she can pay the mortgage. Bob needs to rent a room, he has read a classified ad in the
newspaper about this one and has arranged to come and look at it. Abi has to try to be more high
status than Bob and Bob has to try and be more high status than Abi.
It’s important that one person isn’t trying to sell the flat or sublet it. If this person moves in they’ll
be roommates, which evens the status out. Coming to look at someone’s house to judge whether it is
“worthy” of living in can give you status, but so can deciding whether or not you will allow someone
to move into your home. We tell them it’s a competition and that the audience will decide who’s more
high status. We can usually tell when someone’s “lost” the status battle because a quick drop in status
is generally funny and will tend to get a big laugh.
STATUS AND SLAPSTICK
“Man slips on banana peel” is the archetypal joke. It’s a quick drop in status. If a frail old
man slips on banana peel, though, we’ll rush to help him up. This is not funny because his
physical status is already very low. But if the pope slips on a banana peel and his hat falls off,
this is very funny—despite the fact that he’s a frail old man—because of the status his position
and costume endow him with. This is why Monty Python and lots of other sketch groups deal
with politicians and arch-bishops so frequently. They’re socially high status so it’s fun to bring
them down. You will even see comedians raise their status immediately before a fall to
maximize its comic potential.
One of the funniest things I ever saw was during a RADA summer school. I came into the

room to teach the class and the students were joking around. One of the girls declared loudly in
an accusing tone to someone: “Who’s the loser now?” Immediately afterwards, for no apparent
reason, her chair fell out from under her. The class didn’t stop laughing for an hour. Now, if
she’d been a shyer member of the class just sitting there quietly, and her chair had fallen out
from under her, people would have rushed to help her up, concerned, wanting to make sure she
was okay. It was the juxtaposition between her mock self-aggrandizing and her sudden physical
demise that created comedy. A drop in status over three acts, though—that’s tragedy.
—Deborah
So at the first big status drop we’ll probably have a big laugh. If one person massively drops in
status, the other person is the “winner.” People employ all sorts of strategies to win the competition.
They’re normally very rude. If they’re looking at the flat, they talk about how small and dirty it is. If
they own the flat, they talk about how expensive the rent is—implying that the person looking at it
can’t afford it. They rarely look like strangers meeting for the first time. Two men doing the exercise
often look like they’re in a Pinter play. There’s a strong subtext, and they certainly don’t seem like
strangers. There are lots of awkward pauses and pointed remarks, which makes the audience feel that
the two players shared the same lover years ago and for this reason play out some kind of annual
charade in the flat where they slept with her. Otherwise it tends to look like the beginning of a gay
porn film, and when one of them says “Where’s the bedroom?” the class will laugh hysterically.
Interestingly, because they’re trying to “win,” their goal is not to be entertaining or do a funny improv
scene—and for this reason they are often hilarious. Even total beginners do wonderfully entertaining
scenes which you could put in front of any audience.
This is all a great process to go through. Let the students explore all the places it can take them.
Whether or not they’re successful at appearing high status or winning the competition, they’ll learn a
lot about different status relationships and the effect they can have on another actor or character in a
scene. Sometimes I show them how if you come up very close to someone face-on, you can make them
recoil. It’s like a sort of human physics. Only an extremely high status person can hold their nerve. If
they’re actors, I ask them “Wouldn’t it be wonderful to have this sort of effect on other actors, so
instead of remembering their blocking, they couldn’t help moving when you moved?”
HAPPY HIGH STATUS
After they’ve played around for a little while and had some fun, I ask them “Would you want to
live with any of the people you’ve seen in these scenes?” They all agree that, while we’ve seen lots
of people who we would consider to be high status, if someone turned up to see our spare room and
behaved this way we definitely wouldn’t let them have it. Likewise, we wouldn’t give the room to
someone who was rude and high-handed. I point out that high status people have to rent flats and get
jobs and buy cars all the time, and no one would deal with them if their only strategy was to be rude
and spiteful.
So we have the status competition again, but this time I tell the person coming to view the flat that
they’ve been looking for a flat all week and they’re really hoping to rent this room or they’ll have
nowhere to stay. I tell the improviser who owns the flat that they can’t find anyone to take the room
and they really hope the next person is okay because otherwise they’ll have trouble making the
mortgage payment. Neither party is desperate, but they both want it to work out.

This time we get to see some far more subtle signals of status which underlie the characters’
primary desire to get what they want out of the transaction. This is far closer to how people operate in
real life. Sometimes people make a big deal out of something small, like the ideal location for the
office coffee machine, when actually they don’t care about the coffee machine nearly as much as they
do about winning the status battle. Pat puts it in one place. Neil moves it. Pat puts it back, justifying it
to herself and others as a location issue, but really she just doesn’t want Neil telling her what to do.
These sorts of arguments are nearly always about status and dominance but they don’t exist in a
vacuum—there’s always a coffee machine of one sort or another.
When everyone in the class has played it this way, everyone agrees that this looks far more like
real high status people making a transaction—while they’re not actively rude, they don’t tend to be
warm either. I ask again “Would you want to live with them?” and the class usually answers “Not
really.” So I ask them if it’s possible to be both likable and high status. A few people usually boldly
shout “Yes!” and so I ask them to show us.
Together the group has to solve the problem of how to be both charming and high status by jumping
up, trying new strategies and giving feedback. People who were terrified of volunteering in the
morning, and thought all the attention would be on them if they did so, have forgotten their fear
because the focus is entirely on solving the problem, and they’ve just come up with a theory that they
have to try. Reinforce to the group that during our exploration we will accidentally discover many
wonderful transactions, moments, ways of dealing with people and comedy that will be very far from
our goal. It will all be immensely valuable. Each class will stumble over different things and each
class will get there through a different route. You are just there to guide them toward success—but not
too quickly, unless you are pressed for time. Otherwise they and you will miss this process of
discovery.
BACH
My high school music teacher told me that when he was learning composing, his tutor would
always say that our contemporary rules of harmony were established by Bach. In other words, if
Bach did it, you can do it. He said many students pored over Bach day and night to find an
example of what they had in mind. The tutor told my teacher one day that actually the students
could do what they liked, but what they would learn from the hours of studying Bach would be
far more valuable than anything he knew about composing. As a teacher, it is advisable not to
rush the students to your conclusions—although if you set a problem it is good to have an
answer, or you may frustrate the students.
—Deborah
The method we discovered to be both charming and high status came about when we were doing
corporate training. We wanted to show people how to be more confident, and when we taught them
high status techniques, we discovered that they were invariable defensive or aggressive. So we
started to study what people like Bill Clinton or George Clooney did to give the impression of always
being the most confident person in the room while at the same time being eminently likeable. We
discovered that they used all the high status body language and married it with smiling, charming
behavior. They complimented others, never defended themselves and raised the status of others,

crucially, while maintaining their own.
Such people can afford to be generous. The Queen wouldn’t come into your apartment and say “It’s
terribly small isn’t it? I live in a palace, you know,” because she can afford to be generous. She’s far
more likely to find something in your flat to admire or to find a common interest with. Her position
and upbringing have given her lots of status, so she gives it rather than taking it. A happy high status
person usually wants the coffee machine where you want it. They feel it’s more important to you. If
they do really want something, they prefer to get it in a way which makes you feel good about it.
I tell the students this, and people are very eager to have a go at maintaining their status while
raising the status of others. But at first it’s not easy. Mostly the group will agree that in any given
scene, one person succeeded at being high status and the other succeeded at being likable, but neither
were both. I tell the students not to worry, that most people who are naturally happy high status are
making twenty million a movie, which makes them laugh. We always manage to coach one or two
people to find it, and then I tell the rest of the group to practice when they buy their newspaper in the
morning or in the bar after the class. I tell them that if they can go to the bar, order a round of drinks
and then tell the barman they’ve left their money at the table and the barman lets them take the drinks
without paying, they have successfully made themselves seem happy high status. The barman likes
them and trusts them enough to come back with the money (which of course they should do!).
Once they’ve discovered this, they realize that high status behavior is not inextricably linked with
wealth and importance. I’ve been saying this all along, but it takes ages for it to sink in. They can then
have fun saying “I’m unemployed” or “I can’t afford it” with high status body language and realize the
power. Someone who can admit that without physically apologizing must really be confident,
whereas anyone can boast about a Porsche and maintain their status. Alex Lamb came to a workshop
we taught years ago and played this game opposite a woman who was boasting about her wealth and
looking down her nose at him. “What do you do?” she sneered. He looked her in the eye and said “I
clean lavatories. You’ve never cleaned a lavatory, have you? Never mind.” He leaned forward and
gave her a patronizing pat on the knee. She nearly exploded with rage. We often use this as an
example when explaining status to students. Notably, it was because the woman reacted that she lost
the exchange. You can never really win a status competition—you can only lose and let someone else
win. If you don’t let it show that your partner has affected you, it doesn’t really matter what they say.
Of course, once people are used to “losing” the status competition, I point out that “losing” is
exactly what an audience is looking for. Remember, that’s when the audience laughed and often
gasped. I play this game with them to teach them how to maintain status, so their status doesn’t just
drift back to neutral. They need to be able to maintain it, but they also need to know when to hold it
and know when to fold it. (See Status Exchange under “Working Together” on page 149.)
For much more about the kinetic dance and all aspects of status, see both of Keith’s books.
BEING ANDREW WILLSON
When I was teaching high status competitions at the RADA summer school, there was one
student, Andrew Willson, a twenty-year-old American, who simply couldn’t be beaten.
Everyone who came up against him looked either defensive and annoyed, or low status and keen
to please him. He always looked effortlessly in charge but likable. Eventually he retired from the
competition undefeated and we replaced him with Saskia. Saskia had a much more difficult time
facing the same opponents, and I was encouraging the group to coach her. Another student, Pete

Schilds, suggested that she try and be more like Andrew, so I asked him to coach her to be like
Andrew. He side-coached her enthusiastically throughout the scene to do the things he thought
he’d seen Andrew doing—“Slow down,” “Relax your hands,” “Pause before you answer”—but
although Saskia tried to do these things, she really didn’t change very much. So I tried, thinking
perhaps the job required a more experienced coach or that she would better listen to my
instructions because I was the teacher, but the results weren’t much better. Eventually I realized
that we had an expert on “being Andrew Willson” in the room—Andrew Willson himself. So we
asked him to coach Saskia.
Andrew’s coaching was very different from ours. When the other person knocked at the door,
Saskia hurried to answer it, and Andrew said “You’re not in a hurry. I’m sure they’ll wait at the
door for a minute. You have all the time in the world.” When the other person swept past Saskia
into the space, Andrew said, “They seem very eager to look at the apartment. Why don’t you let
them do that while you go and relax?” When the other improviser started playing Saskia’s piano
without asking, she became anxious and tried to stop them. Andrew side-coached: “Why do you
care? I’m sure it’ll be fine.” He wasn’t telling her what to do. He was telling her what he was
thinking!
Suddenly she slowed right down and relaxed. She smiled at the person who was busily
looking into all the rooms and criticizing them. She didn’t rise to their bait. Without being told
to, she did all the physical things that Pete and I had tried to coach her to do without success. She
had the thoughts of Andrew Willson, who was naturally happy high status, and so she seemed
happy high status.
Saskia was instantly transformed, and we knew we had something good on our hands. But I
didn’t know if it would work without Andrew. Could anyone transfer their status to anyone else
by telling them what they were thinking in any given situation? It seemed too good to be true. I
took the exercise to my advanced students who’d formed their own company, Dance Monkey
Dance, through our Level 3 workshop program. First I got them doing high status competitions. I
asked Alexandra to coach Claire in the ways of being Alexandra if confronted by a defensive
high status person, who was played by Ece. Alexandra is known as a very positive, charming
person who puts everyone at ease, so I was keen to see how she’d react under these
circumstances.
Before Ece even knocked on the door, Alexandra said to Claire “You’re really looking
forward to meeting potential new roommates but you’re also just really enjoying the experience
of having random people come to your house.” The audience laughed. None of us could imagine
feeling like this. When the doorbell rang, Alexandra said “Tidy up on the way to the door,” but
almost as soon as Ece was inside, she said “Confess that you’ve just tidied up.” Suddenly we
had an insight into Alex’s mind and some absolutely brilliant character traits. To tidy up and then
confess to it is a lovely thing for a character to do—so human. The status cues were more subtle
but still wonderfully obvious to the audience. When Ece’s character became rude, Alex said
“Okay, you want to get rid of her now, but don’t let her know that. Be nice about it.”
When James played Ed, he told him that he was annoyed by the intrusion of people coming to
look at the flat but that he should try not to show it. When Claire turned up to look at the flat, Ed
told James to be “very tired but enthusiastic.” Suddenly James had Ed’s physicality and a rather
defensive low status manner. (This is unusual—people are generally happy low status or a more
guarded high status.) When James made a joke about Claire staying the night, Ed quickly added

“Oh no! Now you’re worried she thinks you want to sleep with her.” James said “My girlfriend
will be here soon.”
What was interesting was that if the “coach” gave the improviser their real thoughts, they
automatically knew what to say and would not need to be fed lines of dialogue. They never
stopped and said “What do you mean?” I think that’s because they were real thoughts, not
improviser/director thoughts. In other words, they were obvious and human. At the same time
they were hilarious, and the audience’s reaction was a combination of “Wow! Is that how Ed
thinks? I’d never think that!” and the laughter of recognition of those things we all think but never
talk about. It was astounding how often there was a dichotomy between what an individual said
they were thinking and what they asked the improviser to show. The scenes were a far cry from
the presentational work improvisers often perform that audiences find so hard to relate to.
Next Joanna wanted to be Claire and vice versa, so I got them both up and developed a new
game. When Claire wanted advice on how to be Joanna, she raised her hand. Joanna, who was
also Claire’s scene partner, would then give Claire a “Joanna thought”—“Come in tentatively
but trying to make a good impression.” Claire would do so. Then Joanna would put her hand up
and Claire would give her an instruction: “Apologize, because you feel like you’ve messed up
already and you should already have shown her the flat.” Joanna would start apologizing.
We found this game was fun to watch and do and flowed much better than we thought it
would, but the improvisers felt they had missed out on seeing themselves in a scene. So I told
Joanna she knew how to be Claire now, so she could be in a scene without direction. If she
needed direction she could put her hand up, and Claire would give it to her from her seat.
Malcolm then trained Ece to be him from his seat, giving frequent direction, with Joanna only
getting direction occasionally through a hand signal. We found that once people had been trained
to be someone else, they only needed direction when they encountered a situation they hadn’t
been in before and didn’t know how to truthfully react.
We then did first date scenes, crossing genders to see if that would create interesting effects,
but Ed pointed out that all the setups we were using were situations where you would try to
make a good impression, so we weren’t really seeing people at their most natural. We decided
to get the improvisers to be roommates on a Sunday morning. Ece instructed Claire to be her and
James instructed Ed to be him. Ece said on a Sunday morning she’d normally be obsessing about
something that had happened the night before, and James said he’d be wanting to watch a
documentary about Buddha that he’d recorded during the week. A very funny scene ensued in
which Ece and James each coached their alter-egos to pursue their own agendas. As Claire
talked more and more about whether her friend had implied she was an alcoholic the night
before, James told Ed to “agree, but don’t get drawn in,” “Put the DVD in,” “Press play,” “Turn
up the volume.” Eventually Ece told Claire “You’re going to have to confront him now.”
Throughout the scene, the characters both pursued their own action, their own agenda, until with
perfect timing, they turned on each other and something happened.
What was interesting was that the improvisers in the scene, far from being hampered by the
outside direction, seemed freed by it. They were imaginative, funny, emotional, physical—and
they were even able to reincorporate specifics from the platform. My fears that the mechanism of
taking direction from outside voices would slow the action down were unfounded; if anything, it
seemed to speed it up. The improvisers looked very natural, but each interaction seemed
meaningful. I think it’s because it made the job of improvising a scene easy. You just had to

listen to the voice in your head. It would tell you how it was feeling and you would base your
actions on that. It was liberating as well; the voice gave them permission to do all sorts of things
they may not have done otherwise.
Finally, it was personally revealing and consequently very good for bonding. We all did it
and were slightly surprised how aware we were of our own faults and duplicities. Claire’s
“Rush to the door. You need approval,” or my “Tell an anecdote but then worry they’re not
interested,” made everyone laugh—we’ve seen each other exhibit these behaviors before—but
also bonded us. I would recommend that you play this game with any group who wants to learn
about each other. Compare this game to Characters From A Hat under “Playing Characters”
(page 184).
—Deborah

2.8 Go Through an Unusual Door

Overview
This exercise stresses the importance of building platforms and uses the frequently
overlooked power that improvisers have to build the physical environment to generate story,
character and comedy.
This game sets a simple challenge that allows us to study the fundamental mechanism which drives
all stories, whether comedy or drama: two people interacting. However, that’s not where we put our
emphasis. Typically, this game would come after at least one session working on What Comes Next
and another working on Word At A Time (described under “Working Together,” page 126), and even
though it covers much of the same ground, the same errors tend to crop up here as well. For teen
groups or younger, we might teach this first and eliminate What Comes Next altogether.
I set up a few chairs to resemble a living room, or use a sofa if I have one available. I ask two
improvisers to play the beginning of a scene for me. Chances are, this will be their first time
improvising in front of the rest of the group without the support of either a game or a task to achieve,
such as sustaining a given status. I tell them that they are work colleagues. One of them is taking the
other back to their house for the first time.
Usually the scene will go something like this:
They enter.
Erika: Come in.
Louis: Thanks.
Erika: Do you want a cup of tea?
Louis: That’d be great.
Erika goes into the kitchen and comes back with the tea almost immediately.
Louis: I can’t believe how late we’re having to work.
Erika: I know. It’s so unfair. Ever since Max left we’ve been crazy busy.

Louis: I heard he was fired for stealing.
Erika: Really? Wow. I never trusted him.
This is standard. Occasionally they give some details about the flat, but almost invariably they go
on to gossip about a colleague or a roommate who’s out. This always ends up feeling unsatisfying.
The audience starts to think “I wish we’d been there that day when the angry tranny came home drunk
or when Mary admitted she was having an affair with Matt at the office Christmas party.” But they
know they never will. They’ll just hear about it secondhand from people who aren’t personally
affected by it. It’s like Shakespeare writing: “Did you hear about Romeo? He’s totally fallen for
Juliet.” “Really? Isn’t she supposed to be marrying someone else?” and then never introducing us to
the leads.20
When the improvisers start to look uncomfortable, like they’re running out of ideas, I finish the
scene. I ask the audience if it was entertaining and they are usually encouraging and say the actors did
a good job but that they were waiting for something to happen. I ask the couple how it went and
usually they say it was fine at first but then they started to feel a bit like nothing was happening and
that they had no ideas. I ask the audience what they know about the flat the improvisers were sitting
in. They usually say. “They were sitting on a sofa.” “The kitchen was to the right.” “Er, that’s it.” I
tell them that the improv flat comes standard. It consists of a sofa or two chairs in the middle of the
stage, sometimes a television downstage, a front door at one side of the stage (opening straight into
the living room), and if you go off to the other side of the stage, possibly after a brief moment of hand
waving passing for mime, you can come back straight away with two cups of tea. Teaching in other
countries reveals that this is also the Global Standard Improv Flat, although in Australia we noticed
that the cups of tea were replaced by tins of lager.
I point out that improvisation is the only art form which has an unlimited budget; if we tell the
audience we are in a hut made of mud and straw, clinging to the side of a mountain in the Andes—and
we commit to the idea—they will believe it. The same is true if we say we have a view of the Eiffel
Tower or a pool table or a home cinema or a collection of Monet paintings or a time machine.
Whatever we tell them, they’ll believe.
I get Erika and Louis to do another scene. This time I tell them that rather than talking about more
interesting things elsewhere, they should show us what’s right there in front of them. It’s the same
setup of one work colleague bringing another back to their flat for the first time. The truth is if you do
visit a friend’s flat for the first time you’ll probably comment on it, admire something, look at the
view, etc. To help them out I give them an instruction to go through an unusual door. That door will
inspire the flat or house they enter. Just in case they now start planning the door, I tell them to “let
their hand decide.” They can just reach out, have their hand close on the doorknob or some other
feature, and that will “tell” them what is unusual about the door. I might also instruct them: “Whatever
is in your head, keep it there. But it’s not what you’re going to do. At the last moment you’re going to
do something else and surprise yourself.” (This is a technique we learned from Patti Stiles to avoid
planning in any scene.) I remind the improvisers to start positive.
Louis fiddles with the lock and apologizes because the door sticks a bit. He forces it open with his
shoulder. Erika looks around. “Wow, it’s lovely. And so big!” There’s a pause for a moment, so I say
“Erika, what’s at your feet?” “Tell me about this rug,” she says, “it’s gorgeous.” “Yes,” says Louis,
“it’s real buffalo. I shot it myself.” If they get stuck I move them on to a new object, but usually once
they’re on their way they start to enjoy it.

Pretty soon we have a painting of Louis’s father over the fireplace, a remote-controlled lighting
system and a panoramic view of St Paul’s Cathedral from the balcony. Both improvisers seem
effortlessly imaginative and inventive. The audience members usually say that they looked like
different people from the improvisers who were running out of ideas and talking about other people in
the last scene. The improvisers themselves are often surprised by how easy it was.
Now it’s time to take it up a level. Although the flat was full of stuff, there weren’t any clear
PROMISES made because everything was disconnected. It was an imaginative, eclectic place, but it
didn’t give us much insight into the sort of character who might live there. Let’s go back to the
beginning. “What was the first offer?” I ask. “The rug?” “No, before then.” “The door!” “What kind
of flat is suggested by a door that has a fiddly lock and that sticks when you open it?” “Run-down,”
“Falling apart,” “Dilapidated.” But when the actors were inside, that idea was abandoned, and each
idea seemed unrelated to the last.
EVERYTHING FOR A REASON
Another important principle is developing here: The audience assumes that everything you do you
do for a reason. This is because they are used to watching premeditated art forms where this is
indeed the case. As an example of this, consider that in “real life” (whatever that is) speech errors
are common. In plays and films they are vanishingly rare, since any misspeaking or hesitation would
be assumed by the audience to be of great significance.
When the door sticks, the audience assumes that this is a necessary element of the story—which
indeed it would be, if the promise were kept and the flat revealed to be equally in a state of disrepair.
When the flat is revealed in fact to be rather palatial, they assume that this contradiction has been
introduced for a reason. When no reason is forthcoming, the audience loses faith in the narrative
abilities of the players, and everything becomes much harder. Now we know that Louis had no grand
plan in mind when he made the door stick—it was just an arbitrary detail. But if Erika assumes that
there was a reason, she will naturally develop the idea. And indeed, Louis should assume that his
subconscious has a reason, too. In improvisation, it’s desirable for reasons to follow actions, for
causes to follow effects (otherwise improvisers would always be planning), but causes must be
established or the logic of the story will fall apart completely. For more on this, see Master/Servant
Dubbing (page 134).
Now we ask another pair to come up and have a go at the game. They will probably have been
planning something from their seats, so I remind them to let the hand decide. Veena puts her hand out
and places her palm against a mime panel, and the “door” beeps and swishes open. Her scene partner
Danny reacts with surprise and admiration. This time, as they explore the flat, they apply the theme of
push-button technology. The television glides out of the wall. The couch reclines at the touch of a
button. The lights go on and off by voice command. This is more satisfying for the audience, and it is
also easier to do for the actors. One offer inspires the next.
Soon without any effort on the part of the improvisers, PROMISES are made which the audience
wants to see fulfilled. Danny asks Veena how she can afford all this stuff when they’re on the same
wage. She says she builds it herself. He asks how she has time, and she admits she has built the
robots who build the technology. She asks if he wants to see the robot room. Of course he does. She
takes him into an underground factory where hundreds of robots are making state-of-the-art
equipment. Some of them are making more robots. The improvisers build this picture together, one
offer at a time. (I might have to encourage other improvisers to jump up and be the robots.) Danny is a

little amazed and unnerved by all this. He asks why she needs so many robots and Veena replies that
she’s making an army. Danny says he needs to leave.
This is a break in the routine, so I usually stop the scene here and ask the audience what promises
have been made and what they guess will happen. The audience can’t wait to guess: “He’s not going
to get out!” “The army is going to turn on him!” “He’s going to be turned into one of her robots!” I ask
them what they know about the front door if he tries to escape. They say “It only opens with her palm
print so it won’t respond to his! He’s trapped!” I ask how other things from the platform could be
reincorporated if he was trying to escape and they say “He can plunge her into the dark with the voice
control lights” or “He can trip her up by pushing the button on the reclining sofa.” Suddenly anything
reincorporated seems purposeful. The improvisers seem so inspired and talented. It all seems easy.
The story is telling them, and every thing they put in their platform later on will become a good idea
when they need it. (I don’t always get this far; just a good platform is far enough, but it’s nice to see a
couple that start to turn into stories so the students can feel how easy it is and how much they, as
audience members, want promises fulfilled.)
Everyone seems to have fun playing this game, and the scenes are usually very funny. I get everyone
in the group to play it, and every scene is different. Once we’ve had a few good scenes, sometimes
people feel they have to compete and that the pressure’s on. Usually that means they’ll plan a
submarine or something specific and come in and drive through three or four ideas quickly, and it
won’t have that feeling of inventiveness. It will usually not be very entertaining either, so I stop it and
say that it doesn’t have to be a “good house.” I get them to start again and build a new place, taking
turns to make the offers so one person isn’t in control. Sometimes timid students will wimp and let
their partner do all the work, in which case you’ll need to side-coach them to make offers.
The other thing to watch out for when teaching this is that improvisers will often disconnect
themselves from the flat. The flat is really only interesting so long as it enlightens us to Veena’s
character. If Veena says “This was all here when I moved in” or “It’s my uncle’s apartment,” then
why do we care that it’s high tech? They do it to stay safe. If their scene partner finds a blowup doll
then it’s not theirs. They don’t have to own it or even know about it. Interestingly, improvisers always
refer to uncles and cousins and distant relatives in these circumstances. They never say that it’s their
Dad’s apartment. That’s because their Dad reflects on them and their upbringing in a way that their
uncle doesn’t. Make them own or rent the flat and have decorated it themselves, otherwise it won’t
feed the scene and they’ll stay safe.
MAKING ASSUMPTIONS
It’s acceptable to make a BLIND OFFER by saying something like “Wow, this looks like it’s a
hundred years old” or “I’ve never seen a couch like that,” provided it is understood that a blind offer
is an invitation to define. The improviser making the blind offer, which leaves certain information
conspicuously unsaid, must be willing to do their own defining if their partner does not. If this is not
understood, then instead of being an excellent way of sharing the fun of defining the world and for
getting over the need to have a “good idea” prepared and ready to go, blind offers can become a
pretext for WIMPING. More experienced improviser can make open-ended blind offers, trusting that
one or another of them will supply the necessary definitions before it becomes a wimp.
Thus, MAKING ASSUMPTIONS needs to be taught as a skill at the same time as blind offers, so that
improvisers are happy to contribute ideas as they are needed. You can introduce this skill by
encouraging the improvisers to fill in a more detailed back-story for themselves. Hopefully, we get

exchanges like this and the improvisers make discoveries quickly:
Paul: Hey, thanks for putting me up for the night.
Dan: No, problem. It’s cool that I get to help you out for a change.
Straight away, we (and the improvisers) make discoveries about their relationship. This has led
some improv coaches to the conclusion that you should always know the other person in a scene (so
no scenes about job interviews, first dates, weird strangers and so on, but lots of opportunities for
that dreary improv cliché “Didn’t we go to school together?”).
Quite apart from automatically doubting the veracity of sentences which include the words
“always” or “never”—especially where a subtle art form like improvised storytelling is concerned—
we’re entirely unconvinced that this strategy achieves what is claimed for it. Yes, exposition sucks,
but characters that know each other are more likely to make their dialogue sound awkwardly
expository precisely because they already know so much about each other.
Paul: I’m really glad to see you, brother of mine, especially after Dad cut you out of
the will like that.
Dan: That’s okay, Steve. I’m just glad I’ve still kept my hair, and I’m not bald like you
are.
Strangers have a legitimate reason for asking questions and getting personal answers, which
obviates the problem of how to deliver this kind of information naturally and elegantly. However,
making assumptions about the other character is also an excellent strategy, whether you choose to
have a prior relationship with them or not.
STRATEGIES FOR BREAKING THE ROUTINE
We wouldn’t generally provide this list for students, but as we do multiple iterations of this
exercise, it’s useful to be able to break the routine in different ways. Sometimes the students will
break routines without trying, sometimes you’ll have to encourage them to do so. Having this list in
the back of your mind may help you to coach them through the process.
Up the Absurdity Curve
Sometimes students will find a sequence which they can accelerate. Play even a few iterations of
this game and before long, one student will open a door with dozens of locks on it. This is a bit of an
improv cliché, but maybe it’s something that every group has to discover and then discard. They may
take the general theme of “security conscious” or “bad neighborhood” from this, or they may be more
literal and put dozens of locks on everything. “Want a drink? Hang on, I’ll open the fridge …” (seven
locks later) “Beer? Hang on I’ll open it. …” As the number of locks increases and the absurdity of
their placing builds, the audience laughs more and more, and they may laugh so much you can just end
the scene (chastity belt?). Compare this to Finding The Game (page 253).
The absurdity curve can also be used to check improvisers who want to be very bizarre right away.
Invite someone into your home and say “Come in, sit down, oops, mind the French Revolution Fully
Working Guillotine!” and you’ve broken the routine instantly, have a ton of justification to do and the
scene may never recover. Instead, start by saying “I’ve always been interested in the French
Revolution.” Then later, point out “That’s a map which, it’s said, belonged to the Scarlet Pimpernel.”
After that: “This is a cloak worn by a doomed aristocrat. In fact, here’s a death certificate. Would you

like to see the basement?” Now, you’ve promised a guillotine, or something like it, and the audience
will be delighted when you deliver.
One very important idea here is that an absurd offer is really only as absurd as the reaction it
generates. If you (unwisely) show off your fully functional guillotine almost as soon as you cross the
threshold, this is clearly an attempt to break the routine. If your partner responds with “Oh, yeah cool.
Is it the 9000 model? I just got the 9080, with optional head basket,” and refuses to be affected, then
this is still platform. Now the story takes place in a world where having a working guillotine in your
living room is normal. This isn’t forbidden, but it makes life a great deal harder, since in order to
break the routine you now need to have a more interesting idea than the guillotine! A much better
strategy is to have one ALICE and one Mad Hatter.
BEING ALICE —playing a sane person in an insane world—generates story much faster than just
having a gang of crazy people running around. Improvisers who always want to be the funny one need
to recognize that they will make their partner funnier, and the show funnier, by BEING ALICE , rather
than trying to out do the Mad Hatter.
Obsess on One Object
Beginners will also sometimes need to be coaxed away from objects they discover early on,
because as you provide more information about each new thing, the audience gets more and more
interested. Get them too interested in any one thing and they won’t like it when you move on to
something else. You will have broken the routine early, or at least made it clear what the story is
about, and you’ll discover later that you don’t have enough material to reincorporate. However, if you
and your partner have built a nice, coherent environment and you think the time is right to break the
routine, just keep YES AND ing one object. Eventually you’ll discover something you can use to break
the routine.
Add an Object That Doesn’t Fit
In the first example of this game, the buffalo skin rug, the door in a state of disrepair and the remote
controlled lighting all seemed to belong to different flats. However if you add one object that doesn’t
fit—after the theme has been established—its presence will likely break the routine. For example,
Geoff’s apartment is a vile, squalid pit. He and Stan have to pick their way through the debris to walk
around. Stan discovers week-old pizza under the cushion. A broken floorboard is nearly lifethreatening (they’re on the seventh floor). However, the TV (revealed behind a curry-stained panel) is
a gleaming 42-inch behemoth. Now Geoff is not just a scummy student-type, he lives in reverential
awe of his TV screen, his devotion to it leaving no time to cook, clean or even sleep.
Have a Strong Reaction
This is really how to break all routines, all the time. If Stan has seen Geoff’s flat before and knows
just what to expect when the TV is revealed, there is no break in the routine. And the same is true of
all the other examples. When one character is emotionally affected by the other, we get the sensation
that “something has happened.” Refusal to be changed is a form of BLOCKING. So if, instead of taking
it all in stride, Stan is progressively more revolted by Geoff’s squalor, maybe things will reach a
head and the arbitrary giant TV won’t be needed. Perhaps Stan will refuse to stay the night as agreed.
Geoff can then become offended, or remorseful or angry, and you’ll have a great scene going. The
audience is delighted not just by the way the characters affect each other, but also by the richness of
the context and the way in which they have been able to share in the improvisers’ process of

discovery.
As well as reinforcing the other strategies, having a strong reaction can be used in isolation. This is
a form of BLIND OFFER. Just decide that the next thing you see will be something shocking (or
surprising or revolting or exciting—anything “big”). Glance behind the sofa, open a cupboard, pick a
book off the shelf and cry out in alarm “Oh my god!” Between you and your partner, you should be
able to YES AND your way to a definition. “Something’s moving.” “That’s probably Simon.”
“Simon!?” “My pet snake.” It is now vitally important that the “guest” is afflicted with a crippling
fear of snakes!
This brings up another issue which will be discussed at more length under “Being Changed” (page
143), but for now, notice that not only can a break in the routine be killed if you refuse to be affected,
and not only can a break in the routine be contrived by deciding to be affected, but both improvisers
have then to capitalize on this discovery. If your scene partner has been nice enough to show you how
to hurt them (by being afraid of snakes, for example) then you must be sadistic enough to take
advantage of this. There must be a whole “snake room” next door, or you should start shedding your
skin and hissing. Your partner of course must equally be masochistic enough to submit to the suffering
and secretly relish it!
REINCORPORATION
Continuing the previous scenario, if the “guest” whips out a gun at this point and shoots the snake
through the head, we still hope that the owner will be changed by this. If he says “Oh well, I can get
another at the pet store tomorrow. Beer?” you’ve got nothing. What the audience is hoping for is
remorse, guilt, grief and so on (all of which can be very funny if the absurdity of cradling a snake in
one’s arms is kept at the forefront). But the gun seems arbitrary and promotes a whole host of other
questions (unless the characters have been previously identified as gun enthusiasts or Secret Service
agents). The audience’s attention is torn between the emotional content of the story and the need to
justify the plot choices. However, items reincorporated seldom need any additional justification. If
the guest beats the snake to death with the heavy doorstop established earlier, the audience will love
it. “Oh, so that was the point of the doorstop,” they think. The truth is more subtle. Fill the
environment with arbitrary things at the beginning of the scene and at the end of the scene, they
magically turn into good ideas, and all you have to do is remember them and pick them up.
VARIATIONS
This exercise is a microcosm of what happens in pretty much any two-person improv scene (and
most stories are fundamentally about two people, at least at any given moment). Two characters meet,
we sketch in their relationship and the environment, we discover why today is different from any
other day and we watch one or both of them suffer as a result. Depending on the group, it can be
helpful to broaden the parameters as we go on. Often, we make the improvisers decide for themselves
what the nature of their relationship is—and they may balk at this initially. As ever, the audience is
often several steps ahead of the improvisers and will have spotted the little cues that let them know
how intimate or distant these two people are, cues that the improvisers will be entirely oblivious to.
Keep repeating: If you define quickly enough you can’t be wrong . Put off the definition and you may
end up in a contradiction.
As the improvisers’ confidence grows, you may like to play essentially the same game in other
situations. Coax them to define their relationship and the space they are in to create a platform, and
trust that an opportunity to break the routine will present itself or can be contrived.

REVERSE TWENTY QUESTIONS
In regular Twenty Questions, I think of an object and my friends ask me yes or no questions
which I answer as best as I can. The game has two possible outcomes: Either somebody asks me
at some point (for example) “Is it a watering can?” and I say yes and they win, or no one ever
guesses it and I have to tell them.
In reverse twenty questions, a group of us tell one person to go out of the room while we
agree on an object. The one person who has left the room then asks each of us a yes or no
question in turn until, as before, either they exhaust their twenty questions, or they guess the
object. The game has a trick, though: When the guesser leaves the room, each of us individually
decides on an object, the aim of the game being to sustain the illusion that we are all thinking of
the same thing.
So, say I am thinking of a London bus. The guesser returns to the room and asks me “Is it
bigger than a shoebox?” I answer “yes.” The next person in line had been thinking of a daisy but
now has to change their object to fit my answer. They quickly decide on a rhino as the next
question comes: “Is there one in the room?” The “rhino” person answers “no,” but the next
person was thinking of a door, and so now has to think of something which is both bigger than a
shoebox and not in the room. They decide on a power station and so the game continues.
Once again, this game has two outcomes. Either the illusion is maintained, the object is
guessed or revealed and the guesser is none the wiser; or the list of qualities becomes such that
no object in the world could possibly possess them all. Something very like this happens in
improv scenes when two improvisers keep interacting with each other and don’t define their
relationship, or keep interacting with an object without naming it or using it.
We’ve discussed elsewhere the futility of nailing improvisers down (even beginners) with
constrictive rules such as “know each other for six months or more” or “never ask a question,”
but there is one type of question uttered by nervous beginners that tends to crop up in scenes and
can absolutely wreck them. If I hand you a mime object, I don’t necessarily have to be the one
who names it. Provided one of us names it quickly (or uses it), there is no problem as far as the
audience is concerned, and confident improvisers won’t feel put on the spot by such an offer—
especially if the mime conveys shape, size and weight. However, it utterly wrecks the reality of
the scene if the improviser receiving the object asks “What is it?” The problem originally facing
them was trivial: name any object which could plausibly have been represented by that mime. In
fact, just name any object, and if it doesn’t quite fit the mime, then you can justify. But the new
problem they have given back to their partner is different and far harder: name an object which
could plausibly have been represented by that mime that you couldn’t tell what it was simply by
looking at it. If you hand me something and I say “What is it?” and you say “It’s an orange,” then
the audience thinks: “How come you couldn’t see it was an orange, dummy?”
We read about Reverse Twenty Questions in the book The Conversations: Walter Murch and
the Art of Editing Film by Michael Ondaatje (Murch worked on Apocalypse Now and The
Conversation, among many others).
One technique for getting students to imagine their environments more, so they won’t be stuck in a
void with just a couple of chairs, is called the CJ SWEEP , after the longest-standing member of The
Spontaneity Shop performing company, Chris Harvey John. We noticed that Chris had a bigger visual

world than the rest of us. He always saw and created (usually through mime) an extraordinary
environment, which would feed any scene he was in. We realized that instead of inventing stuff, he
would look around and see what was there. If he walked onto the (empty) stage in a scene set in an
office, he would look around and see an expensive desk, a black leather couch and a view of
Manhattan through big windows—or a dingy cluttered desk with a slow ceiling fan and an old
photocopier. If another improviser came in and endowed the office as being tiny and shabby or not an
office at all but a waiting room, Chris would simply sweep his eyes around the room and see what
was there now.
Try it now. Decide you’re in a ballroom. Look around. What’s there? Is it empty or full of dancing
couples? What color are the walls? Are you in the center of the room or hiding behind a curtain? If
you’re behind a curtain, is it heavy red velvet or white chiffon? All of these things can give your
scene huge imaginative scope. Even if the audience never sees or hears about most of these things,
knowing they are there will inspire you. You’ll look and act like you’re really there. When you’re
stuck for an idea you can just look around the space: “Can I use your fax machine?” “The kettle’s
boiling.” “Wow, an indoor fountain!”
When we’ve taught this technique, it seems to come easily to most people, but here are some
exercises which are fun to do and can make a workshop really memorable and useful. Divide the
group into pairs and have one person shut their eyes and the other ask them questions. “Where are
you?” “In a French café.” “How big is it?” “About ten small tables.” “What can you smell?” “French
coffee.” “What’s on the counter?” “An old-fashioned cash register.” The questions are better if they
are open questions that make assumptions—“What can you smell?” rather than “Can you smell
anything?”
Next, get a student up in front of the group and get them to enter a space onstage. Side-coach
questions in a similar fashion. When they’ve established a space, let them play a scene in it, using as
many things in the environment as facilitate the scene.
We also developed a similar game called Estate Agents. Two improvisers are chosen to play a
scene. They wait at the side of the stage while two more improvisers walk them through the space,
pointing out all the features of the environment. When they can’t wait to play there, the two waiting
players cry “Enough!” and they begin their scene, hoping to use all of the elements established by the
estate agents.
Patti Stiles taught us a game of hers recently. One person comes onto the stage, sets up an
environment and leaves. A second improviser enters, makes mischief in the space and leaves. The
first improviser reenters and discovers the mischief. Perhaps improviser one runs a bath and puts
bubbles in. She lights some candles, opens a box of chocolates and eats one. She pours a glass of
wine, puts it down and leaves. Improviser two enters and glances around. With a naughty look, he lets
the water out of the bath, takes a chocolate out of the box, bites a chunk out of it and puts it back. He
eats two more and replaces them with little soaps. He squeezes some bubble bath into the wine glass,
giggles and leaves. Improviser one returns, takes off her robe and gets into the bath. Where’s the
water? She thinks she must have forgotten to put the plug in, so she replaces it and runs more water.
She lies back, takes a sip of her wine and spits it out. To get the taste out of her mouth, she quickly
eats a chocolate. It’s soap! And who’s eaten half of this one? The audience really enjoys watching the
first improviser discover what they know and she doesn’t. It’s a fun game to play as part of a longform or free-form show, and a really good exercise for getting people to think in terms of
environment.

What’s curious about this game is the difference between mischief and sabotage. If improviser two
is just a vandal, then the scene isn’t fun. There needs to be an element of concealment and cleverness,
or they are just perceived as mean. This can be a vital distinction for players trying to introduce an
element of mischievous chaos into shows like Theatresports.
TILTING
Keith’s observation that dramatic action is as simple as A alters B (see “Being Changed” on page
143) is, as ever, right on the money. One technique to enforce this, which Keith writes about
extensively in Impro for Storytellers, is that of TILTING. The principle is that improvisers sustain a
normality—a PLATFORM—for some time before introducing one idea which, while it could not have
been predicted from the platform, does not contradict it either, and which is designed to massively
change the other character. For example: two strangers meet on a park bench. They share sandwiches,
feed the birds, discuss how much the park has changed in recent years, watch a small boy playing
football, etc. Then one says to the other “Yes, this was my favorite place to come when I was still
alive.” The tilt can be wrecked if the other party equalizes (“It’s a shame we’re both dead isn’t it?”)
since the point of the offer is to massively change the other person.
And this doesn’t fly in the face of BEING OBVIOUS either. It’s not that audiences hate to be surprised,
it’s that surprising them for the sake of surprising them is often confusing, if not actually asinine.
Refusing to give them what you’ve promised for the sake of being original is crazy, but just as crazy
is to pass up great offers because they don’t slavishly obey the rule “Thou shalt always be obvious.”
“… when I was still alive,” doesn’t deny the audience anything it has been promised, and it pays off
the latent promise that one of these people will be changed by the interaction (or at least it should).
When BEING ORIGINAL is a problem, it’s usually because an improviser has made a low stakes,
trivial, random offer which hasn’t been reacted to by the other player. If you are in a pet store, the
audience will expect you to come in and ask for a pet, or pet-related products. They will not expect
the pet store owner to say “We don’t have any dogs but we’ve got ice cream.” This is both trivial and
confusing for the audience. They’ve never been to a pet store that sells ice cream, so it looks like the
improvisers are panicking and denying their environment to try and get a laugh.
If the second improviser playing the customer goes along with it—“Great! I’ll have pistachio”—
the audience will not relate to them. If they were in a pet store and were offered ice cream, they’d be
surprised and they’d question it. However if the scene is set in a pet store and the improviser who is
playing the owner offers to sell the improviser playing the customer a werewolf, or if the pet store
turns out to be a front for a hit-man operation, then the audience—although not having anticipated this
development—will accept it and be interested, especially if the improviser playing the customer is
affected or changed in some way. This is because audiences come to a theatre expecting drama, so a
high stakes offer that’s out of the ordinary and which receives a truthful, emotional reaction plays
very differently from a low stakes, out of the ordinary offer that affects nobody.
Tilts can also be useful to teach PLAYING A RESISTANCE . If the other improviser says: “When you
were still alive? Don’t be stupid,” that isn’t a block. It’s a truthful reaction. Now the audience will
have the fun of watching them become convinced.
But for all their virtues, Keith quickly discovered that the pattern of “build a platform, add a tilt”
got old after a few repetitions. The same structure served up again and again will always get tiresome
eventually, and good improv troupes and directors look for ways to provide variety over the course
of an evening. Plus, the ideal tilt scene has elements of the platform reincorporated to justify the tilt or

achieve a resolution (or both), but time and again we’ve seen the tilt line hijack the scene, rendering
the platform irrelevant. And this is all without mentioning the problems caused by the list of tilts
given in Keith’s newsletter and also in Impro for Storytellers. Throwing in a “standard” tilt is a great
way to teach beginners the values of being affected and playing a resistance, and is very useful for
Gorilla Theatre and Micetro Impro directors, but in our opinion, tilts are fundamentally training
wheels for beginners. More experienced improvisers should look within the scene and discover
offers which will deliver equally profound reactions—the right trouble for the right hero. Or let the
reaction come first (see “Jumping and Justifying”).
WHAT’S IN A NAME?
Tom: Audiences love details, but some details are more easily remembered than others.
Details which have little bearing on the plot are easily forgotten, especially by improvisers in
the heat of the moment. Particularly when people are starting to improvise, I’d much rather they
called each other by their real names, instead of having to stop and think up a name which they
(and the other improvisers) are only going to forget a minute later. Obviously, I don’t object to
improvisers coming up with names for other characters (or their own character), and in a show it
would certainly be advisable. But I’d never side-coach a beginner, or even an intermediate
player, to take back the real name that they’d just used and make up a new one instead. There
will be plenty of time for that once they can get through a three-minute scene without panicking,
trivializing, being stupid or being boring.
Deborah: I encourage students to make up names. Using their real names restricts them to
thinking like themselves. After all, what Neil the accountant would do is very different from
what Igor, Pierre or River would do, and even just calling Neil “Tony” will give him more
permission to seduce you or shout at you. In real life, Neil is married and gentle. Tony can be a
pushy lady’s man. Also I’ve seen wonderful scenes where a forgotten name has generated plot
—“You just called me Sandra. Are you having an affair?” (This depends on the improviser
taking it as a serious offer, not using it to point out their scene partner’s mistake to the audience
and spend the scene arguing over trivialities.) It’s true that the audience will obsess for a
moment if you’re called Chris at the beginning of the scene and Andy at the end and no one
onstage picks up on it, but it will happen from time to time and in my experience, if the scene’s
full of life and heart then the audience will forgive and forget very quickly. When we did
TellTales, an improvised play in monologues, we put an extra improviser in the wings with a
whiteboard who wrote up the names (and other details) so this wouldn’t happen. But as we got
more used to it, we found the format itself trained us to listen and care about the characters, so
now we don’t really need the whiteboard.
Tom: Actually, at a recent show, I saw one good reason to invent names. A fairly
inexperienced group was playing the Standing Wave game where the actors keep “tagging-out”
each other, so the same character is played by different actors as time goes on. On this occasion,
one actor kept calling the other character by the name of the current actor, spoiling the illusion
that she was interacting with the same person throughout the scene.

2.9 Working Together

Overview:
What most drama teachers think improv is all about—and a vital skill—but it needs to be
taught hand in hand with storytelling, or improvisers will accept even the most ludicrous offer in
order to be seen as someone who is “good to work with.”
In bad theatre, self-absorbed actors are stuck within their own “bubble,” desperately concerned to
show how much work they’ve put into their “motivation” and their “character.” In bad relationships
—of all kinds: business, creative, personal—people exist in their own space and expend a great deal
of energy insulating themselves from other people’s ideas and insights. In bad improv, players
alternate between “shining” and “outwitting,” and a poisonous competition for superiority dominates
the stage.
Learning to work together means happily giving up the initiative and either looking to your partner
for guidance or trusting that an idea will emerge from “nowhere.” Many people will resist this—it
feels unsettling to take off so much of your social “armor”—but it’s essential to get the best out of
your partner, to create a happy atmosphere on the stage and to keep the audience engrossed in the
process of creation.
As we have already seen, trying your hardest to do your best work is counterproductive, so good
improvisers generally put the focus on their partner rather than themselves. If you are “good to work
with,” and so is your partner, the process will be good. If the process is good, then very likely, the
work will be good.
One way to introduce the concept is to get everyone to find a partner and play Tug Of War with a
mime rope.21 Have people get into pairs, with plenty of space around them, and to each pick up one
end of the mime rope. Call “One, two, three, go!” and let the pairs compete for twenty seconds or so.
In all probability, most pairs will struggle and strain, the rope will stretch, but nobody will win
because nobody will want to lose. Point this out and remind them “It’s not a real test of strength if
there isn’t a rope.” Chances are everyone will laugh as they realize what has happened.
The process of learning to improvise involves learning to “turn off” a lot of instinctive behavior,
which has proven to be very useful in achieving most people’s top priority: maintaining a feeling of
comfort and safety. The work on status confronts some aspects of this, but this section on working
together does so even more profoundly and directly.
We ideally want to be in control of interactions, whether for us that means playing high or low
status, and (as discussed under “Teaching and Learning,” page 39) we want to participate only in
activities where experience has taught us that a high success rate can be anticipated.
PLAYING TO THE DEATH
Some people take this competitive nature to extremes. I once brought home a chess set from a
holiday and my then-roommate and I played a game of chess, which I won. Neither of us are

particularly accomplished chess players, but we both have quite a high opinion of our general
intelligence, and my friend was most aggrieved to have lost. His reaction was to insist that we
play at least one game every single night from then on, during which time he kept a running tally
—and abruptly halted the contest as soon as he was one game ahead. That was ten years ago and
we have not played a single game of chess together since.
—Tom
Playing the mime Tug Of War game feels very much like a real competition, even though with no
rope it can’t possibly be a test of anything—except your good nature. And so, the need to win, the
need to be in control, the need to be successful, all kick in and the game goes on forever.
Here, however, the loss of control is pure illusion. In order to bring the game to a close, somebody
must choose to lose, and whoever does that seizes the initiative. Stress to the group that you want the
illusion to look good. The rope should not stretch; it isn’t made of rubber. But this time, instead of
trying their hardest to win, players should look into their partners’ eyes and try to give them what they
want. Do they want to win or do they want to lose?
Give the group three or four turns so that everybody wins and everybody loses. Barking “Give in!”
at pairs who continue tugging miserably away at nothing while the rest of the group is falling down
and giggling can be very effective.
Encourage the group to remember this image. The story may require someone to be the loser, and
that person may be you. Don’t tug away at empty air when the audience wants to see you vanquished!
The actor playing Hamlet has to choose to die. It’s not a weakness; it serves the story. The actor or
director who changes the ending so that Hamlet “wins,” lives and becomes King of Denmark misses
the point, and so does the improviser who must “win,” live and triumph in every scene.
When improvisers collaborate to build a satisfying story in which a hero is getting into trouble,
sometimes there will be two characters with opposing goals. Improvisers will often confuse their
character straining to achieve their goal with making strong story choices. A NEGOTIATION will
frequently be very unsatisfying if it is sustained for more than a few seconds, since it will often
degenerate into an endless restatement of each character’s point of view. Skilled improvisers know
how to break the deadlock and discover what comes next. Often this can be done by abandoning the
goal—although this must then be justified. See Twitching, Topping and Paperflicking ( page 168) and
Shoe Shops (page 189) for much more on this.
WORD AT A TIME
Like What Comes Next, this is a fundamental game and one which improvisers who are trying to
improve their technique should return to often. Unlike What Comes Next, progress will often be less
swift early on, and care is needed to make sure that new improvisers don’t become discouraged. If
you stick with it, no game will teach you more. As a rapid, instinctive, seat-of-the-pants game, it is
also a good counterpoint to the thoughtful, theoretical What Comes Next, but both are story games.
Word At A Time is also greatly enjoyed by audiences, if done well—or at least joyously.
First, a couple of caveats. The mechanism of speaking one word each at a time, while at the heart
of the game, is not the only important element. Whereas in the preferred version two people
collaborate to create one character who narrates the events that happen to them, it is far more common
to see this mechanism used for (yet another) “expert” scene. In this version, often called Three

Headed Expert, three people sit down in a row and answer questions. This “expert” is created by
having the three people speak one word each at a time, while the questions are put to them by a host
who is under no such restriction. Let’s look at what is lost in this version.
Physicality: The original Word At A Time is a physical game. Three Headed Expert is just talking
heads, which will tend to kill the pace.
Risk: Since the host can always make sense of anything the expert says, the risk of the scene
degenerating into nonsense is much reduced. But risk is an essential point of the game (and a big part
of inviting an audience to watch you improvise). Also, the expert will talk for around half the time,
and because three people speaking one word each at a time speak more slowly, the expert will
probably say about half as much as the host. So two-thirds of what is said isn’t dependent on the
game!
Variety: All of these Three Headed Expert scenes will resemble each other, whereas almost any
story can be told one word each at a time—and if you’re bored of that, you can have two or more
Word At A Time characters interacting with each other.
State: Because this version of the game is fundamentally limited, players are in a much worse
state. The expert has to say funny things or the game is of no interest whatsoever, so any attempt to
work together and be obvious goes out the window as the three players desperately try to make their
word be the funny one.
The “Arms” game has been castrated in much the same way. For more—much more—on why
games exist and why good games are in short supply, see “Playing Games.”
Introducing the Game
Get ten or so people to stand in a circle, and announce that you will attempt to create a new
proverb or wise saying by contributing one word each at a time, proceeding around the circle. You
can either dictate that the saying is composed of exactly one word from each person in the circle, or
just let them end when they sound like they’ve ended. In either case, a particularly wise saying can be
celebrated by a thoughtful “ahh…” sound from the group.
Some people will contribute the word that naturally comes next without any apparent fuss. Others
will panic and seem unable to come up with anything. Still others will wreck the sense in order to
seem “clever,” but usually the group as a whole will start to see that saying the next obvious word is
all that is important.
When you have done half a dozen proverbs and/or your sentences are generally making
grammatical sense, you can expand the scope of the game to telling stories. Suggest that the first story
begins “Once” “Upon” “A” “Time,” and stress the importance of ending one sentence and beginning a
new one. Also point out that the game has two possible endings: one in which the story reaches a
profound and satisfying conclusion and the group feels tremendously pleased and proud, and another
in which the story gradually wanders into nonsense. Should the latter happen (and it’s far more
likely), tell the group to just kill the story and start again.22
This is an excellent time to introduce the idea that improvisers are creating “disposable theatre.”
Good improvisers are risk-takers, but not all risks will pay off. There will be work that you do in
pairs in a workshop which will make you think “I wish an audience of a thousand had seen me do
that!” On the flip side, of course, there will be work you do in front of an audience which will make
you think “I wish no one in the world had seen me do that.” But you don’t get to choose. You have to

treat the failures and the successes with equanimity.
The instinct to kill a story that isn’t working and try again is a good one, especially, but not only, in
a workshop. Again, the need to be successful will prevent many students from doing this, but what’s
so “successful” about flogging away at a story that stopped making sense about two minutes ago?
Most important, therefore, is that the groups are enjoying the process. However, it should be fairly
easy to see that this presentation has only limited dramatic potential, so you can now present the game
as it is usually played.
We are now going to play the game just in pairs. You might think this will be harder,
because you will have more responsibility for the story, but actually it is often easier.
With ten minds on the job, your story can end up being pulled in ten different directions.
In this version, you only have to worry about you and your partner.
We can also make it a bit more theatrical with just two people. Stand near your
partner, with your body turned toward them. Check in with the audience from time to
time, but give your partner most of your attention. Tell your story about you, have it
happen to you right now and act it out.
A few quick technical details.
Pronouns: We have no strong views about whether people refer to themselves as “I” or “we,” but
it must be clear that everything that happens in the story happens to both players. Sometimes one
player will try to feed their partner to the monster in order to escape, but since you never know which
of you will get to say the pronoun, this will just garble the sentence. You are one person, regardless
of which pronoun you use.
Tense: The present tense makes the most sense, and it is especially useful to remind the players to
act out what is happening. “I am walking through the forest when I hear my mother calling me …”
However, since most stories are written in the past tense, we don’t object too much to an active past
tense. “I walked through the forest then I heard my mother …” Digressions about what might happen
in the future or what may have happened in the past should be avoided.
Act it out: Players should act out their role. They are the hero. Also, they should mirror each
other’s physicality, with their bodies turned toward each other. So the person standing on the left
brandishes a sword with their left (outside) hand, and the person on the right mirrors them. If they use
their inside hands, they will create a barrier between themselves.
Voice: Some players keep getting locked into a dialogue with a nonexistent other. This needs to be
nipped in the bud early, and a narrative voice substituted instead. “Shall we go and look for …” is
not a narrator and limits what can be described. “We are looking for …” is much better.
The Proto-Story
Get the whole group into pairs and have them tell this story, in their own words and speaking one
word each at a time. “You go into a forest. You meet a monster. You run away. The end.” Have them
do it two or three times with different partners just to get the hang of the procedure. You are looking
for pace, physicality and gusto! This is a big, energetic game, and being good to work with means
pumping enthusiasm and energy out. If you play the game feebly, you send a signal to your partner that
says: “Oh dear, this isn’t very good.” Played with enthusiasm, the game becomes much easier and
your partner is reassured.

Actions should be acted out together, and as skill with building up sentences one word at a time
improves, you can encourage players to make the actions bigger, and you can emphasize mirroring
each other precisely. Do take care that the physicality isn’t leading the dialogue—you can’t mime the
word you want your partner to say next! As a teacher, try to avoid pointing out problems like this
while the game is in progress as it will ruin the flow. Save it for the end.
Once the group has begun to get bored of the proto-story, move them on to phase two: “Go into a
forest. Meet a Monster. Do something other than run away from it.”
Let the group play this out for a few minutes, then stop and ask each pair in turn what kind of
interaction they had. The results may surprise you. Pair after pair will likely tell you that they cuddled
the monster, had tea with it, danced with it and so on. Maybe one pair in ten will have engaged in
some kind of fight with the monster, and one pair in twenty will have killed it. No one will have been
seriously injured.
Human beings come pre-equipped with a range of defensive instincts which will often be the exact
opposite of whatever is required of them as improvisers. Asked to play two roommates, the audience
will like them more and they will find it easier to build a platform if they are positive. But in fact,
you’ll find that they start low-energy and miserable, and can’t wait to have an argument over some
trivial thing or other. Given a monster to fight, which every child realizes must be a terrible threat,
they find a way to drain the story of all interest by having the monster be cuddly and cute. The
audience assumes that everything you do you do for a reason. The reason you meet a monster in the
forest is not to cuddle it!
What’s going on here? Well, it seems as if improvisers treat imaginary dangers as real . They
won’t go down to the cellar to investigate the strange knocking noise in real life and so they won’t do
it on the stage either, even though by refusing to confront the imaginary danger, they face the
completely real danger of being dull while an impatient audience watches them. Even if the monster
does attack them, it will frequently go for an extremity—a toe or a finger. Bolder improvisers will
have the monster slash open their abdomen, and keep fighting while holding their guts in with their
free hand.
Get everyone to play the game again—go into a forest, meet a monster and this time kill it or be
killed by it. Neither is necessarily the end of the story! Kill the monster and its hundreds of friends
may come pouring out of the forest, desperate for revenge. Or discover that its blood is infecting you
and turning you into a monster. Or meet a scientist who tells you it’s an endangered species. Be killed
by the monster and emerge from the battle simulator to face the wrath of your captain. Or wake up in
heaven to discover it’s run by monsters. (See page 199 for another version of this story.)
Beyond the Proto-Story
One of the virtues of Word At A Time is that it’s a story game, with all the limitless possibilities
that implies. Once players have exhausted the possibilities of the proto-story, get them telling a wider
range of stories. Initially, just coach the form. Are they using intonation to tell their partner where
they think they are in the sentence? Are they playing the game with enthusiasm? (Audiences would far
rather watch this game—or any game—played slightly incompetently by enthusiastic, happy
improvisers than played technically well by restrained, stiff improvisers who are trying their
hardest.) Are they maintaining a brisk rhythm and are they acting the story out? Once the challenge of
the form recedes, start coaching the stories themselves.
Often, Word At A Time stories begin with a verb, and this is a very useful way to start subsequent

sentences too because it gives you something to do right away: “Leaping over the body of my
opponent. …” But you must work your way around to the pronoun “… I sheathe my sword with a
flourish.” “Suddenly” is a useful word with which to start a new sentence, if the story lacks interest.
When coaching, prompting the players to start their next sentence with “Suddenly …” will often kickstart a story that isn’t going anywhere.
Another way to begin the story is to start with the phrase “I am a…” and then say what you are.
Typically this will lead in to a number of generic sentences describing what you do every day. This is
good platform-building. To break the routine, begin a sentence with “Today …” Beginners will
sometimes want to be inanimate objects, but “I am a surgeon” or “I am a goat” both have many more
possibilities than “I am a hat.” Encourage them to be a profession or an animal.
You can also try setting exciting tasks for the heroes of Word At A Time stories to complete. Get
one pair to rob a bank, get another pair to jump out of an airplane. With luck, the excitement of the
situation will spill over into the enthusiasm of the performance, and people will stop trying to be
clever. People know there needs to be a shoot-out in a western or violence in a bank robbery. The
more we convince new improvisers to act out the robbery or cowboy scene like they did when they
were kids (using accents, big physicality and really imagining the bad guys) the more they
automatically include drama and forget to keep themselves safe. They understand the conventions of
the genre and it liberates them, freeing them to plunge joyously into dangerous situations.
You can also try something like a Jane Austen-style Word At A Time. The improvisers will
understand that this is not an area for violence and large physicality, but instead an opportunity for
subtle movements and strength of feeling hidden beneath polite dialogue. The genre will still impose
an automatic sense of drama—one person changed by another. Then try a Shakespearean one, or
whatever you think will inspire and be fun for the people in your group.
Other Things to Watch For
Adjectives: Some players, usually those who want minimal control, will insist on inserting extra
adjectives. This can result in a string of adjectives which simply serves to delay the story. “We see a
huge, green, scaly, slimy, ugly …” and so on, ad infinitum. This even occurs when telling one of the
proto-stories and is a variation on THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
Too much too soon: Players for whom maximal control feels most comforting will adopt the
opposite strategy. They may say two or three words when it’s their turn (although the stop-andapologize does far more damage than the mere fact of saying an extra word or two) or mangle the
grammar in order to be the person who says the key word. “We are going to MOVIES!” (implication:
“I’m not going to give you a chance to screw this up”).
Peculiar pauses: Sometimes many seconds will tick by before a player eventually volunteers a
word like “then.” This is a clear indication of a player who cannot commit to even a little filler word
without first constructing the whole of the rest of sentence in their head—an obvious waste of time,
since whatever sentence you may be imagining, your partner’s next word is likely to destroy it.
Pointless originality: “We are washing our car because we like our … octopus.” The player who
said “octopus” is terrified of being thought unoriginal. In all probability they will resist any attempt to
be controlled by other players and will find it very hard to discover their true talent. If they really
think they don’t need another person’s input to show off their creativity to its best potential, then they
should pick a less collaborative art form.

When faced with a new group of improvisers who have some preexisting experience but who
haven’t worked with one of us before, we will often get them to play this game first, especially if they
already know it or some version of it. It ruthlessly exposes weaknesses in technique and approach,
because it runs on pure instinct. Improvisers can’t paper over the gaps with shtick. As such, it is a
marvelous diagnostic tool for both player and coach alike. It is also an audience favorite.
STANDING WAVE
Get about a dozen people up in two lines and persuade two volunteers to step forward. Explain that
you are about to ask them to improvise a scene. We’ve found it helpful to start with something that
includes a very obvious transaction, like a doctor and patient scene, so that the first few lines of
dialogue take care of themselves. Explain to the whole group that the way this game will work is that
although the two volunteers begin playing these roles, their parts can be taken over at any time by
other people standing in the lines. The procedure is that people in the line step forward, tap one of the
current actors on the shoulder, and at that moment replace them, continuing the scene seamlessly. The
original actor returns to whichever is the more convenient line.
This game should not be confused with the more well known but ghastly “Freeze Tag” in which
players start a new, unrelated scene, inspired by the physical positions which they inherit (see
Appendix One: Games). In Standing Wave, the scene carries on, from the same point in the same
situation with the same characters—only the cast changes.
If necessary, demonstrate the procedure. Then let the game run for about ninety seconds, or until
either plenty of people have tapped in and had a turn, or—more likely—nobody or only one or two
people have tapped in and the two volunteers start to look very uncertain.
Assuming, as is typically the case, that almost nobody tapped in, ask the whole group: “What does
‘being good to work’ with mean in the context of this game?” If they need prompting, identify
someone in the line who looks fairly confident, but who did not tap in at any point, and ask the
original two volunteers “Was this person good to work with?” Explain that you can’t be good to work
with in this game, or any other, if you refuse to take part—and in this game, this is particularly true.
The two volunteers may have felt very out of their depth, and yet nobody, or next to nobody, stepped
forward to help them out.
Explain that people in the line will tend to want to wait until they have thought of a good idea
before going in, but this is a losing strategy. First, it means they probably won’t go in at all! Second,
in the time it takes them to formulate the idea, assess it and decide it’s worthwhile, cross the floor and
tap out the person they identified, their idea may no longer apply; the moment may have passed. So,
rather than waiting until you have thought of an idea, it is far better just to go in because the time is
right, or because one of the people on stage looks like they need help, or even just because you feel
like it. Then react to what is actually there. It should be possible to get a rate of one substitution about
every five or six seconds, and still keep some sort of coherence. If that rate is achieved, then nobody
will be out there for more than seven or eight seconds, and anyone can survive for seven or eight
seconds.
Play the game again and, with luck, this time people will be much more willing to go in. If not, you
can yell “Switch!” or clap your hands and then point at someone to make it clear that it’s their turn.
Inevitably, their worst fears are not realized.
Also this time, watch out for people failing to accurately complete sentences begun by the person
they tapped out. If necessary, demonstrate how this can be done before playing the game a third time,

and/or in small groups, depending on the number of players. In a group of four or five, people have
little choice but to go in!
This game can also be related to a situation which crops up often in front of audiences. Your team
is in mid-scene, and you are on the sidelines. Should you enter? Regrettably, improvisers tend to
crash scenes which are going well, in order to share the glory, but stay off the stage when the scene is
getting stuck. Better players know when to leave well enough alone and when they have to jump in to
perform a rescue (or at least share the pain).
Good friend, comedian and improviser Justin Rosenholtz told us a wonderful story about an
improviser who jumped on stage to save his teammates from a scene that was going nowhere, despite
having no idea about how to save it. Rather than entering as a new character or adding a new plot
element or trying to “narrate” it to safety, he mimed throwing down a rope ladder from a “chopper”
and told the improvisers that he would airlift them out of the bad scene. The improvisers gratefully
climbed up the “ladder” and the audience cheered at this good-natured play. It was an
acknowledgement from players and audience alike that the scene was bad, and they were delighted
not to have to watch it or be in it any more. This improviser didn’t know how to fix the scene but
wanted to be good to work with, so he got his fellows out of trouble in the way that seemed obvious
to him in that moment.
MASTER/SERVANT DUBBING
Slightly superior to the usual two-people-onstage-with-two-people-dubbing-their-voices-fromoffstage version, and vastly superior to the Four Way Dubbing game (which is almost always a train
wreck), we often use this game to introduce the concept of the Master and Servant, as well as to
continue to explore how working together can enhance improvisers’ skills and the work itself.
I sit one improviser in a chair and get another improviser to stand near them—close at hand but
without invading their space. Masters are not always high status to Servants—Jeeves was high status
to Bertie Wooster, Blackadder was high status to the Prince Regent, John Gielgud’s Hobson was high
status to Dudley Moore’s Arthur—but the Master always plays high status to the space. Thus
Blackadder stands neatly in the corner while Prince George sprawls across the cushions. However,
down in the kitchen, Blackadder reclines in a chair with his feet on the table, while Baldrick cowers
in the corner. To reinforce the relationship, ask that Masters call their Servants by their first names
(or at least invent a name of some kind for them) and have Servants call the Master “sir” or “ma’am,”
as appropriate. Improvisers should begin by playing their own sex, despite the fact that the English
language is not equipped with a gender-neutral term for “Master” (“Mistress” has all the wrong
connotations).
The Master is asked to change their voice, usually adopting a gruffer, deeper tone (even the
women). Once we’ve heard that demonstrated, the Master is then asked to change their voice again,
this time to a high-pitched, squeak (take care that the words are still intelligible). This is the
Servant’s voice. The two improvisers have to work together to sell the illusion that the Servant is
responsible for their own dialogue. When the Master speaks in the high-pitched voice, the Servant
must make their lips move (boldly, but without even attempting word-for-word synchronization) and
fit their facial expressions, actions, gestures and so on to the words provided for them. Likewise, if
the Master sees the Servant’s lips moving, they have to provide words for them—and without
hesitation. “Call your Servant in and interact with them. Try not to send them away,” I tell them.
Initially, I am just trying to get the illusion to work. Masters who don’t look at the Servant will find

it impossible to provide appropriate dialogue for them (you’d be amazed at how common this is).
Servants who can’t bear to have dialogue invented for them will pantomime furiously in order to get
the Master to say the “right” thing (which is bound to wreck the illusion, whether the Master correctly
interprets their gesticulation or not). Masters who believe that the Servants’ actions are a puzzle to be
solved will stare stupidly at the Servant’s flapping gums, not knowing what to say. Some also will
struggle with separating the two characters and forget to get angry with an insolent Servant—even
though they made the offer of insolence themselves!
Anxious Masters who can’t provide dialogue quickly enough need gentle handling. They have
become convinced a long time ago that their ideas are worthless and believe that inspiration and/or
right answers come only after careful thought. Sometimes (rarely) I will play the Servant myself and
make a very obvious offer of happiness or anger so that they can appreciate the difference between
inventing dialogue for the Servant (too slow) or trying to solve the puzzle of what the Servant wants
to be saying (irrelevant), and instead just learn to see and respond.
The fact is that the unconscious mind is better (and certainly faster) at this task and others like it
than the conscious mind, but the conscious mind clings to the steering wheel and won’t be pried off.
Not only that, but the conscious mind is already revealed in other art forms: acting, writing, painting,
many forms of music. Audiences come to an improv show to see the improvisers reveal their
unconscious processes. And people come to improv workshops to discover them (or if they don’t,
they should).
Once a number of people have been able to create successful interactions (a useful test is: Where is
the audience looking when the Servant is speaking?), I pose the following question: “Who has more
control here?” People generally think that the Master has more control, since that improviser is
responsible for their own physicality plus both sets of dialogue, leaving only a quarter of the equation
left for the Servant. This is true as far as it goes. But, I point out to the next volunteer Servant, there is
a certain amount of freedom in the servant role.
If the Servant does something unexpected—throws the Master’s dinner in the fire, strangles the
dog, begins a soft-shoe shuffle—then even if the Master roars “Connor, what on earth do you think
you are doing!?” it will be that same improviser who has to answer the question! The Servant is
responsibility-free. If the time is right, and if the improvisers in question are not threatened by the
technical requirements of the game, a lot of very bold, playful behavior can be released. In fact, it can
be a problem to rein the Servant in and prevent the scene from collapsing under the weight of a lot of
unrelated physical offers. The Servant must give time for the Master to justify one arbitrary offer
before going on to the next one. Above all, both improvisers must continue to make the illusion
convincing.
Different servants adopt different strategies, and you can suggest some of these. Have servants
refuse an order, have them produce mime objects (which the Master will have to name, or at least use
in a way which makes their identity clear23) and—best of all—have them be emotionally affected.
This procedure makes the Master very observant. The Servant enters hurriedly, although this
wasn’t a deliberate, thought-through choice on the part of the improviser. “Late again,” growls the
Master, and then—seeing a flash of panic across the Servant’s face—supplies the falsetto dialogue
“Yes, sir, please don’t beat me, sir.” No one in the audience is sure who initiates the action, but
suddenly the servant is producing a mime object from about her person as she is made to say “Look,
sir, I’ve brought you your favorite pet to play with.” The Servant looks down at her hands in horror.

“What have you done to Fluffy!?” roars the Master. When the scene is brought to a stop, both players
—and most of the audience members—are helpless with laughter.
This game has a lot of incidental pleasures. A drunken audience who laughs (quite naturally) at the
sight of one player thwarting another will quickly teach improvisers bad habits.24 This game can
provide a less destructive version of this.
Master: You have been thoroughly insolent, Jeremy.
Servant: Yes, sir, sorry, sir.
Master: Jeremy—fetch me the gun. (Indicates off-stage)
Servant: (Looks where the Master is pointing, suspiciously) That gun, sir?
Master: Yes, Jeremy, that gun. Fetch it for me please.
Servant: No, sir.
Master: What?
Servant: No, sir. If I fetch you that gun, sir, you’ll shoot me.
This scene (or something like it) was performed by a group of improvisers whom we had the
pleasure of teaching in Chicago. Like many, they had come to feel that saying no was automatically a
block, and so their scenes were almost completely devoid of conflict (although they had no problem
blocking when they had something “clever” to say). Just as too much conflict early on eliminates
helpful platform, too little conflict toward the middle of a scene makes it dull. These improvisers
knew better than to try and outsmart each other for laughs, but they hadn’t realized the importance for
narrative of GETTING INTO TROUBLE. What the scene above gave us was the joyous sight of one
improviser thwarting himself, and there was a palpable sense of discovery in the room!
Ultimately, the Servant was coaxed into procuring the gun, the Master oleaginously convincing him
that no harm would befall him. As soon as the gun was in his hands, he pointed it at the Servant and
announced: “Jeremy, this was an exercise in trust.” Then he pulled the trigger, ending the scene.
This game is also a great way of learning playful behavior. Memorably, Steve Perring, playing the
Master at one of our Bristol workshops, saw the improviser playing the Servant pulling out a mime
gun. The dialogue he put in her mouth was “I’ve been in love with you for years, sir, and I’m sick of
you not noticing. Now take my bra off or I’ll shoot.” The audience roared with laughter because we’d
never seen a seduction at gun point before. It was a playful acceptance of his partner’s offer that got
both characters in trouble.
If both improvisers are paying attention, and both are working to pick up on each other’s offers, the
story almost takes care of itself. It seems very easy to play the part of the Master—all you have to do
is react to what the Servant does. It also seems very easy to play the part of the Servant—you can do
what you like, you never have to justify anything. This JUMP AND JUSTIFY method is an excellent way
of freeing oneself from the awful prospect of always needing another new idea. The “jump” part of
the equation requires merely boldness; it needs no skill at all. And justification is innate. It’s part of
the way in which we make sense of the world. Nobody comes home from work, hears voices in the
living room and thinks “Pixies!” We think “Ah, my roommate is home and has the television on.” We
simply need to learn to make use of this familiar skill in an unfamiliar situation, and judge how much
justification is required.
OVERCONFESSING

Another Master/Servant game, described by Keith and developed by Patti Stiles, is of tremendous
use in practicing these skills. This time, both Master and Servant are responsible for their own
voices. I get my two volunteers on to the stage and ask the servant to wait off to one side. I remind
them of the correct modes of address, and then I set the scene for them.
Josie, you are the Master, and you’re going to call in your servant, Malcolm, to discuss
some trivial matter with him—a piece of silverware wasn’t polished properly, a picture
was hung incorrectly, something like that. But Malcolm, what she doesn’t know is that
today has been a catalogue of disaster for you. Everything that could possibly have gone
wrong has. So when she says “There’s something I want to discuss with you,” you think
you’ve been found out. And because Josie is a particularly quick-tempered and sadistic
master, you think your best course of action is to confess. Whatever Malcolm confesses
to, Josie, will be news to you. So you’ll be horrified, furious. You’ll ask whatever
questions you may have, to get the complete picture, and then you’ll get your anger
under control and say “That’s not what I wanted to talk to you about.” And then,
Malcolm, you confess to something else.
The scene that emerges will probably have some pleasures—it’s a rich comic situation—but it’s
unlikely to live up to the promise of hearing the situation described. Very likely, the Servant will be
nowhere near terrified enough, nor the Master furious enough. The Servant may also attempt to shift
the blame onto others (“It was the cook, ma’am, she was drunk and …”) because, as we’ve just
discussed, improvisers treat imaginary dangers as real. Both improvisers—but especially the Servant
—will be trying to think of “good ideas” to keep the scene moving. The Servant is likely, on some
level, to have misheard the instructions as “think of a number of amusing disasters” and will er and
um and hem and haw their way through the scene—their waffle simply frustrating the audience,
whose hunger for detail and definition is very hard to satiate.
I congratulate the first two volunteers and point out some of these difficulties before offering to
show two other people a more satisfactory procedure. Over four or five iterations, we gradually
build up a pattern that uses the jump-and-justify procedure to not only free the improvisers, but
generate better ideas, too.
In the next iteration, I get the Servant to begin the confession with a JUMP . Instead of dredging up a
comic disaster after a lengthy internal monologue (“I battered the children instead of the fish? Too
silly. I broke a plate? Not good enough. Oh, er, um …”) I get them just to name an item. Managing the
tone of both players is important to get best value out of this and to make sure that the illusion of
cause and effect is maintained. “Ah, Malcolm, there’s something I wanted to discuss with you,” says
the Master, firmly but pleasantly. “The car, ma’am!” blurts out the Servant, eyes wide with panic,
voice filled with guilt and fear. “The car?!” responds the Master in sudden alarm. In this version, the
Servant doesn’t have to worry about inventing something, all that’s required is to name an object. A
once daunting game is reduced to Pointing At Things And Saying What They’re Not. Note that it’s
disaster in this game to let the Master keep talking initially. If the Master spits out the trivial matter in
question, the Servant is off scot-free and the scene is over!
This second version plays with much more energy and brio than the first version, and the audience
has a much better time. They enjoy the risk that the improviser has taken, and it also helps that
improviser to play their part more convincingly—part of the panic is genuine! However, at least one
problem may present itself right away. We would ideally want the stakes to rise over the course of

the scene, but if you are just blurting out the first word that comes to mind, there’s no guarantee that
this will happen. You may begin the scene with “The dining room, ma’am,” and then later volunteer
“Your handkerchief, ma’am.” As well as being an anticlimax after the tale of the demolition of the
dining room due to a runaway wrecking ball, it isn’t at all clear why the Master should be at all
bothered by anything having happened to her handkerchief.
But, the Servant’s fear and guilt makes it clear that this must be a very precious handkerchief. To
say “Why should I care about that?” or “I’ve got lots of handkerchiefs” would be a BLOCK (everything
you do, you do for a reason). A better strategy (which I now suggest for our third pair of volunteers)
would be for the Master to automatically RAISE THE STAKES on whatever object happens to be named
by the Servant. The Master should JUSTIFY the Servant’s guilt and fear by adding details to the named
object, making it more valuable, more personally precious, more urgently needed and so on.
If the Servant says “The East Wing, ma’am,” very little raising-of-the-stakes is required (although
it doesn’t hurt), so the Master can simply say “That’s my favorite of all the wings! I spend more time
there than in any other wing.” She will have to work a little harder if the Servant says “Your
handkerchief, ma’am.” For example: “My handkerchief!? Not the silk one? Not the one given to me
personally by the Shah of Iran—the only memento I have left of our forbidden love for one another?”
Some Masters have a taste for the absurd: “… containing the only remaining genetic material of the
Shah, from which I hoped one day to produce a clone?” which is great, but the real raising of the
stakes happens when the Master first hears what the object is and reacts. We know how important the
object was when we hear her gasp of shock and disbelief. Certainly we want to know why it’s so
important but (up to a point) any old nonsense will do if it’s said with commitment.
This third iteration will likely be far more successful, with Master and Servant working together to
establish what each item is and what its importance is, but the WAFFLE and the need to blame others
may still occur after this point as we get into what actually happened. The fourth and final part of the
puzzle is for the Servant to jump one more time. “My spectacles!?” gasps the Master, “my laser
spectacles which I wear at nights to fight crime in my secret alter-ego as the Bespectacled Barnacle!?
What’s happened to them!?” Rather than searching for an entertaining story, the Servant at this point,
should simply say “I [BLANK]ed them,” filling in the blank with whatever verb seems appropriate: I
crushed them, I lost them, I sold them, I blew them up, etc. This structure means that the audience gets
the information in the order they want it: What has been damaged? Why is it important? What has
happened to it? It means that the Servant is forced to take full responsibility. And it’s another
opportunity to jump and justify.
Now the Master can ask whatever questions would be in the mind of the audience.
Master: You crushed them? But how? Why?
Servant: I was testing your new vice, ma’am, for the workshop.
Master: With my spectacles?
Servant: They were the nearest thing to hand.
Master: But they never leave the Barnacle Case except when I’m fighting crime!
Servant: I tried them on, ma’am. I’m sorry. I was curious. I’ll get you a new pair.
Master: You certainly will! But that’s not what I wanted to talk to you about.
Servant: Your books, ma’am!
Some Masters need a great deal of coaching before they know when to move on. They will tend to

end the interrogation with obvious questions unanswered, or keep repeating information
unnecessarily. The audience, of course, always knows exactly when they want more information and
when they have had all their questions answered and are ready to hear about the next item.
It’s worth setting this as an exercise in pairs once everyone is clear on the structure, although it’s
also worth stressing that the point of the structure is not to learn it and replicate it in front of an
audience (although I suppose you could if you kept it short). Rather it is to give improvisers practice
a t JUMPING AND JUSTIFYING, since the crucial ingredient one needs to successfully deploy this
technique is the courage that comes from having used it successfully many times in the past.
EVERYTHING IS AN OFFER
While the structure is designed to keep improvisers jumping and justifying and stop them from
thinking up clever ideas, there is one moment where an improviser could mentally withdraw
from the scene and think up an idea—but please don’t do this. Some Masters raise the stakes at
great length: “My whip? Not the whip with which I fought off that pride of lions in the African
Savannah? I was there in 1943 as part of the India Corps—we were hopelessly lost, you see,
and my Bat Man told me. …” While the Master drivels on, the Servant starts planning different
responses. “When he stops speaking,” he thinks, “I’ll say ‘I ate it.’ That’ll be funny.” Meanwhile
he hasn’t heard a word the Master has said. While very lengthy justifications of this sort should
be avoided, they are offers. The truth of this was brought home to me in a workshop, where I had
the chance to revisit this game as a student, having taught it for years. Working in pairs with
another improviser, the following exchange occurred, which I have never forgotten (this was
around ten years ago).
Me: That’s not what I wanted to talk to you about.
Him: Your son, sir!
Me: My flaxen-haired, blue-eyed boy with the voice of an angel?
Him: Yes, he’s bald, blind and mute, sir!
The memory of this exchange still makes me smile. What was perfectly “obvious” to this
(excellent and experienced) improviser was that I was telling him how to hurt the object he
had named. Servants who aren’t listening will miss this information, and it may be crucial! If
you say “Your bear, sir!” and the Master says “My ferocious fighting bear, which has developed
a taste for human flesh and must never be unchained under any circumstances?” then you must
have released it and it should be chomping its way through the kitchen staff or the villagers. If,
on the other hand, in response to “Your bear, sir,” the Master says “Mr. Happy? My teddy bear?
My childhood friend which cuddles me to sleep every night?” then you must have thrown it in the
furnace, or fed it to a horse, or used it as an archery target.
—Tom
Versions done in front of the group are generally ended by me when I’ve seen my point
demonstrated, or when the scene has reached a suitably hysterical pitch. So, another question students
have asked in the past is “How do you end it?” It’s not an unreasonable question. The structure is
quite tightly regimented, so it’s not impossible to imagine a standard ending, but in fact no so such

ending exists. We now set this as an exercise: do three iterations (i.e. confess three times), then find
an ending. This can provoke a very useful discussion about how to end scenes in general.
Common endings include: the Master firing the Servant, one or the other character dying (heart
attacks are common in Masters), a disaster turning out well for the Master (“We can claim that on the
insurance! Well done, Matthew!”) or the Master finally spits out the trivial request (“All I wanted
was to remind you to change the cat litter!”). Generally, endings will include one or more of the
following: a JOINING of the protagonists, the ENDING of a long ROUTINE or a LOWERING OF THE STAKES .
As always, when looking for an ending, REINCORPORATE. If either the Master or Servant
reincorporates the first thing, the audience will feel like we’ve gone full circle and so expect an
ending. More on endings will be found under Twitching, Topping and Paperflicking.
UNDER THE GUN
The best ending to this scene I ever saw was performed in a show by Deborah and Chris
Gibbs. “That’s not what I wanted to talk to you about,” barked Chris. “Er, your impending
assassination, sir?” hazarded Deborah. “My what!? Ugh!!” responded Chris, as he mimed
receiving a bullet in the chest and collapsing on the floor. Lights.
—Tom
OTHER GAMES
Most improvisation requires a degree of cooperation and a willingness to abandon control of the
future and instead embrace your partner’s offers. Improvisers who want to be in control will resist
this, and so games which enforce cooperation are very useful. It’s also one of the things improvisation
can do which other forms of theatre can’t (though some physical theatre can). Hence a great many
games exist which exploit this and which can be used to teach this skill. Examples include: Arms
Through, Speak In One Voice, Pillars and He Said She Said (all described in Appendix One:
Games).

2.10 Being Changed

Overview
The fundamental component of drama, but often overlooked by improvisers, who see in it a
tremendous risk. In fact, it can be the most useful tool in their armory, and very often the best
way to accept offers of all kinds.
At a recent visit to the UK, Keith Johnstone recalled attempting to solve the problem of what
dramatic action was. He and his colleagues at the Royal Court in London in the 1950s knew that in
some plays there seemed to be a great deal of action—wars, death, plague, destruction—but they
were left feeling that nothing much had happened; whereas in other plays (fewer), there seemed to be
very little action, but they left feeling that they had seen something of tremendous power. The answer,
Keith recalled, was just too simple for them to see: “A changes B.” If one character is altered by

another, we perceive this as action. If characters remain unaltered, we get the feeling that nothing is
happening.
It may be worthwhile to discuss this general principle a bit more thoroughly before we discuss
how to develop this habit in improvisers.
Once you look for it, it becomes very obvious that reactions, emotional changes, are the heart and
soul of stories, but oddly they are often not the most conspicuous features. When we talk about
stories, we often focus on the plot, on what happens, and may eliminate how the events affect the
characters altogether. 25 “Macbeth, told that he is destined to be King, and egged on by his wife,
decides to take matters into his own hand and murders his way to the throne before being murdered
himself,” is a perfectly accurate, if very brief, account of Shakespeare’s famous play—but it’s the
plot, not the point! The play is a study of ambition, pride, guilt and humiliation. Without the emotional
content, the story has very little to recommend it.
Among the most famous sequences in the play is the reappearance of Banquo’s ghost. This has a
negligible impact on the plot. The scene could be removed entirely and the rest of the play would still
make sense. Banquo, after all, is only visible to Macbeth, so it’s not likely the ghost will incriminate
him. But this justly famous scene sums up the entire play, since it very effectively dramatizes the cost,
in emotional terms, of Macbeth’s murderous actions. The same can be said for the scene in which
Lady Macbeth hallucinates bloodstains on her hands and wails “Out, damn spot!”
The same principles crop up in more lightweight drama as well. The famous twist in The Empire
Strikes Back (and stop reading if you haven’t seen the film!)—that Darth Vader is Luke Skywalker’s
father—is famous (at least in part) because it was hard to see it coming. But surprise is trivial if you
don’t mind being stupid (and many improvisers don’t). What makes this twist so effective is the bitter
irony of Luke’s mortal enemy also being his beloved father, but more than that, it is the internal
conflict and anguish which he experiences when he finds out. His response to hearing the news is to
howl with emotional pain, and that’s what makes the episode so resonant. Were he to say “I don’t
care, I’m going to kill you anyway,” all the drama would drain away.
Even comedies, which often treat serious subjects in a flippant way in order to make them
palatably funny, rely on this same principle. Treating gigantic events with little or no emotion is a
joke, but it’s only one joke, and it’s actually a rather tricky one to do well. Most drama involves
people having big reactions to big events. Most comedy involves people having big reactions to little
events. It’s a staple of situation comedies like Friends or Fawlty Towers that a trivial event like
reading a book or hanging a picture will be the catalyst for an eventual hysterical outburst.
Improvisers, unproductively, spend most of their time inventing ludicrous events to which they barely
react at all. While this can be effective, it squanders the one thing an audience is really there for more
than anything else—A changing B.
As situations get less and less realistic, emotions often run higher and higher. Jane Austen
characters in love are famously repressed, sitcom characters camp outside the object of their
affection’s front door for days, sketch characters literally cling on to the leg of the adored person as
they are dragged from place to place, and when Tex Avery’s cartoon wolf sees a pretty girl, he leaps
four feet in the air, his tongue unfolds like a staircase and his eyes bug out on stalks. What makes the
difference, what RAISING THE STAKES really means, is how much the characters care about the plot—
whether or not they happen to be wearing their hearts on their sleeves. Once the characters care about
something, it’s easy to change them. Give them what they want and you make them happy; take it away

and you make them sad (or angry). Improvisers who are desperate to seem “cool” won’t care about
anything (see the “teenage” version of the Yes game on page 55).
Since different things are extraordinary in different worlds (different platforms), if you fail to react
to an extraordinary offer, you squander an opportunity to start the story, since you send the signal
“This is just the introduction—the story hasn’t begun yet.” If this happens early in the story, it creates
problems because the real break in the routine has to be even more extraordinary. If this happens late
in the story, you’ll likely lose the audience altogether. An audience, which has become invested over
many minutes in the plight of an anxious teenage boy trying to ask a girl out, is unlikely to be pleased
if she reveals herself as an alien and he reacts with a shrug and bored indifference.
Let’s look briefly at a couple of potential counterexamples, again from “premeditated” narratives.
In adventure stories, such as those featuring Rambo or James Bond, there is typically very little in the
way of emotional change. We would be very surprised to see James Bond anything other than cool,
calm and collected. First, let’s acknowledge that this is exactly the criticism which is often leveled at
these stories: that they are thin, characterless and survive on spectacle and gloss alone. This is a
specific instance of the general rule that an audience can be distracted from their hunger for story by
something spectacular. However, it can be argued, in this case, the stunts really are what the audience
is there for. The plot just has to set them up. But the best action films make us care about the outcome
of the chase, and films that spend all their money on stunts and forget story often fail at the box office.
Second, while we don’t want to see James Bond “learn” and “grow,” it is entirely false to
conclude that the average James Bond film does not involve characters being changed by each other.
The villain will get more hysterical and eventually be humiliated. Q will be annoyed by Bond’s mere
presence. The girl will be initially aloof until she finally surrenders to Bond’s charms (in Goldfinger
she elects to play for the opposite team in every possible way, although this is less clear in the movie
than in the book26). The better actors to play the Bond role give us tiny changes all the way through.
This is a version of small reactions to big events, but it makes it all the more important that the whole
thing is played and realized with verisimilitude. If we believe that this man routinely skis off
mountain tops and lands by parachute, then we may believe that he does it with little more than a
raised eyebrow. And then, if he is shocked or surprised—even for an instant—the effect is even more
powerful.
The problem for improvisers is—once again—anxiety. Faced with a lot of nameless eyes staring at
us, we are flung back to our evolutionary past on the African savannah, where that situations means
we are prey. We are therefore likely to want to display very consistent behavior, so that anyone who
looks at us can look away and then look back and see the same thing. Thus we become boring, we
fade into the background, and we cease to be of interest. Frustratingly for the coach, improvisers who
think they are doing their best to be interesting by coming up with all sorts of bizarre offers are
subconsciously doing their best to be dull by refusing to be affected by anything that happens. The
following exchange, which we saw performed by experienced and feted improvisers at a recent
international festival, exemplifies the worst excesses of this approach, topped off with a dose of
misogyny for good measure.
A: Hey, I saw your wife the other day. She looks really retarded.
B: Yeah, I hit her in the face with a baseball bat. You want a sandwich?
What other art form would introduce issues of domestic violence, marital strife and mental

retardation, only to throw them away for what is barely even a joke? The improvisers in question
looked relaxed and calm, but a certain degree of panic or desperation surely must have been driving
them.
In life, if we are changed by what is said to us, this may be perceived as weakness or loss of
control. With close friends, we laugh at their jokes, crinkle our faces in sympathy on being told bad
news, and in general make our emotional reactions to them very obvious. However, if we are in a
tricky situation, if our ideas are being challenged or if we are among strangers, often we will work
very hard to keep our impassive mask in place. We daren’t let the opposition see that they have
affected us. A similar reaction is in place here—and is heightened as soon as the improvisers attempt
to out-funny each other.
We had a few lengthy debates at the Chicago Improv Festival with improvisers from various parts
of North America about the responsibility that improvisers should take for their scenes. One scene we
saw during the festival was a matter for contentious discussion. It was set in a record store and went
like this:
Guy 1: Hey, I saw a deaf girl in the soundtrack section.
Guy 2: What’s a deaf girl doing in the soundtrack section? She can’t hear.
Guy 1: I know!
Girl gets up and mimes looking at CDs.
Guy 1 and 2 come up behind her and start clapping their hands and laughing
because she can’t hear and doesn’t know that they’re mocking her.
Our argument was that every story has a moral. The audience will always unconsciously go away
with a message about why you chose to show them these particular characters on this particular day.
Of course in drama and comedy we can—and often must—show people behaving in objectionable
ways, but the problem is that these characters are never foiled, enlightened or changed in any way.
Even though the show was a Harold, and the characters could have been reincorporated, we never
saw any of them again. This meant we were left with the impression that the improvisers thought that
this was desirable behavior. The moral of the story seemed to be that it’s funny to mock deaf people
without them knowing. There are many ways that the improvisers could have developed this scene
into something more interesting that would have left the audience with a different impression. Here
are some alternative developments which change the moral of the story:
• The deaf girl turns around and says: “We’re facing a mirror, morons—I can see you,” which
embarrasses them.
• In another scene, one of the guys starts working with the deaf girl and becomes her friend. He
realizes that his behavior in the shop was immature and callous. Maybe he asks her out and she
turns him down because she’s looking for someone more grown up.
• In a later scene, she and her deaf boyfriend mock the hearing boys in sign language and they
can’t understand what’s being said about them.
• Another customer in the store says to her “How do you put up with it?” She says “Why do I
care about these jerks? I’m an attorney and I earn $200,000 a year. I happen to know they work
in the Dairy Queen.”
The guys we argued with about this scene (and others like it) claimed that improvisers couldn’t

possibly be asked to think about the content of their work, otherwise they’d be censoring themselves.
While we agree that beginners might need to be told not to censor, once you are performing work on
stage, you need to take joint responsibility for the show. We feel it is patronizing to improvisers to
say that they are the only artists who cannot be aware of the messages they are sending. Racist, sexist
or other unpleasant or insensitive work performed for a quick laugh and never revisited is beneath us
—unless these are the real views of the improvisers and this is the message they wish to propagate.
Sometimes it seems like merely including a subject matter like disability is seen as somehow daring
or edgy, but if it’s not explored from the deaf girl’s point of view, if it remains just teenagers laughing
at hearing impairment without understanding anything about deaf culture, then surely it’s just
something we can see in any school yard.
The creators of South Park are among the edgiest comedians currently working in mass media. No
one is safe and often their observations are vitriolic, but they are brilliant satirists who are always
making some kind of point. Whether they’re making fun of politicians, political correctness, even
environmentalists, they are saying something, and they know what they’re saying even if lots of
people won’t agree with them. When we asked the improvisers who were performing these sorts of
scenes what they were saying, they said that they didn’t know. They were just “in the moment.” This
doesn’t seem like edgy, dark satire to us. It seems like relinquishing responsibility for the content we
generate. It seems unlikely that improvisation as an art form will grow or develop in this
environment.
And this, ultimately, is the point. We aren’t so concerned with whether or not improvisation sends
the right “message,” or even what the right message might happen to be. But creating an amoral
character and having them vanquished is likely to be more interesting theatre than creating an amoral
character, chuckling at them and then moving on to something else, unrelated. Let’s take this idea and
see how we can make it happen.
STATUS SWITCH
This exercise seems almost mechanical in its simplicity, but the effects are so excellent (on both
improvisers and audiences), the mechanism so easy to hide and the core idea so profound that you
could easily do three or four of these in an hour-long show and the audience would never even know
it.27
The basic idea is to start with one improviser high status, the other low status and, over the course
of the scene, switch the statuses. Two important principles of storytelling come into play here, in this
order of importance:
1. When you are changing, you are interesting.
2. Story is about cause and effect.
Here, we use JUMP AND JUSTIFY so that, if necessary, the effect (a shift in status) can precede the
cause. But the cause must be present—the shift in status must be justified or the illusion of one person
affecting another is destroyed.
Here’s how to teach it.
An excellent scenario to use is that of a job interview. There are a couple of reasons for this. First,
it raises the stakes automatically but it doesn’t give the improvisers too much of the plot (compared
to, say, “ask her to marry you” or “tell him he’s fired”). Second, it requires the improvisers to make
two fundamental decisions and stick to them, rather than having to constantly invent. They must make

a decision about what the job is, or they will have nothing to talk about. Human nature being as
perverse as it is, it feels far safer not to name the job at all (because you can’t then name the “wrong”
job), even though as soon as you (or your partner) does name the job, the whole scene becomes much
easier. The other decision is when to change.
So, stick a couple of chairs in the middle of the stage—at forty-five degrees to each other and to the
audience as is traditional. Get a couple of improvisers up and invite one to take a seat and the other to
wait offstage.
This is a job interview. Sue, I’d like you to be the interviewer. Ted, wait over there,
you’re going to enter as the candidate. Sue, I want you to play super high status. Use all
the tactics that we studied under status, and any others which you think will work for
you. But go for broke: I want you to be the job interviewer from hell. I want you to do
everything you can to make his life a misery: be rude, dismissive, arrogant, aggressive.
Ted, I want you to play super low status. You were quite anxious about this interview
when you got up this morning, you’ve gotten more anxious in the waiting room and now
everything she says and does makes you feel worse. One of you should name the job or
you’ll have nothing to talk about, but I don’t care who. Okay, Sue, call the next
candidate in.
With any luck, your two improvisers will take these instructions and run with them. Sue will bark
“Come in!” and Ted will creep through the door. Sue will snarl “Faster!” and Ted will throw himself
at the chair in a sudden panic, then freeze and look up at Sue’s disdainful face, while nervously
touching his own. The characters seem rich and vibrant. As soon as they name the job (it really
doesn’t matter who gets it out first), ideas suggest themselves, although watch out for wimp jobs like
“my assistant” or “secretary.” If this occurs, get one of them to name the business.
As is usually the case, it isn’t the idea, it’s what you do with it. Improvisers who name “funny”
jobs like “lion tamer” or “particle physicist” may find they’ve backed themselves into a corner if they
in fact don’t know anything about those professions. Improvisers who are trying to show off how
original they are by naming absurd jobs that they then struggle to YES AND should be encouraged to
start with a simpler job and to discover telling details which will bring the scene to life. But
improvisers who are desperate to be dull should be encouraged to pick less “safe” options, and
interview someone for a job with a counterterrorism squad instead of with a supermarket.
Once the scene begins, coach them to maintain the statuses, if necessary, and make sure that the low
status player is reacting in a low status way and not just saying low status things. Some low status
candidates give perfectly good answers—“How long were you in your last job?” “Six years”—but
say them so feebly that they can’t be taken seriously. This is fine. Others give wretched answers: “An
hour. I was fired for cutting off a customer’s finger.” But these must also be delivered in a wretched
fashion or they will sound like insouciant arrogance.
After a couple of minutes, if they look inspired, freeze the action.
The big status gap creates rich characters which inspire the improvisers and makes it
easy for them to come up with telling details. This means the platform will sustain for
longer. But we need to break the routine before the platform becomes boring. Ted, keep
doing what you’re doing. Sue, ask him a couple more questions with that same attitude.
But be a little bit impressed by one of his answers and let your status drop a little. That

doesn’t mean it has to be an impressive answer, Ted.
If they are really on a roll, you could just jump in and side-coach: “Sue, be a bit impressed by
that,” and then explain this later.
Sue: So, which is your favorite animal to butcher?
Ted: Er, I don’t know.
Sue: You must have a favorite—pick one.
Ted: Um, rabbit?
Sue: (Dropping her status slightly) Rabbit? Interesting choice. You like game
animals, do you?
Ted: Yes, yes, I do.
Sue: Tricky to butcher neatly, rabbits. Very sinewy.
Me: Ted, you like talking about this, get a bit more confident.
Ted: The trick is to work down the backbone first, and to have a really sharp cleaver
…
Sue shudders a little.
I keep directing them, so as to lower Sue’s status and raise Ted’s. Probably after quite a lot of
prodding by me, it will transpire that Sue can’t stand the sight of blood and Ted will terrify the life
out of her by casually waving his cleaver around before Sue shrieks in hysterics that he can have any
job he likes if he leaves now. It can be useful to direct the person trying to raise their status into more
dominant postures—standing up and so on. The other person can abase themselves on the floor as the
scene nears its close. You may need to work quite hard to get the interviewer to keep lowering their
status. Possible reasons for this will be discussed shortly.
Now you can explain the whole strategy.
Set up the platform: one very high status and one very low status. Establish who these
people are, keep the statuses constant for a while. Before inspiration runs dry, one of
you needs to change, and it’s usually easiest for this to be the high status person. We
want to create the illusion of one person being changed by another, so you need to lower
your status as a reaction to something the other person said, but you don’t need to wait
for a cue from them—you can just decide to change. Then you need to justify the
reaction. Keep reacting and keep justifying, one slowly lowering their status, one slowly
raising, going at about the same rate, until you meet in the middle. From there you can
send your status through the floor, and you can send your status through the roof.
The scene that results will almost always be very satisfying, and will feel like a story (albeit a
simple one). Note that it maps almost perfectly on to the pattern we have already established. One
high, one low: That’s your platform. Add detail: What’s the job? Break the routine: begin to change
status. Now the high status person is in trouble. If you can end with a rein-corporation, so much the
better, but the switching statuses is the completion of a routine and often feels like a reincorporation
in a peculiar way.
Here’s a slightly abbreviated and slightly idealized version of this scene, based on a version
improvised at a workshop Tom ran for the improv group NSN24. It will help you to picture the scene
if you bear in mind that Claire is in reality about eighteen inches shorter than Dom, who is very tall

and lanky.
Claire: Next!
Dom: (From outside the door) Sorry?
Claire: Next!!
Dom: (Making appeasing gestures, big smile) Hello!
Claire: Sit. (She begins shuffling papers and ignoring him. Dom looks more and
more awkward.)
Dom: Um …
Claire: Quiet, please.
Dom: Sorry.
Claire: (Eventually giving him some attention.) So, you’re here for the bakery job,
are you?
Dom: (Eagerly) I am, yes.
Claire: Experience?
Dom: Ooh, yes, lots. And I brought some samples.
Claire: Samples?
Dom: My cookies. (Dom pulls a mime container out of his pocket and opens the
lid.) Here, try one.
Claire: I don’t usually like cookies.
Dom: Your receptionist thought they were lovely.
Claire: (Takes a cautious bite) Mmm … hey, these are good.
Dom: (Relaxing a bit) Told you.
Claire: (Stuffing the cookie into her mouth) Oh, that’s delicious. Mmm. Oats, honey
…
Dom: Yes, and something else …
Claire: Butter?
Dom: Obviously butter, but what else?
Claire: Oh … er …
Dom: Oh, come on!
Claire: Er …
Dom: (Leaning back, hands behind his head) Even your receptionist got this!
Claire: I … I …
Dom: Almonds, obviously.
Claire: I was going to say almonds!
Dom: Hmm …
Claire: Give me another one.
Dom: (Sealing the lid and standing up) Well, that depends.
Claire: (Throwing herself on the floor and wailing) Give me another! Give me
another!
Dom: Quiet, please.
Claire: Sorry.

At this point everyone knows the scene is over, not just because of Dom’s reincorporation of
Claire’s line, but because the characters have been transformed and because we understand why. We
are left with the impression that a profound and irrevocable change has taken place.
Once you’ve got one of these working, try some variations. The scene works just as well with a
high status candidate, swaggering in as if the job is already theirs, faced with a pathetic, incompetent
interviewer who has never conducted an interview before and has very little idea of how to do it. Or
let the interviewer pick their own status and have the candidate wait and watch and pick the opposite.
It’s also a great scene to play in silence, although most groups will need several tries to get it right—
see the section on gibberish which follows this.
Some improvisers will offer a certain amount of resistance to your direction. This resistance will
usually take one of these forms.
• The shifts in status will not be justified (sufficiently).
• They will start playing THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH and leave the butchery techniques that
prompted the initial shift in status to talk about which counties have the best cows.
• The high status person will not drop their status, or it will start creeping back up again.
If the shifts in status are not justified, this is a failure of technique and, to some extent, nerve.
Improvisers need to understand that jump and justify only works if both parts of the equation are
deployed (at least by somebody). Games like It’s Tuesday 28 can be very useful to give improvisers
permission to explore different emotional states, but their emotional overreactions must then be
justified or the game is just a couple of people shouting at each other. However, justifications don’t
have to be good, they just need to be comprehensive. And a feeble justification can become
convincing as more and more detail is added.
THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH is a function of anxiety. It is easier for the interviewer (especially a high
status interviewer) to control the interview, and some interviewers may discover the (excellent) trick
of saying “So, tell me about …” whenever inspiration runs dry. This will be a marvelous way of
building the platform, but it should usually be resisted once the routine has been broken. The audience
perceives the candidate’s answer as having found a chink in the interviewer’s armor, so even if the
interviewer would logically want to move the interview on, between them the two improvisers must
not let this happen. Just as in Go Through An Unusual Door, if your fellow improviser has been nice
enough to let you know how to hurt them, you must not shrink from your task!
The last of these three is the most important. We’ve discussed at some length why improvisers
might find it difficult or uncomfortable to be seen to be affected by other people’s offers onstage. But
the problems are redoubled in spades when it comes to getting people to lower their status! It’s a
general problem that improvisers treat imaginary dangers as real, and may therefore continue to fight
for what their character wants, even as the scene descends into repetitive boredom. Thus, scenes in
which characters compete for status are commonly seen and easy to do—people are used to fighting
to raise their status. There are almost no instances in life where people will willingly lower their
own status, and so people are often very reluctant to do it on stage (compare the Tug Of War game
discussed under “Working Together” on page 126).
So, many people turn up to improvisation workshops with this kind of baggage. They are unlikely
to want to lower their status on stage because they don’t want to lower their status in life. What has
their prior improvisation training done to prepare them for this? Very likely it has made matters
worse!

We want improvisers to be bold and fearless, we want them to snap out confident offers, to jump
and justify and to happily define without hesitation. We don’t want to see them “refuse a jump”
onstage. We want them to relate to the audience happily and self-assuredly. One negative outcome of
this is that some improvisers—especially young male improvisers—are gradually trained never to
play vulnerable characters, since they have been taught never to display the vulnerability they feel
about the business of being onstage in front of an audience and without a script.
This must be addressed or we will be right back at the kind of repetitive, frat boy, out-clever-eachother nonsense which rapidly outstays its welcome. Audiences can effortlessly tell the difference
between a genuinely uncertain actor and a confident actor deliberately choosing to play vulnerability
and low status. The improviser choosing to lower their status is taking the initiative when it comes to
determining the direction of the scene, and this will likely be rewarding for the improviser who wants
to “shine.” They need to discover the pleasure of being defeated!
Partly for this reason, in this exercise the high status character must be defensive or aggressive.
They have to be someone that the audience hates, but if the improviser is playful, the audience will
love to hate them. The only thing the audience will love more is seeing them humiliated.
BEING A BASTARD
I can’t think of anything more fun, as an improviser or as an actor, than swaggering on stage as
a complete bastard, knowing how much pleasure the audience will get out of my eventual
downfall. That’s why the villains are always the best parts.
Irving Thalberg, the MGM wunderkind, understood this. Worried that Lassparri, the chief
villain in A Night at the Opera, was receiving too much of a drubbing at the hands of the Marx
Brothers, and that the audience would see them as persecuting the poor man, Thalberg inserted a
scene at the beginning of the movie wherein Lassparri is seen to physically beat the mute,
defenseless Harpo. Following this, the audience would laugh happily and without the least bit of
sympathy as Lassparri was dangled out of portholes, clobbered with sandbags, had his costume
ripped to pieces and eventually his part in the opera taken away from him and given to another
singer.
—Tom
Hopefully, by this stage, the students are starting to understand that when they are changing they are
interesting, and so by changing just a little—but always in the same direction29—in response to
everything that’s said to them, they can make this status exchange scene fascinating, funny and
convincing. It’s the nearest we’re prepared to get to a golden rule in improvisation. ABC: Always Be
Changing.
Always Be Changing
Change is interesting, especially emotional change. If you’re sitting in a café and the couple at the
next table start to argue, you will try and look away, but it’s hard. You want to look. You want to
know what’s going on. If the girl starts to cry, it will become even more difficult to look away. You
will start to make guesses about what’s happening: Maybe they’re breaking up. If nothing changes for
a while and they continue to argue and cry at the same level, you will soon be able to go back to your

own conversation because it looks like no further changes will occur. As soon as we are reassured
that we have seen everything there is to see, we lose interest. If the man suddenly stands up and
storms out, we look, because something has changed again. We also want to look if the couple appear
to kiss and make up. We want to know how the story ends. If you want to be riveting on the stage,
keep changing. If you argue, the audience will be interested for a while, but if you keep arguing, they
will feel they have seen all they’re going to and stop watching. Start to cry and they’ll look back
again. Not because crying is interesting, but because change is interesting.
Actors who shout through a whole scene do so because they believe the audience wants to see
emotion, but audiences only want to see the same emotion for so long. Then they need to see
something new. If you want to be watchable, always be changing. It is not uncommon to see improv
shows where characters come and go and are never changed or affected. Why is this so difficult to do
onstage?
Well, if you’re shopping in a supermarket and see someone suddenly crouch down on the floor and
weep uncontrollably and then start to scream, you will call the authorities. Someone from a hospital
will probably come and take them away—unless they are three years old, and then you will think
nothing of it. Erratic, mutable behavior is standard in a toddler. They will scream if they’re angry,
sing if they’re happy and cry if they’re sad. They will swing between these emotions with startling
rapidity. By the time you are an adult, you must have learned to curb these quickly changing displays
of emotion or you will be committed.
We teach our children to look sane. We encourage them to display consistent behavior, no matter
what they are feeling. We say to our children: “Don’t make such a fuss. Pull yourself together. Be
quiet.” And as they get older, we expect that their behavior, at least in public, will be more and more
consistent. Eventually they will only display inconsistent behavior or quick changes of emotion in
public if there is some kind of personal tragedy or national disaster.
The only other socially acceptable way of behaving inconsistently in public is to be drunk. Alcohol
is something we use to regress to this childish state. Many people only sing when they’re drunk. It
also gives adults an opportunity to shout loudly in the street, express emotions to friends, cry, steal
traffic cones and dance wildly. It gives us an opportunity to play. This is probably why it is so
popular. It is the only opportunity that society allows us to express how we really feel moment to
moment. The next day we can distance ourselves from the behavior by claiming that it was the alcohol
that was responsible for the emotions, as well as the abandon it allowed.
No wonder then that it is so difficult for improvisers, who are not merely in public but onstage, to
fight the instinct to look sane and instead make large emotional changes. We have spent our whole
childhood learning not to do it and, if we do not have the excuse of drunkenness, we are far more
likely to stand and talk, to be emotionally consistent, invulnerable and glib. In an improv scene, if
someone tells us they’ve just totaled our car, we want, above all things, to look sane. If we realize
we’ve lost our job, or the pictures of us in a compromising position have just been released to the
national press or our partner has left us for someone younger, we will probably reach for a funny line
rather than a new, raw emotion.
Some people are genuinely terrified of strong emotions, possibly rightly so. A leading theory from
the new field of evolutionary psychology suggests that powerful emotions are “doomsday devices,”
which serve no purpose of their own except to be so unpleasant that we take action to avoid triggering
them in ourselves and others. They are also hard to fake (like laughter), which is why acting is so

difficult. You can’t fight evolution! In a setting like an improvisation workshop or show, where
comedy is rewarded, this fear may manifest itself in making jokes, just as some people crack gags as
a coping mechanism at times of great stress or sorrow. Making jokes about strong emotions belittles
the emotions and reassures the joke-maker that he or she is still in control. However, it makes for
lousy drama and usually fairly poor comedy, and a sensitive coach will encourage the improviser to
treat the situation seriously and make sure to heap (detailed) praise on them when they manage to
sustain it.
It might help to start seeing improv like alcohol. It’s a healthier, more socially acceptable way to
show emotion, and it will leave you with no hangover. Try playing someone who is drunk in a scene
and see if your reactions are bigger. Then play someone who isn’t drunk but shows the emotional
fluidity generally associated with excess alcohol. Start to feel what it’s like to have big responses in
scenes. Justify these responses and you will be an improviser who drives scenes forward. Make
offers that will illicit big emotions in others. If they don’t respond, be emotional about their callous
lack of emotion. Fight the urge to look sane.
A Quick Counterexample
Let’s do another one with a really high status interviewer, and make them a really nasty
piece of work. You basically just get people in here to humiliate them—maybe there isn’t
even a job here at all. And I want a completely pathetic candidate with no qualifications
and even less confidence. And I don’t want you to alter the statuses unless or until I tell
you.
With any luck, the improvisers will be very inspired by these instructions and we will get a
hilariously crazy scene with a horribly aggressive interviewer and a desperately vulnerable candidate
(improvisers have less difficulty starting vulnerable, especially if directed that way). This will
sustain longer than a similar scene with less extreme characters, and may even include a possible end
point, but it won’t seem like a story unless somebody is changed. After quite a lot of platform, I find
something apparently mundane, but new, said by the candidate, and I give the following instruction to
the interviewer:
Put your head in your hands and start crying—now! Lose all your status at once!
Again, you may have to insist, but you should eventually get the interviewer sobbing furiously.
“What’s wrong?” is that natural question from the candidate. You must get an answer to this out of the
interviewer, ideally referencing what was just said, or at least some element from earlier in the
interview. Some interviewers lash out at or blame the candidate, but you must insist that their status
dwindles to nothing. Some candidates twist the knife at this point, others patronize, some just sit there
stunned—but their status can’t help but creep up so we do have a status transfer, but one with a very
different feel from those that preceded it.
While it’s true that, most of the time, it makes sense to change little and often, you can create a
stunning effect by playing all your aces at once. It’s pretty much guaranteed to create interest in the
audience, who perceive both the sudden and shocking vulnerability of the character and the risk taken
by the improviser, and who will delight in both.
Once the Status Exchange has been mastered, set it as a pair-work exercise, perhaps supplying a
location with plenty of possibilities, like a hospital or a church, so that students can invent their own
characters and situations. This will make it clear just how powerful and flexible a technique they

have on their hands.
SPEAKING IN TONGUES
Everybody up! It’s party time. You’ve all come round to … Paul’s house for drinks.
You’re going to mix and mingle. There’s plenty of snacks, plenty to drink. There are old
friends here, you’re going to have a good time. But I want you to speak in an
unintelligible, made-up language. It should sound like speech, it shouldn’t just be the
same two sounds over and over again. You act like you understand each other perfectly,
but in fact you slarkit veto hubstent yerot plunch vrotil. Seebo? Sodar seebo? Pa, le,
zooze!
Some people seem to require no training whatsoever in speaking gibberish (at least in terms of
making a full range of sounds), and many others acquire the skill very rapidly, but some people are
terribly anxious about making the “right” sounds and will persistently try to get by with “fah lah bah
sah,” or some other such weak-tea, often consonant-free, version—or they will speak very hesitantly
and sparingly and without the least bit of fluency.
There are at least two ways of dealing with an exercise that you pretty much know is going to be
tough going for at least some members of the group. One is to introduce the game as “advanced.” This
may raise anxiety levels, but those who struggle with the game are absolved of their imagined shame
of failure ahead of time. The other is to plough on with cheerful enthusiasm and hope that your sense
of fun will lower anxiety levels sufficiently that even those to whom the skill does not come naturally
don’t feel that they have to try too hard. For gibberish particularly, enthusiasm and playfulness is key.
So I just let my explanation segue into a demonstration and look like I’m enjoying myself enormously.
Then I let everyone practice en masse so that people who are struggling can do so out of the
spotlight.30
I pick someone who looks like they’re having fun with the exercise and announce that they want to
propose a toast or to tell a joke. With luck, the group understands that it’s at least partly up to them to
decide when the joke or toast is at an end, and they laugh together or try to agree on a word for
“cheers.”
Now the work begins.
Have the improvisers make two lines (ideally of slightly unequal lengths), and get the people at the
front of each line to step forward and perform a scene in gibberish that is exactly four lines long—
two lines each. When the second improviser has spoken their second line, those two improvisers go
to the backs of the lines, and two more jump up, ready to repeat the game. Encourage them to try out
different “accents”31 and in general to experiment. No doubt, some of these gibberish interactions
will get quite a strong reaction from the rest of the group—a happy laugh of recognition or even a
round of applause—whereas others will be greeted with silence. You may feel that the illusion of two
people speaking a common language is quite strong in some cases (even if the actual gibberish spoken
is rather different), but in others the lack of real communication will be entirely apparent. So, after
about a dozen or so of these, depending on the size of the group, pause and share some of these
observations. See if anyone can account for this difference, and feel free to try out any of the ideas
they suggest.
Here are some ideas I heard suggested by groups in the past, with my comments on their chances of
success:

• Use mime props. This can certainly establish place and situation more strongly, but it doesn’t
create the illusion of communication.
• Repeat the other person’s words. This can work, and is a useful trick, but it isn’t essential. It is
useful to point it out as a counter to very slack gibberish with very few consonants. You should
at least give your partner a chance to pick out words which they can repeat.
• Be filled with emotion. This again can be helpful, but isn’t enough on its own.
• Make your meaning clear through gesture. This was Viola Spolin’s approach. “Gibberish is a
vocal utterance accompanying an action, not the translation of an English phrase,” she writes in
Improvisation for the Theater. She stresses that communication is achieved through the use of
actions, but the illusion of two people speaking a common language is completely destroyed,
since if you knew what I was talking about, I wouldn’t have to pantomime it out for you.32
• Understand what you are saying. Spolin would sympathize with this idea, which develops the
previous one, but this puts the emphasis on you communicating with your partner. If you want
your fellow player to understand what you are saying, why are you speaking in gibberish? This
approach is almost never successful in creating the illusion of communication.
• Have a reaction to your partner’s lines.
This last is the key to all work involving gibberish. This may come as no surprise in a chapter
entitled “Being Changed,” but the mechanism is subtle and easy to miss. Once the improvisers have
cracked it, or they’ve got bored with their other ideas and you’ve told them the answer (and you
should let them try out all ideas—they may discover something new!), you can demonstrate the
effectiveness of reacting using the following procedure. Do a number of similar four-line gibberish
scenes, but ask for the first line to be delivered neutrally. The second improviser picks an arbitrary
reaction and delivers their second line, which inspires a reaction in the first improviser. Thus,
players rarely understand what they are saying, but they do make a choice about what was said to
them. This choice can be informed by the other improviser’s tone, but what’s crucial is that it affects
you.
So, A approaches B holding a mime object and cheerfully says “Loksi laydo proot yub fitch.” B
accepts the mime object, but JOINS A, and in the same tone responds “Exsi laftoport yarral jee.” A
now has nothing to go on, so continues in the same vein, and the audience is completely lost, despite
A’s physical offer and initial emotional choice. Neither character has been affected, so nothing has
happened. Because nothing has happened, and because their speaking in gibberish makes defining a
platform essentially impossible, the improvisers have nothing to build on and nowhere to go.
On the other hand, let us suppose that A approaches B holding a mime object and says “Kulchi
navarro goshi dest” in a neutral tone. B now makes a strong choice, seeing the object, clutching his
face and howling “Veedo veedo teransi yewter! Ponsee goobal gerful!” in horror and despair. He
snatches the object and clutches it to his breast. A becomes very somber and falteringly delivers more
bad news: “Terkle zee damnink … kerslum …” B stares at him expectantly, and he finally finishes the
sentence. “Pachoolit.” “Pachoolit!” roars B, holding the object up and waggling it at the heavens, as
grief turns to anger “Hooli jer futser pa damsi hinkle!”
Now the scene is gripping and involving. Everyone can make guesses about what is going on.
Although much of the detail is obscure, the sweep of the story is perfectly clear and the improvisers
find it easy to continue. In gibberish, if you want to know what you’ve said, look to your partner’s
reaction. If they look shocked, you just insulted them. If they look delighted and hug you, maybe you

told them they were pregnant.
Once this idea is clearly understood, I set the following exercise, usually for the whole group to do
in pairs.
For this game, everyone is going to begin speaking in English, but when I yell “switch”
you will both switch to gibberish. When I yell “Switch!” again, you switch back to
English and so on. You always understand each other perfectly—it should look like
someone is cycling through the language options on a DVD. I’d like one of you to be a
homeowner and one of you to be selling something door to door. Begin by knocking on
the door, and you’re speaking in English. Go!
I let them go for thirty to forty seconds, long enough for most pairs to have gotten the mime door
open and struck up a conversation. Then I yell “Switch!” (or sometimes honk a horn if I need to save
my voice). The change is often astonishing. The volume level goes up dramatically. People become
rather Italian and start using their hands in very expressive ways. Their bodies become fluid and
dynamic. The scene becomes physical, with lots of mime objects. After another thirty to forty
seconds, I yell “Switch!” again, and listen to the volume drop and the body language return to normal.
I let the scene play on, yelling “Switch!” at smaller and smaller intervals. Gradually, the distinction
between the two modes starts to disappear.
Everyone returns to their seats and I get some feedback. What difference did they notice between
the two modes? Chances are, most people have noticed the same thing as me: In gibberish, players
are more expressive, more emotional, more physical and more committed. I ask if anyone
demonstrated the thing they were selling. A few people indicate that they did. I ask if they began the
demonstration speaking English or speaking gibberish. Often they began it while speaking gibberish.
While speaking English, it feels far safer to talk about the item, and so we miss opportunities to make
physical offers. In gibberish, we have to be physical or we may not add anything at all. Once the
vacuum cleaner has been switched on, then it can suck up the family hamster. Once the encyclopedias
are opened, the homeowner can discover a crucial error in the entry about her. If the aluminum siding
is taken off the van, then it can fall and crush a valuable antique. But if the players just stand and talk,
they’d better be amazingly funny or develop a fascinating relationship, or the scene is going to get
awfully dull.
But of course, there’s no reason why an improviser shouldn’t display all the virtues of gibberish
while actually speaking English (and this is what the best improvisers in fact often do). Switching
rapidly between modes creates this effect, but it’s a little bumpy.
This is only one of a number of English/gibberish “switch” games, but it is by far the simplest and
best. Others include one person speaking English and one person speaking gibberish until the
“switch” command, one person speaking English and one person speaking gibberish and either person
initiating a switch by electing to change language, or the “Battle of the Sexes” version, where boys
speak English to boys and girls speaking English to girls, but boys speak gibberish to girls and girls
speak gibberish to boys. Most of the time, these variants generate nothing over and above the basic
version described above (except confusion), but you might want to try them for variety. The simplest
version, of course, is to have someone speaking gibberish throughout and someone else speaking
English throughout, which puts the focus squarely on who is defining and who is blind-offering. This
is useful as a lead-in to Sandy Carroll (page 247) if the group is already happy with gibberish.
What is not helpful, in our opinion, is translating the gibberish. Once again, only the most bone-

headed, hamstrung and risk-free version of a wonderful, exciting and liberating game is actually
played anywhere! Improvisation is about taking a risk. The risk in speaking gibberish is that the
illusion of communication will be destroyed and the improvisers will be unable to develop a story.
Have the gibberish translated and the risk entirely vanishes, along with any reason to use the game. If
that argument strikes you as a little too ideological for authors who earlier stated that their maxim was
“whatever works,” then let’s consider what happens when you ask for gibberish to be translated. The
standard game (often called Foreign Film Dub) has two players who speak in gibberish, while two
other players provide English translations (sometimes just one player translates for everybody, which
is no improvement). Apart from the pleasure of hearing people speak in gibberish (which is a minor
and incidental one), this has none of the advantages of simply dubbing voices onto actors who silently
move their lips.
In a dubbing scene, the vocal improvisers respond in the moment to the physical offers made by the
actors, and these instant justifications are often very charming and funny. Likewise, the physical
improvisers instantly embellish the lines of dialogue they are given, and a very positive feedback
loop is created. The instantaneous reactions mean no one is quite sure who is coming up with what
idea and so everyone is relaxed and happy to be obvious. Generating stories is usually effortless (see
the section on Master/Servant Dubbing, which has many of the same benefits).
Get improvisers to speak in gibberish and they become loud, fast, physical, funny and excitable.
But the wretched Foreign Film Dub game requires them to utter a line of gibberish and then stop—and
for their partner to refrain from responding or reacting at all until the translator has supplied the
English version. With one force encouraging them to react, respond, be emotional and be
instantaneous, and another insisting that they stop, wait, pause and consider, it’s no wonder that
confusion generally reigns, and instead of being aware of the offers made and their implications for
the story, the improvisers are stuck trying to work out whose turn it is to speak next.
If anything, life is worse for the poor improvisers required to provide the English translations.
Clearly, the intent of the game is for the translation to pick up on emotional and physical offers made
by the gibberish speakers, but that usually strikes most translators as dull. Assuming that everyone’s
been taught to play the game with pauses in the right places (you do workshop these games before you
start playing them in public, don’t you?), one of the actors lets fly a stream of gibberish, finds a place
to stop, the other actor refrains from responding (which kills the illusion of communication, but let’s
not dwell) and suddenly the voice actor is the complete focus of attention. The pressure to be clever
and funny and surprising is overwhelming. In most case, the actor abandons trying to build on the
physical offers and looks instead for ways to block them, contradict them, purposefully misread them
or just ignore them completely and continue developing their previous verbal offer. Audiences may
laugh (because they enjoy seeing people thwarted) but you can see the gibberish improvisers visibly
sag before they adjust their physical offers to match the joke, knowing that this too is going to be
yanked away from them. In general, this approach puts all the emphasis on the novelty of the
procedure, which means that variety is going to be desperately lacking.
No caustic description of the mechanics of Foreign Film Dub would be complete without mention
of The Standard Foreign Film Dub Joke. This exists in two forms. The first is where the gibberish
speaker drones on for paragraph after paragraph until finally pausing for breath, which
Brobdingnagian utterance is translated into a Lilliputian “Yes” or “I know.” The other is the same but
the other way around—a very short piece of gibberish is translated into a lengthy English filibuster.
This joke dates back at least as far as Charlie Chaplin’s 1940 film The Great Dictator, and very

likely much earlier than that. Comedians working from scripts have little excuse for exactly
duplicating jokes from the Second World War, and improvisers have even less. Being obvious does
not imply repeating yourself. On the contrary, calmly noticing everything in the platform and YES
ANDing the specific details will provide you with infinite variety.
In summary: The point of speaking in gibberish is to remove your ability to communicate and
define. It makes no sense to give with one hand and take away with the other. If you want to do scenes
in gibberish, do scenes in gibberish. If you want to do scenes in English (with or without some other
restriction such as dubbing or word-at-a-time), do scenes in English. If you want the best of both
worlds, switch between modes. But don’t have people translate your gibberish for you!
Our happy band of new improvisers knows nothing of this and is thrilled to continue exploring the
delights of gibberish. Now that the group has gained confidence in speaking in tongues, it’s time to put
them to the test in front of the rest of the group. Begin with the English/gibberish “switch” game again
and notice that as well as putting the improvisers in different states, there are different opportunities
available in the different modes. That is to say, whereas improvisers may be more likely to make
physical offers while speaking in gibberish but aren’t constrained from doing so while speaking in
English, there are things which they can only do while speaking in English and some things they can
do with much greater freedom while speaking in gibberish. There are some close parallels here with
the Master/Servant Dubbing game, but I recommend you teach them on different days. These are vital
lessons and require a certain amount of self confidence to make them work. Such confidence is
acquired slowly, so it makes sense to serve up the same ideas again with a different hat on, in a later
lesson.
First and most obviously, while speaking in English, you can define—an absolutely crucial skill
for improvisers, and a technique which always makes life easier, but which feels very risky at the
moment of doing it. If a scene starts in gibberish, we may get some sense of how intimate or hostile
the characters are, but it’s only in English that they can define the relationship—by saying “I didn’t
ask to be born, Dad!” or “I’m so happy I get to share an office with you, I know I’m going to learn
such a lot.”
However, when speaking in gibberish, like the servant in the Master/Servant Dubbing game, the
improvisers are free to take imaginative JUMPS into the darkness—suddenly producing mime objects,
adopting apparently unmotivated behavior or (best of all) being emotionally changed. Part of the fun
for an audience watching this game is the tension that exists between these two modes. The English
segments may get repetitive and unimaginative if the gibberish segments aren’t setting them up with
blind offers in need of definition, and the gibberish segments will likely be extremely boring if they
don’t contain any physical offers or emotional changes, since they are otherwise content-free!
Also take care that offers which were crystal clear in gibberish don’t get repeated in English.
Speaking in English is an opportunity to define something new. If an improviser speaking in gibberish
spills his coffee and begins frantically mopping it up, when we switch to English, it’s a huge waste to
say “You just spilled your coffee.” Much better to say something like “There is just one way you can
make this up to me. …”
Once these ideas are understood, the story will race forward like a rocket:
Bob: (With an imperious air) Snarkle fitch huptar hiptar?
Joanna: (Eagerly) Juptif gab nid kreel. (She begins frantically digging at his feet)
Director: Switch!

Bob: Dig faster!
Joanna: I’m sorry, sir, it’s my first time on sand-castle duty.
Happy improvisers who are completely aware of everything their partner is doing and who are
eager to make assumptions will have no problem making discoveries at this kind of pace. It’s your
job, as teacher, to get them into that kind of state!
One final note about playing this game in public: It’s usually clearer and more pleasurable to have
the switch take place in mid-sentence. We remember a practically show-stopping gale of laughter
which followed the following exchange during a Micetro Impro show a few years ago. The situation
was a woman visiting a pet undertaker to arrange for the burial of her cat. The undertaker was
gesturing at his range of coffins while gibbering away.
Undertaker: Wubbly prendergraf joot raffick porto. Gorbo throm hoy … (Points at
something) Veerkle …
Director: Switch!
Undertaker: (Points) Medium … (Points) or large.
A more challenging game—but one that’s extremely worthwhile—is the Scene In Gibberish. This
emphasizes once again the primal importance of establishing a reactive relationship to create the
“point” of the story. It is possible to make the scene engaging and interesting, even if some points are
unclear by the end, if the characters are genuinely affected. It is rather harder to elegantly establish
details like location, relationship, identities of mime objects and so on, but this also helps make the
point that defining these things is tremendously useful, not only to stop the audience from worrying
about them but to inspire your and your partner’s imaginations.
Gibberish scenes need a degree of both sensitivity and boldness to play well, and most groups will
struggle at first. Persevere (if the group is relishing the challenge) and you will be rewarded with
improvisers who have an exquisite sensitivity to their partner’s offers and a tremendous willingness
to stride boldly into the future.
One way to generalize this back to regular scenes is to observe that when your partner’s words are
unintelligible, a lot of other details become critical. If you imagine that everything your partner does,
they do for a reason (which as we know also tends to be the audience’s assumption), then all you
need do is to notice their offer and act on it. As Patti Stiles used to put it to us: “Don’t look for an
offer, assume one has already been made.” That offer can be a slight furrow of the brow or a tilt of
the head, which makes the improviser look a little sad—giving rise to a breakup scene. A shifting of
the weight from foot to foot makes the improviser look uncertain—giving rise to a secret diary scene.
A confident air implies that the improviser is an authority figure—giving rise to a scene about a cruel
military dictator. Improvisers can visualize themselves as detectives on the look-out for clues which
they can act on.
Once this is understood and the improvisers realize that a lot of these “clues” are subconscious,
they can also start thinking of themselves as active sources of clues. I don’t just walk into my
partner’s scene, I bound in with a happy grin, or I creep in nervously, or I march in officiously. My
partner notices my attitude and makes an assumption about who I am and what I’m doing there and
—boom—the scene is off and running with very little effort on either of our parts.
One further use of gibberish is worth mentioning. We’ve written at length elsewhere about the

nature of improv games, their uses and abuses. Gibberish provides an excellent litmus test as to the
“worth” of a given game. Briefly, if a game is worth playing in gibberish, it is probably worth playing
in English. If a game is not worth playing in gibberish, it is probably not worth playing in English.
Sometimes the gibberish version will emphasize different things (gibberish Word At A Time is all
about giving your partner a good time and committing to physicality without hesitation, and rather less
about storytelling) but often it will illuminate the English version.

2.11 Twitching, Topping, and Paperflicking

Overview
A simple procedure, very entertaining in its own right, gives rise to some important general
principles about being changed, breaking routines and pacing.
I n Impro for Storytellers, Keith describes a scene between a nervous but well-qualified job
applicant and an interviewer with a twitch, of which the interviewer is unaware. As the twitch
becomes more and more off-putting to the candidate, the interviewer perceives him as acting more
and more oddly. A shame, as on paper he looked to be an excellent choice.
As with the Overconfessing game, which provided such a superb case study of jumping and
justifying, here one simple game has proven to be an excellent vehicle to study some important
aspects of improvising stories, especially improvising middles and, to a certain extent, ends as well.
While it is certainly true that if the middle or end of a story is soggy, the problem often lies in the
beginning, it is a very striking fact that a lot of improvisation manuals and teachers put all their
emphasis on the beginning and just seem to trust that the middles and ends will take care of
themselves. No wonder that the Harold allows the improvisers to abandon a scene as soon as they get
bored of it: that means they never have to worry about middles, let alone ends.
Of course, there is a certain amount of sense to this. Not only are middles and ends reliant on
beginnings in terms of quality, but also it is not possible to work on middles or ends without first
having improvised a suitable beginning—whereas one can work on beginnings alone all day.
However, even scenes which start strongly can often end up stuck, with the improvisers “spinning
their wheels” or the energy draining away towards the end. This is highly regrettable, since audiences
remember scenes that end well as terrific and those that end poorly as awful—they don’t take
accurate averages.
Of the three variations which give this chapter its title, let’s start with Paperflicking, also
described by Keith. I give the instruction to the interviewer privately so that the audience and the
other improviser are surprised in the same way as the other character. In theory, this should help to
get genuine reactions out of the other improviser, but as we’ll see, that’s rarely the case. It’s also fun
to see one improviser denied knowledge that someone else is in on (which may explain the otherwise
mysterious persistence of those wretched “endowment” games—see “Playing Games” on page 218).
Two volunteers please. Excellent. Klaus, you sit here, and Neil, will you wait at the side
for a moment? When you come back, you’re going to be interviewed by Klaus for a job.
One of you needs to name the job or you’ll have nothing to talk about. Here Neil, you

can use this piece of paper as your CV. Klaus, come outside the room with me for a
moment, I want to give you a secret instruction.
Once I have Klaus in private, this is what I tell him:
Be nice and polite. Neil looks like an excellent candidate for the job. But when he hands
you his CV, I want you to start tearing strips off of it, rolling them into a ball and
flicking them at him. You have absolutely no idea you are doing this.
When the scene starts, both improvisers seem fairly calm and relaxed. Any anxiety Neil feels about
my secret instructions to Klaus will be entirely appropriate to his role. With any luck, I won’t have to
coach too much as they establish the basic details of the platform: We will find out what the job is,
how qualified Neil is, and any other details. The first break in the routine comes when Klaus first
starts to tear the CV. Immediately all eyes are on Neil, the candidate. Everyone wants to know—how
will he react?
In my experience, there will often be no reaction at all. Improvisers get taught—including by us—
to accept offers, and they in general hate to be changed, so the candidate takes this in his stride. Klaus
balls up the torn-off strip of CV and flicks it at Neil. Again, the audience is agog to know what will
happen next, but again there is no reaction. As the scene plays on, even the audience may be slightly
mystified as to why they aren’t enjoying it more. The guy interviewing the candidate is tearing up his
CV and flicking the bits of paper at him. This is amazing! Why isn’t it funnier?
We watch drama to see other people suffer, because that’s more fun than suffering ourselves but
more interesting than everything being nice. Neil is refusing to suffer because he isn’t affected by
Klaus tearing up the CV. He doesn’t realize that because his scene partner has done something
extraordinary, he—Neil—has just become the most interesting person on the stage.
Let’s just pause for a moment and ask why the scene is set up like it is. To understand this, you
have to understand that the point of the scene is to make life difficult for the candidate—to make that
person suffer. So, we begin by putting him in a situation where he has everything to lose: a job
interview. This means that he is in an alien environment, whereas to the interviewer, everything is
comfortable and familiar.33 If necessary, the candidate should also be coached to be desperate for the
job. If they don’t need the job, they can just get up and leave should the interview become too
upsetting. Having a reason to keep them there raises the stakes. To also raise the stakes and for extra
irony, we have the interviewer tremendously impressed with the candidate’s CV. Now, we give the
interviewer a quirk to put the candidate off—tearing up the CV. And it is vitally important that the
interviewer is oblivious to the quirk, or the solution presents itself too easily and obviously. (“You’re
tearing up my CV.” “Oh, sorry.”)
All of which careful work goes entirely to waste if the candidate won’t be affected, which as we
already know, they probably won’t be.
So, once we’ve demonstrated that refusing to be affected won’t generate much in the way of drama,
we take the scene again. There’s a chance (although not a big one) that this time, the candidate will
call the interviewer on his peculiar behavior right away. This may seem bold, but is just another way
in which the improviser manages to get the character off the hook—and we want them on the hook.
We want to see them in a situation which they can’t cope with. Yes, we may want the candidate to
confront the interviewer, but not yet. That would squander a routine which the audience will be happy
to watch for some time yet.

When the candidate manages to let the interviewer’s actions affect him, even if only slightly, the
scene leaps into life. The interviewer now has a technical problem to cope with: He has to mentally
“edit out” his paper-tearing actions (since he is unaware of them) and perceive the candidate’s
reactions as if he were not provoking them.
Here’s an example of how an early part of this scene might go, with both improvisers playing the
game well.
Interviewer: Well, I think we’d be lucky to get someone with your track record to
work here, quite frankly.
Candidate: That’s great. I’ve been hoping to … (Interviewer starts slowly tearing
off a strip from the Candidate’s CV. Candidate trails off.)
Interviewer: Yes? Hoping to what?
Candidate: Pardon? Oh. Er, hoping to move on to a role like, er, like … ( Candidate
is momentarily transfixed by the tearing)
Interviewer: Are you feeling all right, my dear chap?
Candidate: Sorry, just thinking about something else.
Interviewer: Well, you need a bit of focus in a job like this, you know. This is a very
busy newsroom.
Candidate: Yes, sorry. I was saying, I’m … (Interviewer flicks the balled-up strip of
paper at him. Candidate flinches as it hits him.) Oh!
Interview: What on earth is the matter with you?
Once this game is understood, it will probably generate a lot of enthusiasm in the players, and early
versions of this game will be very funny. However, it will likely run out of steam eventually (whether
or not the interviewer runs out of CV!) rather than arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. Time to
generate some more variety. I get two more volunteers up, set up the same scene again, and take the
interviewer outside with me to give them some secret instructions.
Carol, here’s what I want you to do. Begin by repeating John’s answers, as if you are
considering what he has just said. Start accelerating the pace so you are repeating
everything that he is saying. Then see if you can get it to the point where you are saying
everything he says as he says it. Don’t forget that you still have to speak for yourself and
you are totally unaware that you are behaving in this strange way.
This is called Topping and is rather harder to do than Paperflicking, but it scores over
Paperflicking in that it is rather easier to accelerate. A great offer, like an interviewer unconsciously
tearing up a CV, will be squandered if it doesn’t generate a reaction. But equally, the scene needs to
build, and the same apparently great offer will outstay its welcome if it can’t be developed and
“heightened”—to use a Chicago term.
Given an interviewer who can sustain the speaking-in-unison and remember to contribute their own
lines and reactions to the candidate and given a candidate who reacts to this behavior and remembers
to speak in more or less complete sentences so that the interviewer can speak them simultaneously,
the scene can be tremendously funny. The candidate must get more and more confused and upset,
while the interviewer denies that anything is wrong. The effect is essentially impossible to
communicate in print, however!

Hopefully, by now, the improvisers playing the candidate realize that their job is to be affected and
to get into trouble. If they find a way to solve the problem, the scene is dead in the water, since it is
the candidate’s plight which is the main point of interest.
However, even given that this topping procedure is funny in itself, even given that making the
interviewer unaware of it increases the discomfort and therefore the interest, and even given that both
the procedure and the reaction to it from the candidate can be amplified as the scene progresses—
even given all of this, it is still unlikely that the scene will come to a satisfactory end. Any routine is
capable of outstaying its welcome, and this one is no different.
Now is the right time for the candidate to say “Don’t you know you are saying everything I’m
saying/tearing up my CV and flicking it at me?” Saying it earlier squanders the candidate’s
discomfort, but sooner or later we will probably need to see the candidate force the issue. Ideally, we
break routines just before they become boring, and here the payoff for the apparent BRIDGING is the
increased emotional stakes as the candidate gets more and more confused and worked up.
Clearly, almost any procedure will do for the interviewer. A simple muscular tic or twitch will do
nicely. It has all the qualities required for this game: it’s quick, it can be done at any time, especially
when the candidate is talking (so it can interrupt their speech, which will be noticed by the
interviewer) and it can be amplified. You start with a wink, then a wink and a grimace, then a wink
and a grimace and a twitch of the head. By the end of the scene, it’s a high-pitched yelp and a Nazi
salute!
Once we’ve gone through these three (Twitching, Topping, Paperflicking), let improvisers choose
their own, both in front of the group and in pairs. If they don’t have anything, suggest that they pick
one of these three. Obviously, some of these will be more initially entertaining than the others.
Twitches we’ve seen include sighing, making faces, blowing raspberries, singing opera and
“freezing” in mid-sentence. One improviser swore under her breath with amazing fluency whenever
the candidate began speaking, the effect of which was wonderfully funny and reduced the whole class
to hysterics. But diminishing returns will almost always set in if you keep repeating the same thing.
Even comedy sketches which rely on repetition (see “Finding the Game” on page 253) usually have
someone else reacting to the repetition, which reaction builds as the sketch goes on. In general,
therefore, the twitch should build over the course of the scene (and improvisers should pick twitches
which can build) and even if they don’t or can’t, the reactions should build.
As with Overconfessing, a pattern is emerging here. At first, everything seems normal. Then the
interviewer starts behaving oddly but not acknowledging the fact. The candidate amplifies the
interviewer’s oddness by obviously noticing it and being put off by it (just as a skilful player
amplifies the status choice of another player), and the interviewer notices that, which contributes to
the candidate’s discomfort. Both the severity of the tic and the candidate’s reaction must now build to
sustain the scene (although not necessarily at the same time or at the same rate). Sooner or later, the
candidate must explicitly reference the tic. When the interviewer is baffled, trouble for the candidate
is maximized. Often, the scene reaches a suitable pitch of hysteria and we can yank the lights down
without fully resolving the story.
If that doesn’t happen, or we want a longer scene at this time in this show, or we want to practice
resolving scenes, or we aren’t satisfied with leaving loose ends dangling—how can we bring this to a
satisfactory conclusion? This section picks up where our discussion on endings left off after
Overconfessing.

The scene is a routine—being interviewed for a job. The routine is broken when the interviewer
starts twitching (or whatever). This sets up the new routine of trying not to notice the twitch. This is
broken and returned to several times as the candidate tries to maintain composure, with the energy
building on both sides. Finally, the routine of trying not to notice is broken when the candidate
acknowledges the tic. Some improvisers return to the routine when the interviewer denies all
knowledge. This is fine if the routine still has anything left, but it should be temporary.
Interviewer: Shrieking? What are you talking about?
Candidate: Oh. I … nothing. Nothing. Sorry, what was the question?
Interviewer: Where do you see yourself in five years’ time?
Candidate: Well, I’d like to have more …
Interviewer: Yiiieeeeaaagghh!
Candidate: … er, responsibility, hopefully more money …
Interviewer: Yiiiaaauuuuueeerrgghh!
Candidate: Er, no, look, you are still doing it.
Interviewer: Doing what?
More often, this sets up a new routine of trying to convince the interviewer, but that again doesn’t
end the scene (although it could prolong the middle very entertainingly). What does it take to bring
this scene to an end?
Recall that when they are about to complete a routine, improvisers often feel uncreative.
Completed routines at the beginnings of stories feel like introduction; it’s when the routine is broken
that the narrative kicks off. Here, the routine of being interviewed for a job has been altered but not
abandoned. If we end that routine now, then it will feel like an ending and the audience will be happy
because the hero will have been made to suffer. If the candidate runs off screaming or the interviewer
calls security to have this loony taken away (“Me crazy? You’re the crazy one! You can see him
tearing up my CV, can’t you?”) then we will be in no doubt that the scene has been completed.
Likewise, if an element from the very beginning is reincorporated, that signals an ending to an
audience.
But to resolve the story, we have to answer all the questions and justify the inclusion of all the
elements. The huge outstanding question is why the interviewer is behaving in such a peculiar way.
Improvisers’ reluctance to confront this question speaks to their lack of courage in defining and in
breaking routines, but also exemplifies the way that they sometimes don’t question their assumptions.
“You don’t know you’re doing it” is an instruction which I have given the improviser playing the
interviewer. If this rule isn’t in place, then life is much, much easier for the candidate (which means
much less fun for the audience). If that rule remains intact then there is very little likelihood of
discovering the truth. But why isn’t that rule up for grabs? No reason at all.
Really successful endings to this scene often violate some of the rules set up at the beginning, and
this is true of many other scenes too, especially comedy scenes. The punchline of many sketches, after
all, effectively CANCELS the entire sketch. For example, Eric Idle’s lascivious nudge-nudge man turns
out to be a virgin or Mel Smith and Griff Rhys Jones turn out to be staking out a suburban home for
hours on end simply in order to deliver a card reading “We called to read your meter but you were
out.” But you don’t have to pull the rug out from under the audience in quite such an extreme manner
—you just have to stop treating what has been established as sacrosanct, whether a coach or director

told you to do it or not.
Once this is understood, then endings suggest themselves more easily. The interviewer admits that
this was all an initiative test. The interviewer becomes ashen-faced: “It’s happening again. …” The
twitch transfers to the candidate too—or abandons the interviewer for its new host: “Finally, I’m
free!” Spotting endings is a skill in itself—and one that your lighting operator needs to acquire!
It is possible to perhaps fill a whole three-hour class playing this game, perhaps including a
Continue Or Thank You element ( page 263) later on to increase the pressure. This means that the
audience becomes very jaded (which is useful) and so the players have to go through the beats of the
scene more quickly in order not to bore them, but still making sure that the each moment has its effect.
Despite the frantic energy of many improvisers, what tends to make middles difficult is that, having
found what the scene is about, the improvisers get stuck there and fail to move on, so it makes sense
to teach “moving to the next beat adroitly” as a skill. Moving to the next beat is key, though. Jumping
from idea to idea at random is not recommended; the trick is to move one idea into the future—which
is precisely what improvisers find so terrifying. Note that in the beginning of scenes the problem is
more likely to be one of improvisers tentatively exploring first one idea and then another, but not
taking any one idea into the future. If they’re being specific then this may be helpful platform-building,
but more often than not it’s just confusing. Playing What Comes Next again is a useful reminder of
these points.
Some of these issues are developed further under “Breaking Deadlocks,” which is in the next
section.

2.12 Playing Characters

Overview
Rich characters are of tremendous value. Storytellers of all kinds, writers, performers,
improvisers and many others put great store by the creation of characters, and that fits with the
thesis we have been developing. But what is a character, and what tools are available for the
improviser who wants to play lots of them?
WHAT IS A CHARACTER?
Before there was public improvisation, there was improvisation in rehearsal rooms and as acting
exercises. Viola Spolin resisted the idea that any of her games could be performed in public.
Stanislavski, along with his followers such as Lee Strasberg, popularized improvisation as an actor’s
route to discovering a character, and there followed a lot of actorly soul-searching about what a
character was. Now it’s certainly true that actors like Brando and De Niro gave more detailed, more
naturalistic portrayals than many of those who preceded them, but we (as non-Oscar winning improv
teachers) have some doubts about whether this search for a “character” is anything other than a wild
goose chase. What actually is a “character”? Does it even exist? Does it make any sense to talk about
a character existing independently of the script in the case of scripted drama?
Here’s what we’re fairly certain exists, or at least here are some things we can put names to and
find uses for. Maybe one of them is what other people call “character,” or (more likely) some

combination of them is.
Characterisation is the externals of an individual. These tend not to change much over the life of a
scene and include matters such as age, accent, mode of speech, style of dress, way of moving and so
on. It can be very useful for improvisers, who need to assume a character very quickly and without
hours of searching, to adopt an “outside-in” modus, so being able to physically reinvent oneself is a
desirable skill. It also provides variety in the (typical) case of a handful of performers and an hourplus show.
Attitudes are the way an individual approaches things, their emotions from moment to moment.
Attitudes vary also towards different things, so the same character might have a fondness for his shop,
a dislike of new customers, an excitement about model trains and an overall attitude of ennui. Unlike
characterization, attitudes do (and should) change over the course of a scene. Status can be thought of
as a particular kind of attitude. The word “attitude” is also used a lot by Chaplin describing his
methods.
Choices or Actions are what the individual does. In the case of a scripted piece, these are—for the
most part—given.34 In the case of improvisation, players can use strong characterization and attitudes
to inspire their imaginations and so make bold choices.
Talking about actions that are “out of character” suggests that there is some baseline against which
actions can be measured, but we prefer to say that an action which is “out of character” is merely a
choice that hasn’t been justified. Great drama is about people doing extraordinary things, and great
writers know the value of finding justifications for those extraordinary things. It’s predictable to see a
judge ruling dispassionately (or at any rate, it’s platform), but how about a judge raping a nun? What
has to happen for that action to be “in character”? (The answer, of course, is found in Measure for
Measure.)
You could even go as far as to say, as Tom has, that any character is capable of any action.
(Salinsky’s First Law?)
So, improvisers should study storytelling techniques so that they tend to build strong platforms, are
changed by what’s said to them, get themselves into trouble and reincorporate to provide structure
and/or an ending. In populating the platform with characters, they should transform themselves,
adopting a different posture, physicality, accent, register and so (and use costume pieces or props if
that’s appropriate). They should have strong attitudes toward the other elements of the platform,
including the other characters, and they should be willing to change those attitudes and justify the
changes. From these actions, the illusion of different characters will emerge. Sustaining a character
also inspires improvisers; they get the sense that their character “knows” what they should do next. In
our Level One improv course, which these chapters more or less follow, the two major improvements
in the work tend to come in the fourth session, when we play Go Through An Unusual Door, and in the
eighth session when we work on characters.
Of these three components—characterization, attitude and actions—we have already looked at
attitudes. Much of the work on JUMP AND JUSTIFY , using games like Overconfessing, made use of
attitudes. Jump and Justify with attitudes is also the preferred method for playing the servant in the
Master/Servant Dubbing game and initiating a Status Exchange. In each of these cases, a change of
emotion, or some other offer, precedes any understanding of what caused it, but the illusion is created
that the character was changed by the last thing that was said to them, and a skilful (or at any rate
prompt and comprehensive) justification enhances that illusion.

Here’s a quick sample of the Emotional Direction game, which illustrates the power of this method
(this is far superior to the Emotional Rollercoaster game, which is described in Appendix One:
Games).
Frank: Good morning, Andy. Your usual Times and pack of chewing gum?
Andy: Yes, please, and a copy of Private Eye as well.
Director: Frank, anger.
Frank: Private Eye!? The issue with this shop plastered all over the center pages?
The scandal! You could at least have bought a copy somewhere else, you
contemptuous bastard.
Andy: (Opening the magazine) Torrid orgy in corner shop. Frank’s Papers used for
all-night sex orgies without owner’s knowledge.
Frank: You’ve had your fun, now get out.
Director: Andy, love.
Andy: I … I’m sorry Frank, I can’t. I wanted to gloat and jeer like all the rest, but
inside my heart is breaking. I love you, Frank.
Frank: Don’t mock me.
Andy: It’s true. Please, forgive my early rudeness.
Director: Frank, boredom.
Frank: Oh, who cares?
And so on. Once the platform is established (and this very quick breaking of the routine means an
enormous amount of platform must be assumed), the rest of the plot is developed simply as a means to
justify the changes of emotion.
By way of illustration, here are those same plot choices with the emotional offers removed (a false
example, since the plot choices were a product of the emotional offers, but hopefully instructive
nevertheless).
Frank: Good morning, Andy. Your usual Times and pack of chewing gum?
Andy: Yes, please, and a copy of Private Eye as well.
Frank: I see that scandal is all over the center pages.
Andy: It certainly is. This place was used for orgies without your knowledge?
Frank: That’s right. Bye now.
Andy: Goodbye, darling.
Frank: How dull.
This barely feels like introduction, and it certainly squanders a perfectly good offer. Story is one
person being changed by another. Remove that element and all you have is jokes—if you’re lucky.
This leads us to a second principle: You can perform any action with any attitude (Salinsky’s
Second Law?) which will be explored in more detail in the section on Shoe Shops.
CHANGING THE BODY
If we were giving a class on character, we would likely begin with characterization. Some people
come to improvisation with a certain amount of vocal variety “built-in.” These players are always
willing to show off their range of accents and voices, and it is certainly helpful for a show to contain

variety of all kinds. However, if this is the only kind of versatility that an improviser displays, it can
become dull, and even a strong vocal characterization shows a marked tendency to drift back to
neutral over the course of the scene, especially if the scene isn’t going so well (since more of the
brain is occupied with worry, leaving less room for the accent35). This leads to another endemic
problem: improvisers making fun of other people’s or (almost equally common) their own accent
wobbles. The problem here isn’t so much that the gagging destroys the story—although it does—it’s
that this is a very boring cliché of the genre. Cut it out.
Less common are the improvisers who make the choice to transform their body first, and this seems
slightly less susceptible to the problem mentioned above. There is also less likelihood that the
attitudes and actions will be impervious to the transformation. If Ed has a great Welsh accent that he
can do, then chances are the character he plays will be Welsh Ed, who will have the same attitudes
and make the same choices as “Vanilla” Ed would have. But, whereas it is possible to fret about your
last line or plan your next one, your body is always in the present. This means that sustaining a
different body image is more likely to keep improvisers “in the moment” and less likely to be a
source of anxiety for them—provided that they aren’t self-conscious about transforming themselves
physically.
The first order of business, then, is to get them transforming themselves. Exercises of this kind are
hugely common in drama classes of all kinds, but it’s not the techniques themselves that I’m so
interested in at the moment (although they are hopefully useful and interesting). I just want to get the
whole group moving around and using their bodies in novel ways. As usual, I begin with the whole
group working at once so that nobody feels too much “on display.”
Everybody up and start moving around. As you walk, I’m going to call out different
instructions which will change the way you walk. Don’t worry about what anyone else is
doing. There’s no one right way to follow any of these instruction. If you happen to
notice someone else taking a different approach, then fine. You just commit to what you
are doing.
As they walk, I give them some ideas. I do quite a lot of these, even to the point of boring the group
slightly. If transforming their bodies is boring to them, then it isn’t alarming them any more.
• With each step you take you get a little older, until you are so old you can barely walk.
• With each step you take you get a little younger, stopping just before you start crawling.
• With each step you take you get heavier, until you are so heavy you can barely move.
• With each step you take you get lighter, until you are almost floating off the floor.
• Make your movements more and more jerky, sudden and spasmodic.
• Make your movements more and more smooth, flowing and sustained.
• Make a choice of either heavy or light and either sudden or sustained and do both together.
Now do the opposite.36
• Pick a part of the body and have that part “lead.” The impetus to move comes from there. (I
start easy, with nose or belly, then make it harder. It’s pretty easy to move from your forehead,
rather harder to move from your knees. Or your elbows. Or the back of the head. You could
instead add an adjective to the body part: happy ears, crafty feet, etc.)
• Pick an animal and let the physical qualities of that animal affect you—but remain human. I
don’t want you wriggling on your bellies if you pick “snake,” I just want you to be sinewy,

muscular and writhing people.
• Think of someone you know very well, who has a different body type than you, and walk like
that.
Many other possibilities exist. To try some of these body images out in something that looks like a
scene, I use a waiting room scenario. (We try never to develop new skills in a vacuum. People don’t
learn to use a new technique until they’ve actually applied it in situ.) Stick some chairs next to each
other in the middle of the playing area, and get the person sitting at one end of the group to wait at one
side, ready to enter.
This is a waiting room and this game is going to be without dialogue. I don’t mean it will
look like we’re watching it with the sound turned down, I mean that none of the
characters will have anything to say. In a minute, Jo, you’re going to enter, adopting a
different physicality. You can use any of the techniques we’ve just tried, or anything else
you want, but it won’t look like you coming in—it will look like someone else. You’ll
come in, sit down and wait for your number to be called. When she’s entered, the next
person in line—that’s you, Paulo—will also enter, and you too will adopt a different
physicality, ideally something which will be a contrast to whatever Jo is doing. You’ll sit
next to her and you’ll acknowledge each other. Then Jo’s number will be called and
she’ll leave. Which means the next person, Tina, can enter with yet another physicality.
And so on until everyone has had a turn.
Like most silent scenes (see “You Can’t Learn Mime From A Book” on page 212) this will likely
be very slow and detailed, and therefore fascinating. The audience’s interest peaks when a new
character enters and whenever the two characters are affected by each other. It doesn’t have to be a
big reaction; eye contact is often enough. But there is a great deal of anticipatory pleasure in seeing
what will happen when the hyperactive child enters the room in which the nervous old lady is
waiting.
Transforming the body emboldens the improvisers, and both players and audience are keen to know
what would have happened if the interactions had been allowed to continue. This is an excellent state
of affairs.
HILARIOUS GEISHA
We will develop this into fully blown characters in a moment, but there’s another game worth
looking at which is fun and is particularly good for directors. It was taught to us by Jay Stern and Meg
Sweeney-Lawless, late of the New York improv company Chicago City Limits.
One volunteer begins walking around in front of the group. The coach shows the rest of the group
(not the volunteer) a description of a character, just two or three words. The group then has to “mold”
the volunteer into the character given. Encourage the group to give instructions which the actor can
follow easily, and avoid the use of props (mime or otherwise) or anything else that would give the
game away, since part of the fun is asking the actor what they thought they were—once everyone’s
convinced they look just right. Given the description “tortured poet,” it’s pointless for both these
reasons to give the instruction “try to think of a poem.” Just as drama teachers wrongly assume that
their students just “know” how to play a range of statuses, actors don’t know how to play a tortured
poet without dialogue. On the other hand, an instruction like “Pause and look into space, then scowl
and keep walking,” is easy to follow and will likely achieve the desired result. More subtle effects

can be achieved by giving the actor mental procedures, although this should be used sparingly. Jay
showed us “Count your money without touching it,” which had a very pleasing effect on some people.
Also, there is nothing wrong with one student reversing the effect of a previous instruction, provided
there is general consensus that it isn’t working. As teacher, don’t let a tug-of-war develop. Be the one
to decide what’s working, and break deadlocks if need be.
The list that we use includes the following ideas. Students aren’t necessarily cast according to
type, or even sex, just whatever the coach thinks would be fun for them and for the group
• Famous acrobat
• Stern headmaster
• Pregnant nun
• Beauty pageant winner
• Member of a boy band
• Heroin addict
• Lonely child
• Energetic old person
• Sexy weightlifter
• Worried hunter
• Angry teenager
• Humiliated banker
• Charming slaughterhouse worker
• Gigantic toddler
• Exhausted dancer
• Hopeless concierge
• Stern headmaster
• Sleazy theatrical agent
• Tortured poet
• Kids’ TV presenter
• Dominatrix
• Restaurant critic
• Prisoner on a chain gang
• Circus ringmaster
• Frazzled film director
• Doorman at a grand hotel
• Store detective
• Naïve cowboy
• Cheesy nightclub singer
• Hilarious geisha
This last has become the name of the exercise, although we have never given it to a student to do.
As the instructions pile up and the picture starts to come in to focus, it’s not uncommon for the actor
to follow an instruction and for the whole group to suddenly laugh. The actor now looks just right and
everyone agrees that we’ve got it. That doesn’t necessarily mean that the actor will guess correctly
what they were at the end of the exercise. Deborah remembers being given “boy-band member” and
—while the whole group agreed that was exactly what she looked like—her best guess was that she

was the Queen in prison.
What the audience sees may be very different from how you are feeling, and this can be a very
important lesson for actors of all kinds, not just improvisers. Compare this exercise to Characters
With Depth (page 208).
PRECONCEPTIONS AND BEING THE WRONG SEX
As soon as you step on the stage, the audience’s mind fills with preconceptions about you.
These can be based on anything: who else you remind them of, how you are dressed, the last
thing they saw you do, how the other members of the group relate to you, how comfortable you
feel onstage, how happy you are to address them directly, how your hair is done, how tall you
are and especially what sex you are.
Unlike in premeditated theatre, and especially movies, and especially especially television, in
improvisation actors are not cast according to type. As money increases and rehearsal time
decreases, there is pressure on directors to cast actors who already look and sound like the part
and who can therefore be relied on (hopefully) to show up and inhabit the role without too much
tedious directing required. This is a useful skill for actors to acquire, needless to say, but the
price you pay is typecasting.
In an improv show, the audience understands—in fact expects—that you will be playing
whatever character the story demands of you. Tom, for example, is a slightly built Englishman
standing no more than 5’7” but can play, say, a 200lb redneck Texan sheriff, if not perfectly
convincingly then at least with sufficient commitment that the audience will suspend their
disbelief. They understand the game, and they abandon their preconception of Tom (somewhere
between Hugh Grant and Harry Potter) if he sticks his belly out, throws his shoulders back and
swaggers on to the stage bellowing “Now see hee-yah, boy …” in his best Clifton James
manner.
So, you certainly don’t want to give the audience more to worry about if your show requires
you to play many characters (as most shows do). If you you’re wearing an obscene t-shirt or your
breasts are falling out of your top, then the audience may be distracted by this and find it harder
to buy into the character you’re playing, unless you’re incredibly convincing.
Every couple of years or so, on the improv bulletin boards, someone comes up with the bright
idea of Nude Improv, which they believe will solve this problem—and be a marvelous
marketing ploy to boot. The latter might be true (if a bit desperate), but the former is almost
certainly not. Susan Sarandon is an actor who knows a thing or two about nudity for the sake of
art, or if not art then story, or if not story then money. She has pointed out in interviews that as
soon as a female nipple appears on screen, the straight men in the audience stop listening
immediately. A friend of ours told us that he got immensely frustrated watching David Lynch’s
Mulholland Drive, which has a rather impenetrable plot. But he said every time he thought he’d
give up and walk out, Lynch would include a scene of two women kissing, and so he’d think
“Well, I’ll give it another ten minutes, then. …”
So, stripping is not the answer, and nor, we think, is dressing all the cast exactly the same.
Audiences come to improv shows (although they may not know it) with the hope that the cast
will reveal something about themselves, will express their personalities fully and completely.

This is not that likely to happen in most shows anyway, but it’s even less likely to happen if the
improvisers look and feel like they are interchangeable members of the same family of clones.
Just dress nicely but simply. You might want to wear contact lenses instead of glasses if you
need them (so the audience can see your eyes), and choose subtle rather than ostentatious
jewelry. Then you should be able to play pretty much any type, age, build or nationality.
What’s wonderful about improvisation is that you can literally play anyone, anywhere,
anytime. You can be anything you want to be. Remember, your budget is only limited by your
imagination, and you do not have to spend hours in hair and makeup. However, if you do come
on as a member of the opposite sex, make an offer which leaves the audience in no doubt
whatsoever about your gender, otherwise they will likely see you as an effeminate man or a
masculine woman.
Notably, in our all-female show Hell On Heels, this was never an issue. Women frequently
played male characters and there was almost never any confusion.
So, the students already understand the importance of attitudes (although many will need constant
reminding to begin with an attitude and to be changed), and they have been emboldened to transform
themselves physically. Both of these will encourage them to make choices which are “in character,”
but let’s try another exercise to put the whole thing together.
CHARACTERS FROM A HAT
In Impro for Storytellers, Keith describes an exercise called Fast Food Stanislavski. The exercise
is typically Keith, and wonderfully direct. As ever, Keith brilliantly identifies a negative behavior,
but doesn’t stop there. He figures out the general principle which governs it, then develops that idea
into a positive procedure which will achieve excellent results if followed.
In this case, Keith’s observation was that improvisers may come onstage with an idea of an attitude
or a purpose, but they don’t do anything to externalize it. Some improvisation and drama teachers
simply trust that these private decisions will manifest themselves in some way without further
direction, but Keith had seen too many scenes where the facts of the plot overwhelmed everything—
so, for example, in a scene at a dying relative’s bedside, everybody is similarly morose, and so
nothing can ever happen between them. (It’s important to note that this JOINING feels very safe, but
coaches mustn’t be misled into believing that joining is a sign of excellent cooperation. You can build
a platform like that, and you can end a story like that, but it’s enormously hard to develop the middle
unless you have different attitudes or conflicting purposes or both.)
Keith’s solution is to begin with a purpose, or what Stanislavski called a “super-objective.” This
is the thing that a given character is almost always trying to achieve in life. Examples include: to be
thought clever, to be the life of the party, to not be noticed, to seduce a man/woman. This purpose is
written at the top of a slip of paper, and underneath it is written a list of things one could do to in
furtherance of that objective. The lists are generally written by small committees; it’s more fun to do
it with your friends than on your own. So on a “to be thought clever” list you might put:
• Correct people
• Quote statistics
• Use foreign words and phrases
• Talk down to others

• Smile quietly to yourself, but don’t tell anyone why
• Carry gadgets
• Finish other people’s sentences
And so on, for a list up to two or three times that length. Improvisers then pick these slips of paper
at random and use them as a sort of script, every so often glancing down at the list and picking the
first thing they see which they can truthfully perform. The lists give wonderful “permission” for the
improvisers to adopt alien or inappropriate behavior.
Now, obviously, the lists are a crutch. What’s key is the idea that if what we call a “character”
does exist independently of the situation, then we expect different people to behave in different ways,
even if placed in the same situation—but this observation is useless unless the writers or actors or
improvisers find things to do which express that character in some way. In Die Hard, Takagi the CEO
tries to out-status Alan Rickman and gets a bullet for his trouble; Holly Gennero tries to reason with
him and mothers the rest of the hostages; Ellis, the sleazy salesman, tries to “sell” himself to Rickman,
and also gets a bullet. Their different choices in the same situation provide character moments which
space out the action set-pieces and build up the villain in different ways. Keith’s “lists” solve the
same problem brilliantly.
But.
But we couldn’t make them work. The descriptions in Keith’s book sounded tremendous, but our
observation was that improvisers couldn’t forget the lists and so were constantly missing offers.
Their work didn’t mesh, it didn’t gel, because playing actions on the list was occupying their entire
focus, and so their scene partner(s) faded from view. The problem of the fog of war is bad enough
without making the improvisers wear a mental blindfold. The first time we presented a workshop
with Keith in London, we saw exactly the same results. “Well,” we thought “if even Keith can’t make
it work, then we really do need to find a replacement.” Years later we worked with Keith again and
he got some excellent results out of the game,37 but our misgivings remain. There’s no point in giving
an improviser a crutch if you don’t also figure out how to take it away from them without them falling
over.
We liked the “permission” that having your behaviors listed on a slip of paper gave to the
improvisers, but hated the idea that they had to keep looking down to find it, withdrawing from the
scene in the process. Eventually Tom came up with this game, which combines some elements of
Hilarious Geisha and some elements of Fast Food Stanislavski, as well as being a closer analogue to
what talented improvisers are doing.
Everybody grab a sheet of paper and a pen. I want you each to write down half a dozen
thumbnail sketches of characters you might find in a typical office.38 Write clearly and
tear the paper so that each slip has just one character written on it. Things you might
write include “angry boss,” “gossipy secretary,” “slacker temp.” They don’t have to be
wildly original, just write down the first things that occur to you. I’ll collect them in and
put them in this hat.
What happens next is that two students at a time each pick a slip of paper out of the hat and then
play a scene between those two characters. Picking up a thumbnail sketch like this gives the players
“permission” in the same way that Keith’s lists do, but here we are triggering a “list” that is already
in the improviser’s mind. However, this “list” can also be added to or subtracted from by the other

improvisers’ offers and attitudes. Although we lose a certain amount of locked-in behavior, we gain
tremendously in flexibility. (Compare this to Being Andrew Willson under “Status” on page 104)
We prefer the contents of the slips of paper to be kept private, even though that creates certain
problems, since those problems are the sort that will come up when playing strong characters without
slips of paper. If you wanted to, you could do some “training wheels” sessions with the contents of
the slips revealed at the beginning—and even discussed!
Often we want the improvisers to screw up a new game a few times first—see Go Through An
Unusual Door, for example—but here we want them to feel how useful playing strong characters is,
and the problems are technical, not artistic, so it’s necessary to preempt and warn them about the
following issues.
• Play your own sex, regardless of the apparent intention of whoever wrote the slip . Yes, that
means if you’re a boy and you get “slutty secretary,” you have to find the male version of that. If
you’re a girl and you get “lascivious salesman,” you have to find the female version of that. This
generates some wonderful characters!
• Your slip of paper may define your job, but your partner may endow you with having another
job. The slip does not give you permission to block. Nor does the other person’s slip give you
permission to wimp. Make assumptions about your partner and expect them to do the same. So, if
the slip of paper says “nervous new boy” and you are endowed with being the director of the
company, then you are director of the company. But your attitude is that of a nervous new boy
…
• … at least it is when the scene starts. You will almost certainly need to be changed over the
course of the scene for it to sustain (although it is possible with two very extreme and very
different characters that just watching them rub up against each other will hold our interest), and
it’s possible that you will be changed profoundly, or that the mask will drop away and we will
find out something new about you. This is another virtue that the lists lack.
I generally suggest that one player starts onstage and builds some kind of environment. Ideally I
will have some chairs and a table—or better yet, a desk—which they can rearrange if they want. The
second player should enter promptly, as soon as they’ve got some idea about who the first player is
and where the scene takes place. You also need to encourage them to make assumptions and correct
errors created by sticking too closely to the slips of paper. The audience needs some fairly basic
information to be established early on. Have these people met before? What is the hierarchical
relationship between them? Whose space is this? Often, the audience will see the answers to these
questions in the improviser’s bearing, but it takes a little more practice before the improvisers
themselves have this clarity of vision. Being specific right from the start is hugely helpful.
It helps if, as coach, you are a confident director. You will often have to prevent the improvisers
from jumping from topic to topic (THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH ), from trivializing and from not being
affected. You will often be able to see much earlier than the players what the scene is really about,
but nevertheless these scenes are often tremendously entertaining and the players seem filled with
inspiration, especially early in the scene. If you get two very similar characters, you may need to
direct someone to be changed in order to make the story work.
Get everyone to play one of these, only asking what was written on the slips at the end of each
scene. Sometimes the players will make the error of not finding ways to make their description live in
the form of actions. If necessary, you can retake a scene once you know what the description was. A

“penny-pinching accountant” can’t just be a bit grumpy and rude. We need to see them still using an
abacus because they think computers are overpriced, trying to borrow money, insisting on turning off
the light even though it’s late in the evening and so on and so forth. Most improvisers will be inspired
by the description, and in my experience, if this problem doesn’t come up early, it doesn’t come up at
all.
The real message here of course is that it’s easy to play a rich and committed character if some
nice chap gives you a little slip of paper with a good idea written on it. But since the people who
played all these characters also wrote the slips of paper, it should be possible to give yourself a note
like that any time, just before your foot hits the stage. And then you’ll have the advantage of being
able to pick just the right character for this situation.
Two more approaches to creating characters follow. If you want to create character-and-situation
comedy rather than gag comedy, shtick comedy or shock comedy, then this work will pay dividends
again and again. Remember, audiences love story. What is story? A changes B. How interesting (and
funny) that is depends therefore on who A and B are.
SHOE SHOPS

Overview
Improvisers don’t always figure out what is most interesting about a given scene. Although the
fact of the setting makes a promise to the audience, it’s who the characters are and how they
change which is most important. Put the emphasis on playing strong attitudes, and any setting
becomes an inspiration. This section also explores the differences between blocking, deadlockbreaking, canceling and sidetracking.
Tom got a little frustrated watching improvisers block in order to “make things happen.” The
scenes that resulted were rarely very interesting—just trivial conflict for its own sake—so he
decided to see what would happen if the improvisers were compelled not to argue, but were instead
put in a situation which didn’t seem to have a lot going for it in plot terms. The exercise which we
developed has become one of our most useful.
The workshop begins with a challenge to the improvisers. They must play a scene in a shoe shop
according to the following rules:
• The scene is set in a shoe shop.
• One improviser plays the shopkeeper and one plays the customer.
• A pair of shoes must be bought and sold during the course of the scene, and it must be the first
pair of shoes referred to.
• The two characters must be strangers.
I get a couple of improvisers up and get them to play a scene set in a shoe shop. One of them is to
be the customer, the other the shopkeeper. I give them no further instructions. If these students are
well-trained, happy and confident, they will be looking for something of interest to happen and—if
I’m lucky—they will be content to be obvious.
I make a private bet with myself that they will not successfully buy and sell a pair of shoes.

Now, this wouldn’t matter if the scene were any good. But nine times out of ten, the scene will get
bogged down in pointless BLOCKING …
Hilary: Do you have these shoes in black?
Sam: I’m afraid not.
Hilary: What about these?
Sam: Those are for display only.
… or will degenerate into BARGAINING.
Sam: These shoes are actually mine.
Hilary: I’ll pay double.
Sam: I don’t think so. I really like them.
Hilary: I’ll pay triple.
Sam: Maybe we could share them?
Hilary: I’m not paying triple to share your shoes!
As the improvisers desperately try to create story (and hopefully comedy) out of the transaction,
they completely gum up the works and the audience slides slowly into a grateful coma.
My guess is that the improvisers are terrified of creating a scene in which they buy and sell a pair
of shoes because then (they assume) the scene will be over and it will have been dull. I demonstrate
this by getting a couple more improvisers to buy and sell a pair of shoes as quickly as possible and
without blocking. The fear of delivering this brief, event-free scene steers them towards the farrago of
blocking outlined above, and yet the block-heavy scene is no more interesting, and doesn’t even have
the virtue of being over with quickly.
I set the following challenge to the group: “Play a scene set in a shoe shop between a customer and
a shopkeeper without blocking and in which a pair of shoes is successfully bought and sold. But keep
us entertained!” If I pitch it right, the group is very interested in solving this problem, and they
become very motivated and keen to have lots of turns. Maybe they will offer some theories as to how
to achieve this.
Assuming that they don’t or their theories don’t hold water (try everything they suggest; they may
surprise you), start to steer them towards the platform. Point out how little we know about either of
these two characters or the space that they occupy. When these details are introduced, our interest in
the scene goes up immediately. Remind them of Go Through An Unusual Door, if they’ve played that.
Good space work will help build the environment, but that won’t necessarily solve the problem,
and it will be very hard for them to truthfully introduce a lot of personal background material. Even if
they do this, the rest of the rules may screw them up. An improviser who raises the stakes on the
shoes will find they still have to buy them and so there is no payoff …
Hilary: I’ve been saving up for these shoes for the last year.
Sam: Here you go. You’ve got just enough money.
Hilary: Er … thank you.
Sam: Thank you. Call again.
But play the scene with strong attitudes, and ideas suggest themselves effortlessly.

I’ll begin with an example which is almost bound to come up very early on (nothing wrong with
being obvious). Alan, as the shopkeeper, sets up his shop with finicky care. Every box of shoes is in
exactly the right place, all at perfect right angles, and the whole place is spotlessly clean. Here we
synthesize the work done on attitude and physicality in Characters From A Hat with the work done on
platforms in Go Through An Unusual Door. In Characters From A Hat, once you know that you are the
fitness-obsessed marketing guy, then you might discover a small set of dumbbells in the filing cabinet.
In Go Through An Unusual Door, once you know you have a lot of abstract art, you might discover
that you’re a struggling artist. Here, both decisions come at once. “What is my attitude to this space?”
also answers the question “What is this space like?” since it’s your shop and it will be however you
want it to be.
Creating a perfectly orderly shop makes a pretty explicit promise to the audience. Whoever comes
through that door needs to bring chaos with them. What form this takes is up to the other improviser,
but they have been given a huge “steer” by the shopkeeper’s offer, making the process vastly easier
than if the shopkeeper has no attitude. (Compare this to the difference between breaking the routine of
“reading a book” and breaking the routine of “reading a book on hypnotism.”) This is also where the
Shoe Shop exercise scores over Characters From A Hat, in that the characters can be designed to suit
each other.
So, let’s say that Terry elects to play a drunk Glaswegian wastrel, who practically falls through the
shop doorway, knocking over a several boxes of shoes. It’s pretty much guaranteed that Alan will
have some kind of reaction. Just as in Twitching, Topping and Paperflicking, when Terry makes this
grand entrance, Alan becomes the most interesting person on the stage. Every member of the audience
wants to know what Alan’s reaction will be. Alan tries to throw him out, but I remind them that they
have to buy and sell a pair of shoes. “Aye,” moans Terry. “I need a new pair o’ shoes.” He flings
himself in to a chair and thrusts his foot into Alan’s face. Alan’s fussy prissiness barely permits him
to touch the foot, which he endows with being covered in sores and calluses and barely encased in a
shoe which is falling apart.
What follows next is an exercise in timing as much as anything. As in Twitching, Topping and
Paperflicking, we need to build up the tension and not squander the process of change, but sooner or
later we need to see someone pushed to breaking point. Here it will probably be Alan who cracks
first, but it could just as well be Terry. One more break in the routine will probably get them home.
Alan feels guilty and gives Terry a free pair of shoes. Terry reveals himself as a mystery shopper sent
by head office. Terry collapses in an drunken stupor and must be hidden from the next customer.
Of course, drunkenness is not the only obvious choice open to Terry. Terry could be polite and
well-spoken but clumsy, desperately apologizing for the accidents while simultaneously causing three
more. He could be breathlessly exuberant and energetic, flinging his arms about and declaiming
wildly, while scattering shoes in every direction. He could be cold and high status, casually tossing
unsuitable shoes over his shoulder. The problem has gone from the very difficult, very open-ended
“Make this interesting” to the much more focused “How can I upset someone who’s very tidy?” to
which a number of excellent solutions present themselves immediately.
Each shopkeeper makes their own promises. A truculent teenager should be confronted by an
authority figure. An over-articulate aesthete should be confronted by a monosyllabic oaf. A
depressive should be confronted by a dementedly cheerful elf, and so on and so on. Then those
characters should be changed by the interaction. No matter how interesting and funny they are when
they first meet, this is simply a routine which will need breaking sooner or later.

The other thing which is key here is that none of this has anything whatsoever to do with shoe
shopping. Shoe shopping is a substrate on top of which a human interaction is placed. So while shoe
shopping is the event, it becomes merely a detail in the story as a whole, just color. This is why shoe
shopping scenes are often dull, since there is nothing inherently interesting about buying a pair of
shoes (though if you write for Sex and the City, you might disagree). But the same problem occurs,
and worse, if you pick something which, the players imagine, is inherently interesting.
The world of television drama, especially in the US, is filled with a tremendous glut of medical
and legal programming. But an improviser asked to play a lawyer meeting a client may assume that
being a lawyer is what will be most interesting about this scene, and this will likely panic them as
they realize that they don’t really know what lawyers do or say. So they put all their energy into trying
to dredge up legal jargon and the scene becomes stilted, awkward and dull.
But this isn’t a fly-on-the-wall documentary about a day in the life of a junior solicitor. The
audience does not want to see a competent professional on a perfectly ordinary day and will not gasp
in awe at your ready command of legal jargon (they likely know no more than you do anyway). They
want to see two characters interacting, and if the situation becomes relevant and heightens that
interaction, great. Here are some questions which are key and will be raised in the audience’s mind
straight away.
• Have lawyer and client met before?
• What is the case?
• How does the lawyer feel about the case/the client/the law in general?
• How does the client feel about the case/the lawyer/this process?
• Is the client in the wrong?
Playing attitudes is hugely helpful. A surly, potentially violent client stalking around his cell could
be met by a physically smaller, very anxious man full of tics and twitches—or a deeply caring woman
who tries to inappropriately mother him. A terrified teenager arrested for carrying marijuana could be
confronted by a cheerfully cynical, seen-it-all-before old hack: “Got any plans for the summer? I
shouldn’t bother, you’ll get eight months at least. Only joking! Now then. …” Then, the fact of the
legal situation may become relevant once we know who the players are.
Lawyer: Poor baby. Do you want a lollipop, darling?
Client: No, I want you to get me out of jail.
Lawyer: Let’s start with the lollipop and go from there. What flavor?
As the players get more sophisticated, they can play multiple attitudes within the same scene.
Taking a cat to the vet, you could play sentimental to the cat but demanding to the vet. Since audiences
like transitions, this will liven up the scene even more. Keith’s Sexy Smelly Stupid game (see
Appendix One) is great training for this.
Breaking Deadlocks
So, this is how to get an improvised scene off to a good start, but care must be taken that the good
start is not squandered. Energy needs to build, the stakes must be raised and routines must be broken.
By starting in “neutral,” you make it easy to break the routine with an arbitrary change in emotion, but
you may struggle to find the right trouble for the right hero. By starting with rich characters, vivid
characterizations and strong attitudes, you’ll find the right trouble quickly. But if the characters simply

drift back to neutral over the course of the scene,39 then the audience will feel unsatisfied. The
characters need to be changed and/or take extraordinary action over the course of the scene in order
to sustain the middle and find an ending. This is ground we have been over already under Twitching,
Topping and Paperflicking, but now let’s add attitudes and characterization into the mix.
When two characters pick strong, contrasting attitudes, this may give them strong purposes (good!)
and maybe even Stanislavskian super-objectives. As these contrasts are brought together, a conflict
develops which—we are told—is the foundation of all drama. But as we’ve already seen, conflict
sometimes develops emotional energy at the expense of stories moving into the future. A scene which
starts in conflict will almost never get off the ground.
Sometimes this problem comes up when working with TILTS. The improvisers usually “get” how to
build a platform very quickly. Let’s say that Paul and Sally are building a “park bench” platform. Paul
is writing poetry in a notebook. Sally is eating a sandwich and feeding bits of it to her dog. A stray
soccer ball rolls past which excites the dog. Both Paul and Sally go for it at once, collide and
apologize. Paul throws it back to the soccer players. Paul and Sally make a bit of small talk. Time for
a tilt. Sally says “I’m your soul.”
If they’ve practiced tilting, Paul will resist, but Sally will be more and more convincing. Ideally,
material from the platform is reincorporated (ideas have to come from somewhere, and improvisers
in a relaxed and happy state are aware of everything in the platform). “When our hands touched over
the soccer ball, didn’t you feel the energy?” I direct Sally to establish a purpose. “We need to be
rejoined,” she declares. “You have to hug me now, as tight as you can.” Believing that drama equals
conflict, Paul declares “No—get away from me!”
Hopefully the analogue with the Shoe Shop is obvious now. Paul can’t say “Okay then” because
then the routine is completed. But he can’t say “No” because that will lock them into bargaining:
Sally: You’ll never be able to write poetry again.
Paul: I don’t care, go away.
Paul’s refusal of this bizarre request makes more sense than his blithe acquiescence, and if he is
changed by the interaction—his discomfort turning to panic as Sally pursues him—then the routine
will be interesting for a time. But this is a routine which needs breaking. Unlike the twitch, there is no
obvious way in which this can get more interesting by the repeat-and-amplify method, so good
storytellers know when to set aside what the character wants and instead find a way to take the story
into the future.
What’s the most obvious way of breaking the routine of two people stating what it is that they
want? One of them gives up. Instantly you have something that needs justifying, and justification is
easy to do and generates ideas. If Paul gives up (which is the most obvious course of action, since he
is preventing the reunion from happening and the audience will be interested to know what will
happen if he allows her to hug him) then, because this has been preceded by his fear and rejection, we
sense that this acquiescence will come at a cost. This is a fundamental feature of many longer stories.
In Joseph Campbell’s classic hero’s journey structure, 40 the hero is first confronted by the Call to
Adventure, but does not immediately set off to fight. Instead he Refuses the Call, only reluctantly
accepting it when circumstances conspire to give him no other choice. A weak choice can be made
strong by adding a cost. One of the other defining characteristics of classic heroes is that they must
make moral choices. If the “right” course of action is free of cost, then this is just another way of

lowering the stakes and making the story dull.
So Paul finds a way of justifying this complete reversal of his point of view. “My poetry has been
pretty awful lately …” he muses. “Yes,” cries Sally, seeing an opening. “One embrace and
inspiration will return!” This is why character must be taught as something malleable. The cliché of
the pretentious actor is to say “My character wouldn’t do that,” but almost no action is beyond
justification. Any character is capable of any action. If the character does something new, then we
will see another side to them. We will love to see the arrogant bully reduced to a forelock-tugging
wretch by the one person in the world who really scares or impresses him.
Back to “I’m your soul.” Once the characters break the deadlock and hug, we finally confront the
issue of whether or not Sally’s story is for real. This is a binary choice, and like most binary choices
in improv, either will do, provided one or other character is affected. If Sally is for real, this should
affect Paul in a profound way. You could tilt the new platform here, by having Sally be a demonic
soul, now possessing Paul and taking him to Hell. This is another way of dealing with the problem
created by having a character get what they want—it turns out that they didn’t want it after all, which
adds a layer of irony.
If Sally is not for real, then her embarrassment and frustration will be pay-off enough—it becomes
a status reversal, with Paul being nice about it and Sally, who had earlier seemed so mysterious and
powerful, trying to hold back angry tears.
But if Paul doesn’t break the deadlock, then Sally has to. “Fine,” she says, “I’ll go. Just don’t come
crying to me when you can’t think of a rhyme for ‘perplexed’.” This weakens Paul, making him
wonder if he’s missed out on something. Or, Sally drops her status. “Never mind, I’m not a very good
soul anyway. The last person who used me was Sylvia Plath. You’d probably end up with your head
in the oven.” “You were Sylvia Plath’s soul? Oh my god!” Again, you don’t have to think through all
the ramifications—the justification will come if the two of you commit to the reality of the scene and
you’re aware of the questions you are raising.
DISMANTLING THE SCENE
There’s nothing whatsoever wrong with pulling the rug out from under the audience once in a
while. It’s the compulsion to be original and the failure to justify the incorporation of those
original ideas that does the damage.
But just because something is fine in principle doesn’t mean it will always work, and there
are definite distinctions between revealing character (good), canceling offers (bad) and gagging
(awful). A very common “frame-breaking” device, beloved of improvisers who grew up
watching Monty Python and similar fare, is revealing that the preceding events are merely part
of a film or television program. This is only a short step away from “It was all a dream!” and is
a way of escaping the need to develop the story into the future.
The question of what expectations have been raised is also important. If two fairly bland
characters pass the time of day in a pub and then one of them starts in fear and begins pointing
frantically at the dartboard, then this generates a mystery which kicks the story off. If, on the
other hand, one has been systematically bullying the other, humiliating him, making him run
degrading errands and so on—and then the bully just suddenly stops and says “I say, I’m awfully
sorry, let me get that for you,” then this is beyond mystery and into total confusion (because it

cancels an offer which has been made repeatedly). It’s certainly preferable to endless repetition
of essentially the same material, and the audience might respond very positively to the boldness
of the choice, but the risk here is that the justification won’t be enough to overcome the
incongruence of the new offer. Far from revealing character, this may simply be abandoning it.
One group of improvisers we worked with fell into a pattern of setting up the details of the
platform, establishing the characters and getting somebody into trouble—then, to achieve an
ending, they would systematically dismantle the platform. “I’m sorry, there’s no job anyway.
This isn’t even my office. I just walked in here off the street.” “What a relief—everything on my
CV is a lie. I was terrified you were going to give me the job and I’d have to do some of it!”
Done with wit, this can be funny, and no doubt the improvisers thought they were being very
bold and daring—which they were—but great stories follow the implications of their offers to
the end of the line, and don’t just pull reversals on the audience for effect.
It’s a worrying thought that on some level, those improvisers thought they had found “the
answer.” One of the problems with books like this (not this book, you understand; books like
this) is that they may be misinterpreted as—or even actually claim to present—recipes for
success which need only be followed carefully to produce perfect results. Far better to have a
diverse set of tools and fully understand their effects. Canceling ends stories—when the
woodcutter kills the wolf, the wolf is canceled—so canceling should not be used in the
beginning or in the middle. But it isn’t the only way of ending stories. Great improvisers and
great storytellers make excellent use of a huge array of tools, and are always happy to find a new
one.
In the shoe shop scenes, you have something else to play with. The strong attitudes give you
something to hang on to and can provide a justification, which also heightens the emotional energy of
the scene. Jess plays the shopkeeper and adopts a particular physicality. By clasping and unclasping
her hands, rounding her back, bringing her chin up, bobbing her head and biting her bottom lip when
she smiles, she creates the impression of a very nervous, obsequious character. She darts awkwardly
from place to place in the shop.
Katherine comes in, very straight-backed and smoothly moving; at first she scarcely notices Jess.
Offstage, both players are about the same height, but Katherine is lengthening her body and standing
very straight, while Jess is hunched over and craning her head up, so it seems as if one towers over
the other. Katherine finally acknowledges Jess’s fawning presence and makes her request known:
“Those, please.” Jess raises the stakes on the shoes, and stammers out that they are the ones she is
hoping to buy for herself, when she’s saved enough money. Jess, an experienced performer, very
successfully sells the conflict in herself: reassuring Katherine that it isn’t anything important while her
tics grow worse and worse.
If only because the rule states that Katherine must buy the first pair of shoes she sees (it’s not an
entirely arbitrary rule!), Katherine insists that she hasn’t time to try on a lot of pairs, those look fine,
will Jess box them up for her please.
If this seems familiar, it’s because it’s tremendously similar to the first bargaining scene we
discussed at the beginning of this section. But the rich characters here are interesting to watch, so the
fact that they are pursuing contradictory goals right from the get-go is not a problem. The problems
will only begin if the bargaining doesn’t go anywhere. Changing attitude can be very helpful. If Jess

reasons, then pleads, then threatens, maybe that will inspire something else (enraged, she destroys the
shoes: “If I can’t have them, neither can you!”41) or maybe she will get through to Katherine and we
will see some cause and effect.
It’s clearly unsatisfactory for Jess just to say “Okay, here they are,” since the stakes drop to zero,
the offer that she has her heart set on those shoes is canceled, and the routine of buying shoes is
completed. It’s even more unsatisfactory for Katherine to say “Never mind, then” since this has all the
same problems and breaks the rule that shoes must be bought and sold. Clearly, either of these
choices could be justified—you can justify pretty much anything42—but do we have to start looking
for a new offer? No, because our scene is built atop of a solid foundation—the platform—and that’s
where we’ll find the answer to this problem.
What happens if Jess says “Okay, here they are,” without abandoning her attitude? She says the
line and wipes a tear from her eye. As she boxes up the shoes and rings up the sale, she becomes
more and more upset. “You will look after them, won’t you?” she pleads with Katherine. She is
almost unable to hand the box over. “Can I just have a moment to say goodbye?” Suddenly the scene
is about something—and even better, it seems like it was always about that. Skillfully done, a scene
like this could be the highlight of an evening, combining high comedy with genuine emotion and
accurate storytelling.
One of the biggest problems of storytelling is knowing when to give the audience more of the same,
and when to vary it; when to give the audience what they are expecting and when to try and surprise
them. Beginning improvisers need to cut their teeth just ensuring that cause and effect is preserved and
that their stories make sense. Populating the environment and playing rich characters who are changed
by what happens brings these skeletons of stories to life, and as their instincts become more finely
tuned, improvisers will slowly develop these skills.
OF MONSTERS AND MEN
Stories work by developing consequences of earlier actions so as to be true to the characters,
but also by revealing more of those characters as the story progresses. One reason why students
playing the Word At A Time proto-story won’t kill or be killed by the monster is that they
assume that either of those two events ends the story. But if you complete a routine too quickly, it
simply becomes an introduction which can be part of a bigger routine. Here’s a quick sequence
based on that proto-story …
• You go into the forest.
• You meet a monster.
• You fight the monster.
• You slay the monster.
• The villages appear.
• You proudly display its head.
• They are appalled that you killed their pet.
• You try to apologize.
• They release another, slightly less fearsome monster to kill you.
• You kill this monster, too.
• Over time, the monsters they send to kill you get feebler and feebler.

• The last one is so pathetic that you adopt it rather than kill it.
• You become best friends.
• One day in the forest, a brave knight kills your pet monster and proudly displays its head to you
…
Having the villagers enraged pulls the rug out from under the audience, but also the hero.43
I’m trying to get my hero into trouble and the monster hasn’t done the trick, but I don’t want to
bring in something arbitrary, so I look for a negative consequence of killing the monster. It’s
natural then for the villagers to want to take revenge, and—again—I don’t want to abandon my
platform in search of new ideas, so I’ll have them send in another monster. Having done this
twice, it seems pointless to have this next monster defeat the hero (although, I guess he could
limp away, find a Sensei to train with and return with better skills to take it on, but I don’t like
sports movies), so I’ll just have him slay this one as well, and be terribly apologetic about it
(it’s important to keep the hero likeable). If they keep sending in monsters, I need to make the
progression more interesting. The joke is that the monsters are no match for the hero, so I’ll
develop that by making them decreasingly fearsome (which makes sense—the villagers would
put their fiercest pet on guard duty first), but this is just another routine that needs breaking.
Befriending a monster now is obvious, so I’ll have him befriend the last and feeblest one. I’m
about to complete the last routine, so now I need an ending, which I achieve by reincorporating
the beginning, but now with the shoe on the other foot.
You could get a good short film out of that, I reckon, or a book for children.
—Tom
OPPOSITE, ARBITRARY, EXTREME

Overview
In pretty much all of the preceding exercises, we have put the emphasis on creating a
physicality or playing an attitude in order to generate a variety of characters. Only in Characters
From A Hat have we used actions as the basis for the character, and there we often find
ourselves dealing in stereotypes. In this section we look at how a more experienced improviser
could use their “second obvious” to come up with fresh characters.
Because we tell improvisers not to censor and to trust their obvious, if they’re asked to play a
teacher or a parking inspector, they always go for the cliché—in this case stern and pedantic,
respectively. A librarian always shushes people and a social worker is always touchy-feely. We
don’t want to encourage improvisers to try to be “wacky” and to spend time thinking things up to get
away from their first idea, but we were bored of seeing the same characters played out again and
again and felt the improvisers were getting into deadlocks in scenes because of being attached to
stereotypes. Our problem was how to improvise characters with dimension, like classic characters in
fiction that interested audiences; characters like people we knew in life. We know teachers who do
drugs and librarians with loads of tattoos who are writing a novel, and there must be kind-hearted

parking inspectors (though we’ve never met one).
Opposite
We developed this exercise so that improvisers could make quick decisions about characters and
go beyond cliché without trying hard to be clever. I introduce this game with the example of parking
inspectors. First, I set up two students in a scene. I tell them that they are to play a parking inspector
issuing a ticket and a motorist returning to their car. The scene normally develops into an argument
between the inspector—who is usually pedantic and unrelenting—and the motorist, who is outraged
and frustrated. This is something anyone in a big city can see any day of the week, so it doesn’t seem
very funny or interesting.
I stop the scene and ask the person playing the parking inspector to give me three adjectives to
describe a parking inspector. They might say “Unreasonable, rules-oriented and impolite.” I ask them
to tell me what they think of as the opposite of those adjectives. They might say “Reasonable, not
interested in rules and courteous.” Then I ask them to play the scene again, but this time to play the
parking inspector with the second three adjectives. Something like this might happen. The motorist
comes back to her car …
Motorist: Are you ticketing my car?
Parking Inspector: Yes, I’m so sorry. Did you not want a ticket?
Motorist: Well, I was just a few minutes late.
Parking Inspector: You know, that’s a good point. Tell you what. I’ll tear up the
ticket and say this never happened.
Motorist: Really? That’s awfully kind of you … Do you mind me asking why?
Parking Inspector: It’s my last week. I don’t really care, you see. I’ve been a slave to
this job for too long, and I fail to see why I should make any more money for the
council. What have they done for me?
Motorist: So are you just going to let everyone off?
Parking Inspector: Everyone who asks. All this week.
Motorist: Well, surely not everyone. Parking tickets are important. They stop people
from parking in dangerous places.
Parking Inspector: Not my problem anymore.
Motorist: But it is, don’t you see? For the rest of the week. I really think you’re being
irresponsible.
Parking Inspector: Don’t be so uptight. Live a little! (He gets out a hip flask and
takes a swig of whisky.) To be honest, I’m really quite sloshed. Fancy a bit? ( He
offers her the flask.)
Motorist: No I don’t! You’re a disgrace! And what’s more, I demand that you issue
me another ticket. I’m a law abiding citizen and I insist upon paying my dues.
The scene becomes funny and interesting because it’s not how we expect a parking inspector to be,
and his unusual actions affect and change the motorist. As many times as we’ve played the parking
inspector as opposite, the character’s always been different and the story’s never been the same.
Everyone’s obvious here seems to be the cliché, but everyone’s opposite of the obvious seems to be
different. As long as the inspector justifies his actions, it’s interesting to the audience. If he doesn’t, it
just seems like improvisers trying to be clever for the sake of it, and it won’t work.

We’ve seen parking inspectors who applied for the job to overthrow the system. Parking inspectors
who were high. Parking inspectors who were using reverse psychology, who were hitting on the
motorist and who had just found god. These scenes are endlessly entertaining, and wonderful and
effortless to play. The technique works just as well with the heartless midwife who acts like a
sergeant major, the psychiatrist who doesn’t tolerate complaining and the high court judge who wants
to be liked and to fit in. Almost any scene you’ve played a million times before (strict parents and
rebellious teenagers are a constant) can be given a new lease of life this way.
The above scene works just as well if the motorist plays “opposite” and is happy, accepting and
complimentary. We’ve seen the scene played with the motorist as a “parking ticket collector” who’s
trying to collect all different varieties of ticket for his collection, someone so rich she thinks it’s
amusing to be ticketed, which aggravates the parking inspector, and as someone who says “It’s a fair
cop!” and commends the parking inspector on his fine work, which makes the inspector sob “No
one’s ever been kind to me before.” The beauty of this technique is that it can be done in an instant.
You just need to ask yourself “What’s the opposite of my obvious?” and off you go.
Extreme
The second technique is similar. If we go back to the first exercise and the improviser says that a
parking inspector is “unreasonable, rules oriented and impolite,” I ask them how extreme they can be
in embodying these qualities. Instead of reaching the stereotype and stopping, go further. The scene
may go like this one, improvised by Mark Edel-Hunt and Matt Bannister at RADA:
Motorist: Are you giving my car a ticket?
Parking Inspector: Those who break the law must face its full wrath.
Motorist: But I was only a minute late.
Parking Inspector: The law isn’t open to your interpretation. It’s pure and precise
and absolutely fixed.
Motorist: You’re crazy.
Parking Inspector: That’s a ticket for insulting a parking inspector. ( He writes
another ticket)
Motorist: What? You can’t do that!
Parking Inspector: Arguing with a parking inspector. Another fine. ( He writes
another ticket)
Motorist: Give me that! (He tries to get the book away from him)
Parking Inspector: (Shrieking with delight) Assaulting a parking officer! That’s a
huge fine! An on-the-spot fine! (He pulls some cash out of the motorist’s pocket)
Motorist: (Shouting and trying to get his money back) I’m not assaulting you! You
jumped up ticket jockey! I’m not paying any of these! You hear me?! Give me my
money back!
Parking Inspector: Refusing to pay! Refusing to pay! I have the right now to impound
your car and sell it to pay the fines!
In a long form, this gives the now-carless motorist a huge motive for revenge, but it can be used to
just create a funny short-form sketch (see Finding The Game In The Scene). Taking the stereotype as
far as it will go will yield scenes in which people really care. This approach will tend to create quite
short scenes that race up the absurdity curve quite quickly, but they’re lots of fun to play and the

unreasonableness and determination of the characters will have audiences in hysterics.
Arbitrary
Ask the student to go through the alphabet in their head and then say “Stop” at random and ask
“Think of the first word that comes to you that starts with that letter, but don’t tell us what it is.” Then
ask the student to play the scene again, but this time the parking inspector or motorist needs to be
inspired by or obsessed with this arbitrary word. If they stop at “D” they might think of “Dog” and
play the scene like this:
Motorist: Are you writing me out a ticket?
Parking Inspector: Afraid so, sir. ( Looks down) Oh, what a beautiful dog! I love
Springer Spaniels.
Motorist: Thank you. He’s got a lovely nature.
Parking Inspector: Hello there! (Pats the dog and puts the ticket on the car)
Motorist: In fact, the reason I was late back to my car was because I was kept waiting
at the vet.
Parking Inspector: What’s wrong with him?
Motorist: He’s dying. Not long to live, I’m afraid. (The motorist tries to suppress his
emotion)
Parking Inspector: Oh god! That’s just awful. I’m so sorry. ( He looks at the dog and
begins to well up) Look, I shouldn’t do this. (He looks over his shoulder) Don’t tell
anyone, but I’ll tear the ticket up. (He does)
Motorist: That’s very kind. I can see you really love dogs.
Parking Inspector: They’re my passion.
Motorist: Look, what he really loves is to be outside walking every day, but I’ve got
an office job.
Parking Inspector: Oh dear. Poor fellow.
Motorist: The thing is, as he’s only got a week to live. … You wouldn’t take him,
would you? Take him on your beat? He’d love it.
Parking Inspector: I’d be honored.
Motorist: Bye, Algie! The motorist gets in his car and speeds away. The dog barks
viciously and bites the parking inspector. He’s very healthy, but an absolute
menace. The parking inspector’s been had.
Of course, dogs can inspire the scene in any number of ways. The improviser can decide his
character will be dog-like, she can see a dog locked in the back of the car and try to free it, she can
have a dog sidekick and when people complain about the tickets she sets the dog on them. What’s
important is that you do not forget to be a parking inspector, but you allow dogs to provide
imaginative fodder for your character. Again, it avoids the cliché of the parking inspector who is
obsessed with parking tickets.
Think about your favorite comedy characters and you will see that a lot of them have this sort of
dimension. If we think of a doctor as mature, responsible and always in control, then ask ourselves
for the opposite, we get the young doctors in Scrubs who play tricks on each other, are terrified of
killing a patient and are often hiding in a closet, convulsed with shame at their own lack of skill or

courage. This is justified because they are young and inexperienced.
If we guess that a senior doctor who is meant to teach young interns is tough, hardened and cynical
about the system, then taking that to the extreme will create Dr. Perry Cox (also from Scrubs), who
takes those qualities as about as far as anyone could. The Janitor is an arbitrary character. We might
expect a janitor to play low status to the doctors, and to be either a bit sour about having to clean, or
helpful and willing, depending on his attitude. Instead, he arbitrarily takes a psychotic dislike to J.D.
and makes his life hell. He’s also randomly into taxidermy. Imagine this scene with the Scrubs janitor
as the parking inspector.44
The motorist returns to his car as the parking inspector is writing the ticket. He
slams it on the car.
Parking Inspector: I finally got you! Every day you come back with just seconds to
spare. Well, you got complacent and now I’ve won. I’ve finally won!
Motorist: I’m sorry. Do I know you?
Parking Inspector: Oh that’s right, pretend you’re oblivious. You’ve been taunting
me for months and I’ll have my victory, Barry.
Motorist: How do you know my name?
Sketch comedy uses these principles a lot. Mike Myers’s sketch character Linda Richman is the
most extreme version of a middle-aged Jewish New Yorker it is possible to think of (although he
claims his mother-in-law is more extreme), and many of his other characters are extremes as well.
Monty Python deals a lot in opposites. A politician is the last person we would expect to do a silly
walk, so the Minister for Silly Walks is a classic. The Pythons also do a lot of arbitraries. The
“nudge nudge wink wink” sketch is about a man who is arbitrarily obsessed with sex and won’t let it
go, to the consternation of the man he is talking to. He insists on taking everything the other man says
as an innuendo, but this behavior is random and not encouraged.
We usually get the students to play with parking inspectors and motorists for a long time to see the
variety they can get with these three techniques. Each scene will be unique, interesting and funny,
even though the setup is always the same. When everyone has had one or two turns at this setup, we
move on to other types of people we have preconceived ideas about like priests in confessional
boxes, scientists and airline pilots. Most of the examples so far are occupations, but it works just as
well with other members of the community. What assumptions do we make about grandmothers,
newlyweds, college students or children? (South Park is all about challenging the idea of children’s
innocence, and has run for eleven seasons at the time of writing.) You will never run out of
stereotypes to subvert or alter.
One thing to beware of is mixing these two approaches together in a short form improvised sketch,
because it can overload the scene. This is especially true of two arbitrary characters meeting. If the
doctor is obsessed with his screenplay and wants to talk about it during the examination but the
patient can’t stop talking about cats, then it’s all Wonderland and no Alice. A straight man is
important here, otherwise we have a wacky world but no way of giving the audience access to it. This
is not to say that you cannot get very good results with the strictest teacher in the world and the
slackest student who will really piss him off, or the uptight priest and the unrepentant penitent. Scrubs
juxtaposes these characters brilliantly, but playing a character who asks the questions in the mind of
the audience is very valuable. The League of Gentlemen, for example, are brilliant at creating

extraordinary characters and taking turns playing the bemused straight man. If you can see that the
parking inspector is saying a little prayer over your car, then have fun being a normal person
discovering an extraordinary character.
This is also a great way to deal with improvisers who insist on making crazy offers in every scene.
If you can’t understand the offers and try to YES AND them, as if it’s normal to make squirrel pants
when you’re in a donut factory, the audience won’t get it and it’ll feel too absurd. We’ve all been in
scenes like these, doing ridiculous things which make both sense and story impossible. We feel we
simply must say “yes, and” or we’re letting our scene partner down. You’ll actually do your partner,
the scene and the audience more favors if you play the straight man. “Jenny, are you feeling all right? I
know you like squirrels, but it’s getting out of hand. We’ve got to make donuts or we’ll be fired. And
doesn’t it seem a little crazy to you to think that squirrels would need pants?” You’re saying what the
audience is thinking and you turn this improviser who is trying too hard to be funny into an arbitrary
character the audience can laugh at. You are Alice in Wonderland saying “Curiouser and curiouser.”
This whole section on character comes back to being affected. Arbitrary, opposite and extreme
characters are likely to affect people in big ways. If we get a parking ticket, we’re irritated and might
get a bit cross, but ultimately we get ourselves together and make the best of it. Remember,
Shakespeare did not write about irritated people who were putting on a brave face. He wrote about
huge and irrational extremes of emotion, as did the Greeks, as do your favorite sketch and sitcom
writers. Play characters that have unreasonable reactions or incite unreasonable reactions in others
and you’ll be playing characters worth seeing. If your partner is continually trivializing everything, be
affected by that and you’ll make them look good and also please the audience.
CHARACTERS WITH DEPTH
If a group has been working together for a while, it’s interesting to ask them what sort of characters
they see each other playing. Improvisers are always fascinated to hear what the group has to say about
them. “Susan nearly always plays low status, young characters who are unsure of themselves.”
“David always plays goofy teenagers or high status angry people.” This is a revelation in itself. Then
I ask the group “What would you like to see them play?” Invariably they want to see what they haven’t
seen before: Susan as a femme fatale or David as vulnerable old man. I then sit the improvisers next
to each other and get the audience to build their character one suggestion at a time. This character is
not natural for this improviser and they may not be comfortable with it, so the group helps them go
there. They need to give physical instructions that can be followed easily. There’s no point saying to
Susan “Be sexy,” but “Cross your legs, tilt your chin up, smoke a cigarette and blow smoke rings” are
instructions she can follow which will have the effect of making her look and feel like a femme fatale
(compare this to Hilarious Geisha on page 181).
We give her a voice and a name, and then she says to the audience “My name’s Violet,” in her sexy
voice with her new physicality. We then do the same for David, and these characters become two
strangers on a park bench. These scenes often have more of a dramatic, theatrical quality, but they can
also be very funny. They are often riveting. The improvisers tend to be surprised that they can so
easily maintain a character that is unfamiliar and unnatural to them, but I think it works because we
have built it up step by step, and they have had time to make the character their own. Also they’ve
been given permission, and in fact instruction from others, to “be sexy” or “be assertive” which is
something they may feel embarrassed to try if it’s their own idea.
After the whole group has done a park bench scene, we start mixing the characters around. The

femme fatale goes to visit her father (the homeless guy from scene two) to give him money. The
vulnerable old man goes home to his grandson (the hippy from scene four). Having seen all the
characters interact with strangers, we now see them interact with friends, family and lovers. The
improvisers really seem to inhabit the characters and it really helps them make a connection with new
ways of being on the stage.
I then do an exercise where everyone must pick someone else’s character and play it. We can
usually guess who it is, but of course a different improviser, often of a different gender, looks
different doing the same things. As the group has created all the characters, they now own about
twelve characters they can do whenever they want. If they change the accent or the gestures or the
attitude, the character will be new again. This is a great exercise in showing improvisers that even
those who are uncomfortable about transforming themselves on stage can. They just have to do it. It’s
also great for improvisers who always play tongue-in-cheek characters: “I’m an old man wink wink.”
They can move and affect the audience far more if they really commit to it. If you don’t sell it, the
audience won’t buy it. Commitment is two-thirds of your job done. It’s our instinct to pull back when
we feel silly or don’t think things are going well, but we need to do the opposite. Push forward. Do
more. Sell it. If you don’t believe you’re a Vietnam veteran with a limp, why would they?
CHARACTERS WITH DIMENSION
Screenwriting guru Robert McKee maintains that James Bond is a more enduring character than
Rambo because Rambo looks like a killing machine and is a killing machine, whereas Bond looks
like a playboy but is a killing machine. In other words, he looks like the opposite of what he is, and
therefore he has dimension. Often in a short-form sketch we’re seeing characters for such a brief
period that we only get to see their surface. The first time we meet Dr. Cox in Scrubs he seems
uncaring. It’s only when we get to know him that we see a softer side. He cares more than anyone
about the wellbeing of the patients, and when push comes to shove he is there to help the interns
through the hard times, even though displays of emotion are difficult for him. This means a hand on the
shoulder from Dr. Cox means more than a compliment from a doctor who is more effusive. In a longform or free-form show where we see characters repeatedly, we have an opportunity to show a touch
of emotion from the sadistic headmaster or a crack of sexuality from the pious spinster. It’s just
another way of being changed. You are showing your character with a different emotional state,
desire or action from the one the audience saw before so you will be more interesting. It is also a
good way to move the audience.
Sketch characters usually only show their outside, not their inside. Sketches are usually drawn in
bold strokes, so the strict teacher is unlikely to show that they’re a person too, and in their youth they
experimented with drugs and had their heart broken which led to less-than-exemplary schoolwork.
This is something we would normally find out several episodes into a sitcom or halfway through a
movie, not in a three-minute sketch. Improvisers quickly creating short-form scenes or short scenes
during a free form often do the same. How can we create more dimension in our characters? If a
policeman is getting ready and puts on his badge and gun, it is what we expect, but a nun who puts on
her rosary and a gun is immediately a character with promised dimension. If the gun is remembered
and explored—she goes to confessional, confesses to a murder and shoots the priest in the head for
fear he’ll tell her secret, or is leaving the convent to take her revenge on the man who murdered her
family, or is a nun as well as a part-time private investigator—the audience will be interested and, as
long as it is justified, will feel it’s a deeper character than they normally see. It will also get you out
of that nun/mother superior “I have something to confess—I’m in love with you” scene we’ve seen

and been in a million times.
Let’s go back to the policeman. If he puts on his badge and gun, and then picks up a bunch of
flowers to go out onto the beat, it will arouse the audience’s interest. Is this a policeman in love? Is
he going to give them to a girl on his beat? Are they for his wife’s birthday? Answer the questions in
the mind of the audience and they’ll be pleased, plus you’ll have created a character with some
dimension. You’re really just adding an opposite or an arbitrary here, but instead of rewriting the
character from scratch, you are only adding one novel element. You can be a doughnut-eating, hardnosed cop who has zero tolerance for crime, but today your mission is to ask that girl out. If you have
to make an arrest while you’re doing it, if you ask her out the way you’d normally question a suspect,
if you end up finding drugs in her handbag and arresting her while you’re in the process of telling her
how much you love her, then the audience will love it.
WHAT DO YOU WANT?
Another way of looking at it is to ask yourself what your character wants and what the
consequences are of not getting it. You can choose an extreme, opposite or arbitrary goal. So say I’m
a student—I want to pass the exam because I don’t want to re-take the test or get bad grades is a
rational goal with medium-stakes consequences. I’m a student and I want to pass the exam because if I
don’t pass I’m going to get kicked out of school is a rational goal with high-stakes consequences. I’m
a student and I must come first in this test to beat my archrival or I will be humiliated and everyone
will think I’m not as good as her is an irrational goal with high-stakes consequences. It’s important to
remember that stakes are linked in the audience’s mind with the emotional cost to the hero. If a kid
doesn’t pass the exam but finds it funny, the audience will not care because you haven’t asked them to.
It’s not their exam. People fail exams every day. The audience are feeling for you, not exams,
proposals, job offers or gold medals. There is no point putting the character in a situation that might
raise the stakes for someone else but doesn’t for them (compare with Overconfessing on page 138).
In other words, asking yourself what your character wants and what it will emotionally cost them if
they fail in their endeavor is a good way of creating drama and comedy. The archrival and the rest of
the class may be completely oblivious to the student’s plight. This might make the character more
ridiculous and funnier to the audience. (Think of Butters in South Park playing General Disarray—he
thinks he’s a super-villain but no one else knows or cares. We’re amused and slightly touched by it
because it matters to him so much.)
You can make the goal and its attendant consequences extreme, opposite or arbitrary. The student
with the archrival is extreme. The student who wants to get expelled so he gets out of school by
failing the test might be opposite and the student who believes herself to be the messiah and that all
the answers will appear as a miracle might be arbitrary. (I went through the alphabet till I got to “g”
for “god” and this is the first thing I thought of.)
As well as the cost of failure, a good question to ask is what is the price of success? In great
fiction, getting what you want often costs you in terms of values, friends or moral corruption. Macbeth
succeeds in getting what he wants but loses everything else in the process. Cartman gets his own
private theme park, but is costs him so much he wants to get rid of it in the end. These “be careful
what you wish for” plotlines can be improvised. What if the student beats his archrival in the exam
and then rubs it in her face?
Student: I did it! You thought you’d be number one twice in a row, but not on my
watch.

Archrival: (a little sadly) Congratulations, Mike. You did really well.
Student: Oh sure! Congratulations? You’re crushed, admit it!
Archrival: Well, I don’t mind about the test but I’m upset you hate me so much.
Student: Oh, sure. Like you don’t hate me! You’ve been my rival all year. You beat
me in all those tests and ignored me.
Archrival: No, no! I never even noticed that I got better grades. I wasn’t ignoring you,
I was just shy.
Student: Why would you be shy of me?
Archrival: Because … I was hoping you’d ask me out. You always seemed to be
looking over at me in class. I guess I misunderstood.
Student: (suddenly uncertain) Oh. I guess you did.
Archrival: Well, I guess I’ll go to the dance with Tony. He asked me but I said no
because of you. But if you hate me …
Student: Oh, well, hold on a minute. Don’t do anything hasty. I mean, it’s only a test.
No need for overreaction.
The audience will enjoy the student’s joy at having his victory robbed from him. If he loses the girl
he could have his victory, but it would cost him a date with his intellectual equal. If he suddenly
realizes he’s been in love with her all the time and that’s the cost of his obsession, the audience will
laugh at this fitting punishment. If he changes and asks her out and she accepts, they’ll still be pleased,
because this episode has changed the student forever and has therefore been worth watching.

2.13 You Can’t Learn Mime from a Book

Overview
Some handy hints and tips for improving your mime. If you really want to become a good
mime artist, reading half-a-dozen pages of an improv manual isn’t going to cut it. But you don’t
need to be perfect in order to tell the story.
The ideal improviser should bring a lot of different skills to the party. If you can do impressions or
acrobatic tricks or juggle, if you can do sleight-of-hand, manipulate puppets, make faces, recite poetry
or sing, then these will all add to your improv abilities. In particular, non-actors coming to
improvisation will benefit from taking non-improv acting lessons or—even better—getting a part in
an amateur theatre production once or twice a year. Of these skills, some will come up more often
than others. In Tom’s case, his hard-won sleight-of-hand skills get used on stage about once every
five years, whereas he is constantly making faces to help him create characters. One reason to put
some work into improving your mime skills is that they can be used as often as you want.
It’s worth mentioning here as well that many improvisers like having toys to play with, and
providing a table of props and costumes will inspire their imaginations in ways that mime props
can’t. A real prop can do things that a mime prop can’t (like be seen sticking out of your pocket after
you’ve shoplifted it), but many improv companies make do with—or insist upon restricting
themselves to—four chairs and black drapes. That would be fine if they were excellent mimes—since
it’s also true that mime props can do things that real props can’t (like get broken safely and
inexpensively)—but most of the world’s improv is primarily verbal.
We’ve already seen the advantages of learning to tell stories, and stories are about people being
changed—so why should we worry too much about the physical? Well, in the first place, just because
the characters are the point of the story, that doesn’t mean that incidental pleasures can’t be had along
the way. More important, as we saw under Go Through An Unusual Door, a rich platform can reveal
character and inspires improvisers’ imaginations, and it can make finding the right trouble far, far
easier. So, we only need to be good enough at mime that the audience understands the offers that we
are making.
But that ignores how audiences react to seeing detailed mime—not excellent mime, but detailed
mime. They really get into it! This is the most important thing to understand about mime: most
audiences love watching it, but most improvisers hate doing it. Once again, anxiety is to blame.
Improvisers, nervous about their ability to deliver technically perfect mime, hurry through it with
deliberate lack of care, hoping to send the signal: never mind the physical offers, it’s the words that
are important. But little details added to the physical reality make the world richer, add variety and
can delight the audience in and of themselves. It only requires that the improviser commit to them, not
that the mime is technically perfect. Chris Harvey John, an improviser in The Spontaneity Shop who
lives to mime, once played an improv scene in which he was lying in a hospital bed. As the scene
opened, a nurse changed a drip in his arm and his friend came to see him. When, later in the scene, an
argument developed and Chris, enraged, got out of bed, he remembered to wheel the mime drip stand
around with him—to the audience’s unalloyed joy. This is the same Chris who gave his name to the CJ
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So the first thing to remember about mime is: take your time. Slowness is much more interesting
than speed, and a piece of careful mime can be an excellent way of building a really solid platform,
while also giving the improvisers a moment to focus and calm themselves—especially if the previous
scene has ended in high-energy chaos.
General points about commitment and visualization aside, here are three concrete tips for
improvisers who want to improve their mime, which happily arrange themselves in decreasing order
of difficulty but increasing order of utility—that is to say, the most useful is also the easiest to do. We
were first introduced to most of these techniques by Loose Moose improviser Shawn Kinley.
Fixed Points
Let’s take the hardest and least useful first: fixed points in space. When a traditional mime does
“the wall,” it isn’t the hands moving across an invisible plane that sells the illusion—it’s that the hand
stays still, apparently resting on the wall, while the rest of the body moves. Locking one part of the
body to a fixed point in space while the rest of the body moves is a tremendously difficult skill to
acquire, and luckily it’s not required for most improvisers. The following exercise would improve
the skill if you were to persevere with it, and it is worth doing once or twice just to appreciate the
difficulty involved.
Stand facing a partner and imagine that there is a solid surface between you, like a desk or a shelf,
at around belt height. Both of you rest your hands palms down on the surface to define this “shelf”
(mime objects only exist while you are touching them). Now take turns slowly bending at the knees
and lowering yourselves to the floor—while keeping your hands at the same level. Notice that your
hands “want” to rise up off the shelf or sink through it; try and correct this and try to lock into your
muscle memory what getting it right feels like. When you’ve both had one or two tries, just check—is
the shelf still at belt height? Some pairs will find it has drifted by up to a foot!
Now try exactly the same exercise again, but this time the player moving should close their eyes,
while the other player observes their level of accuracy and provides feedback. This is even more
difficult, and many people will be stunned to realize how poor they are at it. Luckily, as I’ve said, this
is not a skill that improvisers need, although confronting the difficulty can be helpful in making
improvisers more aware of their bodies. A related skill is remembering where things are, which is
worth putting a little effort into. Both because of their better view of the stage and because their
senses are not deadened by the fog of war, the audience sees everything and remembers everything.
They know where the mime fridge was, they know how big the car would be (a particularly difficult
item to make real on the stage) and they remember which way the door opened.
In some cases, each improviser will carefully remember to open the door as they enter or exit—
and if you’re really lucky, they will remember to close it as well—but each improviser is opening
and closing their door; none of them is in the same place as the others, and they all open and close
differently. If you are lucky enough to be playing on a stage with a scratched and marked floor, or one
where bits of tape and scuffed chalk marks represent the ghosts of departed productions, then you can
use these marks as reference points to nail down your mime objects. One improviser of our
acquaintance was forever opening doors as he sailed into the room, creating the disquieting
impression that the doorknob had slipped off in his hand, or that the door was made of rubber and
was stretching into the room. He has since corrected the error, but it took some effort!
Popping

The second tip is also technical, but is considerably easier to do. Begin by holding both hands up,
palms away from you, at about head height. Let each hand in turn close into a fist and then spring
open, fingers splayed. The spasmodic motion should affect the whole forearm, all the way to the
elbow, and should be as sudden as you can make it, as if you were receiving a brief electric shock.
Keep springing open each hand in turn, but let the actual motion become less and less, and let the hand
close less each time. Keep the idea of a shock to the forearm, but instead of having the hand spring
open from a closed fist, just have the open fingers jerk a little, and then see if you can take it all the
way down to a sudden, barely perceptible tightening of the muscles.
This is known as a “pop,” and “popping” at the beginning and end of a motion can help give your
mime a little extra snap and precision. Overdo this and you quickly end up doing the “robot,” but used
carefully, and particularly when object meets object, a pop can really help to sell the idea that you are
manipulating real, solid objects. Go back to your shelf and try picking up and putting down a mime
cup. Now do it again with a pop as your hand closes on the cup, and another as the cup hits the desk
and your hand releases. The difference may be very striking. This technique also gives you another
for free: mime demands precision, and that often means breaking actions down into discrete
movements instead of—more naturally—letting each flow into the next or having them overlap.
Popping introduces a stop at the end of each action, which will help you to arrange them
consecutively instead of concurrently. Notice, too, the corollary of “mime objects only exist when you
are touching them,” which is that mime objects are sticky. You need to let go of them cleanly and
deliberately.
Making Noises
The final tip is terribly easy to do, but many improvisers are embarrassed to do it—not because it
seems pretentious and “mimey,” on the contrary, we suspect “real” mimes would loathe it—but
because it seems childish. Things that you interact with have an aural reality as well as a physical
one. If you add the auditory component, then you supply that extra layer. Try picking up a heavy
(mime) suitcase and then putting it back down again. Now see what noises you can add. Obviously
you can grunt with exertion as you pick the suitcase up, but you should also be able to make a
satisfying “shtooom!” noise, or something similar, as it hits the floor. Yes it’s childish, yes you might
feel a little foolish and yes, it really helps sell the illusion. Remember, we aren’t asking our audience
to sit back and admire our physical dexterity; we want to make the world of the story rich and
complete so that they can lose themselves in it—and so that we can too, to a certain extent.
Improvisers who take their time over space work don’t need to think up physical offers—they are
aware of all kinds of physical details about the world they are inhabiting and need only make another
one explicit to keep the story moving forward.
We’ll conclude by describing a few other helpful exercises to focus players on mime skills.
First, have the players stand in a circle and imagine that a large circular table covered with
things is in the middle. Get them all to put their hands flat on it so they can agree where its
surface is. Then, have one person pick up an item from the table and use it in such a way that we
can all clearly see what it is. Be pedantic about correcting even some of the smallest errors, as
students will often overlook vital details: a Polaroid camera will have to be opened, readied for
use, then the shot framed before the shutter can be pressed and the picture emerges. The camera
must then continue to exist as the picture is withdrawn and begins to develop. Once the object
has been used and identified, have that player hand it to the person on their left. Make sure that

the hand-over is performed smoothly and convincingly. If Sally lets go before John has closed
his hand, then they’ve dropped it. But if Sally’s hand stays closed as John’s hand moves away,
they’ve snapped it in two (or instantaneously cloned it). John now puts Sally’s object back on
the table (which is still at the same height) and picks up a new one. Challenge people to name
details about the objects; they will know the answers if they are visualizing the objects. What
color is it? Is it old or new? If they pause before answering then they are probably thinking
answers up, but if they answer straight away then they were probably visualizing.
Although this kind of careful space work is fascinating, it’s better to play the game in groups of
eight to ten, so people don’t spend too long watching other people play instead of actually performing
their own mime. If you have a big group (more than twelve, say), split them into two or three circles
so people don’t spend too long standing and waiting for their turn to come (which, apart from anything
else, will inspire them to be “clever”—and that usually means stupid).45
Another, slightly more demanding exercise that is worth playing in front of an audience is the Scene
In Slow Motion. Have the players speak … slowly … and … de-lib-er-ate-ly, but don’t otherwise
encourage them to sound like run-down tape recorders. Put them in an environment with lots of
potential props (hospital, library or kitchen are all good) and encourage them to linger over every
physical detail. At the end of a scene (which may have lasted many minutes), although all that has
transpired is that one person has cut up an onion and another has mopped up a small spill, the
audience will be transfixed and leaning forward in their seats, drinking in every detail. It’s good for
improvisers to feel the power of working slowly.
It’s also fun to get improvisers to make themselves a mime cup of tea, which should take as long to
make as a real cup of tea. Many improvisers get very engrossed in this, which is also good.

2.14 Playing Games

Overview
Many manuals of improvisation are little more than lists of games, often sorted into neat
categories and difficulty levels so that teachers can assemble a class schedule with a minimum
of thought. Many public performances are just so many games arranged end-to-end, and websites
abound with lists of dozens—sometimes hundreds—of improv games, all of which have
presumably been played somewhere by someone. What is required is greater selectivity—
picking games which serve a particular purpose—and that means understanding the point of
playing games at all, instead of just playing open scenes.
THREE WORD SENTENCES
A class of improv games which will be familiar to even fairly new improvisers is the two-in-one
game, where two people have to cooperate very closely in order to build a single entity. Examples
include Word At A Time, Arms Through, Dubbing and the like. Another very popular class of game is
the verbal restriction, where some things cannot be said or must be said. Three Word Sentences is a
particularly interesting example of this type of game. The rules are very simple: everything you say
must be exactly three words long, no more and no less. Once you’ve said your three words, it’s your

partner’s turn. (So it should really be called Three Word Utterances; you can’t string together five or
six three-word sentences in order to still speak in paragraphs.)
You may not mangle the grammar in order to cram your thought into three words, either. (“Can I
have some of your ice cream?” thinks the improviser. “Want your ice,” is what stumbles out of their
mouth. This should be corrected.) Nor may you tail off in mid-sentence. (“The thing is …”) Each
utterance must be a complete three-word sentence. Contractions count as one word.
On its face, this seems like a significant constraint to work under, and that is one of the reasons for
playing games, especially in public. If there is a task that must be accomplished with a very clear and
obvious success/failure outcome, that adds an extra layer of interest. Of course, if you are
improvising an open scene, the task is to make sense and not be boring or stupid, but that’s a bit more
subtle, and the moment of failure harder to spot, compared to the difference between saying three
words and saying four. You can think of these as hoops the improvisers have to jump through, or bars
they have to clear, and we sometimes refer to games which provide nothing more than a challenge of
this kind as “hoop games.”
Watching even fairly inexperienced improvisers play Three Word Sentences, however, is often a
revelation. A lot of anxious improvisers tend to gabble, desperate to fill all the silences, but they talk
half an inch of meaning to every fifty feet of noise, and frequently talk over each other. In Three Word
Sentences, they make every word count. If the scene “wants” to be funny, it very likely will be—and
if the improvisers don’t want to “spin their wheels” by restating the same information again and
again, the scene will shoot into the future. It’s also very common, even in a workshop, for every line
to be followed by a happy wave of laughter—even though the lines may be nothing special in
themselves. The audience is delighted at how successful the improvisers are in working within the
constraint, and they laugh out of pure pleasure. There is nothing negative about these laughs (as
opposed to the laughs one gets from blocking one’s partner or gagging a potentially interesting scene
into an early grave), and they should be cherished.
Often the game generates a useful and pleasing economy of dialogue. It may also be that the
improvisers are unable to follow their instincts because the line that their brain gives them cannot be
easily boiled down to three words, and so they have to come up with something else. This doesn’t
necessarily fly in the face of the imperatives to “be obvious” and to “be spontaneous.” There isn’t one
obvious offer which only the most skilled or experience improvisers can find, rendering all other
offers “unobvious.” Nor is it the case that their second or third choice will be less spontaneous. It can
prevent the improvisers from repeating clichés, and so their offers seem fresher and more surprising,
both to the audience and to them.
However, on some occasions, the improvisers may be momentarily stumped. If you’re coaching, it
may be helpful for you to prompt them, at least to start with (you are more likely to be able to think of
something, since there’s no pressure on you), but this very faltering can also be advantageous!
Let’s get two more people up, and this time I want to see a scene played for real drama.
Karen and Michael, can you play a recently separated couple for me? Karen, you’re still
living in the marital home. Michael, I want you to come to pick up the last of your stuff.
Remember that you can still make physical offers. Just because you have three words at
your disposal, you don’t have to use them straight away. Also bear in mind that if you
can’t think of what to say, it’s possible that your struggle to construct a three-word
sentence may be interpreted by the audience as the presence of deep, churning emotions.

Provided that Michael and Karen can sustain the reality and integrity of the scene, their acting will
likely be very gripping. As Michael glowers and Karen’s eyes flick down, a tremendous sense of
emotional power is generated. The silences become absolutely compelling, and again, the few
utterances that are made really count. Many improvisers can be tremendously impressed with the
potency of scenes such as this. It’s good to get them intoxicated with this stuff; it will stop them
always playing in the shallow end. Coach Michael to say “I love you,” and whether Karen melts or—
more likely—continues to regard him coldly, the result will often be rather moving.
The audience’s laughter at the end of each line (which was an expression of their appreciation at
seeing the improvisers succeed in the task) will likely be eliminated in this version, but the audience
will be gripped and will often tell you how moving it was. This is such a useful procedure that it can
even be worth adopting covertly, while a scene is in progress, in order to generate a change in
energy, or if you feel you are running off at the mouth.
Before we look at some more games, let’s just digress briefly to discuss a feature of playing games
in front of an audience, which is often overlooked by novices. As a coach, you also need to be a good
MC and make sure that your audience (the other workshoppers) have everything they need in order to
be able to appreciate the game. Many groups go in front of an audience for the first time never having
practiced explaining the rules of the game they are about to play. Often they are very pedantic about
getting the name of the games right (“The next game is called Expert Double Figures”), despite the
fact that the name is meaningless to most audiences and that most games are known by different names
in different countries. However, the procedure of the game is often reduced to a sort of “word salad”
as they realize that they haven’t had to conceptualize the game since it was first taught to them.
Some people have the knack of doing this naturally (they make good teachers) and some don’t, but
there’s no problem with getting improvisers to learn a few sentences that succinctly describe the
game if that relieves their anxiety. Whatever works.
A particular problem is that in games which involve a “hoop” to jump through or a “bar” to clear,
it is sometimes not made clear to anyone (including the improvisers) what should happen if the
improvisers fail in this endeavor. Taking the Three Word Sentence game as an example, the following
are all possible answers to the question “What happens if an improviser doesn’t successfully restrict
themselves to three words?”
• They must take the sentence back and try again.
• Another improviser takes over for them.
• They lose a “life.”
• The scene ends and they have lost.
• They endure a token punishment, such as having wet sponges thrown at them.
All of these have different effects. Some are helpful but some, like the wet sponges, can be very
destructive. Audiences do this to the judges in some countries where Theatresports is played, which
is somewhat foolish, since we want the audience to take the competition seriously and we need the
judges to be high status authority figures. It would reduce any theatre game to a Saturday morning
kids’ show, however.
Connected to this is what the audience must do. Is it their job to spot infractions or will the
host/director/judge do this? In No S (see Appendix One: Games), it’s fun to have the audience hiss at
improvisers who use a word containing the letter S. In Alphabet (also discussed later), it’s fun to ask
the audience to shout abuse at the improviser who got the letter wrong—provided that abuse begins

with the omitted letter!
Some thought should be given to how the scene will play out and which instructions for
improvisers and audience are going to get the best effects. For Three Word Sentences—which most
improvisers find fairly easy to sustain—we recommend that the host calls errors and has the line retaken. For Scenes In Rhyme—which many improvisers find very difficult—it’s great to have the
lifeline of substitution by another player as soon as you stumble.
ANOTHER GAME “COMPLEXED-UP”
By this stage, it will probably come as no surprise to learn that the excellent Three Word
Sentences game also exists in distorted forms which destroy much of what makes it so special.
Give improvisers a hoop to jump through or a bar to clear and they will quickly wonder whether
the hoop can be made smaller or the bar higher. Nothing so wrong about this—improvisation is
about taking a risk, after all—but the consequences can be dire.
A misguided attempt to add variety and/or difficulty to Three Word Sentences has lead to the
game X Word Sentences, which exists in two equally pointless forms. In the first version, which
is suited to a larger cast of improvisers, say three to five (most of the world’s drama is for two
people, as Keith points out), every member of the cast gets a number from the audience. That
number is the number of words they can speak per sentence. In the second version a “caller”
freezes the action periodically to call a new number, which then becomes the sentence length for
everybody. In either version, some poor soul has to speak in twenty-seven-word sentences,
which they will have to count on their fingers. The audience laughs at their plight, but the fact of
the game now completely swamps the action, so different iterations of the game all look the same
as each other. The improvisers feel safe because, despite increasing the apparent risk, provided
they can count, they have found a way of distracting the audience’s attention away from the story
(which they don’t know how to develop) and on to their supposed cleverness at being able to
improvise sentences of particular lengths. Pretty soon, because the game is always the same
(whereas story games have inherent variety because people never get bored of stories), it is
abandoned and replaced by a new, even stupider game. So it goes …
QUESTIONS ONLY
We now move on to a second classic improv game, which also presents a verbal restriction: the
players may only ask questions (see The Rules on page 288). Despite the apparent similarity of the
two games, playing this game results in very different effects. Knowing that most people are going to
struggle, it’s best to set this game in pairs first (possibly after a quick demonstration), so that at least
the suffering is a little less public.
Again, a few technical points. Each utterance must be one sentence, and that sentence must be a
legitimate question. You should not allow improvisers to get away with sentences such as “I’m going
to tell the boss what you just said … innit?” Insist that any sentence which is not a question is struck
out and replaced by one which is (the other improviser can police this if necessary). After a couple of
minutes of this game, the room will be rather quiet and still, full of furrowed brows and a general air
of gloom and frustration. Whereas the Three Word Sentence game seems to inspire the improvisers
and generate scenes of great economy and power, the Questions Only restriction apparently makes it

impossible for the scene to ever get off the starting blocks.
In front of an audience, the best way to play this game is to acknowledge its difficulty and treat it
similarly to What Are You Doing—as a game worth valuing for its difficulty alone rather than for any
other qualities it might possess. So have your whole team ready to play, and replace anyone who
hesitates for even a moment as well as anyone who actually utters a statement. Some people will be
better at the game than others, and people may get competitive about it. With just a little wit and an
awareness of how the game is being perceived, this might make a nice break from an evening of
stories, if you keep it short and snappy. Mixed in with a lot of other games, it’ll probably seem a bit
uninspired and silly. Whereas Three Word Sentences is worth adopting covertly, you’d be insane to
adopt the Questions Only procedure unless the audience was very well aware of just how difficult
you were making life for yourself.
So why even bring this game up? It’s not like there aren’t plenty of idiotic improv games out there.
Well, in the early days of the then “Old” Spontaneity Shop, we went through a period of “game
rehabilitation.” We made a list of the games we most detested and tried to see if they could be
salvaged. Out of this process came this game’s position in our current workshop program. It has at
least three uses.
1. Learning to play Questions Only well (and it is possible) will help you play all sorts of other
games well, and it refocuses improvisers on what is really important about improvised scenes,
with or without “handles.”
2. Playing Questions Only in workshops can make you more sensitive to waffle versus story
offers while on stage in open scenes.
3. Contrasting Questions Only with other apparently similar games reveals some interesting
answers to the questions “Why do we play improv games at all?” and “Which games should we
play?”
These are all aside from the general point that workshops are places to do the things you aren’t
good at. Some games are worth playing in workshops just because, although pointless, they are also
daunting! The 185 game—where you have to make up joke-book jokes to order—is a good example
of this. It has nothing whatsoever to do with theatre or character or story or any of the things which
we find interesting, but it takes balls to do it, and it’s great to get improvisers to “run the gauntlet.”
1. How to Play the Game Well
The usual problem with Questions Only, and the reason that the improvisers look so depressed
while playing it, is that the scene doesn’t go anywhere. Put two improvisers in a flower shop, and this
kind of sequence will likely occur:
Joe: What would you like, sir?
Sital: What would you recommend?
Joe: Well, what do you like, sir?
Sital: What do you mean by that?
Joe: Would you like some roses?
Sital: Do I look like the kind of person who buys roses?
And so on, and so on, round and round, with nothing of any consequence happening and an
uncertain feeling that they are simply chasing their own tails. You can break the log jam by ADDING

INFORMATION.

The scene stutters forward a little when Joe suggests roses. Unfortunately, Sital can’t
find a way of accepting this offer without making a statement. Let’s try the scene again with this
principle in mind.
Joe: You here for your usual, Norman?
Sital: Do you have any roses?
Joe: Roses? What do you want roses for?
Sital: Can you keep a secret?
Joe: Is the Pope Catholic? (They are allowed to do this joke exactly once—then ban
it!)
Immediately, they are MAKING ASSUMPTIONS and ADDING INFORMATION , and so the scene contains
something of a platform. Let’s go back and see how Sital could have accepted Joe’s earlier offer. The
bedrock of all improvisation (and practically the only thing which the three major practitioners all
agree on) is YES AND. Let’s apply that here. Sital has been asked a yes-or-no question. Wouldn’t it be
a useful strategy to mentally answer that question “yes,” and then ask the next obvious question?
Joe: Would you like some roses?
Sital: (Yes I would.) How much are they?
Joe: Didn’t you read about our special offer? (Adding information)
Sital: (Yes I did.) Why do think I’m here?
Joe: (Making an assumption) You want my whole stock?
Sital: (Yes I do.) Can you deliver them by four o’clock?
Another way of accepting offers and of making new ones, without worrying too much about
questions, is to make physical offers. Obviously you shouldn’t let the scene degenerate into mime or
you’ll look like you are avoiding the restriction—and you’ve promised the audience that you will
confront it. But if you want to see if you can tell a story under this restriction, this is an excellent way
to keep it moving into the future.
Sital: Can you deliver them by four o’clock?
Joe nods happily. Sital opens his wallet and hands over the money (mimed, of
course).
Joe: Would you like to take one bunch with you now?
Joe proffers him a (mime) bunch of roses, which Sital happily accepts. Sital takes a
sniff and sneezes.
Sital: Is there an antioxidant on these?
Joe: You aren’t allergic, are you?
The final element has been creeping in as we’ve been “improvising” these little segments, and it
should come as no surprise: add emotional reactions. As we’ve already seen, what the audience
perceives as story is dependent on one person being changed by another, and this is no less true if you
are speaking only in questions. Let us put all of these aspects together and try to improvise a short
scene, taking all of this advice. This one is set in a doctor’s office.
Doctor: It’s Mrs. Jenkins, isn’t it?

Patient: (Suddenly suspicious) How did you know my name?
Doctor: (Consulting her chart) You’re on Provanon-P, aren’t you? Did they warn
you about the paranoia?
Patient: Are you one of them?
Doctor: Would you like me to give you something for the mood swings? ( She mimes
taking out a syringe and approaches the patient)
Patient: What happened to the other doctor?
Doctor: You mean Dr. Sanders?
Patient: (Yes I do.) What have you done with him?
Doctor: Done with him, whatever do you mean?
Patient: You killed him for his parking space, didn’t you?
Doctor: (Dropping the pretence. A rueful silence.) How did you find out?
Patient: (Pulls a mime object out of her pocket, all paranoia gone) Recognize this?
Doctor: My new pager?
Patient: Did you know we bugged it?
Doctor: What’s going to happen to me?
Patient: Do you like prison food?
No one’s claiming that this is a work of art, but it is a story, albeit a pretty hasty one, and it would
probably hold an audience’s attention. However, the game is of more use in front of audiences for its
difficulty, rather than because of the stories that the game inspires you to tell.
2. Waffle vs. Story
It is very common for improvisers to spend a lot of time onstage talking, while actually saying very
little. This is especially true when they can see the next step coming, and rather than get there quickly,
they luxuriate in the safety of seeing it in the future and taking their time getting there—usually to the
frustrated boredom of the audience.
The difference between waffly offers and story offers can be very subtle, but in Questions Only—
especially before all the foregoing strategies have been outlined—story offers are often so rare that
they stand out like shining beacons in the dark.
James: Going anywhere nice on your holidays, Tony? ( Not a strong opening offer,
but passable)
Ivan: Why do you ask? (waffle)
James: Are you saying I shouldn’t ask? (waffle)
Ivan: What’s that supposed to mean? (waffle)
James: What’s with all the attitude? (The emotion is helping, but this is still waffly)
Ivan: Do you want to come with me, Tony, is that it? (Aha!)
Playing Questions Only can sharpen awareness of what is and is not a waffly offer and help to keep
improvised stories sleek and free of fat.
3. Why Do We Play Games at All? Which Games Should We Play?
The first point to make, and it may seem obvious, is that not all games are created equal. Some

games will suit different people, some are more appropriate for some performing situations than
others, but often game selection seems to us to be entirely random, or at least arbitrary, and many
improvisers seem to have no clue as to which games bear repeated performances and which rapidly
outstay their welcome.
Here is a short list of possible reasons why a particular game might be played.
• To strengthen a particular muscle (in a workshop). If you never make big emotional offers, play
It’s Tuesday. If you are too controlling, play Master/Servant Dubbing.
• Because the challenge presented by the game adds an extra layer of interest, distinct from any
story which might emerge (see “Two Stories,” page 33). Thus some games are worth cherishing
simply because they are difficult—although this must be handled carefully in front of an
audience.
• Because the procedure is inherently amusing. This might apply to games like Arms Through
and, to some extent, the various “Emo” games (see Appendix One: Games). It is rarely a good
enough reason on its own to include a game, and leads to idiocy such as the Spit Take game
where the players speak all their dialogue with a mouth full of water and so spray each other the
whole time. Pointlessly stupid, but it might make drunk people laugh. Then again, you can make
drunk people laugh by saying “penis,” and that requires even less practice.
• Because the game provides a framework within which the players can demonstrate their wit
and/or skill. Games like Genre Rollercoaster or Same Scene Three Ways (which is a very clear
example of the retreat away from narrative) are entirely worthless unless the players are
inspired and very witty. That doesn’t prevent witless amateurs from attempting them, usually
with painful results. Whose Line Is It Anyway? has a lot to answer for.
• Because the procedure inspires the players to make offers which are different from the offers
they would have made if they hadn’t been playing the game.
• Because the procedure enforces a behavior which would be desirable whether the game was
being played or not.
Consideration of these different reasons (and there very well may be others) will help us to pick
the games we want and to have some idea about the effects that they will create in the audience and in
the improvisers. It should also be clear to see now that the reason Three Word Sentences is so much
more effective than Questions Only is not that it is an easier procedure (Word At A Time, a vitally
important game, and one beloved of audiences, is tremendously difficult), it’s that it does something
other than providing a hoop to jump through. In particular, it enforces otherwise desirable behavior
—brevity.
Some games can account for a great many of these reasons, and some very few (or none). More
than that, consideration of these reasons will help you pick the right game for the right moment in the
right show performed by the right players. There’s simply no point playing a game which shows off
the players’ wit and joke-making ability if their strengths are in playing characters and telling stories.
But don’t ask the gag-merchants to play narrative games, either! You can also pick games which are
going to put the improvisers (and the audience) in a particular state, and which will provide a
contrast with what has gone before. After a hysterical clown game, play a dramatic Three Word
Sentence game, because a funny game will be compared unfavorably to the clown scene which
preceded it. Following an epic which dragged on and on, play a “quickie” or a high energy game like
Half Life. Following a scene where the improvisers didn’t do their best work, get them to play a

game which they know and like and which is a crowd-pleaser.
With this list in mind, we’d like to mention a workshop that we would usually save for a slightly
more experienced group, but all the same issues are brought up here. Lists of improv games are easily
found on the Internet, but just from the name and the description it is not always easy to tell the
difference between a mighty game which will delight audiences time and again and a feeble novelty
which even the group who developed it only played twice before abandoning it—but the list was
compiled between the first and last attempts!
After ten years of The Spontaneity Shop, we’ve played or seen a fairly high proportion of the
games that are out there, and an even higher proportion of the worthwhile games, and we’ve
developed some pretty firm opinions about what works and what doesn’t. We want to share our
(sometimes passionate) opinions with our students, not so that they will inherit our tastes wholesale,
but rather so that they will develop critical thinking where improv games are concerned.
We therefore present them with a list of improv games, divided into three columns: Good Games,
Dumb But Fun and Never Play. We generally retype the list, without reference to previous versions,
once or twice a year, and we notice that games do tend to shift from column to column. The Dumb But
Fun column always ends up longer than the Good Games column, and the Never Play column always
ends up the longest. We bring three or four copies of the list to the class and pass them around.
Anyone who is curious about a particular game may call out its name and have it described. If
practical (sometimes the list includes games which require special props), anyone who wishes can
play the game. We sometimes do multiple iterations of the same game, with advice in between, and
we discuss any issues which the game brings up. If a debate develops over the categorizations—
great! That critical thinking is beginning to develop.
Our current list is not reprinted here, although the categories are indicated in Appendix One:
Games at the back of the book. Instead, we’ll just discuss a few games which typify these
categorizations.
GOOD GAMES
Most of the games under this heading would crop up naturally over the course of a syllabus like
this in any case, since Good Games are very often precisely those games which, like Three Word
Sentences, enforce good habits, and which therefore can be used to “train” particular improvisation
“muscles.” Almost all of these games make for excellent work onstage, since most of them also
involve an element of storytelling. Even improvisers determined to only ever play games should learn
to tell stories. Without this, every game must be learned as a new skill, but with it many challenging
games can be unlocked—as we saw with Questions Only: find a way to make assumptions, add
information and be affected and the game works fine.
New Choice
How to Play

The game is for two players, plus a “caller.” The players play as normal but every so often the
caller announces “new choice.” The last player to speak must replace their last line of dialogue with
something new. The lines which are “edited out” are assumed to hit the metaphorical cutting-room
floor—they make no further impact on the scene.
Here’s an example, set in a vet’s.
Geoff: Good morning, how can I help you?

Peter: It’s about my cat.
Caller: New choice!
Peter: It’s about my dog.
Caller: New choice!
Peter: It’s about your dog.
Caller: New choice!
Peter: It’s about four o’clock.
Caller: New choice!
Peter: Got any animals you don’t need?
Geoff: I’m sorry?
Peter: You know, any abandoned animals you don’t want.
Geoff: Certainly not!
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: Yeah, all the time …
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: Did Mary send you?
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: Does it matter if they’re unwell?
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: If they’re infectious?
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: If they’re dead?
Caller: New choice!
Geoff: I’ve got a tortoise.
Peter: Will you gift wrap it for me?
Experienced players will be able to keep the story moving forward, but beginners are likely to just
generate trivia. But the exhilaration, the genuine feeling of on-the-edge improvisation by the seat of
the pants is very hard to beat, and it toughens improvisers up in a very useful way.
How to Play the Game Well

Geoff, above, has discovered a way to eliminate some of his thinking time (good) by letting early
parts of his sentence be assumed rather than laboriously repeating them (“Does it matter if they’re
unwell?” / “… if they’re infectious?”). It’s not a disaster if improvisers repeat the first part of the
sentence while groping for the final word, but using this procedure, Geoff is more likely to genuinely
surprise himself. This game should be no different and no more difficult than Pointing At Things And
Saying What They’re Not, since any foolish choices will be removed by the caller—and if they
aren’t, it’s the caller’s fault—but in practice, the same “freezing up” can occur in the first few
attempts as the improvisers strain to think of something good and discover that the pressure crushes
the imagination out of them. Great improvisers just open their mouths and blurt things out, waiting for
the caller to spot something that they like and stop saying “new choice.”
The difficulty of this game should not be ignored. Especially when a game presents an obvious
hoop like this, it’s good to let the audience see you sweat a little . The audience is there to see you

take a risk, so they don’t always want to see you saunter casually through without a single hair out of
place. Of course, they don’t want to see you panic or fall apart either—it should be an exhilarating
ride for you, but it shouldn’t necessarily look easy all the time. Good callers know this and sense
when improvisers are running out of ideas—and that’s when they keep barking “New choice!”
Sequences like this are common:
Bob: Would you like to come in for a coffee?
Kate: No thanks.
Caller: New choice!
Kate: Yes, please.
Caller: New choice!
Kate: I’m not sure.
That’s the three obvious choices out of the way—Kate isn’t pushing herself at all here. A good
caller would certainly want to “new choice” her at least three more times!
The players also need to bear some of the technical demands of the game in mind. Obviously if they
babble, speak in paragraphs or—worst of all—talk over each other, it will be impossible for the
caller to clearly intercede. The players need to keep in mind that “New choice!” could be heard after
each of their utterances and after each of their partner’s, and make sure that there is space; half a
second is enough. It’s also clearest to see the game in action if arbitrary choices are made. The caller
will often be waiting for a player to say something like “A glass of port, please,” because that can
easily be new-choiced into “A pint of beer, please” or “Champagne for everybody.” But the caller
also should not forget that the audience has heard this game described and wants to see it played.
They need not wait for a perfect line before interceding, and they certainly should not take the
pressure off because “the scene is going really well.”
Because this game does depend to some extent on the novelty of its procedure, we suggest you keep
it short. We also suggest that you don’t take too long to set it up. It’s easier to demonstrate than
describe and it generates its own content, so you don’t need an elaborate setup. You don’t even need
to get an audience suggestion if you don’t want to; you can just start from nothing, since it will be
perfectly obvious that you are improvising, and the necessary inspiration will come from having to
keep coming up with “New choice!”s.
What’s the Game Good For?

In workshops, this is an excellent game to introduce if players are getting too bogged down and
trying to find the “right” offer. The drawback with learning to construct and deconstruct stories is that
some players can feel like they are being asked to solve crossword puzzles instead of developing an
artistic feel. The reality is that there is probably never one and only one right decision, but instead
there are many good choices. Although there are more poor choices than good ones, an unobvious,
stupid or otherwise “out-there” bold choice can probably be justified. A weak, vague or empty
choice does not even give you that possibility. This game can be a wonderful exercise for reassuring
improvisers that they genuinely do have bottomless wells of imagination that will never run dry. As
mentioned previously, part of the fun of the game (and many games) is to let the audience see you
sweat a little, which is also a useful antidote to improvisers who always want to do their best.
In shows, this is a great high-energy game which will often give a flagging show a “lift,” although
that is rarely how we would deploy it. An audience can’t laugh their hardest for more than about

twenty minutes, but if you can manage the trick of being funny early, then the audience relaxes,
confident that you know what you are doing. This gives you the freedom to choose not to be funny, or
even to take a risk that doesn’t come off at all, without fearing that the audience will give up on you.
Easier said than done, you may be thinking—and you’d be right—but with this strategy in mind,
we’ve found that New Choice is an excellent opener. It doesn’t require a huge amount of
concentration from the improvisers, so it helps them to settle down. The procedure itself is funny, and
it pretty much guarantees funny results (unless the improvisers start trying to “force the pace” and
saying stupid things straight away). But even more than that, it very clearly and very economically
“sells” the idea of what improvisation is to an audience. The fourth wall is torn down for them, the
effort that the improvisers are putting in is clear and so is the risk they are taking.
Obviously, as an opener to a thoughtful, Harold-like piece or an improvised play, this would be
wildly inappropriate, but we recommend it for pretty much any short-form show. Happily, it also
bears repeated viewings.
Variants and Spin-Offs

• Ring a bell instead of saying “New Choice.” This contrasts slightly with the game Dinner At
Joe’s, in which an audience member’s family dinner (or some other such occasion) is enacted
with the audience member ringing a bell for an accurate choice and honking a horn for an
inaccurate choice (which then has to be re-taken, as in New Choice). You could also give the
bell to an audience member. This denies you the possibility of shouting “New [something else]”
however, which is occasionally appropriate: “New noise!” “New facial expression!” and “New
dance!” are all examples we’ve heard (or said).
• The game is also called “Shouldasaid” (should have said) in which the caller says that instead
of “New Choice.” We prefer New Choice for the reason mentioned above.
• Edinburgh University troupe The Improverts plays this game as a finale and has the audience
shout out “New choice,” which worked better than we would have expected. Players need to be
especially good at leaving pauses for the “New choice” to be inserted, and bear in mind that
audiences are not likely to new-choice the same offer more than once or twice.
• A spin-off of this game which Tom invented for a Micetro show has proven to be quite
popular. Called “Perfect Pitch,” it is for two improvisers plus an audience member. The
audience member is given a big jacket to wear and ideally a desk to sit behind. The audience
member plays a Hollywood movie mogul and the two improvisers play writers who are coming
to “pitch” a movie. The audience member is told they have just two lines, but they can use them
as often as they like. Those lines are “I love it!” and “I hate it!” Between them, the writers
describe the plot of their movie, pausing for acknowledgement every so often. If they hear “I
love it,” they carry on, but if they hear “I hate it,” they have to revise their idea. Whereas in New
Choice, the “failed” lines are edited out of existence, here the writers must also justify why they
said what they did: “The hero is very young …” “I hate it!” “Er … young-looking for his age.
He’s sixty-five.”
• While writing this section, it occurred to us that you could play a version of this which
resembles The Removalists or Yes Let’s/Nope, wherein either player could new-choice the
other—not to torture them, as in this version, but simply to express dissatisfaction with an offer
and try to get something better out of them.
DUMB BUT FUN

Games under this heading are “guilty pleasures”—games which have a utility, but possibly also
teach improvisers bad habits. Despite our heroic efforts to rehabilitate it, and despite the possibly
valuable lessons one could learn from playing it, Questions Only is still far too pointless to go
anywhere other than “Never Play.”
Half Life
As improvisers the world over retreat from the problem of successfully improvising satisfactory
narratives, games are devised which could create something else to fill that gap, while providing
either the illusion of narrative or a morsel of narrative to temporarily quell the audience’s hunger
pangs. This has given rise to the sub-genre of “repeat” games, the most obvious of which is Same
Scene Three Ways. A short scene is improvised (usually wretchedly; these players almost never play
“open scenes”) and then the same basic plot is re-played with a twist: a different emotion, a different
genre, a different period in time and so on. It’s crucial to understand that this game does very little of
the “heavy lifting” for you. It provides an opportunity for the improvisers to exercise their wit within
a given template, so while easier than the ever-popular Genre Rollercoaster (see Appendix One:
Games), it’s very far from sure-fire.
Our preferred version of this game is Half Life, which is also about as close to sure-fire as you’re
ever likely to get. If repeating the same basic plot with a twist represents a retreat from the challenge
of improvising stories, then this game represents a complete surrender! But it’s so joyous and such an
audience-pleaser that we’re compelled to mention it. The modus is very simple: A scene is played in
exactly sixty seconds. Then the exact same scene is repeated in only thirty seconds, then again in
fifteen seconds, then again in seven, then in five, then in two. By the final iteration, the scene has
completely deteriorated into a furious burst of running around and shouting, and the audience is
typically very happy.
How to Play the Game Well

The caller needs to make it very clear when the time starts and finishes, calling “Go!” and “Time!”
crisply and clearly at the start of each time period. You can make an audience member responsible
for this, although that’s not always helpful.
The initial sixty-second scene should be fairly simple and should include a small number of big
physical offers. As the scene collapses and the fat is stripped away, these (and possibly some key
verbal offers) will become the “tent poles” that the game depends on. Improvisers should be happy to
take risks with what can be achieved as the game speeds up. At one show where we were lucky
enough to be provided with a large supply of costumes and props by the theatre (improvisers like toys
to play with), Tom discovered a rather ratty old wheelchair. When this game was called, he gleefully
stuck his fellow improviser in it and wheeled him across the stage, to their increasing terror and the
audience’s increasing delight, as they were forced to re-enact it faster and faster. In some companies,
the improvisers take obvious shortcuts within the story of the scene in order to achieve the reduced
running time, but we find that the game is more fun if you try your hardest to pack everything in. Once
more, the audience likes to see you sweat a little. Oddly, most improvisers seem to require next to no
practice to get the timings about right (and the caller should be happy to cheat the times a little, rather
than leave the improvisers hanging or cut them off—that’s why it may be inadvisable to give this role
to an audience member who may delight in exposing the error).
The relationship between the caller and the players can also be exploited here to give a little more
appeal to the game. There’s no point explaining everything that the audience is about to see—after all,

the first sixty-second scene might be terrific, in which case you want the option to end there. It’s nice
for the caller to be a little critical of the initial scene and request that a new version be performed
with a little less flab on it. The improvisers can affect being a little put-out by this, but agree to go
along with it, and then after the thirty-second version, go back to their seats ready for the next game.
Then the caller can insist on a fifteen-second version—to the improvisers’ disbelief—and so on. This
all sounds a little contrived, and it is, but we’re recommending this game for occasional use when a
show needs a boost or a big finish. If the improvisers are anxious, having made this rather mechanical
game work will calm them down and they will be much better able to take risks and improvise with
daring and élan.
Variant

More than once we’ve experimented with playing the game in reverse—starting with a dementedly
manic ten-second burst and then working up to a more leisurely sixty-second version, “adding back”
the supposedly “missing” details each time. This almost never works. Another version, devised as
part of an “invent a new game” workshop, where a simple scene is made more melodramatically
elaborate with each iteration, was fun, but it was crucial to retain elements from the second iteration
in the third. We did it with three different casts as well, instead of having the same players repeat the
action.
NEVER PLAY
The list of pointlessly stupid improv games is no doubt growing by the day. To avoid boring you
with too much more opinionated ranting, here are just two examples—one apparently innocuous game
and one class of games which is very widely disliked but mysteriously popular with some improv
companies (we’ve no evidence that it’s popular with audiences).
First Line/Last Line
This game barely needs a “how to play”—you get two lines of dialogue from the audience and you
begin a scene with one and end with the other. To understand what’s so crashingly awful about this
game, it’s really necessary to play it. Just as the gulf between Questions Only and Three Word
Sentences is only really apparent when you see them both in action, so it is with this game. After all
—if the improvisers can work together to develop a satisfying improvised story, why should they not
be able to begin and end at a predetermined point? Most decent improvisers can give you something
of value with pretty much any first line—you can quite safely get this from the audience. It’s the last
line that’s the problem.
What is the nature of the challenge here? What is the problem confronting the improvisers and what
is the promise that has been made to the audience? The audience has been promised an entertaining
and interesting story which happens to begin with the first line and end with the last line. During the
middle of the scene, the fact of the game is of much less importance, but as the scene starts to come to
a close, the question of whether they will be able to end on the last line or not becomes key. But the
actual problem for the improvisers is rather different. Endings of stories need to make perfect sense
in the light of what has gone before, but ideally they also need to be surprising (BEING OBVIOUS isn’t
the same as BRIDGING). It is pointlessly easy to get from line A to line B with some semblance of
coherence. Most improvisers could do that in twenty seconds if that was the only goal, but then the
game would be no fun. So instead, the usual advice is to strike out boldly from the first line and
ignore the last line completely until late in the scene, at which point it is suddenly remembered and a
hasty banging of square pegs into round holes ensues.46 Neither of these versions is typical, however.

What is much more usual is that the improvisers make sure that they give themselves the possibility of
credibly uttering the prescribed last line very early in the scene (at around the thirty-second mark, or
sometimes earlier) but don’t actually say it for many minutes, which makes the majority of the scene a
slow, joyless plod to an obvious endpoint.
What’s striking here—and will become an even bigger problem in the next game considered—is
the disconnect between the desirable outcome of the game and the behavior that the game actually
generates. The game is almost guaranteed to generate the kind of hesitancy and bridging which would
be undesirable in any case. The chances of the last line being slotted in triumphantly against all the
odds are essentially nil—it’s almost certain to be an anticlimax.
How to Play the Game Well

It’s almost impossible to play this game well. About the best you can do is to make it a competition
to see which pair of improvisers can get from given first line to given last line in the shortest time or
fewest lines. This follows the general rule that if a game is getting in the way of your storytelling and
improvisation ability, you may be able to solve the problem by magnifying the importance of the
game, thus eliminating the story altogether, which therefore eliminates the problem that you can’t tell
a good story within the confines of the game. It should be pointed out that this is the nuclear option
and condemns the game to occasional use to add variety.
Endowments
In an “endowment” game, the audience decides on information which one player is kept ignorant
of. They then have to guess this information during the course of the scene.47
One of the peculiar things about reading improv game books is the way in which multiple games
are combined to make a new game, which is then given a name all its own (Expert Double Figures),
and the way that same game is written up again and again with only minor variations. The
“endowment” games do exist in a few different forms, but the basic version can also work (to the
extent that it works at all) in multiple settings. Because some of these settings have become
standardized, they get written up as different games. But we—or anyone—could sit down and come
up with a dozen possible settings for an endowment game in ten minutes, so there’s really nothing
special about these.
Endowment games probably began life as workshop exercises in which one or more players had to
endow another player with various qualities which had been secretly decided for them ahead of time.
Ideally, the game would be played in gibberish (the guesser or “naïve” player can speak in English)
and to a time limit. It doesn’t have a lot of entertainment value, but it can be helpful to sharpen skills
in accurately communicating ideas and so on.
The version most commonly played now is generally referred to as Interrogation Endowment and
goes something like this. One player is sent out of earshot. The host tells the audience that that player
is a murderer and asks them to name a famous person who will be the victim. Next, the host asks for a
murder weapon, and then finally a location where the crime took place. The absent player is returned
to the stage and a police interrogation is staged during which time that player has to guess the three
pieces of missing information, with the audience oohing when they get close and applauding when
they get something right. One or sometimes two police offers threaten and cajole the killer while
dropping hints as to what response is required. If the guesser is particularly slow, an extra
improviser, often referred to as “Constable Obvious,” can enter with an even easier clue.

The scene begins with a vague attempt to play the story as set up, and then rapidly degenerates into
nothing but a procession of desperate clues which the guesser either gets or doesn’t, until finally the
wretched thing comes to an end and the audience applauds with relief. In other variants, the “naïve”
player is a politician addressing a press conference, or a news reporter out in the field, or a suitor on
a first date and so on. Other more elaborate versions exist, such as Party Quirks or the Dating Game,
both popular on Whose Line Is It Anyway? (the British and American versions, respectively).
The popularity of these games (among players) astounds us. No kind of story is ever likely to
emerge. One player is faced with having most of their offers blocked (whenever they guess wrong),
and the need to complete the task rapidly overwhelms anything else of interest that might be going on.
Typically these games outstay their welcome—often by some minutes. 48 Clearly, no one who is
interested in creating improvised theatre would dream of including anything remotely resembling this
(they should consider things like Three Word Sentences, though, if only for variety), but this is too
worthless and too problematic to be considered even for a cabaret setting. The problem inherent in
playing parlor games in front of an audience is how to make sure that they are having as much fun as
you are. Younger readers or those in other countries may be baffled to learn that the parlor game
Charades was shown on British network television in an early-evening slot for thirteen years. It
wasn’t exactly gripping stuff when it began in 1979, and today it would be laughed off the air (unless
they could find a way to include audience voting).
The Endowment Game presents an even bigger problem in that it isn’t even a good parlor game.
Being unable to speak makes it genuinely difficult to communicate One Flew over the Cuckoo’s Nest
in under two minutes, but the improvisers in endowment games are under no such restrictions, and
could no doubt communicate the identity of, say, Jack Nicholson very easily, without using the words
“Jack” or “Nicholson” even once. But that would be “no fun,” and so they resort to the most obscure
clue they can think of so that it isn’t over with too quickly, and so the thing drags on and on and on.
It’s appalling theatre, lousy cabaret and it isn’t even a good game—no improvisers would ever play it
just for fun, offstage for example.
How to Play the Game Well

A number of strategies exist, although probably the best strategy is never to play them ever, ever
again. It’s very unlikely that your audience will miss them.
1. If you are only interested in jokes and have a ready supply of them, then this formula might
permit you to rattle off a few good ones. Put a time limit on the game, and don’t worry about
making your clues either obscure or obvious, just make them as funny as possible. Ninety
seconds should be enough time for three clues, and end it as soon as the last clue as been
guessed—don’t bother recapping them all; nothing could be more dull. Notice that even on
Whose Line Is It Anyway? the host usually called an end to the scene and then asked whether or
not the guesser knew the answers. They wouldn’t dream of letting it crawl painfully on until they
were all guessed.
2. The Three Canadians, an amazing street theatre and cabaret group out of the Loose Moose
who briefly enjoyed phenomenal success in Australia, played this as a Master/Servant game in
which the servant is guessing and finds that the task completely defeats him. As the clues get
more and more obvious but the poor Servant remains entirely baffled, the Master gets more and
more enraged and beats him with a foam “pool noodle.” Here, the guessing-game structure is
simply a device to get a master physically angry with a servant, which is almost always worth
watching. The hugely successful and very slick Boom Chicago players adopt a similar strategy

of deliberate stupidity, although without the Master/Servant relationship. I worry that they have
been encouraged in this by the huge cheers that go up when the final piece of information is
finally guessed. (We were cheering out of sheer relief.)
3. During our show “Imagination” we developed a version of this game which does allow a
genuine scene to be improvised, relegating the guessing game to an incidental feature. We sent a
player out of the theatre and then asked the audience for a rumor that might have been heard
about her. When she returned, we played a scene in her place of work and had one or two other
players drop hints about the rumor. This worked because the audience appreciated that they
knew something that at least one other player did not, and because the player’s state of mind and
the character’s state of mind were beautifully aligned. If or when the player guessed what was
being rumored about her, interest in the scene dropped sharply, so a big offer was required to
keep it going, or we had to end it promptly. We don’t play it any more.
4. The Chain Murder version is even more wretched. Google it if you really want to know.
FREAK SHOW GAMES
There are a few games which defy easy categorization, and where the fact of the game is of
absolutely overwhelming importance and the nature of the risk changes utterly. There are very few
examples in the “canon,” but here are two.
Bucket of Death
Game for a group of improvisers: five or six, say, plus one bucket of water, ideally standing on a
stool or chair at the side of the stage. The rule of the game is very simple. Once the scene has begun,
at any time all the actors but one must be on stage. The actor not on stage must wait at the side and can
only enter when another actor leaves. The actor offstage must plunge his or her head into the bucket of
water prepared for the purpose, and leave it submerged until the exiting player taps on their shoulder
and relieves them of their watery burden. Those who enter must also justify why their head and hair is
soaking wet.
Clearly, once this game is begun, no sane audience member will be remotely interested in the
details of the scene being improvised. Nothing is more interesting here than the plight of the
improviser with their head submerged and the time which elapses between each change-over.
Whereas it usually makes sense to increase the pace as the game goes on, here you want to leave
people in the bucket for longer and longer periods, since that’s what will freak the audience out. If
you really want to freak them out, then observe that the first few people to dunk their head will
displace quite a lot of water. That means that the fourth or fifth person may very well be able to put
their head quite a long way into the bucket and still breathe. After ninety seconds or so, this person
can start stamping his feet, slapping the side of the bucket and so on, apparently in a pre-drowning
panic—and then if he really wants, just slump over the bucket as the other players continue the scene,
seemingly oblivious to his death.
We have never played this game (or wanted to, to be honest) but we have seen it done. Keep the
water lukewarm.
The Mousetrap Game
Whereas the preceding game is pretty obviously a joke, what makes this next game such a freak
show is that it seems all too real. For The Mousetrap Game, you will need twenty to thirty
mousetraps, depending on the size of your stage. You should demonstrate setting and then triggering

one to an audience member, who will no doubt yelp a little when it goes SNAP! near them. Have a
couple of improvisers spread the mousetraps around the stage, carefully setting each one, while two
more improvisers remove their shoes and socks and don blindfolds.
The blindfolded, barefooted players then play a scene (sometimes daring each other to dance or run
across the space) or possibly play a Hat Game. (Other players should act as “spotters” and make sure
the blindfolded players don’t blunder into the scenery or fall off the edge of the stage.) With each step
that they take, the audience gasps. When they disturb a mousetrap, it will likely go BANG! and jump a
foot in the air—and the audience will scream. Again, you should keep this game short, so as not to let
the audience get used to this bizarre spectacle, and again the audience’s interest lies entirely in the
mousetraps and not at all in the content of the scene being improvised.
The truth of this game is slightly more mundane. Yes, if you get your little toe in exactly the right
place, the mousetrap will snap shut on it and that will hurt. But the rest of your foot is just too big to
get caught, although you can set the mousetraps off with just a nudge. So the apparent risk is
enormous, but the real danger is only slight.
Do not play this game with rat traps, or you will break a toe. The magicians Penn and Teller do a
similar routine with bear traps and the like. We have no idea whether it is faked or done for real and
have no plans to find out by personal experiment.
The Spontaneity Shop has played the Mousetrap Game only three times in its ten-year history,
always on “special occasions” and always with Tom as one of the barefooted players. Credit for its
invention goes to The Three Canadians, who played it in the streets to gather a crowd.
DIFFICULT AND EASY GAMES
One final aspect of games before we leave this topic. As discussed, some games are, in general,
easier than others. Everyone is different and some people will find some games easier and other
games harder. Nevertheless, it’s a fairly safe bet that a given group will find Questions Only harder
than Three Word Sentences. Some games, as we’ve said, should be valued simply for their difficulty,
but before we take them public, we should ask the question “How difficult do they seem?”
It’s a seldom-mentioned fact that games which look difficult to an audience don’t necessarily
present a particular problem to most players, and—more problematically—some games that look
perfectly straightforward to audiences present huge problems for most players. This gives us another
way of categorizing games: games which are harder than they appear to be, games which are easier
than they appear to be, and games which are about as hard as they appear to be.
For work in front of an audience, games which are easier than they appear are very useful. The
audience wants you to take a risk, but they also want you to succeed, unless the game’s interest lies in
seeing you screw up (Hat Games, No S). A game like Alphabet (each line of dialogue must begin
with the next letter of the alphabet) is fairly easy for most improvisers—providing they are prepared
to jump-and-justify—but looks very difficult to most audiences, so it’s a quick win, and there’s some
chance of being able to tell a story, so you get some variety, too (it’s dumb but fun). The corollary of
this is that if you do happen to be somebody who finds this game hard (about one in twenty gets
completely confused by it), you should not play it in public, as the audience will not understand what
is screwing you up. They have come to an improv show to see things they do not believe they would
be capable of. They want to see you being more daring, imaginative, playful and relaxed than they
ever could be. They don’t want to see you failing at something which they think (rightly or wrongly)
they could do with ease.

So, care should be taken when considering a game which looks easier than it is. This isn’t to say
that such games should be avoided, or we’d throw out some excellent games. Remember, some games
are worth cherishing for their difficulty but others inspire improvisers in fresh directions, or enforce
positive behavior or teach improvisers good habits, and so it’s worth persevering with them—you
just need to get to a certain level of comfort before you take them public.
A particularly tricky example is Scene In Rhyme. Verbal improvisers will often have little trouble
with this game and only require a little practice, but visual or emotional improvisers will often find
the game dreadfully difficult. A common fault is to neglect the rhythm and struggle to find anything
which rhymes with anything else. But it’s the rhythm of rhyming poetry which tells us what is intended
to rhyme with what. Try reading this aloud:
Way back in the days when the grass was still green
And the pond was still wet and the clouds were still clean,
And the song of the Swomee-Swans rang out in space …
One morning, I came to this glorious place.
—The Lorax (Dr. Seuss, 1971)
The stress falls perfectly on the end of each line, setting up the rhyme that is to come. Panicky
improvisers just try and come up with a rhyme as soon as possible and ignore the pattern of vocal
stress. But an audience listening to the first line quoted above knows that the goal is to find a rhyme
with “green.” They may not even notice a rhyme with “days” or “grass.” Reading poetry aloud is an
excellent way of developing an ear for this. Edgar Allen Poe’s famous poem The Raven is so
pleasurable to read aloud that often Tom can barely resist reading out the whole thing, and we
certainly can’t resist quoting the first verse.
Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
“’Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door
—Only this, and nothing more.”
—The Raven (Edgar Allen Poe, 1845)
No improviser could ever (or should ever try to) duplicate Poe’s complicated structure 49 of
internal rhymes, alliteration and repetition, but spoken aloud it makes perfect sense. And this is the
real problem for improvisers attempting to work in rhyme: Most audiences are used to hearing poetry,
or at least song lyrics, and they can hear the rhythm perfectly. Should an improviser screw it up, the
error is immediately apparent and so the audience becomes frustrated: “Why can’t they just get it
right?”
In this case, it’s not that the audience necessarily believes that they could do a better job
(audiences often finding sustained rhyming scenes very impressive, which is also a reason to include
them), it’s more that they don’t expect you to fail, which is why we categorize rhyming under harder
than it looks. But we don’t just play games because we want to show off to an audience. Rhyming
often pushes improvisers into areas which they would never have gone to if it had not been for the
need to find a rhyme, and so is an excellent way of generating fresh material. You just need to be
good at it before you do it in public.

Perhaps surprisingly, singing brings with it a lot of other issues. It’s a very different proposition
from rhyming. Music has a power to buoy up an audience that’s very hard to match, and some groups
contain a great deal of musical talent, which it’s nice to be able to show off. But whereas (nonmusical) rhyming strikes audiences as an impressive but familiar skill, improvising both melody and
lyrics simultaneously, in collaboration with a musician and sometimes other singers, strikes most
audiences as ludicrously impressive. In some cases they can’t get over the fact that you are doing this
at all—and we’re right back to the skateboarding duck. The truth is that, even for someone as
musically limited as Tom, improvising a mediocre song just isn’t that difficult (although doing so
excellently requires more dedication and musical experience). This means that the audience reaction
and the difficulty of the task are particularly disproportionate. Couple this with the “lift” that even a
fairly amateurish song can give a show, and you can be left with a group that is forever dragging out
singing games to prop up a crumbling show—but this too will become old, and it becomes another
version of the retreat from risk and the retreat from storytelling.
Groups who really have singing “chops,” who have a great musician (or more than one), who can
work in a variety of styles, whose skill with improvising melodies matches their ability to
extemporize lyrics, can sustain a whole evening with one improvised musical, because that has
become the nature of the risk they are taking. And groups interested in story should certainly learn to
improvise good songs, because they represent an excellent way of adding variety to a show.
But anything which you see as a safe option, anything which “always works,” should be confronted
with deep suspicion and mistrust. When the audience over-praises something which “always works”
then the problem is even worse. Remember, no matter how much they like it, they don’t have an
insatiable appetite for more of the same. The beauty of storytelling is that stories contain infinite
variety.
Word At A Time, one of our favorites, is about as difficult as it appears—which is to say fairly
difficult—but that makes it an excellent choice, since an audience can appreciate a less-than-perfect
version, especially if the players look happy and relaxed.
GAMES YOU LIKE AND DON’T LIKE
It is also worth asking yourself what games you personally enjoy playing and why—and
which you dislike. With a game you dislike, it’s worth considering: Does it have any value? A
game which will only ever generate stupidity, which teaches improvisers bad habits and which
bores audiences can be discarded without a second thought. On the other hand, if you recoil from
a particular game which you think—or even suspect—might have something to teach you, then—
hurrah!—you have discovered a weakness in your technique. This is tremendously good news,
since you now know exactly what you have to do in order to make yourself a better improviser.
You should grit your teeth and play that game at every opportunity, although ideally not in front
of audiences until you feel your antipathy for it wane.
If a coach tells a top tennis player “It’s your serve that needs work,” that tennis player doesn’t
say “But I hate serving,” and look for ways not to do it. On the contrary, they may do little else
but practice serves until the problem has been fixed. Nearly all improvisers avoid what they
can’t do, and so problems often go untackled—even unacknowledged—for months or even
years.

2.15 Control Freak

Overview
We look at what improvisers’ preferences are with respect to taking control and being
controlled, and how to develop the flexibility to happily do either.
Our work with a new group begins with the fundamental principles: say yes to your partner and
trust your instincts (later refined to “trust your obvious”). Both of these immediately bring issues of
control to the surface. Being in control usually means considering your actions before you take them,
and protecting yourself from being controlled by others (sometimes by controlling them). If you say
yes to your partner’s ideas and don’t censor your own, you are entering potentially dangerous
territory. (At a recent open corporate event, one attendee was so freaked out by the loss of control she
experienced playing Yes And that she burst into tears. Luckily our colleague, running the day, was
able to comfort her and maintain his confident and calm demeanor so as to reassure the rest of the
group.)
As other demands are placed on them (adopting a range of statuses, dubbing each other’s voices,
building platforms, breaking routines, miming, playing characters and all the rest), the pure joy of Yes
And is sometimes lost, and people begin to adopt strategies for success. One way to identify these is
to look at who wants control and who would rather be controlled. Word At A Time diagnoses these
two states very rapidly and accurately. Without care, the group can fracture into the Clevers—who
are very verbal, do a lot of planning (on and off stage) and who do all the work pushing the scene into
the future—and the Quiets, who will happily follow their partner’s lead but contribute very little of
their own, even though they may come across as more intuitive and more appealing. With one of each,
scenes may flow very well, but two Clevers will get in each other’s way unless one agrees to play
“quiet,” and two Quiets will never get anywhere since they are both waiting for the other one to make
a move.
The ideal improviser is wonderfully fecund when ideas are required, but perfectly happy to let
their partner run the scene for a while if they look inspired. Because they don’t need to be in control,
they have no problem showing vulnerability on the stage. Because they know they can take control at
any time, they never stand around foolishly, waiting for their partner to make the first move. How can
we get both Clevers and Quiets to this happy state—not really a center ground, but able to express the
positive aspects of both modes to their fullest?
The answer, we believe, isn’t playing cooperation games like Arms Through and Master/Servant
Dubbing, which perfectly balance the control provided by each player—that very rarely occurs in the
ordinary course of things. TAKING CONTROL and CEDING CONTROL are the key skills here. In Impro,
Keith wrote about having one improviser “work” another—in other words, to be responsible for
generating the content while the other just goes along with their ideas. In Impro for Storytellers,
Keith discusses a baffling popular improviser called “Sandy Carroll” in whom Keith could detect no
talent at all beyond an appealing manner. Eventually, Keith turned his technique into a game, which
bears the same name.
SANDY CARROLL

Two people up, please. Who would like to be Sandy Carroll? Okay, Jack. For the rest of
this scene, you are restricted to just the following phrases: “Yes,” “Okay,” “Sounds
good to me” and “I’ll go along with that.”50 You can say any of them whenever you like
and as often as you like, but you cannot say anything other than those four phrases. Alex,
you can say and do exactly as you please.
Now, give them a location or some brief idea of a situation, and run the scene for thirty seconds or
so. Unless Alex is an absolutely neurotic Quiet, terrified of her own ideas, they can probably sustain
a slightly gossipy platform, and it’s not too hard to keep some kind of interaction going. Alex just has
to avoid questions which can’t be answered with “yes.”
Alex: Do you want vanilla or chocolate?
Jack: (Helpless shrug) Er, sounds good to me!
Set the game in pairs and let it run a little longer (per the usual rule, difficult games are played en
masse first). Pretty soon, people will start to struggle. Clevers asked to play Sandy Carroll may find
the part horribly confining and will either start to become very obviously frustrated (not an ideal
state) or will start archly using intonation and gesture to suggest a contradictory subtext.
Alex: Do you want to play chess?
Jack: (With colossal sarcasm) Oh, sounds good to me!
This makes them feel cleverer than the game, which is very rewarding for them.
Quiets asked to play the other role will find it enormously daunting. Suddenly they have to do all
the inventing and all the defining, with no help whatsoever from their partner. But even though some
Clevers will report that while building the platform is no problem (because they don’t have to deal
with someone else’s ideas getting in their way), it’s tremendously difficult to break the routine and
vastly difficult to generate conflict. This leads some improvisers to conclude that you can’t get anyone
into trouble in this game.
Alex: Okay, that’s it, you’re fired.
Jack: Okay.
Alex: You’re happy about that, are you?
Jack: Yes.
Alex: You’re fired with no severance pay!
Jack: Sounds good to me.
Alex: Er …
As far as it goes, this observation is correct: Jack can’t be negatively affected, so it’s very unlikely
that the scene will be about him getting into trouble. Very few improvisers are ever likely to play the
scene and get themselves into trouble: the Clevers won’t be vulnerable and the Quiets won’t think of
it. But if you point it out, they start to get the idea.
Alex: I’m so sorry I’m late, sir. It won’t happen again.
Jack: Yes.
Alex: Oh sir, please. You can’t fire me.
Jack: Sounds good to me!

It’s worth doing a few of these in front of the group, and side-coaching them. This apparently
simple trick goes against the grain, and many “free” improvisers will keep drifting back to trying to
get a reaction out of Sandy Carroll. Again, this is an issue of control. The improvisers who feel the
weight of control pressing on their shoulders try to rise to the challenge by playing characters who are
in control of everything. Learning to play Sandy Carroll well is an excellent way to learn to play
scenes with audience members and make them look good.
Part of the skill lies in learning to make offers to which a “yes” response creates suffering.
Alex: You aren’t going to chain me to the wall and flog me with that knotted rope, are
you?
Jack: Yes!
Let’s try some variations on this simple procedure. We begin with Negative Sandy Carroll, in
which the Sandy Carroll character is restricted to “No,” “Why should I?” “Fuck off” and “I’d rather
die.” Again, set this in pairs. It’s only a bit of fun and the real lesson is: don’t do this.
Alex: Good morning!
Jack: Fuck off.
Alex: Have you finished repairing my car?
Jack: No.
Alex: Are you going to finish repairing my car?
Jack: I’d rather die.
Alex: Er …
At best, this game simply generates massive conflict straight away. At worst, Negative Sandy
Carroll is simply blocking and canceling everything in sight, preventing anything from developing.
Let’s try a more interesting variation: Diet Sandy Carroll. This game is similar to the “working
your partner” exercise described in Impro, but the idea is easier to grasp if the group has already
played Sandy Carroll. Both players can say anything they like, but the person playing Diet Sandy
Carroll must let their partner take the lead. They can say yes to their partner’s ideas, but they must
stop at the point where they feel they would be adding something new. I generally let people play in
pairs first, since this is one of the games from which people learn far more by doing than by watching.
Here’s the beginning of a mother-daughter scene in which Helen is “free” and Rebecca is Diet Sandy
Carroll.
Helen: Hi, sweetie, do you need any help getting ready?
Rebecca: If you like.
Helen: Your first real date, I’m so excited for you!
Rebecca: Mum, you’re embarrassing me.
Helen: Why don’t you wear that lovely dress we bought for you in Sweden last year?
Rebecca: What, the red one?
Helen: Yes … it makes you look so … chaste.
Rebecca adds little details of her own (“the red one”), and goes along with her mother’s offers—
both explicit and implied (“Mum, you’re embarrassing me”)—but she stops short of developing any
of Helen’s ideas, or introducing any of her own. Rebecca’s actions are not too dissimilar to those of

the typical Quiet, if in a happy and relaxed state (when anxious, they will be more likely to block).
Helen understands that the onus is on her to make something happen and so she makes the choice to
play an attitude to her daughter’s sexuality.
What’s particularly revealing about this game is what happens when I yell …
Freeze! Okay, everyone stay where you are. When I say go, you’re going to carry on
exactly where you left off, and you’re playing the same parts. If you were doing a
doctor/patient scene and you were the doctor, you’re still the doctor and the scene
hasn’t changed. But the role of Diet Sandy Carroll is going to move to the other player.
Go!
Let’s see the next “beat” of the mother-daughter scene, with Helen playing Diet Sandy Carroll.
Rebecca is now free to drive the scene.
Rebecca: No, I’m wearing that one. The slutty one.
Helen: The what?
Rebecca: The slutty one. You have to show a bit of tit and leg, mum, or boys lose
their interest.
Helen: I can’t believe I’m hearing this!
Rebecca: We’ll probably come back here and have sex after.
Helen: Here?
Rebecca: Or a quick knee-trembler in the alley round the back of the chip shop.
Now Rebecca takes complete control of the scene, and Helen just plays shock and dismay. The rest
of the scene will reveal whether Rebecca is just baiting her mother or whether she really is far more
sexually precocious than had been supposed.
This really is a skill worth learning—taking and giving control smoothly and promptly and learning
to be at home in either situation. This is a game worth lingering on. It’s tempting as a teacher always
to want to provide novelty (or what good are you doing?), but in this instance, deep learning can
come from repetition.
If you do need more novelty, then Secret Diet Sandy Carroll adds another layer. In Secret Diet
Sandy Carroll we bring the two modes even closer together and correct a possible problem that can
crop up—that of not YES-ANDing Sandy Carroll. This is especially likely with a Clever in the “free”
role. Now, at first it seems unlikely that this problem will ever occur because, after all, Diet Sandy
Carroll isn’t meant to be making any offers. But just because they are not trying to make offers—or
even trying not to make offers—that doesn’t mean they aren’t. Remember, don’t look for an offer;
assume one has already been made. Let’s look at that first section of the Diet Sandy Carroll scene
again:
Helen: Hi, sweetie, do you need any help getting ready?
Rebecca: If you like.
Helen: Your first real date, I’m so excited for you!
Helen is focused on adding information, which is excellent practice for her if she’s naturally a
Quiet, tending to make meek and vague offers if she offers anything at all. But if she’s a Clever, this
stuff is easy for her. She needs to be aware of the offer that Rebecca is making. Rebecca’s “If you

like,” is not a happy, enthusiastic yes. There’s already an offer here that this is not a happy family.
What happens to the dialogue if Helen looks to her partner for inspiration, while still making it her
responsibility to do all the defining?
Helen: Hi, sweetie, do you need any help getting ready?
Rebecca: If you like.
Helen: (Beat) Are you still upset with me?
Rebecca: Yes.
Helen: My mother sent me to an all-girls school and it never did me any harm.
Playing Secret Diet Sandy Carroll, this is even more likely to occur. In Secret Diet Sandy Carroll,
two players collude to decide in private which one of them will be Diet Sandy Carroll. This player
should be fearless in accepting offers, but should refrain from making new ones. The other player
should make just enough new offers to keep the story moving, thus making it as hard as possible for
the audience to spot which is which. As an example of a full-bodied acceptance of an offer, consider
a scene set in a school playground. Robert begins by looking around furtively, pulling out a mime
object, reaching into it and putting an object from it in his mouth. Scott now enters and says “Hey,
you! Give me them sweets or I’ll kick your head in!” Scott is doing an excellent job of accepting. He
has accepted Robert’s offer of sweets, and accepted his offer of the furtive glance by being the bully
who Robert was hiding from. He has not added anything new. That’s an exemplary Secret Diet Sandy
Carroll.
I set the scene for the improvisers, I decide who will start on stage and I decide who will speak
first. I don’t know which improviser is which, but by having one on stage and one speak first I can
hedge my bets a bit. Without this instruction from me, the audience will simply assume that whoever
speaks first must be the “free” player (and indeed, many Secret Diet Sandy Carrolls won’t speak at
all unless spoken to, despite my school bully example above).
Clearly there’s no point playing this game privately in pairs. A big part of the game is whether the
identity of Diet Sandy Carroll can be divined by the audience or not. In fact, much of the time there is
one offer (often quite early on) which gives the game away, and although I am interested in whether or
not the audience can divine the identities of the two players—and happy for the players if there’s
doubt in the audience—what’s more interesting is the state of the two players. Whichever role they
are playing, the game and the need for secrecy strongly encourages the habit of developing your
partner’s ideas rather than thinking of your own, or feeling like you don’t have any.
The procedure exploits the ambiguity which exists between introducing a new offer of your own,
on the one hand, and spotting a low-key offer which your partner has made and making it explicit on
the other. This makes Clevers connect their clever ideas to their partner’s ideas, which helps to stitch
the scene together and prevents two Clevers from getting in each other’s way. It gives Quiets an
endless source of ideas, while taking the pressure off them to be clever. It all comes back down to
Yes And, but this version of Yes And is thoughtful, subtle, detailed and convincing. It lacks the
euphoria of the original Week One version, but it has far more scope and substance.
More than any other, we recommend this procedure for those times when you feel rattled onstage. It
almost doesn’t matter which role you cast yourself in, but if you think you are a natural Clever, then
play Sandy Carroll: tell yourself it’s fine to take your partner’s offers and run with them, but you’ve
got to keep coming back to them for inspiration. If you think you’re a natural Quiet, then tell yourself

you are responsible for keeping the scene moving forward, but you can’t let anyone see you doing it,
so you must develop your partner’s ideas—possibly in ways they haven’t thought of—so as not to be
“caught” controlling the scene.
This gets excellent, compelling work out of almost any improviser—a little slower than usual,
which is no bad thing. Finish the session with something high energy and foolish just to remind them
that being familiar with lots of different tools is the ultimate goal, not finding the One True Way.

2.16 Finding the Game in the Scene

Overview
Is the Chicago notion of finding the game as difficult as it seems? Easy or difficult, is it
worthwhile? Is it the whole shooting match or just another tool?
Careful players will note that the structure of any good scene is usually a game, one that
is discovered in the first three lines of dialog. One example is one-upmanship where
each player tries topping the other with every sentence. Players may find themselves
saying the exact opposite of what they are thinking during the course of a scene. In
another scene, the actors find an excuse to touch each other every time they speak.
—Truth in Comedy: The Manual of Improvisation
“Finding the game in the scene” is akin to the Holy Grail for some improvisers, especially Harold
players from Chicago. Truth in Comedy, the book most often cited for improvisers wanting to learn
the Chicago way, makes no secret of this.
Let’s take a moment to review what we see as the essential difference between the Calgary/Keith
Johnstone approach and the Chicago/Del Close approach to improvisation (bearing in mind that both
are hugely successful in their hometowns and abroad). Both men were keen that improvised scenes
not be pointless. For Keith, point is mostly discovered within a scene. A scene gets a point when
someone is changed, often made to suffer, and then the situation is resolved. Once this is done,
typically, we move on to something new.
For Del Close, the scene provides a moment, which is then juxtaposed with another moment, the
scenes eventually mutually providing point for each other by the way they reflect each other—hence
“Long Form” since point is found in the whole structure, rather than in the individual pieces.
Another fundamental difference—slightly peculiarly—is that Keith, coming from a background in
theatre, was responsible for generating formats with a competitive element. This means that in a
typical Johnstone show, the fourth wall is constantly broken, if not actually torn down. Directors
interrupt the action to shout instructions at the actors. Score-keepers tally up points. MCs talk to the
audience and announce the next order of business. To many Closians, this seems horribly lightweight
and show-bizzy.
On the other hand, Del Close, who began doing cabaret with the Compass Players, was
responsible for generating a far more theatrical format, in which the only direct interaction with the
audience is briefly at the beginning and thereafter the fourth wall is in place throughout, with scenes
merging seamlessly into one another.

The effects of these choices are even more interesting. Let us pretend for a moment that we live in a
marvelous universe in which everybody who plays these formats gets the very best out of them.
Clearly, a person of taste and discernment (such as, perhaps, yourself) who sees a wretched
Theatresports show—where the sporting format gets in the improvisers’ way, where stupid games are
played all night and where the players are wallowing in trivia—will not prefer it to an intelligent,
tight, focused, sensitive and well-structured Harold which delivers any number of insightful moments
and then ties them all together with a handful of brilliant offers. The converse is equally true. So let us
instead compare the very best that Theatresports (or even better, Gorilla Theatre) has to offer with the
very best that Harold has to offer.
Another “game” quoted in Truth in Comedy occurred during a show sponsored by Budweiser,
during which the players discovered the “Name any beer but Budweiser” game—to the general
appreciation of the audience. This is very cheeky and funny and was no doubt thoroughly enjoyed by
all, including the sponsor. But what we find curious is that the highest achievement in the theatrical
style of improvisation is frequently considered to be the kinds of offers which demand distance. It is
not possible to appreciate the Budweiser joke without stepping out of the scene, so the improvisers
end up commenting on the scene, rather than playing it for its inherent truth.
On the flipside, Johnstonians praise each other for unswerving commitment to character, situation
and story. The highest accolade for an improviser in a show which makes no secret of the fact that
you are watching a contrived piece of entertainment is that all the “window dressing” fades from
view and you drink in the drama (whether it makes you laugh or not). This is not accidental. However
an art form is set up, there will be a tension wanting to explore the opposite extreme.
This can create problems if Harold players want to be seen as clever. In a recent episode of the
terrific American sitcom Scrubs, the hero, young hospital doctor J.D., is relaxing in the bath, listening
to Toto on his iPod, luxuriating in his day off. Alas, the telephone rings and he is summoned in to
work, where he finds the Janitor painting colored lines on the hospital floors to mark different routes.
As he attempts to complete the task for which he was summoned, we learn that another young doctor,
Elliot, has been bragging about her new-found knowledge of endocrinology. But an older, more
experienced colleague has discovered her secret crib sheets and destroyed them in advance of the
lecture she is due to give. Turk, the surgeon, is one of several given the task of persuading the father
of a boy in a persistent vegetative state to donate his son’s heart. The successful surgeon will get to
assist in the transplant operation. Head nurse Carla, meanwhile, is frantic with worry that she will be
a poor mother, and confesses that she is terrified of her own baby. As sympathetic as he is, J.D. just
wants to get home.
As the various plotlines unfold, it dawns on the audience that whereas Elliot needs brains, Turk
needs a heart, Carla needs courage and J.D. (and Toto!) want to get home. The four of them walk
down the Janitor’s yellow line to the exit to solve their problem together. The sudden insight gained
from this revelation, that the whole episode is a Wizard of Oz spoof—and there are many other gags
and reference over the course of the show—is terribly funny. The achievement is jaw-droppingly
clever, in the conception, in the execution and in the hiding it from the viewer until the revelation is
ready. But as good as that is, it’s the moments of humanity that live longest in the mind. The
superstructure, which never affects the characters at all, inspires our admiration, but never moves us
to laugh. Turk’s moment of honesty with the father of the dying man reaches us on another level
altogether.
This presents a huge problem for Harold players, since the Scrubs episode above is far more

subtle, clever and complicated than anyone could ever improvise, and even that would come across
as dry if not for the depth of the characters and the reality of the situations sitting underneath it. This
kind of thing is great and adds a really interesting extra layer to comedy of all kinds—but it’s
seasoning, not meat and potatoes.
If this kind of long-form game is not going to provide the substance, what does Truth in Comedy
recommend for the individual scenes that make up the Harold? Again, the answer is: find a game. In
addition to the word “game,” the word “pattern” is also used a lot. Once more, this can refer to either
the pattern of the show as a whole, or a pattern which emerges in a single scene. The “rule of three”
is probably the most well-known of these patterns. The rule of three exists for a very simple reason:
Much of comedy has to do with both anticipation and surprise. These two support each other, and—as
we’ve discussed ad nauseam—many improvisers struggle for surprise because they fear anticipation.
If you think back over the comedy you love, unless your taste is for the very surreal, you’ll probably
discover that anticipation can be funny without surprise,51 whereas surprise depends on anticipation
to be funny. We have to be expecting X for us to laugh, when you give us Y instead. Just being
arbitrary is likely to come across as more odd than amusing.
One way to cause an audience to expect X is to give them X. How many times is this necessary?
Well, if you do something once, it’s merely an instance. This paragraph begins with the phrase “one
way,” but that doesn’t create an expectation that the next paragraph will also begin with that phrase,
any more than any of the previous paragraphs’ opening phrases did. If, however, the next paragraph
also begins with the phrase “one way,” then that sets up the possibility that this might be a rule. The
third iteration is the first opportunity to violate the rule, therefore. It isn’t that three is a magic number,
it’s that if you do X, X, X, X, Y, then Y may be funny, or at least surprising, because it breaks the
established pattern. But for this to work, you have to do X at least twice before you do Y. The rule of
three is simply the most efficient version of the general principle.52
To see this in action, we could consider any number of childhood jokes which present two
“normal” iterations and then an abnormal one. We’ll spare you the national stereotypes and offer this
instead, half-remembered from a BBC kid’s sketch show in the 1980s:
A: I just accidentally drank some gasoline. I washed the taste out of my mouth with
lemonade.
B: I just accidentally drank some gasoline. I washed the taste out of my mouth with
Coca-Cola.
C: I just had a cup of coffee in the BBC canteen. Anyone got any gasoline?
Patterns are also strong features of classic stories such as, for example, Goldilocks and the Three
Bears or The Three Billy Goats Gruff (there’s that rule of three again). Children, discovering order
in the world, look for patterns very early on and delight in seeing them (and, as we’ve already argued,
story is a vital mechanism for humans to make sense of the world).
So, looking back over the examples given in Truth in Comedy, what do they have in common? The
obvious feature—the thing that identifies a game—is repetition. Neither the word “game” nor the
word “pattern” necessarily implies repetition, but it is a common feature of both, if you look deeply
enough. You could say that the pattern of numbers “2, 4, 8, 16” contains no repetition, since no
number is repeated. But what makes it a pattern, and what make “2, 7, 6, 9, 4” patternless, is that the
first sequence repeats the action of doubling.

In the one-upmanship game, the players repeat the action of topping each other, as in the Monty
Python “Four Yorkshiremen” sketch, 53 where four well-to-do men attempt to out-do each other with
stories of their harsh childhoods. In the Budweiser game, the players repeat the action of naming
beers, calling further attention each time to their failure to mention Budweiser. In the first instance,
there is no fourth-wall breaking, but the fact of the repetition helps to give the scene structure and
provides a mechanism to accelerate the energy and absurdity. In the second instance, the game exists
entirely outside the scene. Clearly, as Johnstonians, while we would not object to games of the latter
type, it is games of the former type which have the potential to help us with our improvised
storytelling.
So, is finding the game in the scene difficult? To do it, according to Truth in Comedy, one player
must initiate a “game move” which the other player must spot and act on. What characterizes a “game
move”? It’s hard to say. Must it always be discovered in the first three lines of the scene? Why?
We do teach Finding The Game In The Scene, but save it until the improvisers are more
experienced, often with at least a few public performances under their belt. Not because the technique
is difficult but because it’s easy. It’s the teacher’s job to make the student’s life easier, not to shroud
potentially useful strategies and techniques in mystique, and the mystique around Finding The Game
does little good and is not warranted. However, Finding The Game is not only easy, it is also
limiting, and it’s very unwise to give beginners an easy trick which may tempt them into thinking that
learning how to tell compelling stories is rather too much like hard work.
Here’s our analysis of Finding The Game as a procedure, rather than a mysterious process: If
games depend on repetition, then find something you can repeat and you’ve got a game. That’s it. No
“game move” is required. There’s nothing to spot. Just decide to repeat something. We’ve already
seen a Johnstonian version of this in the Twitching, Topping, and Paperflicking scene (and probably
others as well). It would be a downright peculiar choice for an improviser to tear a strip off the
candidate’s CV, ball it up and flick it across the room—and then never do it again! Remarkably, this,
or something like it, is just what panicky improvisers are doing when they start playing THAT’S NOT
GOOD ENOUGH.
Only a modest amount of skill and care is required as you decide what to repeat. As we’ve seen,
repetition of content is not strictly necessary. Nor is this activity the same as REINCORPORATION,
although it may be helpful to point out the difference between narrative reincorporation and “call
backs.” If, in a short-form show, a character from an earlier scene suddenly pops up in a later scene,
violating the usual rule that the scenes operate in distinct silos, then the audience will laugh out of
recognition, and they will laugh because of the violation. Again, the pattern exists outside of the story
and yanks the audience out of the narrative world, temporarily. Whether it shatters the narrative or
not depends on whether the scene still makes sense if you entered the show late and didn’t see the
first appearance of the character (although note that it is unlikely to seem funny to you). This is akin to
an “in joke,” and since a primary reason why laughter exists at all is to bond people together, a joke
that this group gets which another group won’t is likely to seem particularly funny. Many catchphrases
work in a similar way. The fact of the repetition may be funny within the sketch, but most importantly,
we the audience know that the line has a meaning beyond the words themselves, because we already
associate it with that character.
Reincorporation functions rather differently. A reincorporated element exists within the same
narrative world and does not rely on any prior knowledge. Reincorporated elements are there
primarily to add structure and point. If you are milking cows and aliens land, the audience will be

slightly baffled if the aliens spirit you off to their home planet. But if you land and they say “Tell us
the secret of yogurt”—reincorporating the diary theme—the audience may or may not laugh, but they
will understand what the point of the cows was. Reincorporation is intended to provide “point,” and
might also be funny. Callbacks are intended to be funny and might (occasionally) provide point,
typically by making an unfunny offer funny through repetition.
I get two players up and give them a fairly bland scenario: two builders having lunch, a librarian
and a customer, a doctor and a patient. Let’s take that last example. I tell them just to play the scene
and I will give them a direction.
Patient: Have you got my results back?
Doctor: Yes, yes I have.
Patient: Is it serious?
Doctor: No, no, no …
Patient: Oh, thank god for that.
Doctor: Well, actually it is quite serious.
Patient: Tell me!
Doctor: Have you lost your appetite lately?
Patient: Yes, I have.
Me: Say “Does that mean anything?”
Patient: Does that mean anything?
Me: Say “No, no, no …”
Doctor: No, no, no …
Patient: Oh, thank god for that.
Doctor: (Getting the idea) Well, actually it does mean something …
Suddenly, the pattern for the whole scene is clear. It is possible that the Doctor’s first choice, to
suddenly change tack, will have made the audience laugh, because they enjoy transitions and they
empathize with the difficulty in giving bad news, but appreciate the faint absurdity, since doctors
should be experienced in this. The scene will sustain for quite some way now just on the repetition of
this structure: the patient asks questions, to which the doctor responds “No, no, no” before
immediately changing his mind.
The pattern here is entirely blatant and dependent on the dialogue being repeated exactly. This is
somewhat artificial, but it isn’t enough to have mere indecision. The choice wasn’t as interesting as
all that, and so it must be made interesting by being repeated exactly.
Note again that once the pattern has been established and allowed to run for a while, the scene can
be ended at any time by violating the pattern.
Patient: Look, just tell me—am I going to be okay?
Doctor: No, no, no.
Patient: (Pause) Aren’t you going to say “Well actually you are”?
Doctor: No.
Me: Scene!
It can be argued that character is an example of a scenic pattern, because we can tell the difference

between two characters in the same situation since they react in ways which are easily foreseen if we
know who they are. Notice that this may get in the way of having characters be changed (which is
why we prefer to talk in terms of attitudes).
Let’s look at another, more subtle example of contriving a pattern in a scene as it progresses. I’ll
use a doctor and a patient again, for clarity, but you can do this in more or less any scene you like.
Doctor: Right, let’s listen to your lungs. Cough for me.
Patient: Is it cancer? Just tell me straight, I can take it.
Doctor: You’re twenty-four, Mr. Jenkins, and you don’t smoke. It isn’t cancer.
Me: Suspect it’s something else …
Patient: Oh god, it’s MRSA isn’t it? I’ve got the superbug!
Doctor: You’ve never been in hospital, it’s hardly likely to be MRSA.
Patient: Is it my heart? My brain? Have I had a stroke? A brain aneurism?
Doctor: Mr. Jenkins!
Patient: I haven’t made a will!
Here no words are repeated, but the action of “suspecting different diseases” becomes the pattern,
creating a hypochondriac character. In Alan Bleasedale’s masterly television serial GBH, which
balanced human drama, high comedy and socio-political polemic like no television drama before or
since, Michael Palin’s low-status Jim Nelson is constantly badgering grumpy doctor John Shrapnel
with cancer scares and the like. In the last scene between the two characters, Shrapnel insists that
Palin palpate his abdomen. With bitter irony, the patient feels the cancerous lump in the doctor’s body
and is sent home, wracked with guilt.
This depth of feeling is rare in scenes which depend on the pattern for their interest, but primacy of
pattern is commonplace in much sketch comedy, such as this from Monty Python’s Flying Circus:
Butcher (Idle): Ah, certainly sir, some stuffing.
Gent (Jones): Oh, thank you.
Butcher: “Oh, thank you,” says the great queen like a la-di-dah poofter.
Gent: I beg your pardon?
Butcher: That’s alright, sir, call again.
Gent: Excuse me.
Butcher: What is it now, you great pillock?
Gent: Well, I can’t help noticing that you insult me and then you’re polite to me
alternately.
Butcher: I’m terribly sorry to hear that, sir.
Gent: That’s all right. It doesn’t really matter.
Butcher: Tough titty if it did, you nasty spotted prancer.
This is the second half of a very short sketch, which would have out-stayed its welcome had it been
much longer. Great sketch-writing employs two further techniques to prolong the interest. One we
have already met and is referred to in Chicago as “heightening.” Under Go Through An Unusual Door,
we called it going up the ABSURDITY CURVE , and it was also emphasized under Twitching, Topping
and Paperflicking. We have also referred more than once to RAISING THE STAKES . In our first

doctor/patient scene, the patient should become more and more agitated and the doctor more and more
blatant. Thus, the scene accelerates. This is relatively easy for improvisers to do, and is good advice
even for scenes which don’t depend on patterns. It’s also why it makes sense to start with a calm
platform—it gives you somewhere to go.
In some sketches, however, the pattern exists to provide a template into which jokes can be fitted.
A peerless example is the Not the Nine O’Clock News “Constable Savage” sketch, in which a
policeman is given a dressing down by his superior for the ludicrous arrests he has made. It’s easy to
picture the writers all pitching new ideas for charges …
Atkinson: Now then, Savage, I want to talk to you about some charges that you’ve
been bringing lately. I think that perhaps you’re being a little … over-zealous.
Rhys Jones: Which charges did you mean then, sir?
Atkinson: Well, for instance this one: “Loitering with intent to use a pedestrian
crossing.” Savage, maybe you’re not aware of this, but it is not illegal to use a
pedestrian crossing, neither is “Smelling of foreign food” an offence.
Rhys Jones: Are you sure, sir?
Atkinson: Also, there’s no law against “Urinating in a public convenience” or
“Coughing without due care and attention.”
Rhys Jones: If you say so, sir …
Atkinson: Yes, I do say so, Savage!
But the other mechanism is also used with great precision and elegance here. Not only do the
charges get more and more bizarre as the sketch goes on, but the stakes are raised over the course of
the sketch as it first transpires that Constable Savage has brought all these charges against the same
man, a Mr. Winston Kodogo, and then …
Atkinson: Savage, why do you keep arresting this man?
Rhys Jones: He’s a villain, sir.
Atkinson: A villain …?
Rhys Jones: And a jailbird, sir.
Atkinson: I know he’s a jailbird, Savage, he’s down in the cells now! We’re holding
him on a charge of “Possession of curly black hair and thick lips.”
Rhys Jones: Well—well, there you are, sir.
Atkinson: You arrested him, Savage!
Rhys Jones: Thank you, sir.
Atkinson: Savage, would I be correct in assuming that Mr. Kodogo is a … colored
gentleman?
Rhys Jones: Well, I can’t say I’ve ever really noticed, sir.
This is a masterpiece of construction, but its existence does present us with a problem. We have
discovered an important mechanism by which sketch comedy operates, setting up a pattern and
repeating it. But improvisation is often a poor mechanism for generating high-quality jokes and worse
at arranging those jokes in a perfectly accelerating order, let alone adding another accelerating
element to bring the whole thing together. Improvised sketches are bound to fall short of this.
But, when was improvising facsimile sketch comedy ever our goal? With some notable but rare

exceptions, sketch comedy has no power to move and is drastically limited in its storytelling power.
One of the most powerful story weapons in the Johnstone narrative arsenal is BREAKING ROUTINES,
which is very easy for improvisers to do. It is also the exact opposite of Finding The Game. Now,
this doesn’t mean you have to make a choice as to which rule you are going to swear permanent
allegiance to. Both are tools, and both can be put to good use, but they can be hard (although not
impossible) to combine in the same scene.
Remember that the audience is waiting for “point.” Once they fully know the point of the scene, it is
likely that it is coming to an end. So, we build a platform to create the world of the story, break the
routine to provide “point” initially, maybe do so on subsequent occasions and then can use
reincorporation, canceling or completing routines to end it.
Let’s say we begin with a man admiring a painting in an art gallery. We break the routine by having
him spot the artist (and the audience thinks “That was the point of the art gallery”). He talks to her, but
they disagree about the meaning of the painting, which changes both of them (and the audience thinks
“That was the point of them meeting”). Eventually she becomes so enraged by his analysis that she
yanks the painting off the wall and smashes it over his head (and the audience thinks “That was the
point of the painting”—it is also now canceled). Security guards drag her away, not believing she is
the artist, and the routine of “talking to the artist” is completed, ending the scene.
But often, as soon as you start repeating something, the repetition becomes the point of the scene,
and it can be frustrating for the audience if the transition between a pattern-segment and the rest of the
story is not carefully managed. The scene above could possibly be punctuated by a very light pattern
which sits on top of the structure (he always mispronounces something and she keeps correcting
him?), but in finding-the-game scenes, the game is the structure. Thus, if finding the game is your goal,
it isn’t hard to do, but—particularly if you try to find the game in just three lines (platform, anyone?)
—you drastically curtail the scope of your improvised scenes. Devoid of human feeling, robbed of
the power to move the audience and all the same as each other, pattern scenes may be very funny if
the improvisers are witty and inspired, but they will almost never ascend to theatre.
Possible counterexamples include plays like Waiting for Godot , which spread a pattern out over
the whole piece, allowing the characters to breathe in the gaps.

2.17 Continue or Thank You

Overview
A key game for developing storytelling technique, which is also dependent on accurate
feedback from the rest of the group.
This is a game we developed so that students could be sure they were interesting the audience. If
you play this game enough in your group, you could become brilliant at both entertaining and
satisfying audiences. We usually start by casting a “production” of Little Red Riding Hood from the
group, and then getting them to act it out with commitment, the way you would for an audience of
children, but without adding anything extraneous that is not in the original version. (It’s helpful to run
through the story and remind everyone what happens, or improvisers will pad their part and Mother
will end up having a long, irrelevant conversation with Little Red Riding Hood at breakfast.) The

performers act it out and I time it and ask them how long they thought it took. Most people guess about
five minutes. In reality it is usually closer to two.
The improvisers are surprised and I point out that if it were an improvisation rather than a retelling of a classic, the little girl would certainly not have left the house in two minutes and would
definitely have not had all the exciting adventures she’s had. It’s amazing to the students what can be
achieved in such a short period of time, so I ask them improvise two-minute scenes. I shout out to let
them know when they have thirty seconds to go, but other than that I don’t interfere. I let the whole
group do scenes and then analyze them at the end. Usually the scenes stall early on and start very
negatively or no one was affected.
They feel that the work was on the whole unsatisfying, so this time I set up a pair to do a scene and
tell them that after a minute I will freeze the action and say to the group “Continue or thank you?” If
the group want to see more they should say “Continue,” if they’ve seen enough they should say “Thank
you.” I explain to the group that it’s very important that they say what they really feel, otherwise they
will train each other to be boring. Also, improvisers know when they’re in a bad scene and will be
relieved to get out of it if it’s really going nowhere. I tell the improvisers that most people do not get
a “Continue” the first time around, to lower their expectations and make a “Thank you” normal rather
than disappointing. After sixty seconds I freeze the scene and poll the group. If the majority say
“Continue,” the pair continues. I freeze the action again this time after thirty seconds and ask the
audience “Continue or thank you?” From then on I freeze the action every thirty seconds until the
audience says “Thank you” or the pair finishes their own scene. When the majority of the group says
“Thank you,” the pair sits down and we ask the group “Why did you say thank you?” i.e., why did you
not want to see any more?
Typically the group will say “Thank you” the first time around, and when I ask them why, they
usually say “It wasn’t going anywhere. It didn’t look like anything was going to happen.” In other
words, the improvisers hadn’t promised us anything . Sometimes even though the sixty seconds they
have seen has been highly entertaining, they still say “Thank you” because nothing further is imminent.
It looks like we’re going to see more of the same. If we let the improvisers try again they will usually
learn from this and make a platform full of promise and the group will shout “Continue!” Even if the
first minute is fairly dreary but just before the minute is up one of them says to the other “I’ve got
something I need to tell you,” the audience will want to see more.
This is a valuable revelation for improvisers. The audience don’t have an incentive to keep
watching because you’ve just been funny. They want to keep watching if they think something good is
to come. Having made an enticing promise in the first minute, the improvisers need to deliver on it in
the next thirty seconds. If they WAFFLE and BRIDGE (as they often do), the audience will say “Thank
you.” They now lack faith that you will deliver on your promises. You look like you’ve teased us, but
now you don’t have anything. The crucial learning point here is that anything will do. You just need to
deliver on your promise and then make another one, and the audience will keep shouting “Continue”
until you’re ready to finish the scene.
FRUSTRATING THE AUDIENCE
If you get audience suggestions, that in itself is a promise you need to deliver on. I remember
improvisers once taking the suggestion “Casino,” and then delivering a scene about a man trying
and failing to get change so that he could buy chips to play blackjack. The audience shouted

“Thank you!” I asked the improvisers why they thought an audience member might shout
“Casino” as a suggestion, and what sort of things they might be hoping to see. The improvisers
realized that anyone who suggests that is hoping to see the sort of high stakes situations that are
in films like Casino, Oceans 11 or Indecent Proposal. They were not hoping to see a man get
change for a twenty, so no matter how amusingly that is played out and how much witty
wordplay the scene contains, the audience will be disappointed.
During a RADA graduate workshop I remember Tobias Menzies was annoyed that the
audience continually said “Thank you” to his scene after the first minute. “They need to give us
more time,” he said. “It’s impossible to be interesting in the first minute.” I told him he could
either argue with the audience that they really wanted to see more of him even though they said
they didn’t, or he could learn to be so compelling they’d beg to see more. He laughed and said
he wanted them to beg for more rather than imploring them to watch him. He cracked the game
that night by making promises and delivering on them and had them shouting “Continue!” every
time. It wasn’t long after that that he became a really wonderful performance improviser and
someone everyone wanted to work with.
—Deborah
Any group that plays this regularly and is really honest in their feedback will begin to be riveting
performers. It’s really crucial to get the feedback as to why the audience said “Thank you,” though.
Deborah once dropped by a rehearsal a group was having and they were playing this game, but when
the audience said “Thank you,” the improvisers skulked back to their seats looking depressed, and
never asked why. Played this way, it’s just a downer and you’re not learning anything. Sometimes
people don’t know why they said “Thank you,” they just felt they’d seen enough. That’s fine, but if
you’re the performer, at least ask. Usually someone will be able to deconstruct it, and for the most
part people know, even if it’s as simple as “You said you were going to show her the painting and
then you just stood and talked.” At the end of a sequence, it’s also helpful to go back and ask the
audience why they said “Continue”—this is better than breaking the flow and asking them at the time.
Usually they say something like “I had to know whether she would go into the cellar and what was
down there.” Invariably they want to see a promise delivered on.
This game owes a lot to Keith Johnstone’s Seen Enough game, where a solo performer can do
anything they want and when audience members have seen enough, they leave the room. When the
majority of the audience have left the room, the scene is over. It’s a tough game, but Keith tells
improvisers that to last as long as seven seconds is good—which makes people want to make it to
ten. It becomes a challenge for the group to keep each other in the room, and if you play it with people
who are in a good state and there’s enough trust in the workshop, it can be really wonderful. This can
be a great game to make improvisers fearless, but Continue Or Thank You better facsimiles how
audiences really respond. Sometimes almost half the group will say “Thank you” after the first
minute, which means you are only interesting about 55 percent of the audience. The improvisers
continue on the majority rules basis, and the next time we freeze, the whole group shouts “Continue!”
You can lose them and get them back again, and that’s an exciting journey.
This is a game that even nervous improvisers can play. They’re doing a regular scene and the
responsibility for a “Thank you” is shared. A “Thank you” can mean “We enjoyed what we saw but
now we want to see something new,” and it’s not unusual for a group to laugh hysterically, say

“Thank you” and mean it. It’s the audience saying “Thank you, you entertained us. Can you do another
one because this one has gone as far as it can and it looks like we’ll just see more of the same?” It can
be just as valuable at teaching improvisers when to end a scene as how to do a scene. Some groups
play a format like this for audiences called “More or Less,” where the audience tell the improvisers
what scene they’d like to see more of and what scenes they don’t want to see again. This can be a fun
format, but you can’t really stop and ask audiences why, and that’s the crucial part for learning. Play
it in rehearsals and workshops until when a scene is dull you know why it is dull. It’s a great game
and if played in the right spirit can be lots of fun. When your group is comfortable with this game give
them a go at Seen Enough.
Games like this require improvisers to approach performance without the traditional artist’s ego.
The more the group can see an exercise as a “group Sudoku” (a problem to be solved
collaboratively), the more they stop seeing their turn as reflecting on them and taking its success or
failure to heart. If we have sixteen students in pairs taking turns to play Continue Or Thank You, the
work will get better with every round because the group is teaching itself. If someone has just told a
fellow improviser “I got bored because you stopped making the cake and started talking about the big
race,” then they’ve felt it for themselves and are far more likely to follow their own advice. The
group begins to crack the problem together, and people jump up to have a go when they think they’re
starting to see the light. They rejoice when they get even one “Continue” and run back to the stage
with the attitude “This time we’re going for two!” rather than “This scene has to be perfect or it will
reflect badly on me.” The more you can encourage this spirit of group problem solving and point out
how the work gets better as this group makes discoveries, the more the students will have a
wonderful time and forget themselves, which will make them better improvisers.
One way to think about it is to approach the challenge of keeping an audience enthralled the way a
scientist would. Scientists are forever doing arbitrary things, and are interested to see the results.
They see themselves as observers, recorders and discoverers, and remove their own biases from the
situation as much as possible. When improvisers are more in this state, jumping up to try it this way
or that way to see how the audience will respond, then the atmosphere is fantastic and they can put
themselves into the highest possible state of learning and discovery.
SEEN ENOUGH
I remember playing Seen Enough with Keith at the Loose Moose Summer School. When I first
heard about this game it sounded terrifying, but soon, because of the wonderful atmosphere
which made it about “things to do” rather than “people doing them,” people were rushing
forward to play this game again and again. You had to jump up quickly to get a go because
people were so eager. I remember thinking “I’ve got something!” and going out miming a
squeaky trolley—and the whole group rushing out of the room. I cleared the room in two seconds
and found it hilarious. I knew why immediately. They had seen in my face that I had an idea
which I thought was sure-fire, and they were immediately turned off.
—Deborah

2.18 Final Thoughts

Overview
We review the tools we have developed for looking at improvisation, and consider where to
go from here.
The preceding chapters represent a version of our eight-week beginners evening course in
improvisation, with a few other exercises suitable for more experienced players slotted in. As
discussed under How To Use This Section, we have had several audiences in mind, both teachers and
students as well as those with a less practical interest in the subject.
Eight weeks is simply not enough time to turn a complete novice into an expert improviser, and
many other terrific games and procedures exist which can help to strengthen existing muscles and add
depth and variety to improvised performances. But we believe that the ground we have covered here
represents an excellent foundation on which improvised performances of almost any kind can be built.
Rather than trying to find the One True Way, we have looked to provide a range of tools suitable for
different purposes, so that improvisers can stage a wide variety of shows, and sustain variety within
those shows. Almost anything is worth doing very occasionally as a change, even the Never Play
games in Appendix One (most of them).
In this last chapter of the “How to Improvise” section, we will review these core skills, suggest
ways to diagnose improvisers who are struggling and look at how to improve. We will also touch on
how to direct and how to be directed.
First, let’s remind ourselves of the fundamental goal, shared by both Del Close and Keith
Johnstone: that the work not be pointless. Pointlessness, we think, can come from going too far in
either of two directions. If the work is too facile, glib and anything-for-a-laugh, the results will be far
less interesting than even fairly dreary sketch comedy or incompetent stand-up. If the actors are
enthusiastic but the work is particularly stupid, the audience can feel like there’s a wonderful party
going on but they are not in on the joke. If the actors look depressed, the experience can be absolutely
agonizing.
At the other extreme, if the work is too worthy, introspective and indulgent—if “truth” and
“feeling” are allowed to swamp structure and risk so that heartfelt but slack and repetitive scenes are
permitted to ramble on into the future indefinitely—then again the audience is likely to feel that they
are not required for the process. But while playwrights, movie producers and other artists can say,
with some legitimacy, that their flop didn’t find its audience (and can console themselves with the
thought that it may be rediscovered after their death), improvisers can only ever expect to entertain
the audience that’s sitting in front of them right now, and so their reactions must be acknowledged.
That doesn’t mean that the players’ first move should be to pander to an audience. Audiences know
if they liked what they saw, and they know what they want to happen next in a story (and they’re
usually very quick and very smart about it), but they don’t necessarily know what kind of show they
want to watch, and the improvisers have the opportunity to educate them early in the show. If the first
few scenes are a barrage of dick jokes, misogyny and scatology, and the audience laughs (which they
often will), then the audience starts to expect and to want more of the same, and the improvisers think
“Aha, we’re on the right track,” oblivious to those who are disappointed and embarrassed at the
material (some of whom may laugh nevertheless). On the other hand, if the first few scenes establish a
broader scope and draw the audience in to a narrative world, then they will want more of that, and
will be happy to see what else you have to offer.

So, what should an improv show be? It should be an expression of good nature. This is first
because, happy, positive people are a delight to watch. Note that many amateur stand-up comedians
play negative, aggressive versions of themselves (because they feel that “protects” them from the
audience), but as you go up the ranks, it is the positive characters that tend to dominate, with only a
very few of the very best sustaining a negative outlook—because it’s so difficult to do!
Second, improvisation is fundamentally about process, and the process is made far easier when the
players are in a good state. This means that the process will be more satisfactory to watch and the
results are more likely to be worthwhile.
Once the players are in a good state, they will be happy to take risks and happy with the possibility
of failure. Ideally, some mechanism exists to account for failure as part of the show, but some
excellent formats do not permit this, so risk must be judged and used appropriately. The improvisers
need to bear in mind the two stories they are telling and be aware—across the whole show and
moment to moment—which should be given more emphasis.
Last, improvisation by its very nature is a storytelling medium. Ignoring the presence of story is
futile, even in formats such as the excellent Modern Problems In Science, which very overtly present
something other than a set of characters undergoing changes. This puts something else of interest in the
place of the dramatic narrative which is generally expected by a theatre audience, but the story of the
improvisers’ struggle is always present. Modern Problems is exceptional in that the overt content
(three professors giving a university lecture in which they prove an absurd hypothesis) actually is as
interesting as a story would have been, assuming that it is done well. Most attempts to remove story
put something less interesting in its place, such as physical theatre effects, comedy shtick, backreferencing, hoop games, shock tactics or wisecracks.
Out of these elements—positivity, risk-taking, storytelling—great comedy can come, but comedy
need almost never be an overt goal in workshops. Most great comedy is an expression of an
individual’s personality, and that personality can only be coaxed out; it can’t be cut out and stuck to a
board. The joy of a great improv show is seeing those vibrant, authentic personalities reflecting off
each other and creating something genuinely fresh.
In order to accomplish these feats, various individual skills must be acquired. By far the hardest is
learning to tell spontaneous stories, since many of the sub-skills go so thoroughly against the grain,
but the most important is being in a good state (since most audiences would far rather watch a happy
improviser’s story go down in flames than a guarded improviser deliver a technically perfect story
without a trace of daring or elation). For this reason, we begin by exposing the anxieties that novice
improvisers are likely to feel, and trying to make those feelings part of the conversation between
teacher and student.
Then we start to move the students into a relaxed and happy state, getting them acquainted with
their own imaginative powers and what tends to screw them up. We also stress collaboration, but this
isn’t so much a skill that must be acquired as a process, albeit one which feels threatening to some
people. Sharing someone else’s idea means abandoning control of the future. It is vital to be in a
relaxed and happy state, to enjoy your partner’s ideas and to let them know how much you enjoy them,
so that a positive feedback loop can begin. Those who doubt the value of their own ideas need to be
shown that they have the power to inspire their partner. Those who doubt the value of anyone else’s
ideas need to be shown that if they allow themselves to be inspired, rather than working in a vacuum,
the resultant synthesis will be even better than their own solos.

Once we have a positive process, we can put it to whatever use we wish, and as we’ve argued at
length, we want to put it to the use of telling stories. Stories are about a hero who is made to suffer.
Therefore, the first question is: Who is the hero?—or, more generally: What is the world of the story
and what does “normality” look like in this world?—so that we can recognize the extraordinary when
we see it. Again, relaxed, happy improvisers have no problem putting specific details into the world
of the story—the platform—especially when the utility of this is made clear to them.
Stories happen when routines are broken and when A affects B. Although both of these (related)
things are more likely to happen when the improvisers are in a relaxed and happy state, ready to
accept ideas, they both have to be specifically drilled, since they don’t come naturally and their
usefulness is not generally realized. Some actors will be affected without much training. Few will
break routines in any more general way. Comedians and writers may “get” breaking routines very
quickly, but will often want to remain aloof. Great improvisers relish getting into trouble and have a
built-in timer that warns them to move on to something new—yet connected—before they start
“spinning their wheels.”
Stories are generally wrecked through too much originality. Panicky improvisers reject all ideas,
or hop from idea to idea or clutter the narrative with ideas it doesn’t need. Again, improvisers need
to understand that surprise in stories is necessarily a rare commodity and be relaxed enough to accept
the “obvious” ideas their brains give them. One special kind of “obvious” idea is reincorporation,
which also can happen just because the players are relaxed and fully aware of the world they have
created, or because they have learned the technique and are applying it more or less consciously.
Much of the rest is essentially superficial: remembering to be physical, playing a range of
characters and “tricks” like speaking in rhyme or parodying different genres. All this can be useful in
impressing and entertaining the audience, but without the core skills, the work might dazzle but won’t
move or linger in the mind. More likely it will seem cold or glib, whereas the best comedy often
seems rich and warm.
Continuing the training beyond the point where the importance of these skills is realized and their
development has begun consists of three things: continuing their development, broadening the range of
devices and just being on the stage without a script. The ideal situation, we believe, is to spend some
time working with a coach, some time working with a group of people you like who are at about your
level (but with no coach) and some time in front of an audience. Try to teach yourselves and you’ll
likely end up reinventing the wheel (and you may forget the axle). But depend on a coach and there’s
a risk that you’ll be intimidated in their presence, or always rely on them for guidance. Rehearse
without them sometimes and it’s also less likely that you’ll end up a poor copy of your coach. We’ve
noticed a trend for improvisers who have spent a long time at the Loose Moose to start playing scenes
which use Keith-style content as well as structures. It’s entirely Keith’s obvious that hunters chasing
a bear would discover a discarded bear suit. But we, Tom and Deborah, have zero experience of
bears or hunting, and we don’t share Keith’s fascination with humans in animal skins. Doubtless we
have our own predilections however, and can only keep encouraging our students to develop their
obvious rather than ape ours.
Going in front of an audience is vital if you really want to know what skills you have successfully
mastered. Your first show will be a revelation—far less frightening than you feared, and you will rise
to the challenge in many ways, although other skills will desert you completely! That’s when you
know what you can do and what you can’t do, which is excellent, since you then know how to
improve.

If you are the coach, you need to be clear about what your goals are. We offer public workshops,
essentially to anyone who will pay us. We attract a wide range of people looking for a wide variety
of things. Some will be trained actors, experienced comedians, successful writers. Others will be
younger, less experienced. Some will be professionals hoping to find insights which they can use to
improve their networking skills, presentations and the like. Some will have no interest in performing
as anything other than a hobby. Some will have an accurate appreciation of their level of ability,
others will be less self-aware.
Having agreed to take their money, we have to commit to being able to help them improve,
regardless of the fact that only some will be arriving with performance talent, or a well-developed
comedy sense, or a boldness of imagination already in place. Even someone with little or no acting
ability can learn to make good choices and commit to those choices, and that can make them a very
credible improviser, at least as far as fringe theatre is concerned. On the other hand, some talented
performers can “coast” on their performing abilities and neglect some core skills, so while they seem
very able at first, they plateau very quickly.
Our aim is to provide a place where those that want to play and explore this strange art form can
do so in a relaxed yet focused atmosphere, and where those who have a drive to improve can be
pushed and encouraged without these two goals interfering too much. More about running workshops
is under “How to Make Improvisation Pay.”
If you are casting a company of improvisers, life is very different. Subsequent chapters will
explore this in more details, but—although you will want to get the best out of those you work with—
you are under no obligation to work with people who don’t want to do the work you want to do, or
who you don’t enjoy working with, or who you don’t think are up to snuff. If you put the money in and
you invite people to be a part of your company, you also get to say goodbye if it’s not working out.
So, the question of how you help someone get better has to be preceded by asking the question
“Should you try?” Some people have positive qualities—possibly which could not be taught to
someone else—which make it well worth putting time into tackling their flaws. Assuming that you do
want to help someone, the next step is diagnosis. We here describe some common problems, many of
which have cropped up in the main text, and outline the kind of work which can be done to tackle
them.
Almost all problems come down to either fear or ego. If this is borne in mind, the teacher won’t go
too far wrong.
•••
PROBLEM: Wimps
SYMPTOMS: Improviser is reluctant to enter a scene in progress, and reluctant to commit to offers
when they get there. Will often wimp outrageously, play scenes very slowly and wait for the other
improviser to lead. Never happier than when they have a clear endpoint in sight which they can pick
their way towards with agonizing slowness. On one occasion, we remember a typical Wimp coming
out with a brilliant opening offer at the start of a scene, which got a huge reaction from the audience.
This so threw her that she barely made another offer until the scene was over!
DIAGNOSIS: This improviser lacks the conviction that their ideas are worthwhile and believes
that choices have to be carefully considered. They imagine that other people’s brains work faster than
theirs and that their “disability” has to be taken into account. In extreme cases, improvisation seems

very stressful for them and appears to make them so miserable, many would question why they want
to do it in the first place. This is a version of the “quiet” tendency discussed under “Control.”
CURE: Improviser must be placed in a safe, supportive atmosphere and then pushed to do
exercises which demand that they act quickly and spontaneously. Useful games include Standing
Wave, New Choice, Overconfessing, Master/Servant Dubbing. Although the improviser appears to be
miserable, it does them no good at all to be cosseted, as this will only reinforce the idea that they
require special treatment. Make them do the things they claim they can’t do and show them that they
can; don’t punish them for their failures.
•••
PROBLEM: Joker
SYMPTOMS: Improviser has a compulsion to be funny all the time. This also manifests itself as an
ironic detachment from the scene—editorializing rather than emoting—or as a desire to force the pace
of absurdity of a scene. Such players are rarely changed by what is said to them, preferring to
contrive exotic plot choices to sustain interest. They may also steer scenes very rapidly towards
taboo subjects such as sex, scatology or worse. Part of the problem that Wimps have is that they often
want to be Jokers. The worst player of all is the Joker who isn’t funny. Funny Jokers can be useful in
some kinds of shows, but unfunny jokers are very difficult to work with.
DIAGNOSIS: Improviser believes that it is their responsibility to make the scene funny and that
how funny it is is all that matters. They may think “All this story stuff is fine for workshops, but an
audience just wants gags,”54 or they may genuinely believe that stories are worth telling and want to
move, delight, awe and chill an audience as well as generate laughter—but then they panic when
they’re actually out there, and fall back on gagging. They may be personally uncomfortable with
certain emotions or emotional situations and so minimize them by making fun of them.
CURE: Teacher must have a zero tolerance for unnecessary gagging, but more than that, the
improviser must find success through other avenues. We recently put two student improvisers, neither
of them egregious jokers but both with a weakness for gags, into a scene in a Micetro Impro show as
two horribly shy teenagers who fancied each other at the end of a party. They both committed totally
to the characters and played the scene with agonizing slowness and awkwardness. Despite being
almost dialogue-free, it was crucifyingly funny—easily a highlight of the show—and our hope is that
they will remember that success and want to build on it. Games which require close observation of
partner will be useful, as reacting instantly to someone else’s offer may short-cut the “find-a-joke”
mechanism. Also try It’s Tuesday for big reactions.
•••
PROBLEM: Yes Man
SYMPTOMS: Improviser blandly goes along with any idea, no matter how ridiculous or shocking.
Rarely plays unpleasant characters, finds solutions to problems which prevents middles of stories
from taking off. May be very charming on stage (which is hugely important), but can neither play an
effective “Alice”—since they are not affected—nor an antagonist, since they never create trouble for
others.
DIAGNOSIS: Improviser has learned the skill of accepting offers very quickly, but is not focused
on dramatic situations, which they are much less comfortable with. In life, they may be peoplepleasers, eager to go along with whatever the prevailing view is and wanting to solve problems.

Wanting to please the people they are working with and the audience, this same behavior pops up on
stage, even though an improviser who says “I’m leaving you,” hopes and expects to hear “No, don’t
go,” instead of “That’s probably for the best.”
CURE: Feedback games such as The King Game, “Nope!” and The Removalists will go some way
to reminding this improviser that dramatic offers will please and delight their partner and the
audience. They can solve the problem of the scene being boring and pointless by failing to solve the
problem of the stolen watch (or whatever).
•••
PROBLEM: Shiner
SYMPTOMS: Improviser always strives to be the focus of attention, even if they initially enter as
a minor character. Often very verbal and also often very controlling, they will block offers that don’t
continue to make them the hero. In some cases, the Shiner is Teflon—offers slide off them. This kind
of Shiner almost always plays high status, is unafraid to be negative and is never affected by what
happens. A more subtle version of the same complaint can exist in an improviser who is a skilled
storyteller and does not appear to be controlling—who certainly very rarely blocks—but who
somehow always manages to wrap the story around their character so that they become the focus.
They are also fond of soliloquies, solo scenes, introducing games and hosting shows.
DIAGNOSIS: Improviser believes that they are the best and that the show requires them to be on
stage and in the limelight again and again and again. The Teflon, negative version, is driven by fear
and by ego: “I must not allow the possibility that better improvisers exist.” The more subtle version is
driven just by ego: “I am the best and, for the good of the show, I must lead the way.”
CURE: Improvisers need to be reminded that the best work comes from collaboration, and that
even their genius can be stimulated by working with others. If they reject this, then a glittering career
as solo writer, stand-up comedian or straight actor (possibly) exists, but an audience comes to an
improv show to see performers collaborating in the moment. The actions of the Teflon Shiner are
clearly destructive, but the actions of the subtle Shiner less so. Although they may be among the
audience’s favorites, for the good of the group they need to treat the improvisers whom they perceive
as inferior to them instead as their equal or better, since faced with a strong presence, some Wimps
and Yes Men may accept their lot as second banana, which is fine until a show crops up which the
first banana can’t do. Teachers and directors are especially likely to be Shiners. We both have been
guilty of this in the past.
•••
PROBLEM: Random
SYMPTOMS: Improviser makes very unusual offers, which is not in itself a problem if it only
happens occasionally. But unusual offers must be either justified or treated as unusual (or both), and
these things take time. If the unusual offers come thick and fast, then the story loses coherence. If the
unusual offers are treated with equanimity, then the story loses interest because the character is not
affected. Can go unnoticed if the Random is surrounded by improvisers happy to be Alice.
DIAGNOSIS: Improviser may either have a genuinely unusual mind, or—more likely—is
constantly straining for effect, which is a version of THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH . They simply don’t
believe that, waiting at a bus stop, the audience will be happy to see a bus arrive. So, they have a
cabbage arrive (or something else intended to be funny). What could be funnier than a cabbage at a

bus stop? Why, calmly saying “The Number 24 cabbage is usually quicker than this.” The audience
may laugh, if only out of sheer confusion, but the stories are limited to surreal, dreamlike narratives
which will all blur into one another.
CURE: Improviser should be put in the situation of responding truthfully to other people’s offers
and must learn to appreciate that peculiar offers are required sparingly. They should be challenged to
play Boring or Truthful scenes (have a panel of judges throw them off if they make an interesting or
false offer) and may be astonished at how interested the audience is.
•••
PROBLEM: Hard workers
SYMPTOMS: Improviser may be able to do some good work, but wears a near-constant frown and
operates at a slightly slower pace than more intuitive improvisers. Will often justify destructive
choices with reference to some rule or other. Hates to lose even trivial games like No S or the Hat
Game, and makes no secret of their displeasure.
DIAGNOSIS: Improviser may or may not have a high opinion of themselves. Wants to get better,
but believes (wrongly) that the harder they work, the better they will do.
CURE: Needs to be surrounded by happy, playful people and rewarded for enthusiasm rather than
technique. Play intuitive games like Word At A Time and don’t put too much work into the narrative
side of things. Praise them for glorious, spirited failures. It’s great to have an improviser that wants to
improve, and the first thing they need to improve is their outlook. An improv show should be a joyous
explosion of creativity, not the product of fierce concentration and careful thought.
•••
This list is not intended to be comprehensive, but covers a lot of problems which we have
encountered. It should not be read as a list of types but as a list of behaviors, and some people slip
from one to the other, over long or short periods of time. Some people are capable of more than one,
sometimes simultaneously. As teachers, we begin with the assumption that everybody can improvise.
Some people might have less in the way of acting chops, a less flexible body, a speech defect or a
mind easily lost in the fog of war. But we begin with the assumption that they can do it—make strong
choices to tell a story with a partner—and we try to figure out what’s stopping them and to gently
move it out of the way.
One way which we find very helpful, and which has been referred to implicitly many times earlier
in the text, is to side-coach: shout out instructions which the improvisers can follow immediately.
Many teachers would never do this, and some students who aren’t used to it can be very put off by it.
At least two alternative strategies exist, both of which we do use from time to time. One is to wait for
the scene to reach a natural end and then volunteer notes. This is generally your only option if you are
directing a show which you are not in. The other is to freeze the action and to discuss the error at that
point, and then either resume the scene or start over.
The first option can lead to the workshop becoming a depressing place because much of the work
isn’t good. If an error is made which likely condemns the rest of the scene to boredom or stupidity,
why make the improvisers suffer through it? (Almost no student will bail on a scene which is going
nowhere, although if they are right, this is laudable. Don’t let them think they can bail on anything
which seems like a challenge, though.) When students complain to us about other improv teachers
they’ve had,55 a common complaint is that the teacher sets an exercise and people do it in front of the

group; if it goes badly, the teacher says “That wasn’t very good,” and gets more people up to have
another try, and if this next one goes well, the teacher says “That was much better. Okay, moving on.
…” This isn’t teaching, it’s reviewing. Reviewers don’t have the responsibility of creating of course,
but neither do they have the responsibility of having to make the work better. The reviewer simply
passes judgment. We don’t believe that in order to create a safe and happy atmosphere you must
refrain from criticizing. On the contrary, we strive to create a safe and happy atmosphere so that we
can criticize fearlessly—but we criticize the work and not the person.
It should also be pointed out that offering solutions to problems can be very valuable, but that the
comment—often heard in post-show discussions—“What you could have done there is …” is about
the most useless piece of direction it is possible to give. If put in that situation in a workshop, we try
to offer a range of productive options, so as not to give the impression that one right answer exists
and that improvisers must carefully find it.
The second strategy can be equally frustrating, since so many scenes get cut off in their prime, and
it increases the ratio of talk to action. Although good teachers and directors can and should inspire
and explicate by discussing concepts and ideas, improvisation is primarily learned by doing. A
teacher should do more than provide a place where improvisers can have lots of turns, but that is the
minimum requirement. Otherwise, you are giving a lecture, not running a workshop. Lectures can be
terribly interesting, but not if the attendees are expecting a workshop.
Students who are used to being side-coached don’t generally object to it, and those who aren’t used
to it can get used to it quickly enough once they stop perceiving it as a threat to their creative egos. It
has the virtue of pointing out an error on the horizon, in the making or just made, and correcting it
instantly, so that the student still appreciates what (nearly) went wrong, but also experiences the
successful version. More experienced students generally need, and should get, less side-coaching so
that they don’t come to rely on it, and so that they don’t end up aping the teacher—both significant
traps for the unwary.
Since side-coaching and public directing are both essentially the same thing, it makes sense to
come on to talk about the role of director in an improvised performance. From here on, when we talk
about directors, we are generally talking about someone whose direction occurs in front of the
audience while the show is in progress. The pre-show pep-talk and the post-show “notes” are the
function of a different kind of director, one who may be just another cast member as far as the
audience is concerned, but who more productively just sits quietly in the audience like the director of
any other kind of theatre show.
Many Keith Johnstone formats (although precious few associated with other improv luminaries,
ourselves included) include a person, or more than one, whose job it is to not merely set up a scene
or game, like an MC, but to actively work to improve it by shouting advice from the sidelines, just
like in a workshop. The utility of this public direction is hard to over-estimate. The fog of war can be
dense and all-encompassing, robbing improvisers of sight, hearing, orientation, common sense and
taste. A director, although still in the public eye, has a clearer view; they see the scene in progress
from a vantage point much closer to that of the audience than any of the improvisers. Their input is
tremendously valuable. Our Level 2 students doing their first Micetro Impro shows (with two of their
teachers directing) may do much better work than our Level 3 students doing their first shows of
whatever kind, but without a teacher sharing the stage with them. This isn’t simply because we are
telling the Micetro players what to do, it’s also—maybe mostly—the security that comes from
knowing that we are there.

So, whether your “directing” is in front of a paying audience or whether you are simply using sidecoaching in workshops as a tool to speed up the learning, it’s important that, having taken the role on,
you are genuinely going to make the work better. No point having someone sitting at the side of the
stage or workshop space perpetually screwing the work up. Here are some quick notes about how to
direct a show like Micetro, which also apply to side-coaching in a workshop setting.
Speak up: The other players/students are depending on you. If the scene is going badly, you need
to say something, you need to intervene. The responsibility for improving the work is on your
shoulders, and likely through your choice. At least if you pitch in, the pain is shared, even if you can’t
solve the problem. Sit back with your arms folded and you can think “I have no part of this,” but the
truth is that you do, and the other players won’t trust you to direct again after displaying this attitude.
Shut up: If the show is going well, the director should be seen and not heard. It isn’t about you (see
Gorilla Directing vs. Micetro Directing), and you must content yourself with improving the work of
the others and making them the stars. Ideally, your contribution is forgotten by the audience (see How
to Be Directed), since your interventions may pull them out of the story for an instant. Don’t pad your
part.
Be bold: Push the story into the future, deliver the promises that the improvisers have made,
whether they know they have made them or not. If a woman says “yes” to a marriage proposal, cut to
the honeymoon. If a chef remarks on how sharp a knife is, have someone impaled on it. This is
especially true when it comes to dark, risky or taboo material. Improvisers, especially beginners,
often shy away from material of this kind, but if the story is heading in that direction, don’t be afraid
to get it there. If the story is dull and you can liven it up by adding a little spice, then do. You don’t
have to perform the taboo action, so you can suggest it safely. The improvisers only do it because they
are told to by you, the audience knows that and the improvisers know the audience knows that, so a
lot of daring can be released this way.
Be obvious: As an experienced improviser/teacher/coach, your sense of obvious should be quite
well developed. You should know from past experience that what strikes you first tends to work well,
and there’s no reason to doubt that instinct now that you are telling other people what to do. Be the
one to keep the story on track and get them to justify peculiar choices. But “being obvious” is
meaningless unless context is considered, and a major context here is what the other improvisers have
established already. Be very careful you are not simply substituting your obvious for theirs . If the
audience gives them a teacher and a pupil in detention, and your first thought is for the pupil to be
sexually precocious but the improvisers quickly establish that the teacher envies the pupil’s daring,
then the scene is no longer about sexuality and you do not help by getting them to perform a U-turn.
Not an experienced improviser/teacher/coach? Then what are you doing in that chair? Someone else
should be directing you. Which brings us to …
Get it right: Make sure you have the experience and the temperament to succeed in this role.
Directors who are asleep at the wheel, or who are yanking the improvisers around the stage like
puppets, or who panic and throw in random material that muddles the narrative, or who stick only to
their pet topics, or who imitate other directors they have worked with, do no good at all.
Make mistakes: The only way to learn to get it right is to start doing it and make mistakes. And
since you are improvising too, don’t expect always to do a perfect job. We generally tell our students
before their first Micetro that, as directors, we generally screw up around one scene per show, and if
that’s your scene then we apologize. Actually, our strike rate is nearer to one scene every four shows,

but us screwing up two or three scenes is not impossible, and it’s good for us to calmly and happily
give ourselves permission to screw up in front of the students. We suck and we love to fail.
Having heard horror stories in which Micetro directors have been given enormous and absurd
thrones to sit in and made the star of the show, or companies where the most experienced players
have all the power and want all the stage time and so make the most junior players “direct,” we have
generally made our direction fairly colorless and unobtrusive, unless the players are being
mischievous and naughty (good!—see “How to Be Directed”). Lately, we’ve begun to find the
freedom to inject just a little of our personality into the show, without drawing too much focus off the
players. After all, the audience is hoping that they will see the mask fall and discover something
personal about the players—why should we be exempted? In general, though, this kind of thing should
be kept for Gorilla Theatre.
KEITH AND DIRECTING
Keith is almost unique among “star” improvisation teachers and innovators in that he is not
himself an improviser, for the simple reason that he is not an actor (Viola Spolin also was never
a performer). He was first a teacher, then a play-reader, then a playwright, then a director. His
experience of the theatre has been almost exclusively from the other side of the footlights.
Many of Keith’s key insights, such as breaking routines, being obvious and so on, were
crystallized after he began collecting samples of his own advice. He heavily coached the actors
that he was working with and realized that he had the power to “save” almost any scene, but that
that power was useless unless he could generalize from his own advice to generate principles,
and then turn those principles into procedures which anyone could follow.
But in the 1950s when The Theatre Machine was touring in the UK and Europe, this work had
only just begun, and the actors no doubt felt that Keith was an essential part of the team. And so
he became “front man” for a troupe of actors who would do his bidding—or occasionally rebel!
This meant that his rehearsal-room interactions with them could continue on the stage.
Subsequent Johnstone formats all have this element of an outsider intervening. It is least
obvious in Theatresports, where judges or the MC can adopt this role, although this rarely
happens. In Micetro Impro, Gorilla Theatre and Life Game, the director is an essential part of
the format, and only in Gorilla Theatre—a show originally designed for the Loose Moose
touring company—is that person also an improviser. It seems at least possible that Keith
Johnstone formats are designed in part to include a role for Keith himself to play. Which is fine,
except when Keith isn’t there to fulfill the role.
Although this can create problems in Micetro (as discussed above), this is most obviously a
problem in Life Game. In Keith’s original conception, Life Game involves a “guest” who is
interviewed throughout the show about their life. A cast of improvisers then enacts scenes from
the guest’s life as set up by Keith. So, for example, at a rehearsal for a production to which
Deborah was invited, the guest told a story about learning to swim as a child and nearly
drowning in the pool. His father fished him out and he was revived, but they think he was
clinically dead for a minute and a half. On hearing this, Keith declared that no re-enactment of
the story would be more interesting than hearing it told, so instead he asked to see an angel
report the news to God, and for God to decide whether to take him now or let him live—the
scene to run for exactly a minute and a half.

In some cases, however, companies presenting Life Game have removed the role of director,
leaving it up to the cast to elect to begin something. The danger here is that the scene which
results may be nothing more than a straight retelling of information the audience has already
heard. For this reason, we prefer to see the role of director retained, but we appreciate that
finding someone who can fulfill that role as well as Keith can be very difficult.
At the time of writing, the International Theatresports Institute is not granting any Life Game
licenses, having previously ruled that it will grant them only to groups who have worked with
approved Life Game coaches. Is it conceivable that Life Game works best as a means for Keith,
or someone like Keith, to share with the audience how his mind works, as well as to explore the
stories of the guest’s life? A possible connection exists here between Life Game and the Harolda-like known as the Armando, which was named for a particularly brilliant improviser who took
a simple idea (contributing personal monologues to an ongoing Harold) and made it wonderful
just by being himself.
GORILLA DIRECTING VS. MICETRO DIRECTING
In Gorilla Theatre, directing is not just an important element of the structure, but the whole point. In
this show, around five improvisers take turns directing each other, with the audience punishing or
rewarding the director at the end of each scene. Thus, directing in Gorilla Theatre has two purposes,
which relate directly to the Two Stories discussed under “What a Good Improv Show Should Be.” In
the first place, having a director there and having that outside eye can improve the work. This is
especially useful with improvisers who tend to gag and whose gags tend to be funny, if destructive. In
a Gorilla Theatre show, you can gag “safely,” since a horrible gag can be removed by the director.
Thus, you can have the best of all possible worlds: The audience appreciates your funny gag, and then
the director repairs the damage. This doesn’t change the fact that gags are destructive and that the best
improvisers can reign in the impulse to gag when it is going to be more destructive than funny, but it
provides a way of incorporating gags and doesn’t risk neutering the comedy instincts of a genuinely
funny performer. In this way, the director can nurture, protect and encourage the first story—the story
that the improvisers are telling.
However, the mechanism of taking turns assuming the role of a director who struggles to achieve
their vision on the stage has other benefits as well: The struggle—the second story—may be more
interesting than the story the improvisers are telling. This may be because this first story is
fundamentally uninteresting, or because the improvisers are wimping, failing to commit or not being
obvious—or because the setup was incompetent or ill-advised. Whatever the reason, good
improvisers playing Gorilla Theatre understand this and shift their attention to the struggle instead.
Directors become demanding, players become mischievous and deliberately misunderstand what is
asked of them. One player is fired and the rest walk off the stage in protest. “Right, I’ll do it myself!”
announces the director, who is then plunged into darkness by the lighting operator.
In training people to play Gorilla Theatre, we’ve found it useful to make a distinction between
Micetro directing and Gorilla directing. Micetro directing exists to make the scene more successful.
Gorilla directing exists to draw attention to the directing process. This usually (but not always) makes
the scene worse, which is excellent, since a crash-and-burn failure can be terribly funny and
entertaining but a scene which limps pathetically into the night will only inspire apathy and boredom.
Micetro directing should be learned first, and then the players encouraged to explore the possibilities

of Gorilla directing. Likewise, a Gorilla Theatre show should begin with Micetro directing, so that
the audience understands the form before they start to see some of their preconceptions challenged
(build a platform, break the routine).
Improvisers should never confuse being rewarded with a banana as “success” and having to pay a
forfeit as “failure.” The only question you need to ask is “Was the audience entertained?” If they
happily roar “Forfeit!” at the tops of their lungs, you are on the right track. If they mutter “Forfeit” as
if they really couldn’t care less, you are almost certainly not.
HOW TO BE DIRECTED
Let’s finally look at this issue from the other side of the equation. For some improvisers, especially
those introduced to the concept of directing and side-coaching later in their careers, having a director
there who can tell them what to do threatens their identity as creative individuals—and, more
important, as ostentatiously creative individuals. They want to be seen as entirely responsible for the
choices they make on the stage.
While understandable from a psychological point of view (fear and ego), this is a little peculiar set
in the context of theatre in general and improvisation in particular.
In regular theatre, the actor is very far from autonomous. Although the actor works hard to
contribute to the illusion enjoyed by the audience that they are voyeurs observing spontaneous
behavior, the reality (which the audience is fully aware of, intellectually) is that an actor is reciting
memorized words and enacting behavior agreed upon in rehearsal, if not actually dictated by a
director. In some mega-bucks touring productions, such as The Producers, even star names may
simply be drilled to replicate the performances of the actors who originated the roles. Do they rebel
and announce that their identity as an actor is predicated on their creativity, and that they must be
allowed to rewrite the script and perform the role exactly as they see fit? No, of course not.
But hang on, goes the argument, that’s precisely what makes improvisation exciting and special for
me and for the audience. When I’m improvising, I’m not mechanically replicating any pre-ordained
dialogue or actions; I’m making it all up as I go along. Well, this is of course true, as far as it goes.
But you are not improvising in a vacuum. The audience is also there to see collaboration. If you enter
the scene intending to play my employer, but are greeted with a cry of “Mother!” then you have
become my mother, whether you like it or not. Blocking may get a laugh, but it is not recommended,
no matter how good your employer offer is. Not to spare your partner’s feelings, not to protect some
idealistic notion of what improvisation must be, but because it yanks the audience out of the story to
no purpose whatsoever. So … if you are happy to be endowed with being my mother if I’m onstage
with you, why are you complaining so bitterly about being instructed to play another improviser’s
mother by me when I’m sitting at the side of the stage or in the front row?
Well, comes the retort, for the same reason that you told me not to block the offer: It yanks the
audience out of the story. Ah, well that poses a new question then doesn’t it? The problem is not that
I’m directing you, it’s that my direction is calling attention to itself. What if I were a narrator? Then
I’d still be adding information to the scene which you would have to accept, but you wouldn’t object
to that, would you? You’re right, good direction does not call attention to itself, as we’ve discussed,
but you have your part to play in that, too.
If a director gives you an instruction, do it. If a director gives you a line of dialogue to say, say it.
Don’t wait. Don’t contemplate. Don’t work up to it. Do it. Say it right away and say it word for word.

Improvisers who feel that a director threatens the audience’s perception of them as independently
creative will often rewrite lines the directors give them.
Him: Angie, what are you doing here?
Her: Oh, er … I …
Director: Say “I’m pregnant.”
Her: Tony, the thing is … I think I’m … going to have a baby.
All the audience can think of now is “Why didn’t she say ‘I’m pregnant’?” Rewriting the line (you
wouldn’t feel you had to paraphrase every line of The Crucible, would you?) only draws further
attention to the fact that you were directed to say something. If a director gives you a potentially funny
line and you say it straight away, word for word, then you will get the laugh. It’s funny if the character
says it in context because then, and only then, it’s part of the story.
Some improvisers make matters even worse …
Him: Angie, what are you doing here?
Her: Oh, er … I …
Director: Say “I’m pregnant.”
Her: (To director ) I was just going to. (To him) Tony, the thing is … I think I’m …
going to have a baby.
If the director gives you something to do which you were about to do anyway, then various
possibilities exist.
• Everyone knew you were about to do it, and you had been “about to do it” for a while and
needed a push.
• You and the director are so in sync that the same idea occurred to you both at the same moment.
Clearly, this is a very good thing indeed, and no cause for complaint.
• The director is padding their part and interfering unnecessarily.
Even in this last case, complaining about it on stage in front of the audience doesn’t solve the
problem (although it might be the beginning of an entertaining feud in a Gorilla Theatre show), and in
the first two cases there is no problem. If you really feel that the director is getting in your way, then
have them replaced or omitted and see if the audience enjoys the show more without them. The only
way to find out if something works is to try it.
FINAL WORDS TO STUDENTS AT THE END OF A WORKSHOP OR SERIES OF
WORKSHOPS
Close your eyes and remember a moment in the workshop that was awful for you. You
really got it wrong and you felt bad about it. Maybe you even cringe to think of it. Have
you got a moment like that? If not, you don’t need to worry. If you do, I want you to play
that moment back now … and then let it go. Breathe it out. If the moment haunts you
when you’re lying in bed or walking down the street—see it and let it go. Generally,
other people can only remember your good moments and their bad moments, so unless
you continue to play it back, it will be gone forever. It’s disposable.
Now think of a moment when you really had it. You were great! Maybe something you
did or said made the audience really laugh or lean forward. Maybe it was a personal

revelation about something. You felt talented in that moment. Okay—you’ve all got a
moment like that. Now play it back. Play it back. Play it back. When you go home
tonight, lie in bed and construct a Greatest Hits Tape of all your best moments and play
it over. By doing this you reinforce your own talent, and when you come to improvise
again, your brain will remember it as something you love to do because you have a
talent for it. You must reinforce your own talent because this is a tough business and you
can’t expect anyone else to do it for you. Never let a teacher, director or other
performer make you feel untalented. One way to do this is make a Greatest Hits Tape in
your head, add to it regularly and play it back often.
Deborah invented this mental exercise for performers because playing back events again and again
is the way we create memories. By playing back our bad moments, as human beings are inclined to
do, and forgetting our good moments, we can seduce ourselves into thinking that an activity is scary
and beyond our ability. At the beginning of the RADA Summer School, which we teach on every year,
we tell students to make a Greatest Hits Tape in their head of all their work throughout the month:
Shakespeare, stage combat, voice work, improvisation. That way at the end of the Summer School
they’ll have a lifelong memory of being brilliant at RADA. It will be a huge confidence boost for the
rest of their life. They can play it back right before an audition or an opening night to give themselves
courage.
Also we point out that it will be a wonderful souvenir for their old age—imagine sitting in your
dotage and having a clear montage memory of being at RADA in your youth. It’s in your power to
create it. Most people will obsess over the time they forgot their lines or froze up and then take some
photos in the pub and those things will become their long-term memories. The great thing about this
technique is that you can add to it all your life. As an improviser you’ll have good and bad moments
every week. We still find ourselves on public transportation thinking about terrible scenes we did in
the early nineties and want to cringe and shudder. We’ve taught ourselves to let them go and play
back our Greatest Hits Tapes instead.

Intermission
THE RULES AND WHY THERE AREN’T ANY …
We are often mystified by what some improvisation teachers tell their students. It is certainly true
that there are principles that help people learn to improvise, and technique can always help even an
experienced improviser out of a tricky situation. However, a slavish obedience to rules that were
originated as training wheels for beginners but have taken on a sacred connotation is one of the
factors that may be keeping improvisation stagnant. In cinema it is obvious that practitioners
continually asked the question “Why is that rule there and what would happen if we broke it?”
Wherever you are improvising and whatever stage of your improvisation career you are at, please ask
yourself that question regularly.
NEVER ASK A QUESTION
For example, some teachers tell their students never to ask a question. Perhaps this rule has some
effect on the students offstage and makes the teachers feel they themselves will not be questioned. If
we may break the rule ourselves—why? Improv teachers will say that it is to stop the improvisers

from robbing the scene by asking the other improviser to provide all the information, that an
improviser who never asks questions is bold and imaginative. But of course an improviser can ask a
question that can be the motor of the scene: “How would you feel if I told you I’d never loved you?”
and another can make a statement that’s vague and adds nothing “I like some kinds of jam but not
others.”
The first thing that strikes us about the no-question rule is that it eliminates so much drama. We
dislike improv rules that make improvisation somehow above the principles that apply to all the rest
of the comedy and drama in the world as if we are somehow immune to the challenges that great
playwrights, sitcom and sketch writers face, and therefore above their insights. If you are an
improviser who subscribes to this idea of “no questions” improvisation, it is probably because you
were taught that by someone else, and we often hold on to the first things we were taught because they
are comforting and feel right. But ask yourself, what is the most famous line in the history of theatre?
“To be or not to be? That is the question.” The second most famous is probably “Romeo, Romeo,
wherefore art thou Romeo?”
Shakespeare knew that questioning characters were characters who were not in possession of all
the information and therefore sometimes unsure, and that this made them vulnerable. Improvisers do
not enjoy being vulnerable because people do not enjoy being vulnerable. If we don’t enjoy being
vulnerable offstage we are unlikely to welcome the feeling when a crowd of people are looking at us.
We, as improvisers, are in the unique position of having to choose vulnerability to create great
comedic and dramatic situations. Playwrights and screenwriters will play god and force actors to go
to all sorts of emotionally and physically terrifying places, and actors will go there because they are
pushed by writers and directors. Improvisers have to choose to ask “Will you marry me?” knowing
that the answer could well be “No,” which will make their character (and therefore, to an extent,
them) feel awkward, embarrassed and upset in front of an audience. It feels better then not to ask, to
already know: “So, honey, I know we’re getting married on Thursday, so I’ve got the rings.” “Yes,
and I’ve organized the flowers.”
If you want to create great comedy then you need to ask yourself “What comedy do I enjoy?” If you
love Frasier, Friends, South Park, The Simpsons, Scrubs, Fawlty Towers , The Office, Monty
Python or any other sitcom or sketch show, watch an episode and see how many questions they ask
and how many times they are not in possession of all the information. Fair warning: Do not turn it into
a drinking game or you’ll be unconscious within ten minutes.
KNOW THE OTHER PERSON
While you are watching, examine how well the writers and performers are following other improv
rules. One such rule is “Always know the person you are talking to for at least six months.” When
Harry Met Sally would have to be When Harry Had Already Known Sally for Six Months if it
followed this rule. Annie Hall and Four Weddings and a Funeral would similarly be out. It actually
rules out pretty much all romantic comedies, because the audience wants to see lovers meeting for the
first time. It also rules out every episode of hospital shows because new patients are always coming
in and having to establish trust with the doctors. It also rules out all detective shows, legal shows or
sketches about these subjects. It means we can never improvise something like Monty Python’s dead
parrot sketch or one of the many brilliant first-date scenes in Seinfeld.
Never Argue, Always Agree
Deborah once taught some improvisers at a workshop in New York. They were doing an exercise

where a man took a woman back to his house—Go Through An Unusual Door. Through their offers,
they established that the house was underground, in some sort of mine, and there were little picks and
shovels—and that the dwarves would be home soon! The man told the woman that he had brought her
here for a purpose. She was to be their new Snow White. She would never be leaving. The audience
was laughing a lot because of the way this information was delivered and her gradual realization that
this was no ordinary first date. What was her response to this momentous revelation? “Okay, that’s
fine.” The audience was disappointed and they stopped laughing. Deborah directed her to be
frightened and try and get away from him. She answered “But then I’d have to have an argument with
him.” Why this was a problem wasn’t at all clear until the students said “We’ve been taught not to
have arguments. We should always agree.” That was truly astounding. Deborah side-coached her to
try and fight her way out—react like he’s the madman he is. Then the dwarves come home and they’re
so excited about their new Snow White.
There are many ways for this scene to go from here. He could offer her an apple and she could pass
out. When he kisses her awake she thinks he’s a prince. She could knock him out with one of the
dwarves’ picks and become the new leader of the dwarves. She could get away and liberate the
dwarves in the process. No doubt you can think of others, but all of them require conflict and arguing
and the characters disagreeing. There is probably no piece of drama or comedy in the world where
the two characters interact and always agree and are never in conflict. It is possible for the
improvisers to agree while their characters argue: They YES AND each other’s emotional state. Of
course, we don’t want to watch people bickering over trivialities. We can get that at home and don’t
need to go to the theatre to see it. What we want is to see improvisers being truly affected and having
big reactions. Think of the wonderful fights in Frasier, Seinfeld and Friends (“We were on a
break!”). Watch all the comedy you can and see if you can find any examples of people who always
agree. If you do, the comedy will probably not be very well known because it will not have a very
wide appeal.
AVOID TRANSACTION SCENES
Some improvisation teachers tell students never to have a scene in a shop or a store. This is said to
help the improvisers avoid “transaction scenes,” as if the only interaction that can happen in a shop is
someone paying for goods and then leaving. When rules for improvisers start to limit the locations of
scenes, they show a real lack of trust in improvisers. There are whole sitcoms and comic films set in
bookshops and supermarkets. Is Monty Python’s Cheese Shop sketch a dull transaction? No, because
the customer is affected, changed and put out by the lack of transaction. The film Employee of the
Month follows a slacker who wants to become employee of the month to win the girl and the title
from the store’s over-achiever. It is a film of countless questions and arguments, and is all about what
happens in a store when someone no one’s met enters and changes their world. It is about people
going through change and making themselves vulnerable, sometimes to their detriment.
Another often-repeated rule is to never have a teaching scene. This is to avoid repetition: “Do it
like this.” “Like this?” “No, like this.” But rather than eliminating these scenes and narrowing our
options, why not learn to do them well? What makes comedy and drama set in schools or classrooms,
or where one person teaches another a skill, work? What principles are they using? Can we use them?
Dirty Dancing is one long teaching scene, but because of the lessons, the characters are changed and
affected. Baby teaches Johnny how to stand up for himself, while he allows her a sexual awakening.
Ostensibly he’s teaching her how to dance, and if it didn’t go any deeper than that, it wouldn’t have
been a successful film. It’s only a classic because the real learning is deeper than that. An episode of

Frasier where he and Niles go to auto shop class to learn how to look after their cars gets its comedy
from the brothers struggling to learn this blue-collar skill and being poor students (something they are
not familiar with), and eventually becoming the “slacker kids,” who sit in the back and giggle through
the class, for the first time in their lives. This works because the teacher is highly affected by their
bad behavior and throws them out of the class. It also works because Niles and Frasier go through so
many different emotional states throughout the episode. If you’re still not convinced, think of the
amount of hours you have probably spent watching scenes set in the classroom at Springfield
Elementary or South Park Elementary. On the whole they are pure comedy, and they always involve
people being changed and affected.
It is a good exercise to list all the improvisation rules you have been taught and analyze them. Do
they make sense to you? Do the comedy writers and performers you love abide by them? If you’re an
improviser who’s always wimping and leaving the defining to others, it might be great to go into a
scene and decide to build an environment and establish a platform without letting yourself ask a
question. When it comes time for the climax of the scene however, you may wish to allow yourself to
be affected by someone else. If they pull a gun out and you say “Ah, I know that gun! It’s a Smith and
Wesson. I’ve got one just like it,” and pull out your own, whereupon the two of you agree what lovely
guns you’ve got, the audience will not be as pleased as if you say “Mike, what are you doing?” and
beg for your life.
If you’re an improviser who always finds yourself bickering and arguing at the outset of the scene
so that it can’t go anywhere, decide that you are going to agree with your partner to build a platform
and be an excited, positive character up until the point where your partner says something that could
affect you, and then allow yourself to be changed negatively. Most of these rules are attempting to
iron out bad habits, but surely they need to be exercises that strengthen improvisers’ skills rather than
rules which limit improvisers’ actions long-term. Some improvisers who have learned with these
rules have said to me that there is a time when you are so experienced that you can break them, but is
always said in a bit of a whisper as if it is almost a heretical idea. Anything that is worth teaching a
beginner as a rule or principle should stand them in good stead for the duration of their career. There
are countless exercises that can be used as training wheels in the interim.
START IN THE MIDDLE
Deborah was teaching a workshop at a festival in the US and doing some exercises on building a
platform. The improvisers found a lot of success in establishing an environment and a world and
were producing great work which was very funny, but they were looking skeptical and confused
between scenes. Deborah asked them why they were looking so uncertain, and one of them confessed
that this seemed like a sacrilegious thing to be doing because they had always been taught to start
scenes in the middle to avoid beginnings which tended to be uninteresting explanations. The quality of
the scenes started at the beginning was throwing them for a loop. One of them said “It seems so
wrong. It’s going against everything I’ve been taught. But now that I think about it, it does make sense
to start at the beginning.” Several times we had people come up to us during the festival to talk in
hushed tones about how the idea of starting at the beginning could help them, but they seemed
genuinely uncomfortable discussing it in public. It felt a bit like they were betraying someone by
learning a new technique which expanded their view of improvisation. We always encourage students
from The Spontaneity Shop to go abroad and work with different companies. It can be very liberating
to see things from a different angle, and it is highly possible that if they have plateaued working with
us, then another teacher will say something that will unlock them. We hope they wouldn’t feel that

there was any sort of cultish reason to adhere to our way of working if something else was producing
better results or making them enjoy improvisation again.
SCRIPTED VS. IMPROVISED COMEDY
Most drama is about people having big reactions to serious situations. You’ve encouraged your
husband to kill the king so he can inherit the throne. You’re now living with the guilt and the
subsequent murders which need to be done. He sees the ghost of one of his victims and is terrified.
You drive yourself mad and commit suicide.
Most comedy is about people having big reactions to everyday situations. You and your gang of
friends are arguing over whether or not the boys know more about the girls or the girls know more
about the boys. You, the girls, have a much nicer apartment, and you make a bet that if you know more
about the boys in a trivia quiz, you will switch apartments. You are very confident about this. The
boys win and you go crazy in fury about your perceived unfairness of the quiz, your own hubris and
recklessness in engaging in this bet and the apparent unkindness of the boys in their intention to
actually make you leave your beloved apartment. No one is really hurt, and leaving the apartment is
an inconvenience more than anything, but it feels like the end of world.
Most improvisation is about people having trivial reactions to serious situations. You’re pouring
your mother a cup of tea when you knock her in the head with the teapot and kill her. You shrug and
claim that she was old anyway and continue to drink your tea. The ghost of your mother rises up but
you’re not fazed—she’s come back to tell you off for breaking the teapot. You have a trivial exchange
with the ghost about how you hated the teapot anyway and in fact you don’t even like tea. No one
mentions that you have killed her and no one seems to care. You feel no remorse and she feels no hurt
or anger. The most either of you experience is irritation, but mostly you are apathetic.
Sometimes you will go to an improv show and the audience is laughing but somehow the improv
feels unsatisfying and nothing ever really takes off. Then an improviser steps on stage and they
somehow seem great. Everything they say and do seems brilliant and the scenes they’re in seem to go
somewhere. The reason is usually that they are having big reactions to everyday situations, which
makes their work seem genuinely funny and meaningful. The other improvisers are probably getting
laughs from bathos—constantly trivializing serious situations and being apathetic about everyday
situations. They often make wordplay which is mildly entertaining, and most audiences will laugh a
little if you gun down everyone in your office and then sit down to check your email, because it is
absurd.
George Bernard Shaw once wrote in a review: “When I go to the theatre I want to be moved to
laugh, not tickled to laugh.” Often we are tickling our audiences, who get used to making little
laughter-like noises at whatever improvisers do. We could be moving them like great sketch, sitcom
or screen writers and performers do. The secret is that we must genuinely be affected. We must be as
outraged as Frasier when he finds out Niles is trying to buy their father a better birthday present, as
devastated as J.D. when Dr. Cox ostentatiously withholds his affection, as vengeful as Basil Fawlty
when he discovers Lord Melbury has been pretending to be an aristocrat, as delighted as Cartman
when he gets his own theme park and has the power to shut others out and as unreasonable as when he
needs to let others in to make money and as hysterical when he loses everything in the end.
If your grandmother dies and you cry, that is dramatic, and if you do it with conviction and the
audience has had a chance to get to know you and your relationship with your grandmother before it
has happened, they will probably feel for you. If you rail at God for taking her and destroy her things

because you are angry with her for leaving you, they will not want to look away because your actions
seem almost insane and certainly somehow blasphemous or dangerous. The audience will probably
expect to see you changed again quite soon. You will probably look at the remnants of her Bible that
you have ripped apart and cry with remorse for what you have done. Perhaps God’s voice will
reprimand you or you will become cold and cynical and never love again. You are certainly
promising some big emotional change here, but it will probably not be funny. We understand that
grieving people can go a little insane and you are reacting emotionally to something that is tragic to
you.
If you come home and find that someone has erased your TiVo and now you cannot watch your
favorite television program which you have been looking forward to all week and you react the same
way, the audience will probably find it funny. If you smash up the TiVo and shout “Why, God, why?”
and swear off the program forever because it has let you down, they can laugh at this because you are
acting as if a tragedy has occurred although it has not. It is your own unreasonableness that is causing
this great emotion, not circumstance. They know the feeling. They have also lost it over something
small and understand your frustration. As an adult, most of the time they try and keep a lid on their
irritation, so they enjoy seeing someone let go. Audiences revel in big reactions which seem insane in
adults and are more befitting to toddlers. It is a way of allowing an audience the catharsis of great
emotion—which is the basis of all theatre—without them having to empathize with a genuine tragedy.
Think of how irrational Frasier would seem if he were your brother. You might suggest he go to
anger management classes. Seinfeld and Curb Your Enthusiasm are probably the apotheosis of this—
an enormous and neurotic reaction to something as simple as buying soup or the fact that you don’t
know where to put your cocktail stick at a party. Every great comedian knows the power of childish
and extreme reactions and how they move an audience. Think of your favorite comedy characters and
ask yourself “Are they usually rational? How would they respond if you parked in their parking space
or sat in their seat and wouldn’t give it up?” Would they shrug, say “Whatever, these things happen,”
and move on? Or might they fight their corner and try every possible strategy to get what they want?
Use this knowledge on the stage when improvising. Allow your characters to be truly affected by
small things. This makes improvising easier, not harder. Your scene partner can say “Want to go to
the beach?” and you can choose to have a big reaction to that. “Why do you taunt me when you know I
have a phobia of sand!? Oh god, just the suggestion makes my skin crawl. I feel it on my skin. Talk me
down! Talk me down!” Your partner can then apologize and be changed; he was being thoughtless. Or
he can make it worse—perhaps he brought it up to torture you because he read your diary and knows
you’re in love with his girlfriend.
Don’t let other improvisers get away with trivializing everything. Call them on it. The audience
will enjoy it. If your mother comes back from the dead and scolds you for breaking the teapot, point it
out. “Mother, I killed you, and you’re worried about the teapot?! What kind of unfeeling person are
you? Even as a ghost you can’t get in touch with your emotions. Please say that you love me. Please
say that you forgive me!” If the ghost refuses, you have made something of their offer to trivialize and
the audience will be delighted in your pain and devastation at your mother’s refusal to emotionally
engage with you. If the ghost agrees that she’s being unfeeling and apologizes and reaches out to you,
you will have caused her to change, creating drama and pleasing the audience. There’s a reason why
Shakespeare didn’t write “Hey Romeo—what do you think of Juliet?” “She’s okay. I wouldn’t kill
myself over her.” Or “Hey Macbeth. Want to be king of Scotland?” “Maybe. Sounds like a lot of
work.” Shakespeare’s plays have thrilled millions of people for hundreds of years because they’re all

about people who care, who are changed, affected, vulnerable, hysterical, insane, angry, joyful and
desperately in love. We can learn from that.
HOW TO IMPROVISE A SCENE THAT INCORPORATES ALL THIS ADVICE
Try this as a way of proceeding. Go onto the stage. If you’ve got anything in your head, keep it
there, but it’s not what you’re going to do. Instead, start physically building an environment. Look
around you and see what’s there. If you don’t see anything then do something physical—open a door
and go through it or open a cupboard and take something out. Keep doing things at random until you
have established where you are, or at least that there are certain things in your environment.
Try having a positive attitude about what you’re doing. Are you pleased to be relaxing and
watching television and eating snacks? Are you excited to be exploring a laboratory you shouldn’t be
in? Are you thrilled to be in a waiting room anticipating your turn? Are you nervous but drawn with
wonderment towards a golden bird in a cage in your master’s bedroom? You may not even be sure
what you’re doing but you will be establishing something in the space. If you can encourage other
improvisers not to come on immediately but to allow this environment to be built, when they do enter
you will have a little playground to explore. When the other character enters, build on each other’s
ideas positively until you have established your relationship and the environment. Are you two
roommates enjoying your longed-for night in? Are you trying to be polite to your mother as she
inadvertently ruins your relaxing evening? Does your lab partner enter to help you steal the lab rats?
Does the mad scientist enter and mistake you for his new assistant? You can easily extrapolate further
on these examples.
When you have established an environment and a relationship and we know what you want—to
have a relaxing night in or to set the lab rats free or to meet the scientist you idolize—then allow
yourself to be affected. The easiest way to affect a character is to thwart their desire. If the relaxing
night in is ruined or you are caught with the lab rats and locked up with them or the scientist realizes
you are an imposter and experiments on you, the trouble will please the audience because you have
delivered on your promise.
This will only work if you are really affected. If you are only vaguely irritated that the television
has exploded or your roommate is eating all the snacks or your mother talks through the climax of
Lost, then it will feel unsatisfying. If you are truly emotionally—even unreasonably—affected by
these things, if you are Frasier affected, Cartman affected or Withnail affected, then the audience will
be satisfied and will laugh hard. If you change your attitude towards lab rats and realize they are
necessary to cure the disease you have now been injected with and beg that they sacrifice the rat to
save you, or if you scream in horror as the Nobel Prize winning scientist you adore sends you into the
future to stop you from telling the world that he has invented a time machine—the audience will love
it. If you can look back and reincorporate something from the beginning of the scene—the Coke can or
remote control you first picked up, the skeleton key you broke into the lab with—the audience will
think you are a genius as they had forgotten it, and it also establishes that the scene as over.
These same principles govern nearly all the famous comedies and dramas you can think of. The
writers and performers establish a stable environment and let the audience know where they are and
what the hero wants. Sooner or later the hero is denied what they want or getting what they want
affects them negatively. They are truly affected and changed and the story ends with some sort of
reincorporation. This is a shape—not a set of rules. These are principles that can help you—it is not a
formula. In an hourlong show, we want variety. If we have just had one scene which looked like this,

we might start the next scene with two people on a bus talking. The principles of starting positive (or
at least stable), being changed or affected and ending with a reincorporation can help you especially
if you feel uncertain or uninspired. If something else wonderful is happening, abandon this.
You might start with the most misanthropic old man in the world digging his own grave with his
daughter. This could be a fabulous start to the scene. It is two people doing something negative and
starting in the middle of the action. It doesn’t follow the principles above, but it does make a promise
and it is showing people who are emotionally affected. It poses questions which the audience will
enjoy seeing answered. Why are they digging the grave when the man is clearly alive? Is he going to
kill her and then himself? Does he assume his death is imminent and not want to leave her with the
heavy work? Any way that we answer these questions will satisfy an audience. It is just important that
we answer them. They will prefer in general an answer which raises the stakes. We don’t want them
to dig the grave and then go home and have a cup of tea. A grave promises death, so we will probably
want to deliver one even if it is just the family pet dying, which makes the man see the reality of death
up close and change his mind. If the end of the scene is them burying the dog in the grave and going
home more hopeful people, the audience will feel satisfied because they have seen a long-lasting
emotional change.
In other words, we can “break” any improv “rule” or storytelling principle. We just need to know
that people come to see people changed and emotionally affected. If your character doesn’t care then
why should the audience care? They might giggle or make some empty laughter-like noise, but they
won’t care or really laugh from the gut. If you’re okay with tickling your audience and feel you’re
entertaining them, then it’s fine to allow your characters to remain invulnerable. Just know that in
doing so, you’re departing from the experience of generations of dramatists and comedians, and what
the audience is laughing at is the fact that you can make up anything at all on stage in an instant. It’s the
SKATEBOARDING DUCK. They are also laughing at the bathos—it’s kind of funny that someone will kill
their mum and not care; it shows a callous disregard for life that they don’t relate to. They are
laughing at your audacity. No one in their life would be like that. That’s why the laugh is more of a
giggle.
If you show them people they do understand, who are as angry as they are when their TiVo is
wiped, and then who act out the revenge that the average audience member would dream of but not be
brave enough to see through, then they’ll laugh out of recognition and admiration. They’ll laugh for the
same reason they laugh at a great moment when Cartman is thwarted or Joey is devastated that Rachel
has broken his much-loved armchair. If the examples we’re using are not to your taste, examine your
own favorite comedy and create your own examples. If you feel that the comedy you love operates to
different principles, adopt those and create your own improvised comedy that identifies with your
sensibilities. That way you know why you abide by the principles you do and why you’re making the
choices you make in scenes, rather than following random rules and freewheeling while the audience
giggles. Know why you do what you do and be ready to make an intelligent argument to defend it.

SECTION
THREE

“How to Improvise in Public”

3.1 Feel the Fear and Do It Anyway

Overview
From workshop to stage. What can you expect and how should you cope?

Whether you are running your own workshop program and teaching yourself and your compatriots
to improvise from scratch, or attending casual drop-in workshops run by a lone improviser, or you
are taking classes at a huge improv academy, there must come a day when you perform in public for
the first time. Otherwise, it’s all foreplay and no orgasm. This stuff was meant to be performed!
There’s no point learning how to please an audience if you never put yourself in front of one.
If your first show is set up for you by your teachers, then you should be in safe hands. Do invite
friends and family to see you perform. You may feel like you don’t want them to see you fail, but you
don’t want to try to perform comedy of any kind to a meager audience. If you invite lots of people and
so do all the other students, you will have a nice full house, and a big audience renders everyone in it
pretty anonymous, so you won’t have to worry about spotting a familiar face in the crowd.
Don’t shrink from a chance to perform, especially with the company that’s training you. You can
trust them to know that you are up to the task, to be supportive if it should happen that you struggle and
to give you a good time on stage. If you wait until you are sure you are “ready,” you will never do
your first gig. The only way to be “ready” for an improv gig is to have done lots of other similar gigs
in the past. So you start the process of getting ready for your hundredth gig by doing your first (and
you start the process of getting ready for your thousandth gig by doing your hundredth).
This goes double if you are starting a new group and you have to decide when the whole group
does its first gig. Get them out there in front of an audience. Don’t leave it a year, or two years. Get in
front of an audience while you are still green. Three months is plenty of time to learn to improvise
well enough to keep a friendly audience interested. Pick a good format and try it out. If you can
perform for ten or fifteen minutes and then leave the stage to a more experienced group, that’s good
too, but don’t feel you have to put in months more practice if you can’t. Get out onto that stage and
start improvising, because that’s when you start learning.
You will probably feel some anxiety before your very first gig, which could be anything from
excited anticipation to outright terror. Try to remind yourself that these fears are fundamentally an
illusion. You cannot come to any physical harm performing an improv show, whereas you take your
life in your hands every time you cross the road. What you are afraid of is the loss of status you will
experience if you can’t think of what to say next or if your scene makes no sense. This is why we
teach you I Suck And I Love To Fail first. If you screw up and stay happy, the audience will love you
and you will have a good time.
Your first time onstage will almost certainly be much more fun and far easier than you thought it
would be. That means that your second time may be more of a struggle, because now you have
something to live up to. But an important principle to bear in mind is that nothing in particular is

riding on this show. This show will not be the last show you ever do. In fact, for all intents and
purposes, you have infinitely many shows stretching out in front of you. Don’t worry too much about
this one. (This is also advice we would give to people bitching about why they haven’t been cast in a
particular show.)
Here are some other tips to help your first time on stage go as smoothly as possible.
Get there promptly. You will want time to get used to the space, warm up with your fellow
players and generally acclimatize. You don’t want to fall through the door in a panic ten minutes
before you go on stage. Be organized, know where the theatre is, leave an extra half hour for traffic
problems or public transportation snafus.
Don’t give yourself too much free time during the day. Assuming the show is in the evening,
don’t spend the whole day planning, fretting and worrying. To do your best work, you need to walk
onto the stage and see what shows up. Any plan you make will only get in your way, and fretting about
what the show might be like is entirely pointless. Arrange to do distracting things during the day to
take your mind off the show.
Know your strengths and weaknesses and give yourself one thing—and only one thing—to
work on through the show. Tell yourself: “I’m going to say ‘yes’ to offers” or “I’m going to fail and
stay happy” or anything else you think will help and that you can do easily. At the end of the show,
check to see if you achieved your goal. You probably will have done so—great! Any other criticisms
you have of yourself or that anyone else furnishes you with can be dealt with at a future show. Maybe
you feel that you just want to get through this first show, without giving yourself a hurdle to clear.
That’s fine, although don’t underestimate the calming effect of giving yourself just one thing to
accomplish. This strategy can be useful throughout your first year of improvising, though, and
probably long beyond that.
Don’t drink before the show. That one pint to steady your nerves will only dull your senses.
Have fun. Nobody has to perform improvised comedy shows. You’re here out of choice. Take it
all in and enjoy it. And be good to work with, too.
If you are setting up your own group (more on this in the next section), then you have another job to
do: rally the troops. Before the show, tell them you love them and you’ll look after them tonight.
Onstage, treat them like marvelous talents and great friends. When the show is over, congratulate them
and buy them all drinks. It’s best not to have notes after your very first show. You could save up a
few observations for the next rehearsal. Introduce notes casually three or four shows in.
After the show, just check out the space again before you leave. Notice how much smaller it looks
now than when you first came in. When you are improvising, you own this space. Now you have
conquered it and it holds no fear for you any more.
See you at show number two …

3.2 Starting a Company

Overview
Practical advice about starting, running and developing your own improvisation theatre
company.

The first thing to do is to try putting on a show. This probably sounds daunting, but honestly, if you
can throw a party you’re overqualified. When you’re hosting a party you just break the evening down
into smaller jobs. You need to decide on a venue, invite people, make a list of food and drink and buy
them, maybe choose a theme and put up some decorations and then be there to let people in and make
them feel welcome.
Similarly, in producing a show, you need to decide what sort of show you want to do, find a venue,
invite a cast, design a flier and poster and spread the word in as many ways as possible. If you are on
a campus or in a town with only a few shows competing, you will definitely find an audience if your
show is watchable. If you’re in a big city with lots of competition, you’ll have to work harder to
develop a following.
Once you have a venue, decide who you want to cast in the show. If you’re already working with a
group of friends this part will be easy, otherwise you’ll need to cast some people you know from
workshops. If there’s no workshop program in your town or university, you’ll have to get a group of
interested people together and hire a teacher or assign a workshop leader and to take the group
through some of the exercises in this book.
You now have a choice: You can either establish a democracy or a benign dictatorship. We would
recommend the latter. Democracy is a great way to run a country, but rarely produces great art. That’s
why theatres employ directors and producers rather than just hiring a group of actors, giving them a
copy of a play and letting them work it out. Still, the choice is yours. If you choose the democratic
approach, you give every member an equal say and you need to vote about what sort of show you will
do and how you will rehearse and publicize it. This can cause problems if someone continually
doesn’t show up at rehearsal. The question will be asked: Do they get to be in the show? The obvious
answer is “no” but they might have a great reason for not being there and you might decide they’re one
of the stronger performers and want them there anyway. Others may disagree. It can and will instantly
become political.
The upside of a democracy is that people have to share the workload when it comes to production.
You can break down the jobs that need to be done and people can volunteer to do them. If you have a
website designer in the group it makes sense to have her do that rather than handing out fliers in the
street. Some people won’t do their jobs and someone will need to project manage to check that
everyone’s on it. If you’re reading this section—bad news—that’s probably you. If someone can’t do
their job, it’s better that they own up rather than hiding out. It’s best to make a rule that people need to
find their own replacements. If they just call you, you’ll end up doing everything. Same goes for
dropping out of a show—people need to call around and replace themselves, so make sure everyone
has a full contact list.
If you’re going for a benign dictatorship then you get lots more control. You’re running the show,
so you get to include the people you want, to do the sort of shows you want and you don’t have to
justify your decisions (although you will be asked to continually and so probably will). The downside
is that people will complain about you and to you. Most people who are drawn to improvisation are
not business people. If they are good at improvisation they are probably not very organized. Most
improvisers are either like hippies or children or a combination of both. Improvisation is inherently
collaborative, playful and imaginative, so it stands to reason that the people who are drawn to it and
have time for it are going to have the best and worst qualities of stoners and kids. You are probably
not very organized or very naturally business-oriented either, but you are reading this section so you
are probably motivated, and that makes up for a lot. Your problem is that you, a disorganized person

with an overdraft, are going to try and marshal together a group of people whose qualities make them
ideal for building on offers and pretending to be vampires and taxidermists, and therefore not so ideal
for being places on time with the right stuff and remembering to hang up posters.
We’re obviously speaking in generalizations. There are some improvisers that find this sort of stuff
natural, but they’re few and far between. You will screw up and so will they. They will get
disgruntled and so will you. You will think they are ungrateful because they don’t understand how
much work you put in and they will feel that they’re doing you a favor for performing in your show. If
you do not want this to happen, don’t start an improv company. Just don’t.
If you’re fairly thick-skinned and really, really, really want to perform improv and have a vision
that simply must be realized, then do it. Just know that we all have a tendency to criticize those who
are doing things. If you stay home and watch television, who’s going to judge you? If you put on a
show and cast five people, then there will be four others who are furious you didn’t ask them. You
might decide to do a Theatresports show which two of your cast think is a bad idea. They find the
Harold more comfortable. Maybe the first show is okay but there are some bad moments. The two
people who want to do the Harold will talk in the pub about what a dumb decision you made. If they
were running things, the show would have been better. They have no desire to run things, but they do
think they would do it better. (Also be aware that if you had done the Harold there would have been
different problems and the others would have shaken their heads and said that they always said
Theatresports would be better.) In reality, these are not matters of right and wrong but matters of taste
—although people will argue them as if they’re imperatives rather than opinions, and you’ll want to
defend them in the same way.
No matter what side of the fence we fall on, we are human beings and will behave this way. You
may right now be thinking of starting your own company because you are dissatisfied with the one
you’re in. Most new improv companies start because someone is disgruntled with an old one. If we
hadn’t felt we weren’t getting enough stage time at London Theatresports, the company where we
were workshopping, we wouldn’t have started The Spontaneity Shop. To her credit, the AD of that
company, Natalie Haverstock, always encouraged her students to produce their own shows if they felt
they wanted more experience that she wasn’t providing.
The biggest thing to learn in running a company is not to try and please all of the people all of the
time. You will end up pleasing no one. The best advice we can give you is to put on the show that you
want to do and insist on quality. It’s really best to have an outside director who can give notes to
improvisers without having to perform with them. If you can’t do that and you’re planning on running
rehearsals and being in shows, make sure you take turns being the outside eye so you can get notes as
well as give them. Have more performers than you need for any one show if you can. Assign a notetaker to each show and have them hold a five-minute notes session as soon as the show is over. When
Keith Johnstone was in London last, he showed us how to do a fabulous notes session. Let the notetaker go over the scenes and give their opinion without further discussion. It’s only an opinion, after
all. They’re not god. Don’t allow arguments about who blocked whom and why. If you’ve got further
discussion, do it in the bar. Many a fun show has been ruined by a notes session that has turned into an
endless debate and left everyone pissed off.
Casting is the trickiest job. If you cast someone once but don’t really enjoy playing with them, it
can seem rude not to cast them again. Also they might have been having an off-night and might have
qualities you haven’t seen yet. Try them a couple of times and if you and others don’t enjoy playing
with them, then don’t keep casting them. The longer you do, the harder it is to stop working with them

without hurt feelings. Lee Simpson is one of London’s best known improvisers. He’s both a Comedy
Store Player and a member of Improbable Theatre who mounted Keith Johnstone’s Life Game, so he
has a very credible foot in both the broad comedy and the theatrical improvisation camp. During our
first run of shows, we asked him to watch our show and he diagnosed it very accurately. He said we
were doing a good show with talented people but that we didn’t seem to have any chemistry. He was
right. We never got together to have a beer or go to the movies and we didn’t really have the same
sense of humor.
Our next move was to teach some performers who we got on well with to improvise, but the
problem was that they hadn’t really been drawn to improvisation on their own. We’d talked them into
it, and some of them were nervous and unwilling. Finally we were asked to teach on the RADA
graduate program. We taught a lot of people who were talented, trained performers. Then those who
loved improv, had a natural talent for it and we wanted to drink with became the basis for our
company. We’ve developed a lot of in-jokes over the years and a group sense of humor and
playfulness. Still, there came a time when we needed to start to invite new people into the pool
because things got stale and we could anticipate what people would do onstage and off. New people
with new ways of operating and different senses of humor really livened things up, and invigorated
our old relationships as well.
There’s a tricky balance to be had in finding friends you want to work with and turning your
company into a social club in which people can’t give each other notes because it seems too personal
and you can never part company with anyone when it just isn’t working. If we work out how to do
that, we’ll let you know. If you’re still reading this chapter after we’ve tried so hard to put you off,
you probably are going to start an improv company no matter what we say. Congratulations! You are
the right person for the job and it will be one of the most rewarding experiences of your life. When
you’re very elderly and can barely move you will not think “You know what I regret? Starting that
improv company. That wasn’t fun at all. I didn’t meet any great people or have any great moments on
stage. I really wished I’d watched more TV and just thought about producing some improv shows.”
We wouldn’t trade the years we’ve had running The Spontaneity Shop for anything. We could have
made more money doing something else but we wouldn’t have any of the extraordinary experiences
we’ve had teaching people to improvise, traveling the world, being continually blown away by the
talent of our fellow improvisers onstage and building up a wonderful group of friends with whom we
get to play every week.
So few adults really get to play or have the lack of self-consciousness required to do it. It’s a real
gift to improvise regularly. Furthermore, to stand in a theatre and see an audience come in and a group
of excited performers backstage and think “None of these people would be here if I hadn’t produced
this. They’d all be somewhere else, somewhere less exciting, if I hadn’t done this,” is a lovely
moment. We’ve had this experience many times, but other people who produce shows or films have
reported this experience to us independently. It’s the producer’s rush. It’s your reward. Take time to
enjoy it. Just for a few seconds every show, think “I made this happen.” Then listen to people
complain in the bar about how you got it wrong.

3.3 Nuts and Bolts

Overview

Having looked at the broad sweep of putting together an improv company, we now go into
some of the finer details, from choosing a venue to ending the show.
Okay, so you’ve got a group of people together and decided to put on a show. The following list of
questions will help you to go into this process with eyes open and to avoid, or at least think about,
some of the more obvious pitfalls. Rest assured that we have blundered into most of these problems
ourselves. Our hope is that you can learn from our mistakes.
We have tried to arrange these into a fairly logical order, but some depend on others, and some
have to be decided in parallel. Here goes.
WHAT SHOW?
A fundamental decision to be made is: What show are you going to do? While some companies do
manage to put on a pretty generic impro show (one game followed by another game, one scene
followed by another scene or a Harold) and make it successful, this kind of show can be hard to sell,
and you may not really be getting the best out of your team.
These are questions which need to be considered together. If you like interacting with each other
out of character and you like the idea of competitive improvisation, then a format like Gorilla Theatre
could be good. If you want to do improvised theatre, then a format like TellTales might work for you.
But you also need a hook for the audience. TellTales is one of our best-loved formats by our regular
audience, but it’s hard to describe it with out it sounding rather dull and worthy.
On the other hand, the topical news show we co-produced with comedian Paul Rogan, Comedy
Question Time, was an easy sell to an audience, but we were never really happy with the content. The
ideal show makes a clear promise about what the audience will see and combines that with a
mechanism which will get the best work out of your team. Our show DreamDate promised and
delivered a romantic comedy based on the lives of two audience volunteers, and it perfectly played to
our strengths as comedy storytellers.
WHAT NAME?
As well as picking a name for your show that describes some of what the audience is likely to see,
thus making a good promise, you will also need a name for your group. Pick a group name with a very
strong association and you may limit the kinds of shows you can do. If you call yourselves “The
Bowel Cancer Comedy Hour,” you won’t get asked to do many children’s parties. On the other hand,
if you call yourselves “Fluffy Bunny-prov” you may struggle for “cred” in comedy clubs and on the
comedy circuit generally.
Picking a name which makes a pun on “improv” or related words seems almost irresistible. The
Spontaneity Shop was originally The Old Spontaneity Shop, a play on Dickens which thankfully
seems to have been overlooked by most people. “Improv” names, however, are hugely easy to come
by. Among the shows we have seen and the companies we have worked with, we can name The
Impronouns, Improverts, Improvedy, Improfessionals, Improvology, Improbable, Chimprov, Mission
Improvable, Stanford Imps, Oxford Imps, Roving Imps; not to mention Spontaneous Combustion,
Scared Scriptless (two or three times), Scriptease and countless others. It’s a fairly safe bet that any
improv pun you come up with has probably been thought of already. If you come up with one that your
whole group falls in love with, make sure you Google it before you print off 5,000 fliers.

FREQUENCY OF SHOWS
This is another key criterion. Most groups want to stage a weekly show, but why should this be so?
Sure, it makes sense to be able to say to your audience “We’re here every Thursday,” and it beats
scrabbling around for gigs all across the country the way that stand-up comedians do, but a weekly
show can become a burden if you are also busy teaching workshops, doing corporate jobs or working
behind a desk somewhere, leaving you very little time to rehearse and innovate. For a new company
just starting out, a monthly show gives you more opportunity to practice between shows and also to
build up an audience. If successful, it’s easy for a monthly show to go fortnightly and then weekly, if
the demand seems to be there for it. Another option is to book a theatre and do a run of shows,
performing nightly for anything from one week to five or six weeks. This gives you the benefit of
down time between “seasons” for you to rehearse and innovate, a focused marketing push for your
new idea and a brief, intense period of performing, followed by a breather. Very few improv
companies take this option, but whenever we’ve done it, it has been very successful for us.
REHEARSAL SPACE
Much of this is already covered under workshop venues, with the exception that workshop
attendees will cover the cost of the workshop venue in their fees. With show rehearsals, you will
have to pay for the rehearsal space out of the show takings, so finding a cheap space becomes even
more important. Don’t be tempted to use somebody’s large front room, though. It’s very hard to keep
focused on the business of creating improvised theatre with telephones ringing and sofas to lounge
about on.
FINDING A VENUE
You will have to decide whether you want to do a cabaret show (with tables for the audience to sit
around) or a theatre show with the audience in rows. Theatres are generally easier to play, as the
audience has nowhere to look but the stage so it’s easier to keep them watching. Theatres are very
rarely dark except for Sunday or Monday nights, and then they are dark for a reason: Those are tough
nights to get an audience out. Look around and explore all your options. You may be able to put some
seats, lights and a stage in a room above a pub or bar, which may suit your needs as well as a theatre
but give you more flexibility in timing for shows and rehearsals. Otherwise you might find a theatre
that’ll give you a late night slot, which can be great.
OTHER PEOPLE’S SHOWS
Another option is for your team to perform as part of someone else’s show. In an evening of sketch
comedy or a showcase for actors, or a variety night, an improv team can be a nice change of pace.
Less successful, and certainly more daunting, in our experience, is taking your improvisers into a
stand-up club and doing ten minutes of Arms Through or Animal Expert for the audience. We’ve
known companies that have made this work, and it can be a good means of reaching a bigger
audience, but the difference in expectation and energy between an improv show and a stand-up show
is hard to overestimate. Improvisers who don’t take this into account may get eaten alive in that often
hostile environment. Of course, some clubs are friendlier than others, and if you think you will be
warmly received, go for it. Be prepared to take some technical/logistical problems into account also:
You may not be heard without a mic, and you may have to hold the mic in one hand or remain behind
the mic stand in order to accomplish this, both of which dramatically constrain your ability to make
physical offers. A good compromise, if you are keen to tap into the stand-up audience, is to try and get

a friendly stand-up club to give you a show-length slot once a week or month. The Stand Players in
Edinburgh do excellent improvised comedy, accurately giving the rowdy stand-up crowd exactly
what they want, but doing so with tremendous wit, daring and charm. It’s not exactly theatre, but it
keeps that audience very happily entertained on a regular basis.
FLIERS AND POSTERS
All right, you know what you want to do and where you want to do it. Now you need to think about
selling your show. The price of printing is falling all the time. Where we live in the UK, it’s now
possible to get thousands of color fliers for less than £100. This is well worth doing, although often
fliers act as little more than an aide-mémoire. A good photograph of the team is worth getting, and
worth spending a bit of money on—a good set of photos can be reused almost endlessly—but try to
resist the temptation to make faces, clown around or wear silly costumes unless you’ve got a strong
idea for a particular show. If there’s someone in your team who can use Photoshop or QuarkXPress
then now’s the time to use their talents. If no one in your team is so equipped, almost certainly you
will be able to find a friend or friend-of-a-friend who is. Let them get on with it, and trust them if they
tell you that the design works. They know more about it than you, or you would be doing it yourself.
If at all possible, include a map on the flier showing how to get to the theatre. Also, do a quick
check before you send the file to the printer that you have included all the key information, such as
how to book tickets, how much they cost, when the show starts and so on. Have several people
proofread the flier for spelling mistakes.
When you take delivery of the fliers, encourage everyone on the team to have some on their person
at all times, and think about how you can get people to see them. Some ideas include: paying to have
them included in local papers, leaving them in local shops and restaurants, paying to have them
placed in racks around town, handing them out near the venue, leaving them on seats at other shows
(with permission), handing them out to workshop students, handing them out to people leaving other
shows.
Posters are less useful, but it’s good to get a few done for the venue itself at least, and they make
nice souvenirs. Many copy shops in the UK will do A3 (poster size) color copies from disc for a
pound or two, and this is a very cost-effective way of making attractive color posters, assuming you
have some good artwork to begin with.
WEBSITE
As well as these more traditional, old-fashioned ways of promoting a show, the Internet brings
many marketing opportunities. Again, try to make use of any in-house (or near-house) expertise you
might have, and don’t think you have to spend a lot of money. In the UK, you can get your own domain
name (web address) and web space for about £20 a year. Your own domain name is important and
should ideally be nice and short with no punctuation (advice we didn’t heed, but we’re stuck with
www.the-spontaneity-shop.com now).
Once you have a website up and running, keep it up to date with news of where you are performing
and what other events you have. Give your audience the opportunity to talk back to you and you will
keep your site dynamic and active. You can also try and persuade other websites to link to you. If you
have a links page on your site, you can offer “link-exchanges.” This will also help you to rank higher
in Google and other search engines.
Lately, social networking sites like MySpace and Facebook have been on the rise. These give you

another route to promoting your improvisation shows and should not be overlooked. You can also
contribute to improv discussion boards and the like and include a link to your website in your
signature. You can even do this for your regular emails, if appropriate.
You should also compile an e-mail list of your existing workshoppers and show attendees, and
send an email once a month or so advertising your upcoming events. Your website should include a
way to sign up to the mailing list, ideally on every page.
PRESS
Just about any press you get is worth having, even (or perhaps especially!) “Ban this filth now!”
Obviously you can pay for advertisements, but unless you have star names or a particularly brilliant
hook, this is unlikely to pay for itself in ticket sales. Most towns have some kind of listings magazine
such as London’s Time Out, which aims to be comprehensive rather than selective and so will list
your show for free if you submit it promptly. Readers in the UK should also be aware that the Press
Association runs a listings “clearing house” known as PA Listings which provides listings material to
many other publications, who then select the most interesting. Submitting to PA Listings is well worth
doing, but it needs to be six to eight weeks in advance of your show date.
Reviews and editorial are the very finest kind of printed advertising you can get, not just because
people will read them when they come out and want to see your show, but because you can endlessly
quote and recycle them for years afterwards. A good quote on your flier adds a tremendous amount of
legitimacy, and you should keep a book of press clippings for this purpose. Again, personal
connections will be hugely helpful. If you don’t have them, try and make them. Call up the comedy
editor or theatre reviewer at a local paper or magazine and see if you can talk to them. Send them
short, well-laid-out press releases from time to time, and stress what’s different about your show.
We have found that doing shows themed for Valentine’s Day, Easter or Halloween are fun for
audiences and a great way of getting press. Often the story or picture editor is looking for something
seasonal to run, and a show called “Cupid’s Last Stand” or “The Trick or Treat Comedy Hour,” with
a picture of your company dressed in appropriate costumes, is something easy for them to put front
and center, especially when the comedy editor is normally dealing with pictures of men behind mics.
SELLING TICKETS
If at all possible, have a mechanism whereby people can book and pay for tickets in advance. You
may have to give up a percentage of each sale in order to take credit card payments yourself or
through an agency, but it means your audience will be much less diminished if it suddenly pours with
rain an hour before your show starts, and it means you will know before the day of the show whether
or not you need to call up all your friends to fill spare seats because tonight a reviewer is coming.
We’ve been using ticketweb.co.uk, which has proven to be very worthwhile.
If you are using a theatre space, they will very often have a fully functioning box office that you can
use, but check whether their box office phone line is a real ticket booking line or just an answering
machine on which people can leave messages requesting tickets. If there is no box office, make sure
that it’s somebody’s job to turn up to the venue with a cash box—with sufficient change in it—and
with a book of cloakroom tickets or similar. Make sure also that a count of the cash box is done at the
start and the end of the night and that the number of tickets available and sold is recorded somewhere.
STARTING THE SHOW
Be a little wary of coming out to pumping rock music and laser displays, even if you can afford

them. Such an over-confident, high status presentation gives you very little room to move in terms of
success or failure. Slickness and showbiz is the enemy of risk and can lead to very formulaic work.
But having a charismatic host who is happy to talk to the audience and welcome them to the show can
be very helpful—just don’t let them dominate the whole show.
Like setting up a game, if the audience needs to understand the show’s format in order to appreciate
it, then you need to explain it quickly and clearly. But there’s no point wasting time telling them things
they don’t need to know. Instead, a good host will make them laugh happily, give them practice
shouting things out (if necessary) and create a friendly mood. A show like Theatresports benefits from
having a single dedicated host throughout, but in other formats, it may be appropriate to share the
business of setting up games, keeping the show moving, sending the audience out to the bar at
intermission and so on. Encourage as many people as possible within your team to interact with the
audience as “themselves” so that they can happily take over main host role if need be.
If your show is more theatrical and less cabaret, then it may scarcely need a host at all, so don’t
include one just because you think it’s the thing to do. Always ask yourself what your show needs.
MUSIC AND LIGHTS
Your show will need technical support of various kinds. Whether or not you have a musician on the
stage with you, you will want to have music playing in the venue when the audience enters, for
atmosphere. Some companies create musical accompaniment for scenes purely by means of recorded
music. While this is nowhere near as flexible as working with a musician (improvisers need to
understand that it is their responsibility to fit their actions to the music once it has started), it can give
more breadth in terms of styles and sounds. This kind of musical accompaniment was pioneered at the
Loose Moose in the 1970s when it meant juggling hundreds of cued-up cassette tapes. With CDs, it’s
possible to have near-instant access to hundreds of tracks with a handful of CDs and possibly some
kind of automatic disc changer. We’ve compiled CDs with an eclectic selection of music, biased
away from lyrics which can compete with the improvisers’ dialogue, but since the late 1990s have
been more likely to use a laptop computer connected to the theatre’s sound system. This gives us
access to thousands of tracks at the click of a mouse. For our most recent run of shows, we’ve been
using an iPod.
Depending on how the tech booth is arranged, one quick-off-the-mark operator may be able to run
both sound and lights for you, but it may be that the two panels are on opposite sides of the room, or
that it’s just too much for one person to accomplish at once. In either case, both lighting and sound
operators need to be bold and fearless. “Is this hell?” wonders one of the improvisers. Suddenly the
stage is suffused with red and the low rumble of distant volcanoes booms out of the speakers. This
kind of coordination can’t be accomplished by technicians used to working from a cue sheet or who
wait for explicit instructions before acting. The very best technicians are usually improvisers
themselves, which can create problems if everybody wants stage time. Very few in-house technicians
have anything like the boldness required for the role, although most will grow into the role if given
some encouragement and will start to enjoy the freedom and creativity it affords them.
ENDING SCENES
The best, most elegant and simplest way for a scene to end is for the lights to come down, ideally
accompanied by a burst of music from somewhere—musician or sound improviser. This means that
the lighting improviser has a considerable amount of power, not just spotting endings, but actually
creating endings. If the pace of the show is sluggish, a portion of the blame should be directed to the

tech booth.
However, even if the agreement is that scenes end when the lights come down, that doesn’t mean
that the improvisers can’t end scenes themselves. In directed formats, it’s easy for the director to call
“scene” or wave the lights down with a gesture. Players on- and offstage can also be encouraged to
give this kind of signal. In one company we know, players slap the stage when they feel the scene has
come to an end, which is especially pleasing if more than one person does it at the same time, but not
as elegant as having the lights fade around them.
Some formats allow one scene to blend into another without any input at all from the technician, but
that doesn’t mean that they can’t use the other resources at their disposal to add to the show. Trust
your technician and that trust will often be rewarded.
Some shows also include specific mechanisms for ending scenes. Australian Theatresports shows
always used to include time limits for all games (which can be very restricting, especially if the scene
is over but the available minutes “must be used”), and most versions of Theatresports include the
Horn For Boring, which if sounded means the improvisers must leave the stage. Clive Anderson and
Drew Carey have a buzzer they can sound to bring scenes to an end. Pick whatever works for the kind
of show you are performing, and don’t be afraid to experiment.
GETTING SUGGESTIONS
A fun part of many improv shows, but not essential. Australian Theatresports, which was wildly
popular in the 1980s, had all the suggestions in sealed envelopes, written by committees before the
show began. In Whose Line Is It Anyway? almost all suggestions come from the host and are written
by the producer, or selected from ideas written by audience members before the show begins. If you
are getting audience suggestions, here are some useful points to bear in mind.
Common “ask-fors” include: a place to be, an object, a profession, a relationship, a professional
relationship, and all of these will work fine. But, for variety, why not try to come up with new ones
for each show? Audiences often give the same responses to the same ask-fors; dentist seems to be the
most favored profession, for example. So why not ask them for something more unusual, personal or
eclectic? “What was your grandfather’s profession?” may get you a more interesting response than
“Can someone name a profession?” It’s also a more personal way of connecting to the audience.
Another common problem is that an improviser asking for a location is hoping to hear “cemetery”
or “library” but will more frequently hear “Botswana.” To cope with this problem, some groups ask
for “a non-geographical location,” which is a potentially confusing phrase, and may not solve the
problem at all, since the presence of the word “geographical” puts the idea of countries into their
head. One way to deal with this is to ask the person who shouted out “Botswana” to tell you
something about it which you can then use, but if you suspect they know nothing about it, then this is a
bit too combative. Another strategy is to give examples of the kind of thing you want, which you can
also use to “knock-out” answers you’ve heard too many times before. “Can we have a suggestion of a
profession please, like dentist or police officer?” However, if you try to “knock-out” crude
suggestions, you may find that you, and not your audience, are dragging the show into the gutter: “Can
we have suggestion of a location please, like lavatory or brothel?”
In general, you shouldn’t take suggestions that don’t inspire you (such as famous people you’ve
never heard of!) but equally you shouldn’t waste time suggestion-shopping, since this makes you look
uncertain. It’s particularly frustrating to hear an improviser solicit more suggestions after hearing one,
and then six or seven later, finally agree to take the first one given.

Bear in mind that taking a suggestion makes a promise to the audience. If you take the suggestion
“doughnut” and you finish eating a doughnut before taking your dog to the vet, never mentioning
doughnuts again, then the audience will feel cheated. Equally, your question should not be what
inspires the improvisation. If you ask for, as suggested above, “your grandfather’s profession” and get
“brush salesman” then the scene should be about brushes and selling them—not about grandfathers!
If you ask for something you might find down the back of the sofa, the scene which follows should not
even feature a sofa.
Always repeat a suggestion once you’ve accepted it: for clarity, for volume and to reinforce your
control of the stage. Also, don’t forget to thank the audience for their contribution. We train our
improvisers to say “Brush salesman, thank you” and look happy.
If you always get audience suggestions, try doing at least one show without them. If you never use
them, see if you can incorporate them. How will you know what works if you don’t experiment?
USING AUDIENCE MEMBERS
Not always appropriate, but can add an extra layer of interest to many improvised shows. Be
aware that rest of the audience is on the side of the volunteer you have on stage with you (unlike in a
stand-up club where somebody heckles, when generally the rest of the audience is not on the
heckler’s side). You must therefore treat them with respect and kindness, make them the hero of the
story, raise their status and make sure they get a round of applause for their contribution. Never get
unwilling volunteers, and think twice before taking people being “volunteered” by their friends,
anyone who looks drunk or anyone you know (or what’s the point?).
ENDING THE SHOW
Once your show is over, get off the stage. A quick bow and a thank you and then just get the hell
off. If you have other shows to promote, it’s far better to plug them right after the intermission than to
let the energy of your big finish drain away as you read out a long list of your forthcoming attractions.
Put fliers on people’s seats and try to get all announcements out of the way long before the show is
winding down. And make sure that your technician pumps out happy music as soon as you have left
the stage, or even as you are leaving.
THE NEXT SHOW
Once you’ve had your congratulatory drink in the bar, it’s time to start thinking about the next show.
Especially when starting out, some kind of notes session is advisable. This can either be a free-for-all
among the cast, or (better) you can give one person who did not perform the job of scribbling down
observations as the show is in progress, and these can then be shared with the cast, either directly
after show or at the next rehearsal. Try to avoid these becoming shouting matches—separate the ego
from the work.
One particular thing to be aware of is that as improvisers in one company start to find their feet,
they can develop into specialists. Physical performers will look for opportunities to do their physical
shtick. Verbal comedians will stand at the side of the stage, commenting on the action. Story-heads
will knit everyone else’s random offers together into a coherent narrative. This is a very positive
thing—it means that confidence is growing and that the group is sufficiently diverse to have expertise
in many areas.
But as time goes on it may be a problem—a particular scene requires your physical performer to
be verbal and they “refuse the jump.” Or worse, your player who always ends scenes can’t play

tonight and so scenes never end! As you develop as a company, while each of you will doubtless
have “favorites,” you should all be trying to broaden your skills. Have the specialists lead workshops
so that each of you can acquire a bit more of that specialization and the group as a whole becomes
better able to cope with shows of all kinds.
You may also find, if you are doing a weekly show, that press is harder and harder to come by.
“Improv Company Performs Same Show as Last Week” is hardly a gripping headline, and so you will
need to keep generating variety. Doing new formats with fun names, themed shows (as mentioned
previously) and inviting special guests to play with you can be very useful for reinvigorating the
promotions business.
FESTIVALS
Once you’ve found a show you like doing which gets an audience, you may want to take your show
on the road. Taking a show on tour is probably beyond the scope of this book, but getting invited to
festivals is not difficult and often means that other people—the host company—are responsible for
much of the foregoing. The Edinburgh Festival has an entirely open-door policy and is (thus) the
biggest arts festival in the world. If you can afford it, you can book a venue and take a show there, but
it’s very easy, even for a foreign company (exotic!) to get lost in the shuffle; there are around two
thousand shows performing there for three weeks.
Improv-specific festivals tend to be smaller and friendlier. Companies that play Theatresports are
especially likely to want to invite international teams to play with them, as the format makes the
process of combining companies on one stage very easy. Check out the list of licensed teams on the
ITI website (theatresports.org) and keep an eye on the improv bulletin boards for companies looking
for teams to come and play. Put together a DVD so those hosting festivals can get an idea of the
quality of your work. Of particular note is the Chicago Improv Festival, which runs every year,
usually around May–June. The artistic director is Jonathan Pitts, who is keen to encourage new shows
and international groups. Visiting companies to CIF can often perform to big audiences, teach and
attend workshops and be assured of a fine welcome.
Most companies will do what they can to help you pay for your airfare, but some may be able to do
little more than suggest you book early. You can reasonably expect to be put up—at least in a local
improviser’s spare room—and given well-attended shows to perform, often workshops to teach and
always a friendly guide to the nightlife afterwards. You are part of an international improv
community, so why not take your part on the international stage? You can have a wonderful time and
learn a lot from this cultural exchange. Also taking your team to Amsterdam for a week can be
incredibly bonding in itself.

Intermission
THE PARADOX OF IMPROVISATION
Improvisation is the only art form that can’t be edited.
Live theatre or concert performances also have this feeling but, in general, are scripted, so you
only get to see moment-to-moment decision-making on the rare occasions that something goes wrong.
In improv shows you get to see it all time, including when everything’s going right. One of the reasons
that improvisation is so difficult for some people, and why the results are so often unsatisfactory, is

that most people maintain a fiction that there is a “me” which is in control and which takes careful,
measured decisions to ensure our best interests. Competing for control with “me” is a rolling, boiling,
dangerous, libidinous, reptilian force called “the unconscious.” If this is allowed to have control, I
fear I will become childish, psychotic or worse.
A moment’s introspection reveals that, to some extent at least, this is illusory. Yes, sometimes I
will make very careful, measured decisions over matters such as which house to buy, whom to marry,
whether to start an improv company of my own. But it’s entirely false to suppose that this kind of
detailed, conscious decision-making is operating all of the time. We know that at the other end of the
scale there are purely instinctive actions. The jerk of your knee when a doctor taps it with a little
mallet is not something you could control if you tried. If you put your hand on a hot surface, you will
yank it away before the pain registers. But in between these two extremes, a lot of very good, very
automatic decision-making is going on. Whether to go around this person to the left or to the right.
Whether to say “goodbye,” “cheerio” or “laters” at the end of phone call. Whether to sit cross-legged
or put both feet on the floor. 56 No doubt we could invent reasons for these things, but the latest results
from neurology show that rationalization is a separate process which post-dates actions. First we act,
then we work out why we decided to, in order to be able to keep telling ourselves the story that “I am
in control up here.”
A friend of ours, who is rather more athletic and vigorous then Tom, told him a story to comfort
him after his disastrous attempts to ski for the first time. Markus had elected to do a parachute jump
and had been full of enthusiasm for the idea from inception, through training, to take-off, but then
doubts had started to set in. Standing in the doorway of the plane, he knew intellectually that
everything would be fine, but he couldn’t bring himself to jump. He ended up dangling out of the
plane, clinging on by his fingers, and the instructor literally had to pry his hands off the fuselage so
that the next person could jump.
We feel like that instructor sometimes, when teaching our most anxious students.
The big difference of course is that Markus actually was in danger! His parachute might not have
opened, or might have gotten tangled up or he might have passed out in fear. Even if nothing went
wrong mechanically, he could land badly and break an ankle. The pain and suffering which
accompanies bad improv scenes is nothing compared to this. But concealing your feelings is also an
important survival skill. We must not let the libidinous monster have its way, or people will judge us.
Public loss of status, to some people, is more frightening than death!57
But inspiration is the friendly face of the reptilian unconscious. And if you use your unconscious
inspiration to paint, or sculpt, or write, or compose—your conscious decision-making mind can come
in afterwards and edit. Often what it will remove is anything which reveals something we’d rather
went unsaid. On a recent episode of the peerless American cartoon South Park, vile ten-year-old
Eric Cartman fakes Tourette syndrome in order to swear and curse with total impunity. In a brilliant
break in the routine, he gets so used to spewing obscenities without having to check his impulses that
he starts blurting out embarrassing truths as well: “I wet the bed last night! My cousin and I touched
wieners!” Possibly some improvisers feel like they just want to explore provocative or personal
material but fear that if they dare to try, they will end up exposing their darkest secrets.
The problem is that, as Malcolm Gladwell has written about in the bestseller Blink, talented
people can often access their talent more effectively in an instant, rather than after careful
consideration. Their unconscious guess may be right on the money, but given the opportunity to reflect

and consider, they will stop trusting that instinct and eventually settle on a “rational” answer they trust
more—but which may be wrong. Artists who can edit their work only show the audience those parts
of their unconscious they are happy to reveal.
Improv’s strength—and its weakness—is its ability to reveal the unconscious mind. At best it can
be daring, exciting, truthful, human and hilarious. At worst it can be self-indulgent, idiotic or
pointless. Inability to edit can mean that the audience feels all is revealed and they are watching a
dangerous process where anything can happen, but it also means that a lot that would be edited as
sub-standard in another art form is presented as the best we can do in improv.
However, it isn’t the case that editing is always a negative process. Read first drafts of any great
screenplay, novel or other famous work and you will very often see that errors have been corrected,
focus has been restored and it is only redundant material that has been removed. One reason for this is
that most such art forms are generally the province of soloists. Great writers, artists and composers
work alone, or occasionally in two-person teams. What has often happened between first draft and
final version is that a second mind has entered the picture, even if this is the original creator some
time later.
In 1986, a television serial called The Singing Detective was broadcast on BBC1. It was written
by famed television writer Dennis Potter and is widely considered to be his finest work. We consider
it one of the greatest things ever written for television, if not the greatest. The complex, multilayered
story depicts an embittered crime novelist, Philip Marlow, played with heart-rending sincerity by
Michael Gambon, who is confined to a hospital bed with a crippling case of psoriatic arthropathy
which seizes up his joints and covers his skin in painful blisters. As he lies on his back, swapping
caustic remarks with diligent nurses, other patients and his ex-wife, he fantasizes or hallucinates
childhood memories, bits of his current novel and a morbid waking dream about his ex-wife’s
betrayal—all set to 1940s show-tunes. Over six hour-plus episodes, the different plot strands touch,
mingle and intertwine until the shocking denouement, which demonstrates in a single brutal yet
cathartic image just what Marlow has to give up in order to rejoin the human race.
The serial was directed by Jon Amiel, who has gone on to a good career in Hollywood
(Entrapment, Sommersby), but he was in awe of the script when he first read it, and his only hope
was that he wouldn’t fuck it up. He and Potter had lunch to talk about the script, and Amiel sang its
praises. But, he said, he did have some notes for Potter. Nobody gave Dennis Potter notes in 1985!
Potter bridled, but Amiel persevered. Amiel wanted the detective story to continue through the serial
rather than be only a feature of the first episode. He wanted the role of Marlow’s ex-wife expanded
and deepened. And the ending, he opined, was clever, but it didn’t have the emotional punch required.
After five and half episodes of Marlow’s suffering, the audience needed a bigger pay-off than Potter
had supplied. The current ending was like the solution to a crossword puzzle: intellectual but not
emotional, all head and no heart. After this and another meeting, a furious row developed between the
two men, with Potter hurling foul insults, and Amiel considered withdrawing from the project.
After a third, more productive meeting, Potter called Amiel and told him: “I’m rewriting it. I’m
rewriting the whole thing.” By this time, preproduction had begun and Potter (like his creation,
suffering from psoriatic arthropathy) wrote in longhand, sometimes with a pencil strapped to the
outside of his buckled fist. Nevertheless, the new scripts arrived (just) in time to be shot, and if the
previous draft had been dazzling, the new version was a masterpiece. After the first full read-through,
it was Potter who broke the silence. “Jesus, I didn’t realize it was quite so close to the fucking bone.”

The Singing Detective got huge ratings58 and won countless awards59 and is still regarded as a
landmark piece of television. But Potter refused to work with Amiel again. His next major TV serial,
Blackeyes, he directed (and narrated) himself. Many of the discarded ideas from The Singing
Detective crop up there, including the “crossword puzzle” ending. Whereas The Singing Detective
was widely regarded as a masterpiece, Blackeyes was thought to be derivative, indulgent and
misogynistic.
Genius frequently requires collaboration to be most fully developed. The best artists combine a
pure faith in their creative powers with a ruthless self-discipline to remove whatever doesn’t belong
or isn’t working. Most people’s artistic expression can be improved by collaboration, but few people
are natural collaborators—fear and ego get in the way. Improvisation, on the other hand, barely exists
at all without the notion of collaboration. You don’t need to have all the answers at once, you don’t
need to spot the implications of your own ideas, you don’t need to decide for yourself what of the
various options you have given yourself is the most interesting. You are onstage with other talents
who can help you to take these decisions, and do it all in an instant.
More often than not, though, throughout the performing arts, performers face the audience with
armor on. In theory, improvisation should be the most revealing art form, but the performers are
aware of this and so put on more armor than usual. Actors can draw on their unconscious inspiration
in rehearsal, but they usually create a performance throughout that process and so are largely in
control of what they choose to show the audience (although great actors will often access that in-themoment spirit on the night and then the audience can feels they’ve seen something special). Because
improvisers feel their unconscious might reveal the breakup they’re going through right now, their
political opinions, their childhood secrets, the things their mother used to shout at them—they don’t
always trust themselves to freewheel.
Actually, the audience would love to see these things represented in stories, through characters,
and would sense they were truthful without knowing they were personal. What is truthful about your
adolescent fears of sex is probably shared by the audience, and if not they will relate to it in some
other way. Unless you’ve actually got a body buried in your garden, you are probably safer than you
feel when improvising.
We’re not suggesting that you use improvisation as some kind of cheap therapy, rather that great
playwrights and screen and TV writers—whether writing comedy or drama—are revealing their own
secrets, as well as those of their friends and families, all the time. Great writers often talk about the
models for their characters and relate how they took real situations and “tweaked” them to create
inspiring drama or hilarious comedy. Compare this to those formulaic sitcoms that fill airtime for a
season before they’re canceled. They’re full of implausible situations and cheap gags which the
writers simply don’t care about. These writers aren’t revealing anything of themselves here because
it’s a workaday job for them and they’re saving their personal revelations and experiences for their
own sitcom or indie screenplay.
Most improv companies are the same. They’re not giving you anything of themselves, just some
tricks they’ve learned and recycle weekly. The slicker they are, the truer this probably is. The best
improv shows we’ve seen or been in are often a bit messy around the edges. Think about the sort of
improv show Salvador Dalí would host. It probably wouldn’t start with World’s Worst and end with
a cleverly rhyming song, with everyone taking one line each.
Of course, you can’t let an unsupervised unconscious out onstage—it’d be unwatchable. But a

retrained brain that’s learned narrative technique and some skill in presenting stories through some
understanding of status and character that’s then let off the leash is in a different league—almost a
different medium—from a series of improvisation games performed by technically skilled joketellers.

SECTION
FOUR

“Making Improvisation Pay”

4.1 Performing?

Overview
How hard can it be to get paid to improvise? You put on a show, you sell tickets, you make
money. We look at when this is true and not true before considering alternatives.

Some towns are theatre towns, like London, New York and Chicago. Some towns have only one or
two theatres—or none at all. But being in a theatre town—even being a comedy town—is no
guarantee that there will be a ready audience for your improvised performances.
In Chicago, there is a huge audience for improvisation, that audience probably containing a high
proportion of improvisers, but no more appreciative and available for that. At IO, and other
institutions like it, you can also get encouragement to form your own “team” and get playing time on
their stage and in front of that built-in audience. Successful teams can then go on to have a highly
successful life outside of the “mothership.” We regard this as an excellent model for assisting improv
students to make the transition from learning to doing.
However, our assumption, if you are looking to make money out of improvisation, is that you are
having to go it alone. We’ve already looked at putting a group together, finding the right team and the
right space. But in almost all cases, the kinds of venues that we’ve looked at will struggle to make any
kind of money at all, even if your show is wildly popular. Companies that have made real money out
of improvisation—such as The Comedy Store Players in London and Boom Chicago in Amsterdam—
do so only after huge investment in premises and promotion. And of those two, only Boom Chicago is
a dedicated improv venue. The Comedy Store is a regular stand-up club five nights a week and only
presents improvisation on Wednesdays and Sundays.
The economics of fringe theatre are such that if you can only take fifty people per night, once
you’ve paid for the theatre, the advertising and the rest of the materials for the show, most of the door
money will be gone. Dividing that up among a company of six to seven, plus musician, plus
technician, leaves next to nothing per person. Putting it in the company coffers means that the cast
doesn’t get paid and so have to take other jobs besides. It would be nice if those other jobs were
improv-related, hence this section of our book.
Of course, this ignores the possibility that what begins as a money-losing fringe show will explode
into a phenomenon. This is not impossible, but it’s not exactly a sound business plan either. For every
Jerry Springer: The Opera, there are countless other fringe shows which—while they might
thoroughly entertain the audiences that see them—never become anything more than what they were
when they began. Part of the problem is that, for promoters, a one-person stand-up act is more
saleable, more portable, more economical and more profitable. It is not just tradition or accident
which has given the stand-up comedian dominance in the fringe/comedy genre. There are sound
economic reasons for preferring to take one man standing behind a mic around the country, and selling
his personality to audiences.

Other patterns are certainly possible, but improvisation, which combines the unwieldy bulk of
sketch comedy with the inherent uncertainty of scriptless comedy, is often fighting an uphill battle.
Shows which have succeeded have usually done so by virtue of an ingenious “hook” or by being the
only game in town. Our firm advice is to devise improvisation shows you love doing, work with
people you adore working with, perform your shows to audiences that enjoy them and let all that be a
reward in itself. A show cynically constructed to be a success almost certainly won’t be, as your
heart won’t be in it. If you do a show for love and you do love doing it, then you are ahead of the
game already. If it does slay all before it at an international comedy festival, or gets picked up by a
big comedy promoter or gets on the TV or radio, we’ll be right there to crack open the champagne
with you.
And that brings up another way to make money out of improvisation. It’s not impossible that,
although your style is too theatrical for other mediums, your show is too expensive to tour and your
concept too hard to sell, your talented cast may very well find other acting, comedy or even
improvisation work through your fringe performances. Many members of The Spontaneity Shop have
been asked to lend their talents in various ways to unscripted or semi-scripted TV, radio and West
End shows of various kinds, through their improvisation work in smaller venues. And while these
have not always been the happiest of experiences, they have always been paid—and that’s what this
section is about, after all! Your fringe show can be an excellent showcase for the individual talents in
your company. Just remember, there’s no particular reason why the talent scout in the audience should
pick you just because you put up the money, or came up with the idea for the show or encouraged the
rest of the cast to turn up for rehearsals. Be happy for their success.

4.2 Teaching Workshops
While doing and teaching are undeniably different skills, many people who have learned to
improvise can teach it fairly effectively—even if all they do is replicate the lessons they learned. If
you care about the medium and you enjoy sharing your experiences with others and seeing them
improve, you will no doubt be able to run an effective workshop program of some kind. This is
something which will almost certainly make you money if you have any ability at all in this direction.
Although probably not enough to live on, the money you make can supplement your other income, or
be ploughed into shows, and your workshop students will provide an audience for your shows, just as
your show audience may want to sign up for your improv workshops.
All you need for an improv workshop is a space in which to run it and a bunch of willing students.
Many big cities have dedicated dance studios and rehearsal rooms, and many theatres have rehearsal
rooms which can be hired out. If these are too expensive, then arts centers, community centers, church
halls or pub function rooms are cheaper alternatives. It’s worth doing a little bit of poking around to
find something nice and big with some natural light which isn’t going to break the bank.
Next, you need to let people know that the workshop exists and figure out a price for it. Look
around on people’s websites for local market rates and decide where to set your bar, depending on
the quality of the teachers you have, their experience levels, the length of the workshop, cost of the
room and so on. If it’s your first time teaching, you may decide to run classes for a nominal fee, which
will just cover the cost of the room and some tea and biscuits, until you have more experience. As a
general rule, we suggest that you set an upper limit on attendees—say sixteen—and then aim to break
even, having paid for venue, advertising and all other expenses with half that.
With the rise of the Internet, it has become easier than ever to advertise workshops, and social

networking sites like Facebook and MySpace make it even easier. Advertising in listings magazines,
local papers and the like are also useful and cost-effective ways to draw attention to your workshops,
and don’t underestimate the power of printing some fliers and leaving them in local coffee shops, and
especially fringe theatres and arts centers.
You also need to decide if you are offering a one-time workshop, a consecutive series or casual
“drop-in” sessions. While we know other London improv companies which have thriving drop-in
workshops, the model has never worked for us. In the first place, it is quite hard to teach a very
mixed-ability group, and the nature of a drop-in session is that there will be a constant stream of total
beginners showing up. Having to teach them not to block every week will bore and frustrate the more
experienced players, who will drift away. It is also near-impossible to plan effectively if you are
collecting fees on the night, since attendance is likely to fluctuate wildly.
A possible compromise is to teach a beginner’s workshop every so often, and then run a weekly
drop-in session for “graduates” of the beginner workshop (or, at your discretion, any more
experienced improvisers who come by). This fixes one of the problems above, and if you find that
you regularly get a quorum, then you’re done.
For a while, all the teaching we did was on weekends. This was partly because this was more
convenient for us at the time, but also because we imagined that a two-day intensive “hit” was the
best model for a skill as elusive as this. So we ran a weekend “Course One” for beginners, about four
or five times a year, and a follow-up weekend “Course Two” slightly less often. Course Two was
always a problem, since the only people eligible for it were those who had recently taken Course
One, and—no matter how much they enjoyed or got out of Course One—it was hard to get a sensible
number of them together at the same weekend.
After running this model for some time, a smart student shook his head at us, over a post-workshop
pint. “You’re the world’s worst drug pushers,” he told us. “You deliver this amazing addictive
improvisation buzz over a weekend. Then when your customers ask where they can get more, you just
shrug your shoulders and tell them: ‘Dunno.’” Ruminating on these words, but not wanting to run more
badly attended drop-ins, we came up with The Weekly Shop. This would be an eight-week series of
workshops—paid for in advance—that would culminate in one or two Micetro Impro shows. With
the lure of stage time, we were able to get people to pay up front, which meant first that people were
more likely to show up regularly, and also that we could plan our finances effectively. Whereas
Course One and Course Two ran with fixed syllabuses, The Weekly Shop was designed to be flexible
to students’ needs and teachers’ interests. This also meant that people could take it again and again
without repeating the same material.
As the student body grows larger, and people keep coming back for more, the other problem
inherent in running drop-in workshops returns. Sooner or later, a burgeoning improv academy needs
to kick out the most experienced students or introduce some kind of streaming. In many companies, the
best and most experienced students get “kicked out” into the main performing company and, if handled
sensitively, this can be an excellent way both of finding new performing talent (replacing those who
have been poached by TV?) and of satisfying students’ needs for fresh challenges and more stage
time. This risk, however, is that it turns every workshop into an audition. If you are taking money to
teach people to improvise, you need to make sure that, for the duration of the workshop, you are
focused on helping them to improve their skills. We’ve very recently relaxed our once hard and fast
rule about casting people in our shows from our workshop program. It remains to be seen whether we
can manage this without creating problems within the group.

So, the other option is to stream the students. This also means that you can take all comers, but
teach those with natural ability, especially natural performing ability, separately from those who find
the prospect of standing before an audience more daunting. Teaching inexperienced performers to
improvise means both imparting improvisation technique and dealing with the fundamental beinglooked-at-by-strangers anxiety. Teaching experienced performers typically means much more of the
former and much less of the latter. Most of the cast of The Spontaneity Shop’s performing company
was recruited out of workshops we taught for graduates of RADA, which were kept entirely separate
from the public workshops we were teaching at the same time.
Currently, we have an open beginners’ workshop, which runs over eight evenings, known as Level
One. Decent attendance at Level One gains admission to Level Two, which has replaced The Weekly
Shop, although we still have two Micetro shows at the end of each eight-week term. Entry to Level
Three is by invitation only, and Level Three students program their own shows, with our supervision,
over the course of each term. This structure seems to be working for us at the moment, but who knows
when we might see the need to change it again? Some kind of streaming is almost certainly required if
you want to grow the student body. Ultimately, students are going to leave your workshop program,
and our goal at the moment is to give them the encouragement that they need to start their own
company, so that they don’t need to sever relations with us, but nor do they continue to be dependent
on us.
Having established your credentials as teachers, you may be able to offer your services to local
drama schools or drama societies. Teaching improvisation as an acting skill is somewhat different
from teaching it as an end in itself, but it can certainly make actors more responsive, more immediate
and less risk-averse. Many actors are also asked to improvise in auditions, especially for
commercials, and so you may be able to simply teach it as its own skill. Combining teaching your
own evening classes with paid drama school work, it is certainly possible to earn a living, and it’s a
great way of gathering a group of like-minded people around you who can then appear onstage with
your existing team, and help out by running box office, delivering fliers or operating lights for shows
—possibly in exchange for workshops.

4.3 Corporate Entertainment
Another route altogether is to pursue one-off opportunities to perform essentially your basic show
to corporate audiences (assuming your basic show is fast-moving and funny as opposed to gentle,
slow and unfolding). Any bar-prov experience you have had will stand you in good stead here.
Corporate entertainment generally means a group of businesspeople outside their normal environment
at some kind of conference, convention, sales event or similar. Many use it as an excuse to eat and
drink (especially drink) to excess, and then you come on!
You want to do your easiest, fastest, simplest, most crowd-pleasing stuff, but—as tempting as it
may be—we recommend you steer clear of sex, scatology and so on. Any suggestions you get are
likely to steer you in that direction, but once you head down that road, there’s no going back. Just as
easy and more effective is to stock up on company in-jokes. Find out what new software has just been
installed that’s driving everyone crazy, what the personalities are in the company, what problems
they’ve been having with the building and so on. Drop these into your improvised games and scenes
and the audience will go nuts.
You may also be asked to infiltrate the audience, posing as waiters, reps from out of town, hotel
guests, irate customers or the like. These “invisible theatre” performances will rarely be as funny as

your client thinks they will be, but it’s often easier to do them than to try and talk the client out of the
idea.
You should also be prepared for some resistance to the idea of improvisation at all. At one of our
first corporate entertainment jobs (a rather more civilized one than those just described), we were
hired to be strolling players at a Shakespeare-themed garden party. We pitched a series of improv
games performed in a Shakespearean style, but the client couldn’t bear the risk of an entirely
unscripted performance and so we compromised on three rehearsed Shakespearean extracts during
drinks and then one improvised Shakespearean game between the main course and dessert. The
rehearsed extracts took some time to prepare, but the al fresco sound system we were provided with
was hit-and-miss, and the guests watched politely. The improvised Shakespearean Day In The Life
game, however, was a huge hit (and we were asked back the following year to do more improv).
So you may be asked to provide written comedy sketches—possibly around which you can
improvise. If you have this talent in your group, then this can be a very good compromise: giving the
client security but giving you the freedom to improvise your way out of trouble if it looks like you’re
losing the crowd.

4.4 Corporate Training
We had not been teaching workshops for very long before one or two of our students started telling
us how useful they found the skills we were imparting in their business. Great improvisers are
fearless imaginers, powerful performers, expert storytellers, bold leaders, sensitive followers, happy
team players and charismatic presenters. These are all qualities in great demand in business. Many
improvisation companies have been successfully able to repackage improv skills as business skills,
and it provides much of our income today.
A key question that needs to be answered as you enter this market is: Are you on the outside
looking in, or the inside looking out? There are some extremely successful corporate trainers,
including ex-actors, who made a decision a long time ago that in order to really help top executives in
the financial sector to be better leaders, communicators and presenters, they needed to understand the
business as well as their clients did, and—even more important—look and sound like one of them. As
a result, they are liked and trusted in that world and can talk the language.
Other trainers using theatre skills make their main selling point that they are presenting something
which cannot be found in the business world. They are successful precisely because they seem to
come from somewhere else, and because they don’t duplicate abilities which can already be found
within the company.
Whichever approach you take, you need to bear in mind that is rather less true today than it has
been in the past (at least in the UK) that training and teambuilding are seen as desirable ends in and of
themselves. More and more attempts are being made to take intangibles such as “distinctiveness,”
“client rapport” and “presentation skills” and to measure them before and after training has taken
place. In some instances, this is very easy to do: If you are hired to give a sales team more impact,
then their sales records can be examined before and after the training and you will likely get credit for
any improvement. If there is no improvement, however, then you won’t get re-hired!
Corporate training can be very well paid—you can get much more for a half-day’s corporate
training than for an evening’s corporate entertainment—but you need to be very focused on delivering
value to your client if you want a successful career, even a secondary one, in this area.

The following is a short list of training services which an improvisation company might be able to
supply to corporate businesses of various kinds. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but should
give you some ideas.
• Presentation skills. If you can coach a performance out of a nervous improviser, and direct a
performance out of an actor, you can do the same with a formal presentation. Very few
businesspeople enjoy the process, and if you make the workshop fun, you may see some big
improvements in their confidence, and therefore their skills.
• Creativity/brainstorming. Most corporate brainstorms are ghastly experiences, choked with
fear and ego. Improvisers can generate ideas easily and can share them happily. Passing this
skill on, and running a brainstorm in a positive way, is not hard for an improv coach with a bit of
personality and experience.
• Teambuilding. Nothing brings a team together like a crisis, and having to do an improvised
performance in a few hours’ time is a huge crisis to most bankers, architects and middlemanagers. However, if you are confident in your abilities to lower anxiety levels, you can teach
them to play Arms Through and New Choice and they will find that they feel marvelously clever
and funny. More important, the process of learning to cooperate, share ideas and act on their
instincts may be very significant lessons they never forget. This is the clearest example of the
Outsider approach.
• Customer service/sales training. A “yes-and” attitude is not just a vital part of improvisation,
it’s a seductive trait which some people possess naturally. Passing on this skill can be of
tremendous value to many kinds of businesspeople, especially those in customer service and
sales. Understanding the business clearly is very important if you are going to pull this off—you
need to be an Insider.
• Role playing. While this can be an important element in training of all kinds, it is also possible
for you and your improvisers to get employment from other companies who specialize in
delivering training which requires the presence of actors to play certain roles. This will not
likely leave much room for your comedy skills, but can be fairly well-paid and responsibilitylight.
The kind of corporate training work you go after and get will be determined by the talents you have
in your team, what you feel you can happily and successfully deliver—and the kind of work you get
first, since you will get recommended for more of the same if you do well.

4.5 Corporate Events
Sitting between corporate training and corporate entertainment is corporate events work. Whereas
the typical corporate training job involves you and a dozen or so executives in a conference room or
studio developing a new skill, and the typical corporate entertainment job involves you and a few
hundred well-lubricated executives in a hotel developing a distended liver, corporate event work
generally means the same noble intent as corporate training, but the same large audiences as for
corporate entertainment.
Events work can include morning “energizers,” motivational speaking, break-out sessions where
you deliver an abbreviated version of some of your training, acting as host or interviewer for other
guests—or even more elaborate work. We put together an entire musical puppet show for one client,
in which we carefully concealed some of the important business messages they wanted to

communicate.
For many of these services, big names from TV and the comedy circuit are sought, and so you may
find this kind of work hard to come by, but it can be a very successful blend of your abilities to teach
and to entertain if you can get the job.
Related to this kind of work is promotions work. This is one of those archetypal out-of-work-actor
jobs. At its worst, it involves standing around in an animal costume handing out fliers on the street,
and getting paid a pittance an hour do to so. You don’t need to be an experienced or inspired
improviser to do this job; you need to be fit and healthy, have a low boredom threshold, not mind the
smell of your own sweat and have an underdeveloped sense of shame. However, more elaborate
work does exist, and some companies will approach improvisers where interaction with members of
the public is concerned (a form of invisible theatre).
Generally, the point of setting up your own show is artistic fulfillment, and if you can pay yourself,
that’s a nice bonus. With corporate work, the opposite tends to be true. You are hoping that the job
will be well-paid, and if it happens to be artistically interesting, or even just not humiliating, then
that’s a nice bonus. Promotions work is almost always humiliating to a greater or lesser degree, so
you need to make sure you are getting very well paid for it. Don’t be afraid to pass on work of this
kind which looks like it’s going to be long hours, or dreadful costumes, or lots of travel for not much
money. Put the time instead into building your reputation in other areas, and better-paid work you can
be prouder of will come your way.
A CORPORATE LOWLIGHT
Our worst day ever of this kind of work must have been the time we were employed by a
newspaper to satirize a political party conference. We ended up on the beach in an almighty
sandstorm having our photos taken by a tabloid photographer. I can just remember one of the
improvisers turning to me and shouting through the sand “I’m suffering, but I’m not sure it’s art!”
We went for coffee and found ourselves surrounded by autograph hunters because Gary Turner,
one of our longest-standing company members, had just come out of a stint on the popular soap
opera Emmerdale. He had been playing a heartthrob so there were all sorts of hysterical women
wanting to touch him. The next minute, the photographer decided Gary should clamber into a
nearby skip (dumpster) to show just how washed up this party was. I remember thinking “The
Spontaneity Shop has gone as low as it can go. We’re actually in a skip.” I was wrong. The next
minute a man came out of a shop looking irate and shouted “Get out of my skip!”
This seems to be a perfect metaphor for show business. One minute you’re signing autographs
and the next you’re being evicted from a skip.
—Deborah

4.6 How to Get Corporate Work
Whereas you will probably get a dozen or so students to your improvisation workshop simply by
putting a few ads in a few papers and leaving some fliers in a fringe theatre, corporate work is often
much harder to come by. Very few companies will employ you without a recommendation, especially
for corporate training where they have to be able to trust you enough to tell you where they are going

wrong. Once you have been in business for a while, you will have collected testimonials which can
adorn your website. Once potential clients see a few famous brand names associated with
praiseworthy comments, they will relax considerably.
But to get started, you will probably have to use a different strategy. You need to get a
recommendation from elsewhere, either by partnering with an existing training provider or by getting
your contacts to provide you with an introduction. Even better: combine the two.
We were lucky enough to be teaching actor Alex Khan at one of our RADA graduate classes who
had also worked as an athletics coach. It transpired that the runner Roger Black credited this actor
with encouraging him to give up soccer for athletics, which was of particular significance to us, as
Roger was now making a killing on the motivational speaking circuit, and partnering with his brother
Alistair who was running a corporate training business. Alex insisted we meet Alistair, who agreed
to try us out at the end of a telecommunications conference, where we played Yes And and Pointing
At Things with seventy-odd men who looked like they hadn’t laughed in twenty years. At the end of
the event, they were darting around the hotel lobby like children and our corporate training careers
were off and running.

Intermission
WOMEN IN IMPROV

By Deborah Frances-White
At most schools and universities, the drama groups will be largely female and it is often difficult to
find men to fill all the roles. Comedy sketch groups will often be male-heavy, and stand-up is
undeniably male-dominated. There is a lot of research which supports the various reasons why this
difference between the sexes might exist. Explanations from both an evolutionary standpoint and also
social conditioning are available, but they generally come back to the same point: Men tend to be
given status—both by women and by other men—for being funny, and it is common for men to fight
for status harder. Thus, a pressure exists for little boys to be funny and little girls to laugh at their
jokes and so audiences tend to make gender-based assumptions about comic ability.60
It certainly seems to be the case that in most improvisation companies you will see few or even no
women on stage. However, where there is a gender split, the work is often less one-note, more
character- and narrative-based and usually—for all these reasons—funnier. This is probably because
it consolidates theatrical and literary skills that are often associated with women (plays and English
degrees) and the comedy proclivities that tend towards the masculine (stand-up and double acts).
These two skill sets are often brought together in sketch, sitcom and comedy films, and we don’t
consider any of these domains exclusively masculine. There are just as many wonderful comedic
performances given by women in television sitcoms. Romantic comedies are often written by women,
and sketch groups usually recognize that they need a gender balance in the performing and writing
team (with double acts or deliberately gender-skewed shows being exceptional cases).
Improvisation is not stand-up comedy. As soon as games of competitive one-upmanship are
allowed onto the stage, the collaborative nature of improv is destroyed. Groups that work this way
are really individuals ad-libbing while sharing a stage (as many experienced and expert stand-up

comics do regularly). This is a different skill from a group that uses improvisation to collaborate on
scenes and stories played out by characters.
This is not to say that a group of men cannot improvise wonderful stories with well-rounded
characters or that a group of women can’t go for the gag. If you’ve got a great single-sex group and
you’re doing shows that make you and the audience happy, then go for it. The Spontaneity Shop has
certainly presented all-male shows and regularly presents an all-female cast in the charity show Hell
on Heels. However, if you notice that women turn up to your workshops and leave quickly, or that
you cannot keep female performers in your group for very long, then you might want to address it. Not
just to check off “diversity” boxes or to be feel good about yourself, but because it will likely make
the work better. The groups we admire have tended to be the ones which feature a fairly even ratio of
men to women, and our company has always had this kind of balance—indeed, at times, we have had
more women than men.
Members of companies which only have men have told me rather defensively—although I haven’t
asked—that women don’t want to improvise, are not funny or are simply not good enough to cast.
These companies are normally creating a competitive environment on stage. Sometimes they have a
token woman who is constantly endowed with being a sex object or a secretary or both. Women who
don’t want to be treated like they are in a 1950s film simply leave and find another group to play with
or something else to do. Apart from the obvious old fashioned sexual politics at work here, it is
artistically and comedically limiting for the women on stage to be always the nurse and never the
doctor. It is my opinion that women leave more often because they are bored than offended. I saw a
scene at a festival recently where some men waited nervously in a waiting room for a meeting with
the big boss of a corporation. A woman entered the room and they immediately endowed her with
being the PA and she went along with it and brought them coffee and told them the boss was running
late. As they were out of improvisers, the whole scene became about the men waiting and the
audience never got to see the meeting. The scene was one long, tedious putting-off of the future.
Under these circumstances it is not a block for the woman to say “Why do you assume I’m the PA?
I’m the CEO.” It feeds the scene and it contradicts the assumption of the characters, not the big offer
on the table that the improvisers made—that they had a meeting with a CEO. It pushes the action on
and puts the characters in trouble. Female improvisers cannot just blame male performers for
endowing. If they want to counteract this, they can train the people they work with by coming out and
making strong offers and playing strong characters. Start a scene as the surgeon, the police chief or the
president, and within a few weeks that will become normal. It is not just men who make oldfashioned, limiting assumptions about women on stage. Some women perpetuate these habits by
always playing a sex kitten or a low status employee because it makes them feel safe, sexy or pretty.
It is up to everyone to make changes if a group has fallen into lazy trends.
If your group can only find one or two women who will play with you and you suspect that you are
fostering a competitive, aggressive environment, it is possible that the women you have are happy to
play that way. If you want to change that trend because you find it destructive and wish to attract
different women to the group, you have to go back to basics. It is impossible to play collaboratively,
YES AND each other and be generous if you are encouraging an atmosphere of every “man” for himself.
A simple way to breed collaboration out of competition is to make a competitive game out of it: first
to block loses, or anyone who gags at the expense of the story is tagged out, for example.
In only a few cases have I witnessed or experienced real bullying. In one jam at a festival, I was on
the stage with half a dozen men and I was the only woman. I was a very experienced improviser and

had often performed in large male-heavy shows, so to be honest, I didn’t really notice. When a scene
was glorifying domestic violence in what I thought was an inane way, I played a character who
objected to these views. This went down well with the audience, but very badly with the other
performers. After that some of the men on the stage ganged up on me during and between scenes. My
strategy was to make them look good because I figured that they wanted status. They sarcastically
insisted I set up a scene so they could do things my way, so I set up a kung fu spoof because I knew
they were good at it and I didn’t enter the scene.
The hectoring continued and I figured that treating it as good-natured banter was the way to go, but
laughing it off seemed only to exacerbate it. When one of the improvisers turned some sharp-legged
chairs upside down and announced we were going to play a game where improvisers pushed each
other onto the spiky legs, I made a joke and left the stage. I realized I was a person first and an
improviser second. If someone offers me a part in a scripted play I can read the script, and if I feel its
values are wildly different from my own, I can turn it down. Sometimes, if you improvise with people
you don’t know, you can end up in a show you don’t want to put your name on. Leaving the stage is an
absolute last resort. I’ve never done it before or since. I came back for the finale, and afterwards
some of the improvisers apologized that the “teasing” had got out of hand. I explained that I wasn’t
upset or emotional about it—just surprised. At the point I didn’t want to be in the show anymore, I
realized that nothing was keeping me there.
Our company revels in good-natured banter, and once we had a whole Gorilla Theatre show which
became a battle about gender politics. It’s one of my favorite improvisation memories because it felt
playful and intelligent and exciting to the players and the audience. We cross-cast scenes and
revisited them from the point of view of a man and then a woman. However, in this case I respected
the values and views of those I shared the stage with. The show I did at the festival was an unhappy
experience because it seemed that some of the people on stage really didn’t like sharing the stage with
a woman (at one point I was physically restrained and at another, publicly stopped from speaking),
and maybe that’s why they were an all-male group.
I wouldn’t see a scene glorifying domestic violence or blatant misogyny in any company I respect
because both the men and women in those groups are clever, decent people. It simply wouldn’t occur
to them to put those views on the stage, so it’s never been an issue. They wouldn’t shy away from
playing a reprehensible character but they would know that their partner in the scene would thwart
them in some way or they would lower their own status and be changed.
Regardless of whether you are a man or a woman, work with people who you like and whose
views you respect. If you notice in their actions or their conversation that you don’t like their values
or opinions, then don’t work with them. This is not true of scripted work, but in improvisation those
opinions will be aired on the stage and you will be complicit. If you are a woman and you don’t feel
respected on stage, it’s probably because you are not respected offstage. That’s lose-lose. Leave and
start your own group with people you like. If you’re a man and feel that your group would be better if
there were more women in it, but women don’t want to play with you, work out why. If you can’t fix
it, then start a new group and invite women you think are fun and talented in from the get-go. Groups
that are co-founded by women seem to rarely experience these issues.
Improvisation is predominantly straight and white, too. This certainly isn’t true of theatre and it’s
not even true of stand-up comedy any more. It’s probably as well that we start to analyze why and
make our workshops more accessible and welcoming to different sectors of society. Not out of any
worthy, liberal motive, but because if we are to reflect society in any meaningful comedic way, we

need to reflect the views and values of that society. Most film and TV comedy has extended its range
of characters to be inclusive of a modern, cosmopolitan society. It’s probably time we caught up.
Talking about it won’t make it so, but it’s a start.

SECTION
FIVE

“Talking to Improvisers”

5.1 Keith Johnstone—The Innovator

Keith Johnstone invented many classic improv games both in London in the 1950s and 1960s
and in Calgary from the 1970s onwards. He still teaches improvisation in Calgary and
internationally.
What are the most important things for an improviser to know?
I would say to help the other person, to give the other person a good time. Try and give the other
improviser what they want. Also don’t try to be clever. Be obvious. And be audible.
What do you think are the most common blocks for improvisers?
Fear—which often comes across as arrogance. We want improvisers to look humble and
courageous. Your job is to sell good nature. You can’t be good natured if you’re terrified.
What do you think is the future of improvisation?
It would be nice if people were interested in being truthful rather than funny. Because truthful things
are funnier.
What do you think of Del Close’s work?
Del Close got me to Chicago in 1982, I think. He read Impro and phoned me up and got me down
there. It was the first time I realized my attitude was a bit different. We worked together for about two
weeks. We were basically trying to do the same thing, but his origins were in cabaret and mine were
in theatre. Also my interests were in storytelling, which is why our work is different. I would watch
the shows with him and Del would be furious if the improvisers were just screwing around. He’d say
“They’re fucking around again!” I didn’t mind because I hadn’t seen it before and I’ll watch people
do anything for twenty minutes if people look happy.
I can’t imagine Del Close saying “You can’t ask questions.” He might tell one person that, but then
so might I, if that’s all they were doing or if there were a good reason for it. Del’s much better than
that. I sat with him every night at Second City. He showed me two Harolds. I couldn’t think why he
was doing it. I think he was trying to get it to have some point. David Shepherd showed me two as
well. I think probably what Del was trying to attack was to stop it being a total waste of time. But
how does starting from one word do that?
Why do you think the form of improvisation hasn’t developed much beyond Theatresports and
the Harold, whereas film has moved on so much in the same period of time?
Any idiot can get up and do it [improv]. Film is Darwinian. To some extent, if they’re no good,
they won’t make money and they won’t be asked again. That’s why Micetro is better than
Theatresports: because the audience can eliminate. Often improvisation attracts people who want to
be the center of attention.
Sometimes in notes at The Moose I’d say, “The audience had a wonderful time. The show was

fine. But was it worth doing?” It would shock the visitors to the Summer School. For me, everything
has meaning. Every sequence of events has implications, and often I don’t like the implications. The
audience is often sadistic, of course. Fear plus pressure from the audience turns it into light, harmless
entertainment. But the idea of doing theatre games based on audience suggestions is not exactly
demanding.
I think unless your work in public is better than your work in rehearsals, there’s something
seriously wrong. Then you’re confronting the problem. We need to solve that problem.

5.2 Neil Mullarkey—The Comedy Store Player

Ex-Footlights President Neil Mullarkey founded the Comedy Store Players with (among
others) Mike Myers in 1985, and he still performs with them, usually twice weekly. He also runs
“improvyourbiz” workshops with many different organizations.
Tell me about Mullarkey and Myers and how you started improvising.
I met Mike Myers at The Gate Theatre in Notting Hill Gate. He was writing some sketches but had
nowhere to perform them. I thought he was really funny and told him he should be doing alternative
comedy because that’s what was happening in London at the time [the 1980s]. So we started working
together as a sketch double act [Mullarkey and Myers]. We got a “try-out” gig at Jongleurs. We had to
do five minutes but we only had three minutes of material, so we had to improvise for two minutes. I
was terrified. After that I went to do a workshop with Desmond Jones. Around that time we met Kit
Hollerbach, who had learned to improvise in San Francisco and had worked with Robin Williams.
Mike and Kit got some comedians together and taught some workshops.
Before I did that I’d never seen people improvise, so I assumed that they’d got a suggestion from
the audience and then gone to a sketch they’d already written. When people ask me now if we secretly
prepare sketches, I always tell them that we’re far too lazy.
Why was Mike Myers in London in the first place?
He’d toured Canada with Second City. He was the youngest player ever to join Second City, I
think. He went back to Toronto and wanted to do something different. He was very young and wanted
to explore other new things. His parents were English, so he had a British passport and loved British
comedy. He just decided he’d go and live in England.
How did The Comedy Store Players start?
I’m not sure whether The Store approached Kit or she approached them. Our first show at The
Store was in October 1985. The first half of the show was stand-up because no one thought people
would come to see improvisation on its own. After three months we were allowed to do the entire
show.
If Mike came from a long-form/Harold background, why do The Comedy Store Players do
short-form games?
Mike had done lots of short- and long-form at Second City. I think games are the easiest thing to
teach beginners, and we were just starting out. The show worked, so we never really changed it.

Also, although we play games, in a way it’s like one long two-hour game because we have so many
callbacks.
Were you ever tempted to try other things?
Well, the Sunday show was selling out, so we decided to start a second show on Wednesday.
Originally, the plan was to try something edgier but then when we got there, there was a queue around
the block and there was pressure to put on a good show, so we did the games we knew. Then we just
got used to doing the same games all the time. Now we’d be uneasy doing anything else.
But some of you do different shows elsewhere.
Sure, in different situations. Like Lee [Simpson] does Improbable shows like Animo, with
puppeteers and prop-makers and musicians, which are very inventive. But at The Store we’re far too
set in our ways. The advantage is we’re experienced at what we do.
Why do you think The Comedy Store Players are so successful? They’ve basically sold out
every week for over twenty years—what’s your secret?
We perform on a small stage designed for stand-up. In a way it’s sort of not an impro show. It’s a
sitcom with six people who know each other very well. There’s a meta-text: “I’m blocking you
because I know you can make an offer.” We sometimes do what Mike Myers used to call “Pimping
and Dimping.”
What did he mean by those terms?
Well, “pimping” is making someone do something difficult. Like saying “That South African guy
with a limp will be here in a minute.” “He’s got a stutter, hasn’t he?” “Yes, that’s right.” One of the
other improvisers knows he has to come in and play that guy, and the audience is on their side if they
have a go and don’t wimp out of it. “Dimping” is dissing another player, I suppose. Like pointing out
that their accent isn’t Welsh or that they’ve just walked through a mime table. The audience love
watching us tease each other, as long as it’s still in the right spirit of attentive playfulness.
Is that because that’s the way they behave with their friends and they’re amazed you’re
comfortable enough to do that on stage?
Absolutely. They’re watching the game we’re playing with each other. They like to see us having
fun. It’s like a six-person double act. We may pimp each other and the audience love to see us rising
to the challenge. If we have guests playing we don’t do it to them unless we know them well. Like
when Mark Rylance from The Globe Theatre came to play with us, we didn’t do it to him. He’s an
actor so he really listened to our offers.
Do guest players change the way you improvise?
They can. If Phelim McDermott [from the innovative theatre company Improbable, which he shares
artistic directorship of with Comedy Store Player Lee Simpson and designer Julian Crouch] comes to
play with us, he uses the whole space. He may even go into the audience. And he plays wonderful
characters. After he’s been I’m always conscious to do that, but to be honest, we’re prisoners of our
own success. When I’ve done other things like Animo with Improbable I’ve really enjoyed it. But
what we do has become comfortable. There are six of you and it’s like your own home and you can
do it even when you’re a bit tired. But for a show-off like me, there can’t be many more satisfying
things to do.

Why does improvisation appeal to you?
When you go to stand-up or other comedy shows it’s rare for the whole audience to laugh all at the
same time. There’s always a few people who aren’t getting it. But when you go to an impro show, the
whole audience are on the edge of their seats laughing together. Other forms of comedy are more
demographically dependant perhaps, but everyone loves impro. People always ask me “What do you
do when you can’t think of anything?” But watching someone struggle to think of something can be
wonderful. Freud said that pleasure is the relief of pain. And improvisation is a sort of exquisite pain.
The audience are always so relieved when you do come up with something, and there’s a pleasure in
fearing you won’t and being relieved.
But bad improv can be painful to watch. What’s happening there, do you think?
Ah yes. That’s when improvisers are trying too hard, not listening and saying too many things. Not
knowing what to say—saying nothing or repeating what someone else has said is always funnier.
Is that because an audience would rather see someone be vulnerable than someone trying to
be clever?
Yes, I’m sure that’s true.
What will you guys do when you feel you’re too old to do it anymore?
I don’t know. We’ve got terrible succession planning. When Second City people come by they
want to drop us their tape to see if they can guest, but we don’t do that, like they do at Second City. I
notice our audience are getting younger, but we haven’t really brought up anyone younger to take over
from us. But we didn’t know it would last this long. After the first year, Don Ward [the owner of The
Comedy Store] said he couldn’t afford to pay us anymore. He said we’d have to take the risk of taking
a cut of the box office. I thought we’d be gone in a year, but after six weeks we were earning more
than he’d originally paid us. We’ve just had our twenty-second anniversary.

5.3 Randy Dixon—The Synthesizer

Randy Dixon is regarded as one of the most experienced improvisational artists in the
northwest United States. He was a member of the legendary Seattle improvisation troupe None
of the Above. In 1983 he was a founding member of Unexpected Productions, and he has served
as the company’s Artistic Director since 1988.
What do you think an improviser absolutely needs to know? If someone had never improvised
before and was going out on stage for the first time, what things would you tell them?
Trust your partner, the audience is already on your side, and above all else …listen.
Improvisation is about fifty years old in its current form—why do you think so many groups
are still doing some version of Theatresports or the Harold and looking back rather than
innovating?
Well, with improv being new to many people over the years I think they start with the basics which
are these forms. Most groups learn the games, then want to organize the games, so along comes

Theatresports. After a while, improvisers want to do longer work, so they turn to Harold, which was
created around 1967.
I think another reason is that these forms are taught in many cities. It’s amazing with almost a
hundred long forms that Harold is still a basic block. I call it the “bouillon cube” of long form
because there’s a little bit of Harold in everything.
There doesn’t seem to be a lot of groups building on those schools or rejecting them and
breaking out into something new. I ask this especially of you as I know you and your group are
big on innovation. Why is this a goal of isolated groups rather than movements? Or am I wrong
about this? If you think innovation is a trend, where and how?
Well, one is that many of the masters are still with us. As long as they keep teaching, we will still
have these camps. I think people find their way into the woods with a teacher and then just stay on that
path. What I don’t understand is the complete rejection of other paths. Improv should be inclusive, not
exclusive.
I think I first made my mark breaking down these walls for myself. The “Keith says …” camp
versus the Del Heads, versus the Spolin, versus. … I thought that everyone was talking about the same
thing but with a different emphasis. So I began studying and working with all of them and contrasting
the philosophies. I really think the “camps” are getting old and too dogmatic. It’s along the same lines
of the short-form versus long-form discussion that has been going on for decades. It’s a waste of time
if the goal is storytelling, because that encompasses all work.
I think groups don’t innovate because there is less reward for innovation. First off, the most
popular forms of improv we have seen on stage and on TV are the safest forms. Festivals are
organized and everyone comes and plays their greatest hits rather than really bringing something new.
Then everyone sees the latest “Oh, they are doing styles or they are using puppets!” and they return
back to their cities and pretty much reinvent the wheel. I have been around long enough to see these
cycles return again and again.
In Seattle we try both, we try to do the most entertaining Theatre-sports that we can muster and
also try to push the forms further. We have our own space, which helps, and do lots of shows. I think
Unexpected Productions has been successful at innovation because any of our improvisers have a
long history in the field and want to do something new. Also because in Seattle we are doing improv
as an art unto itself because no one is trying to parlay their work directly into a TV career, etc., that
you have in many larger cities. Improvisers who see the improvement of the art form as the goal are
easily inspired to innovate.
After an individual has improvised for a few years with success, they often get stuck or
plateau. What would you suggest they do to get out of a rut?
It will happen many times along the path. Improvisers need to make a choice in these moments.
Keep improvising through it, or stop improvising altogether. I have seen improvisers go both ways.
The best way is through and not around, because the payoff is always great. I think the plateau
really is an indication of a rebirth as a performer that wants to happen. My suggestions are to try
things differently for a while. Change up your game choices, your warm-ups, your characters, the
clothes to perform in, the route to the theatre … everything! The change will come anyway if you stick
to it, but the changes will expedite the process. In a way, the plateau is an artistic cocooning where
the performer feels much more limited than before during this period, but much more liberated when

it lifts.
What’s the secret of being a good improvisation teacher?
Having a lesson plan, but always being willing to toss it out the window in favor of what’s
happening in the room. I think also setting up the exercises to aid the students in teaching themselves,
serving more as experienced guide than expert. Let’s see. … Teach with a beginner’s mind. …
I also think having a point of view is important. It gives something for the students to either agree
or disagree with, and in that friction learning happens. I also think it is important to know and give
credit to where exercises and ideas come from. Knowing that something comes from Spolin or
Johnstone, etc., helps to unpack the lesson in light of the philosophy which created it. It also helps in
creating your own work.
What do you think is the future for improvisation? And what do you hope it is?
I think that improvisation has an uphill battle against the status quo we find ourselves in. The types
of forms you allude to are here for a while. But I do also see innovation slowly happening and doors
opening up. Currently it’s hard to see, but it is there.
You’re someone who has brought Keith and Del’s work together. What do you think are the
merits of each? How do they best mesh and why do you think there’s a trend for the schools to
be kept apart when they have so much in common?
I think Keith is the best observer I have seen. He can find the root of a scene in no time. I think
Keith’s strength lies in giving improvisers tools to create productive scenes. Del was much more
interested in why we do it, how it can affect an audience and how the performers could utilize
themselves in their work. Much more about the expression of the artists and how they move an
audience.
When improvisation is bad or mediocre, what do you think keeps it that way? When
improvisation is wonderful, what makes it that way?
Misunderstanding games, concepts, philosophies. Oftentimes you are watching the copy of a form
which is the copy of a form, which has been changed, which is a copy of this. … Because this is an
oral craft passed down, I see many times improvisers doing or teaching things without all the
instructions or understanding. I certainly have seen it in the interpretation of my work.
I think the other part of what keeps it mediocre is a lack of vision from many groups. I spend a lot
of time in workshops now asking improvisers and groups why they do it. It’s amazing how few have
actually thought of it beyond a chance to perform. I think everyone really needs to understand
themselves as performers before they can improve their craftsmanship beyond a certain technical
level.
As far as what makes improvisation wonderful, it’s when you are sitting in a room that has been
opened and accepting of the people in it. The actors onstage, the audience, everyone is of the same
mind and know exactly what’s going to happen next. This requires trust from everyone, it requires
confidence, and it requires being in the moment. Time is on hold for art!
Is there anything else you’d like to say to improvisers?
Be generous.

5.4 Jonathan Pitts—The Impresario

Jonathan Pitts is one of the co-founders of the Chicago Improv Festival, which has become
America’s biggest and most prestigious festival devoted to improvisation.
What do you think every improviser needs to know—if someone was doing a show and had
never previously improvised, what would you tell them?
If you are doing your first show, relax as best you can. Everyone says “have fun,” and it is true,
performing is play time. Remember: It is improv, there is no real-life consequences, there is no junta
waiting outside to kill your family if you fail, so play, connect, listen and respond.
Another thing I’d say about your early stage experiences is that soon you will learn that onstage
improv time happens much faster and slower than time passing in the audience. It’s a weird thing, but
true.
I’d also say that you may rock the stage on your first couple times out, but it will take about a
hundred shows before you become a rockstar. It’s all a learning curve, so play, play and play.
Improvisation in its current form is now about fifty years old. Why do you think most groups
are still doing some version of the Harold or some version of Theatresports? Why do think there
are not more movements of innovation? Or do you think I’m wrong and there are?
Yes, the masterpieces of cinema were done in the fifties, but what was the average movie like? I’d
say that we’re probably on a similar scale of improv masterpieces to improv averageness that the
movies were, or really any art form after fifty years. I do see that there are people who are or have
worked on creating new forms, ideas, philosophies that are different than the main vocabulary of
current improvisation. People such as Todd Stashwick & Shira Piven with organic improvisation,
Mick Napier and the Annoyance Theatre, Chris Johnston’s experimental improvisation, Jeff Wirth’s
multimedia improvisation, my work with Storybox, as well as improv artists around the world with
specific shows.
The problem is that improv is ephemeral, so that really great shows don’t get showcased on a
worldwide level to create newer vocabulary for the mainstream improvisers. Then the struggle is to
have the shows become training centers so that the new ideas can become codified for new students
as it becomes part of their artistic curriculum. I’d also point out that Todd does have a training center
in Los Angeles [Hothouse Spontaneous Conservatory]. It takes a lot of work becoming an institutional
training center to then reach out to new students and alter the mainstream improvisers and audiences,
and most improv artists just want to do their show and move on to the next thing.
What’s the function of the Chicago Improvisation Festival?
The function of the Chicago Improv Festival is to be able to showcase many different expressions
and styles of improvisation from a local, national and international perspective. We are an audiencecentered festival, and we want to expand the audience for improvisation in Chicago, while at the
same time showing audiences the wide varieties of improvisation and showcase improv artists from
all over the world. We also offer workshops to improvisers to learn more of how Chicago teaches,

but also how improv teachers from other parts of the USA and the world teach as well.
Last year we began having an Apprentice program for improv teams, and that went incredibly well.
We worked with five teams, they all got private coaching, free tickets to see shows, artistic and
business consultation and a chance to perform as guided by their private coach.
Two years ago, CIF became a not-for-profit organization. That has allowed us to create year-round
educational outreach programs, and we also now have a Teen Comedy Fest and a College Comedy
Championship.
What’s the best thing about bringing so many improvisers to one place?
The best thing about bringing so many improvisers to one place is the joy that develops as improv
artists share who they are and they all find out what they have in common. Plus the parties and the
playing.
What kind of groups or shows are you looking for at CIF?
We always look for groups that can show us another way of creating, playing and performing
improv. We look for teams that are from other countries, as we are an international arts festival. We
also look for ensembles who demonstrate overall excellence in what they do.
There are only three main schools of improvisation to know about—Close, Johnstone and
Spolin—whereas in other disciplines there are many more. Why do you think there’s not more
interest in mixing these schools?
My short answer: I don’t know.
My long answer: I’ve been influenced by Del, Keith and Viola, as well as Martin DeMaat, Charna
Halpern, Mick Napier, Paul Sills, David Shepherd, Todd Stashwick and many, many others. As an
artist, I open myself up to as many influences as I can find, and attempt to synergize them together to
create my own understanding and performances. As a producer, I present and understand as many of
those artists and schools as possible. As a teacher, I teach the principles of all the schools. As a
director, I use every resource I can. Other artists will only do what they get excited by and from what
they want to achieve. I’m powerless over everyone else and what they do or don’t do. My choice is to
go and experience what is in the various improv communities.
I’ve seen that the process of improvising is the same, regardless of the artistic discipline or
expression; we just agree to focus on different pursuits within that process. There are many ways up
the mountain, they all work well, and the view is the same once you hit the mountaintop.
Is there anything else you’d like to say about improvisation?
I’ve been doing improv for all of my adult life. It has shaped me in several ways. It has taken me
abroad and helped me meet people from around the world. It has introduced me to life-long friends. It
has given me another language to speak than the one I grew up with in the suburbs. It has been another
paradigm to experience the process of life by. It has given me a strong theatrical training base which
has guided me to create and discover from. It has taught me to access my intuition, to become a better
listener, to be more compassionate, and that it is okay for adults to keep playing and keep learning.
There’s also been several laughs and awe-inspiring moments along the way, too. I’m grateful for
improvisation theatre.

5.5 Charna Halpern—The Keeper of the Harold

Charna Halpern co-founded the world famous ImprovOlympic Theatres in Chicago and
Hollywood with her late partner Del Close. Her book, Truth in Comedy, which she co-wrote
with Del, is regarded as the “bible” of Chicago improv.
What would you consider to be the most important things for an improviser to know?
It isn’t about trying to be funny. It’s about trying to take the work seriously. Play at the top of your
intelligence. The humor comes out of that. I think people come with the misconception that they have
to try to be funny, but when you do that, it’s certain failure.
What do you mean when you say play at the top of your intelligence? That’s something Del
used to say, isn’t it?
Yes, it means bringing your real brains to the work. Never pretending to be stupid. Knowing what
you know. Never playing down to the audience. Being the best that you can be onstage. And also
being a smart game player. Knowing that the humor comes from the connections, the callbacks, the
recycling of the information that your partner used. I might bring something back that my partner did
twenty minutes ago, which takes on more information and brings more energy to the piece. We’re
teaching you to be intelligent game players. We’re showing you where the laughs come from. We’re
not trying to make a joke. It’s the kind of attention that a chess player needs to pay to play a game of
chess.
Do you ever think that puts improvisers in their head?
It doesn’t put them in their head. It’s freeing for an improviser to know that they don’t have to
invent. You just have to listen and remember. You don’t have to make a connection, you just have to
notice them. It’s where the group-mind comes from. As a group, we’re seeing where our ideas come
from and weaving them together.
What are the most common problems today? How would you change improvisation today?
In Chicago we don’t have a lot of the problems that people have in other cities because we’re
playing so well together. The problems I used to see are people not listening, people not agreeing, but
now we’re doing it great here and the work is extremely sophisticated. My biggest problem is that
there are so many people doing amazing work and I can’t get rid of anyone. I don’t see too much
improv from outside, but when I do it’s a matter of people not listening, playing beneath their
intelligence, playing stupid characters, like children who are dumb. We always teach if you’re going
to play a child, play the smartest child in the world, because children today are on computers, they’re
doing incredible things, they’re not dumb.
Do you ever see groups moving beyond the Harold?
The Harold that I wrote about in my book, three scenes and a game, is just a training-wheels
version. Now we’ve taken off the training wheels because we’ve understood that it’s now about a
number of scenes that connect in different ways with the group games and monologues that may
connect as well. It’s a lot freer. It is already happening and forms are being developed.

You can have A story line, B story line and C story line and how do they connect together—like a
movie. Del and I hoped that would happen eventually. It’s like learning the notes in the musical scale
—you don’t have to sing the same song every time. One of my top shows here is improvised
Shakespeare. It’s hilarious but it’s a linear two-act play. There’s tons of stuff being created.
Musicals. The art form is getting better and better all the time. I’m thrilled with it.
What’s your history with Del and the Harold?
Del had already started working on the Harold when I met him. Then it was a long thing that never
worked with no structure. When we met, I had a little game theatre that was like a Theatresports-type
thing, which I had got tired of even though it was successful. I thought there had to be something more
for improvisation. So Del said “I’ve been working on a form that is basically unteachable and
unplayable, so maybe if we put our theatres together we’ll be able to come up with something
together and use some of your games.” One of my games was a David Shepherd game which was a
three-part scene, so we thought that could be the basic structure foundation of the Harold. We thought
“We’ll do three three-part scenes and then we’ll put some ImprovOlympic games in between and
have an opening and a closing.” So that’s how we came up with the Harold. After that it became much
more free. Sometimes I see people who knew Del in the sixties and they say “Oh, I hated the Harold,”
but that’s because it was an earlier version they remember and they have no idea what’s happening
now. If they saw it now their teeth would drop out.
Do you think the quality and the substance of the work is better now, or was it better when
you started out?
It’s better now. I’m seeing beautiful things now. Harolds that are touching and where the
improvisers are revealing mysteries. We were pioneering things in the seventies and eighties and
none of the work was that great. But back then we were still discovering the rules and tools. Like I
can remember Del telling me about sitting round in his kitchen with improvisers who were depressed
after a bad show and one of them said “What are we going to do? How do we make it better?” and
Del said “Well, for one thing, we have to start agreeing with each other and stop arguing so much.”
They started to develop rules and tools while they were doing shows. In my book I refer to these as
the kitchen rules because they came up with a lot of them in their kitchen.
What do you do with a student if they’re agreeing at the expense of drama? If one person tries
to hold up a store and the other person says “Sure, take everything,” and doesn’t show any fear?
Well, that’s where people get it wrong. The agreement is not with the character, it’s with the actor.
The agreement is not “Sure you can rob me, take everything.” That’s not agreeing. That’s just losing
your integrity and not getting on with the scene. The agreement is with the actor and what the robber
says. So if the robber says “Give me the money,” you can still have the tension of “Please don’t rob
me.”
Do you remember when Keith Johnstone came to play with Del—do you remember that?
No. I sat in on a class Keith taught at a festival in Houston. I left during the break. He kept
interrupting the scene. And I couldn’t really understand what he was doing. I found it confusing.
Basically, when we’ve traveled doing improvisation, we’ve found that most people are doing
some version of the Harold or Theatresports. Why do you think there’s not more cohesion
between the schools?

I feel there’s really only one way to do it. That’s why I wrote my book Truth in Comedy. You
listen to what the person wants and then you give it to them. How many different ways are there to
play baseball? You hit it and you run to the base. It doesn’t seem to me there should be a lot of
different ways to do it.
With filmmaking, people draw from a lot of different influences, so there’s a lot of cross over
in genre. Why do you not think there’s more cohesion between these two big schools of Del
Close and Keith Johnstone?
What is Keith doing?
That’s what interests me—why isn’t there more understanding between those two school?
Keith feels he and Del were trying to do the same thing but that he came from a theatre
background and Del came from a cabaret background. You certainly see a lot of amazing work
done at the Loose Moose, which I think you would like.
That’s great. I haven’t seen any of Keith’s shows, just this one workshop. I know there are a lot of
fights about whether short form or long form is better. I tell the short-form people that all that
happened is Del and I created a meta-game which ate short form. It’s still there. You still see it turn
up. No one needs to fight and say what’s better or worse.
I agree that there’s a place for everything. We don’t limit other media like that. We don’t say
“I don’t like movies—I only watch sketch shows.” We like both those things, plus we like novels
and plays and stand-up.
All those short-form games turn up in the Harold. Like you might have a scene where people are
watching a foreign film and then you can use your subtitles translation game. Those things happen all
the time. You can narrate in a Harold. All of these things turn up. It’s all in there.
Would you think there’s still a place for short-form shows?
Sure, people still like it.
I wonder why we’re not embracing variety more rather than trying to homogenize it. For
example, you’ll see Mike Myers doing Saturday Night Live and then he’ll go and do Austin
Powers, which I think has a lot of the facets of the Harold.
He loved the Harold. People used to say “Are you mad about Whose Line Is It Anyway? because
it’s just games that are fifty years old?” But I’m not because it got the word out about improvisation to
people. People like my mother. So now people are asking “What’s next for the form?” which is great.
It got people understanding what improvisation was. I think that what we found in Chicago is that the
performers would rather do long form because it’s more fun and challenging. And we’re better at long
form at IO because we’re not good at getting up and making quick jokes.
What would you like to see for the future of improvisation?
Right now I’d like to see more TV. We have a great group in LA called Opening Night who do
improvised musicals. They’re so good they could be on Broadway. I’d like to see more improvised
sitcoms like Curb Your Enthusiasm. I’d like to have TV give more of us a chance for long-form
shows. It’s hard for me to plan because I live my life as an improviser, that what happens is more
interesting than what’s planned.

How long has IO been going now?
Twenty-six years. On our twenty-fifth anniversary all the stars came back on their own dime. Mike
Myers, Andy Richter, Tina Fey, Neil Flynn, Tim Meadows, writers from The Daily Show and
MadTV—and that’s because this is their home. There’s a reason that they come home. It’s because
they love each other.
My friend Kevin, who works as a writer on Conan O’Brien, called me recently and said “You’d
be really proud of us because we wrote this bit for Conan which was too close to one of the movies
that had just come out, so he asked us if we could write something else. So we all huddled in the
corner and came up with something new and it was brilliant. And Conan said ‘How did you come up
with this in five minutes?’ And we said ‘We’re an ImprovOlympic team. We say yes to each other.’”
They got behind each other and said yes and believed in each others’ ideas. You don’t normally get
that in the real world. People fight for their ideas.
Some people bowl, but some of these TV stars—on Saturday night they do an improv show, then
drink beer and laugh together. You can’t get in to see the show, it’s so crowded.
Can you describe what kind of teacher Del was? He’s got a reputation as both charismatic
and inspirational, but also quite scary at times.
There were a lot of sides to Del. I am proud to say he’s my mentor. He would always take the
unobvious choice. If I don’t know what to do, I think “What would Del do?” because he’d always do
something unexpected. But if he had something to say to you he wouldn’t put icing on it. This is a
tough business and he’d tell it like it is. It didn’t mean he hated you. Most of the time he was very
supportive and he’d put things in a very humorous way so you could laugh at yourself. But sometimes
someone would do something and he’d be angry, but you had to be rude to people onstage or do
something like that for him to be like that. It depended on his mood. This was his temple.
One time someone brought a friend who wasn’t in the class. So he hinted that people couldn’t come
into the temple just to observe. The person ignored him so he said once again “Without asking the
high priest, we do not have visitors in the temple.” And the guy still didn’t move, so he looked at the
guy and said “Fuck off, turkey.” He tried to be as polite as possible, but it wasn’t getting across.
Another time this guy was onstage with other newer players and Del said to him “Do you think that
you’re funnier than the other people you’re onstage with?” and the guy said “Yeah,” and Del said “It
shows.” So sometimes he’d say something that would stab you in the heart. But sometimes we would
leave flying high because he’d given us the secrets of the universe. Because we knew nothing until we
were working with Del. Because the idea of being truthful or honest onstage was new to us. And to
play intelligently. He’d say “What are you trying to do—be stupid?” He had a lot to say. He’d work
on something he was reading from Freud or Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain—he was very
well read—and he’d inspire you. You’d tell everyone “I made Del laugh. Oh my god, I made Del
laugh.”
When we teach people who’ve been trained in the Chicago way, they’ve often been taught not
to ask questions, so they can’t say “Why did you do that?” or “Will you marry me?” which we
find minimizes drama.
That’s people getting it wrong. Improvisation works when I tell you something, you tell me
something. You don’t take information, you add information. But people get confused. Of course you
can say “Doctor, what’s wrong with me?” because that gives information about the relationship. Your

partner now has some information that there’s something wrong with you. “Will you marry me?”
carries information that you’re in a relationship. Of course you can ask a question if it adds
something. People get hung up on rules.
It’s hard to be an improvisation teacher because one minute you tell them not to do something and
then the next minute it’s exactly what they have to do. The whole basic idea is you have to give them
information. That’s the yes-and principle. If you just ask questions like “What are we doing? What’s
happening?” then you’re not giving the scene anything. But if you ask “How are we going to find food
now that we’re stranded?” then you’ve given your partner something—you know you’re stranded.
There are bad teachers. So many people come to me and I tell them that the agreement is between the
actors and not the characters, and they’re relieved but also angry that they’ve been taught by bad
teachers who’ve told them they have to say “yes” to the offer even when the offer is “Kill yourself.”
The first rule is that there are no rules.
We find no matter where people have been trained they have a tendency to trivialize and not
be affected. Is that a problem you see?
Yes, it’s a big problem, people not reacting. Listen and react is one of the most important things.
Someone in a scene can say “I’ll pay for dinner” and their scene partner will say “I don’t want you to
pay for dinner because I don’t want to owe you anything.” And the improviser will say “No, no, I
want to pay.” And I’ll say “Did you hear what she said? She was really saying ‘No sex tonight.’
React to that!” And then they’ll say “What? Do you think I’m trying to get you into bed?” which is
what that offer was really about. It is a big problem I see in beginners—not reacting. Part of the
problem is that they think they know what the scene is about. They’re already thinking of their next
line.
Is there anything else you’d like to say about improvisation?
What Del said to me on his deathbed is “Tell them we’ve created theatre of the heart.” In
improvisation people take care of each other and make each other look good. That’s why we have the
problem that no one leaves. We treat each other as a group of geniuses, artists and poets. When you
do that, bonds form that last forever. And without getting too hokey, in this corner of the world we
create better people. It’s something to live by, not only to do on the stage.

5.6 Mick Napier—Power Improviser

Mick Napier is an actor, director, teacher and author living in Chicago. He is the founder and
artistic director of the Annoyance Theatre and an award-winning director of The Second City.
He is the author of the book Improvise: Scene from the Inside Out.
What do you think an improviser absolutely needs to know? If someone had never improvised
before and was going out on stage, what things would you tell them?
An improviser absolutely needs to be invited to make choices. It’s not good enough to go along in
the scene and make sense of it all, you must make choices that surprise from within your point of
view. Otherwise, it will probably be boring.

When film was fifty years old, there were whole movements and we’d already had Citizen
Kane and Casablanca. Why do you think improvisation as a medium is stuck in terms of
innovation?
First, I don’t believe there’s an apt comparison between the evolution of film and the evolution of
improvisation. Film is a medium in which many different tools are available to express various
styles, points of view, narrative, etc. Improvisation is a concept: Making up content on the spot, as
you go along. So the way in which you do that is derivative of that one simple truth. You could
improvise in film or video or live on stage or through puppetry. It’s a way to communicate, not the
medium in which you communicate.
Then, to answer the question, I believe that people are innovating. But as I said before, it’s
derivative of the simple concept of making things up on the spot. Groups are innovating that, but it
only comes in the way of forms. Improv forms, as innovative as they are, are sometimes hard to
distinguish. They can all look like another short form or another long form, because we stupidly
define our art form in regard to time: long or short. So T.J. and Dave create an hour-long piece that is
real and acted and funny and one scene, and we chalk it up to another long form. Long form gets the
credit, not T.J. and Dave’s innovation. So there’s a lot going on, it’s just hard to get past the labels.
IO, Second City, The Annoyance, Theatresports, ComedySportz, all have mainstay shows that allow
them to finance innovation in the shadows. But it does occur.
What makes Annoyance special? What do you think will be its/your lasting contributions to
the art form?
Well, Annoyance is rather anti-art form. We used to have a big sign on the back of our theatre that
read “Theatre Sucks.” Our meaning was “Often theatre, in the way you think of it, is boring. We’re
going to just fuck around in a non-pretentious, funny way.” What makes Annoyance special is that we
truly invite our people to create whatever they want to on our stage. There is very little intervention
from me or the production entities of the Annoyance during a rehearsal process. We help as invited
and support as needed. Another thing that I am proud of with Annoyance is that we were the first
comedy theatre I know of to create a schedule with a multitude of shows each week. Traditionally, a
theatre would have the show that they would run, and that’s it. Right now, the Annoyance has fifteen
different shows a week, with an ensemble of actors overlapping in multiple shows. Other theatres
here in Chicago do that now, but I believe we were the first. As far as training, the Annoyance
distinguishes itself in that we provide very individual critique. Whereas a lot of improv schools
center on the power of supporting the partner and ensemble, we encourage the improviser to support
themselves: the power of the individual within the ensemble.
When we visited Chicago, many improvisers told us that they were actively avoiding
storytelling onstage. Why do you think this is? What does “storytelling” mean to you?
I think the concept gets convoluted. There’s storytelling, telling a story, going into story, story
theatre, telling your story. … The word “story” gets bandied about so much. I think storytelling in
Chicago means “Showing, not doing.” And to be honest with you, I don’t even know what the fuck
that means, at this point. I think it means don’t talk about what you’re doing, but do it.
But sometimes a scene is about talking about what you are doing, if that’s what you declared it to
be. If the lights come up onstage, and I declare, as a pirate, to my partner, “Let me tell you a story
about when I …” then what I am doing is declaring that I’m telling a story. It gets all fucked up. It gets

a bad name in the improv world here because when weak improvisers get freaked out, they start
talking about the future or the past, in the form of a weak “story.” “We could go shopping or we could
go to the museum or we could …” [is] talking about something they could do in the future or
something that they did do in the past in the form of a story. There could be a context for a show in
which all of the actors tell stories one at a time à la Spoon River, and that would be acceptable, even
in Chicago. But then are they storytelling, or story telling?
What do you know of Keith Johnstone’s work? What have you seen and what did you think of
it?
I don’t know much. I saw Micetro once. I liked it okay, but it’s a lot of judgment and competition to
improvise well with. Does Keith improvise? I’m not sure. Anyway, I know that Impro was a very
inspiring book when I first read it. I like the sense of play in it. I believe that my book, Improvise, is
not the way to learn improvisation. I believe that it is important to have a very strong point of view
about the way to do anything when you write a book. I believe that any student of improvisation
should take from all that is offered, and not overly protect any school of thought. That is the way to a
well-rounded, open-minded approach to this work.
What was Del Close like to work with? How do you think his personality shaped the work still
done at Second City and IO today?
I respected Del as friend more than a director or teacher. His stories were inspirational and fucked
up. The stories made you excited to be an “artist,” whatever that is. To experiment and live life, in the
dregs or in the limelight. I personally don’t think Del liked teaching. His class would be an hour and a
half of him talking, and then a few scenes. I did enjoy Del as a director. I was in one show he
directed, Honor Finnegan vs. The Brain of the Galaxy. Del was a bit mean at times, but also
surprisingly supportive and grateful. I believe his heart was in the right place, but his social skills
were askew. One of things I liked most about him was that you would be in the middle of a
conversation with him and he would just walk away mid-sentence. I often do that as a bit. It’s fun.
After an individual has improvised for a few years with success, they often get stuck or
plateau. What would you suggest they do to get out of a rut?
If you’re in a rut as an improviser, as I have been a million times, do anything you can to trick your
adult brain. The reason we get in ruts is because of patterns which create safety in our improvisation.
One needs to break those patterns, and we’re not going to do it by obsessively thinking about it.
That’s why I say trick your adult brain, the part of it which rationalizes, etc. How? Start a scene with
a sound, lead with an odd body part, start in the middle, have a thought ahead of time and change it
when the scene starts be an animal, whatever the fuck it takes to constantly challenge the rational side,
and stimulate the child and the play and the “fuck it.”

5.7 Dan O’Connor—West Coast Legend

Dan is co-founder of LA’s Impro Theatre and a co-founder of four other American
Theatresports companies, including Bay Area Theatresports. He performed in the Improbable
Theatre’s Off-Broadway production Lifegame and in the TNN television series of the same
name. He co-created the NBC/PAX television improv comedy show World Cup Comedy.

What do you think every improviser needs to know? If someone was doing a show and had
never previously improvised, what would you tell them?
That’s it’s not life and death. That part of the fun of it is your failure and failing good-naturedly.
That a great part of it is failure in a good way, and the more relaxed and excited you are onstage the
better, and that trying to be funny is getting in your own way. Just try to get out there and react to
what’s there and have fun. When you try to be funny you get into your head. The audience likes to
watch people in challenging situations where at any moment the thing may go wrong, but they also
want to know that the actors are going to be okay and won’t run weeping from the theatre. The worst
improv shows are when people are trying to be good and failing, and the audience starts to feel bad
for them or uncomfortable. Be relaxed and happy regardless of what happens because it’s only
improv and it’ll be over in two hours.
When improvers become regular performers, what are the trends that make improv mediocre
or bad?
They forget about the audience, which make them indulgent. They sit and pull from their bag of
tricks, they start to plan. “I know I’m good at this so I’ll set it up so I do that.” They’ll do “Mad Lib”
improv, so they ask for suggestions to get something they’re good at. They play with the same people
all the time so there’s no danger of being surprised onstage. They get bored. They’re good enough to
phone it in.
Improv is fifty years old, but people all around the world are still doing Theatresports and the
Harold—why do you think they’re not innovating?
I’ve never quite understood that. I think there’s a certain tribal aspect to following certain teachers,
and people have always said “Short form’s not challenging—it’s just gagging.” I’ve always thought
that most of the East Coast companies started doing Theatresports and have ended up doing
improvised plays, and that comes from Keith’s work. The same skills you use doing short form, you
use doing long form like The Harold. The Harold is made up mostly of short scenes.
I would define Theatresports games as short form, plays as long form and the Harold as free form.
We’ve taken to calling our shows “unscripted theatre.” I think lots of good short form shows will
have thematic links and recurring characters, like the Harold. The Harold is like jazz—when you put
all those scenes together, they’re one song. But they’re all short little pieces. You’re finding the game
of the scene to have the runner that goes through the show. It’s semantics, long form, unscripted
theatre, whatever you want to call it. Good Theatresports scenes—if we let them go, they could be a
play. Bad short form is when people are repeating gags.
I don’t understand the rift and I think Spolin, Close and Johnstone are all great and there are
wonderful teachers teaching new stuff now. We tell our students to learn wherever they can, take
classes wherever they can. There’s no such thing as too much information. You take what you want
and leave the rest.
When film was fifty years old, there were whole movements and we’d already had Citizen
Kane and Casablanca. Why do you think improvisation as a medium is stuck in terms of
innovation?
People like their gurus and will defend them with religious fervor. I’ve never understood people so
zealously defending their guru. Often someone will argue that Theatresports is competitive and that’s

a bad thing, but then you’ll ask them if they’ve ever seen a Theatresports match and they’ll say no.
They won’t realize that the competition is for the audience in professional groups. I do think that on
the West Coast people will bring in teachers from Chicago and mask teachers and mime teachers and
try to be well-rounded. I think that’s less the case in Chicago. You would think that since the nature of
the art form is to make things up, you would constantly want to be making things up—including how
you make things up. Maybe because improv’s so fluid, we hold on to the formats because they’re
more stable.
Randy Dixon and I taught at a festival a year ago in Melbourne, and there were teachers from all
over the world. We all got to do a show in a format we wanted to do. We did about ten different
shows. I think there is innovation. It’s a new art form. I think when opera started, it was done the
same way for a long time, and when someone wanted to change it, it was probably seen as
sacrilegious by the old guard. Maybe because improv hasn’t learnt to walk yet, people are unwilling
to try new things or to get outside their comfort zone. Because it is a very terrifying thing to do, to get
on stage and make things up. Once you get comfortable with one aspect of it, you don’t want to go
back to feeling like that again.
You don’t want to revisit the discomfort that you felt when you were first learning?
Yes, I think that’s true for some people. I know when I was in my early twenties, as a young
improviser, I just wanted to do what I was doing and I didn’t really want to hear about anything else. I
understand it in young improvisers—there’s a certain amount of “Sharks and Jets” feelings. But once
you’ve been doing it for a long time, you need to try new things so as not to atrophy. In LA there’s a
whole bunch of gigs around town for people to do. Although it’s glacial in its pace, I think there is a
move for new things. I think when people are young they want to be onstage and do whatever it takes
to get onstage. In LA, people want to be able to invite casting directors.
Do you think for too many improvisers it’s a means to an end, like sketch or film, so they
don’t really care about the art form of improv?
Yes, I think that’s true. I think improv got a bad reputation amongst casting directors because they
were invited to so many bad shows with people who were inexperienced. It wasn’t till Whose Line
that people realized that improv could make money. There are people who are doing innovative
things. Life Game is the most amazing theatrical improvisation I’ve ever seen or been part of. It’s the
culmination of so many things. You have to be a good actor and a great improviser.
Where do you see improv going?
More in the theatrical, unscripted play direction. If I’m a theatre producer and I have four plays in
rep that are heavily costumed and have lots of props, and I have one play that has very little or no
costumes or props that’s going to save me a bunch on production but is just as visceral and exciting as
the others, then I’m going to want that fifth show in the mix—which is what the Colorado Shakespeare
Festival did a few years ago with people from LA and Seattle. Also there’ll be more hybrid shows as
well, like Curb Your Enthusiasm, where you’re getting the best out of the writers and the best out of
the actor/improvisers as well. I think Curb’s just the tip of the iceberg.
How has improv made you a better actor?
I’m still striving to be as comfortable on film as I am when I’m improvising. But onstage I feel
really relaxed because I’m an improviser. A good improviser is present and really listens. That’s

what every acting teacher I’ve ever had has told me is the secret of good acting. It’s the same skill set.
Have you ever got bored as an improviser?
I had a bar-prov gig that was kind of like bowling night which I got bored of because it was fortyfive minutes of gaggy comedy for people who were half drunk. But where there’s an opportunity to
get better or try new stuff, I’m always interested. I hate rehearsing new things, though. We did
Sondheim Unscripted so we had to rehearse the style of Sondheim for a long time, which was a hard
slog, but once we got out onstage it was terrific.
Do you have any advice for people who get stuck?
If you’re getting to the point where you’re not looking forward to coming, don’t come. Take a break
for six months. Going away and doing something else, like a play or writing, is very healthy. Do new
things to re-energize yourself. Or if they’re a young player who hasn’t been doing it that long, start
working on specifics like characters or endowment work. Also make it less about you. Look after
your partner. Challenge yourself.
Is there anything else you’d like to say to improvisers?
Keep doing it, but know when to stop. Not entering a scene is just as important as entering a scene.
Keith says the sign of a good improviser is that people like playing with you. If you find yourself not
asked to play amongst your peers, then there’s something you have to work on. So ask your peers
what you need to work on. Learn as much as you can and do as much as you can. Even rehearsing a
format you never intend to do can give you more skills. You should learn from everyone you can,
unless a teacher is destructive. Get as wide a skill set as you can.

5.8 Patti Stiles—Our Teacher

Patti began improvising at Keith Johnstone’s Loose Moose Theatre Company when she was a
teenager. She went on to be artistic director of Edmonton’s Rapid Fire Theatre and is now
artistic director of Impro Melbourne in Australia.
If somebody had never had an improvisation lesson and had to go out on stage to perform,
what would be the things you would tell them? What is the minimum requirement for an
improviser to know?
What I would say would vary depending on the person, how they seemed to be (confident, over
confident, nervous etc.), the type of show they are going to perform in or type of performance space
(pub, theatre). Some of the things I would say would be … Don’t worry. Improvisers are trained in
making their partner look good so everybody there is going to be looking after you and taking care of
you. It’s all about having fun. Aim to be average. Listen to what people are saying, accept their ideas
and go along with them. Just be charming and relaxed and look like you’re having a good time on
stage. The audience wants to have a good time and they don’t want to have to worry about you. If you
are trying too hard or looking really nervous, they will. Let’s hope you make a ton of mistakes, then
you will really have an opportunity to learn something and all of these pre-performance nerves will
be worth it.

What do you think holds improvisation back and keeps it mediocre?
It’s not all mediocre; I’ve seen some amazing work. Unfortunately the majority of the work out
there is horribly mediocre. Our conditioning to survive in this world and be accepted in our ‘pack’
holds us back. We spend so much time trying to fit in, impress and succeed it is hard to let go of that
conditioning. It is all around us and starts from a very early age. As a result we carry a lot of fear—
fear of revealing our inner thoughts, honesty, intimacy, abandonment, rejection, so much fear we carry
with us. Fear of being on stage in front of people makes matters worse. What if I get it wrong? What if
I look bad or stupid? What if I reveal something about myself? Those fears, mixed with ego and with
how society conditions us, lead us towards making bad creative choices. The improvisation work
starts to become based on success, on building our own ego, on impressing ourselves and others, and
all of those choices hold back the improvisation work and our ability to push to the next level.
In many ways it’s a contradiction. You can go into a company’s workshops and the company will
be talking about being positive and accepting ideas and making each other look good and then
everyone walks on stage and it’s a fight for survival. Notes sessions are all about stroking each
other’s egos. All of that is actually giving in to the fear. If you spend notes just stroking ego then
people get a false sense of themselves in their work and they start doing it for this empty—and often
untrue—gratification, instead of doing it for the creative risk and joy. You have to love the failure.
You really have to go out there and be fearless, constantly questing for what haven’t we done, where
haven’t we gone? The minute you start asking those questions there’s fear. If you’ve never done a
scene in a Bedouin tent you don’t know whether or not it will work—which is exactly why you
should do it.
If we don’t keep pushing the form and challenging ourselves, then the whole form gets repetitive
and monotonous because we’re just recycling the same work we’ve done again and again and again.
I’ll bet there’s still a billion places you’ve never done an impro scene. But if I first date is called for
then more than likely you’re going to end up in a generic restaurant. Or if you are more advanced, an
Italian restaurant. We don’t even do first dates in Chinese restaurants or Thai restaurants—we’re
always in Italian restaurants!
“I’ll have your best bottle of Champagne!” In a way, that’s a wimp. If you’ve been improvising for
five, ten, fifteen years, a generic “best bottle” is still wimping. Because I’m afraid of saying “I’ll
have your Moc Chedon,” because some people will know I screwed up “Moet et Chandon.” So what?
My verbal mistake could be a fun offer. The wannabe try-hard, the date where it just never goes quite
right. We don’t allow these possibilities, these natural offers and potential gifts. Instead we go into
templates—the generic waiter, the generic girlfriend, the generic home environment, the generic
restaurant, the generic first date. We’ve got those templates from all the movies and sketch shows
we’ve seen—but we don’t push beyond that. We recycle what we’ve seen work and then we try to
make something unique, clever and amazing happen half way through.
If you don’t have a director, or a teacher, or a group mentality that keeps pushing you past that, then
you’ll begin recycling. We learn how to tell stories, but we don’t push ourselves past our own
limitations and that’s why the work around the world is becoming repetitive. People get out on stage
and they find safety in this, they find a level of achievement in surviving this way, they get applause
laughter, dates—so why would you want to change? Being liked and adored by the audience, why
would you want to change that? So people settle for mediocre because it is safe, comfortable and
feels good to them.

When film was fifty years old there were whole movements and we’d already had Citizen
Kane and Casablanca. Improv is fifty years old but people all around the world are still doing
Theatresports and the Harold—why do you think they’re not innovating?
The people who moved the film genre forward, the people who innovated film were not the people
on film. They weren’t concerned about everyone knowing their face in relation to that work.
Innovation comes from a desire and a need to explore. In improvisation, people start exploring when
they need to impress others or build a larger audience. When you observe a group discussing
inventing a new format, inevitably within the first half hour they are talking about what the audience
will like, how it could be sold. So they’re not actually talking about what they want to do, say, create,
explore as a creative artist but how they can be more popular and successful.
Art is often a statement against something. And sometimes when things are innovated it’s in
opposition to what’s there. A lot of groups do improvisation as a launch pad to something bigger they
are hoping that someone will come and discover them so they can be on Saturday Night Live or
Whose Line Is It Anyway? People don’t see improvisation as an art form in itself. So why innovate
when you are just stopping by?
Tell us about your new show, Mr. Fish and His Spooky Library of the Impro Macabre.
Derek Flores [one-third of the Three Canadians, a group formed out of the Loose Moose in 1994]
came over to Australia to work with me. A big part of the reason that we did that show was because
Derek and I were saying we’re so sick of doing the same thing in impro. This is not the way it was at
The Moose. You didn’t feel like you kept regurgitating the same work. And so we needed to play with
someone who understood us at our basic level. We needed someone who got our creative headspace
and we needed to take a risk and create something. We only did three shows of it, but other
improvisers who watched it were coming up afterwards saying they had “show envy” and they’d
never seen anything as ground-breaking.
Both Derek and I said to each other: we know how to make an audience laugh. We want to terrify
them. We want to spook them, set them on edge, feel uneasy and still entertain and tell good stories.
How do we do that? And how do we do that without having a show that’s always static and slow and
cliché. How do we use that genre, use a lot of different theatrical styles and forms and improvise? It
was a success and a really interesting experiment. We want to keep developing it.
Our process was simple. We went into the rehearsal room, Derek, myself, Lliam Amor and Rama
Nicholas. We admitted to each other where we are in our work what we feel stuck in? What do we
want to be challenged with? Where do we want to be pushed? What are we craving to do in the
work? All four of us had a discussion about that and then we started looking at the actual genre and
the different elements of the genre—actually did some research. Read Shockheaded Peter, read Edgar
Allen Poe, looked at the different forms of horror so that our whole information base wasn’t just film
or television. Then we got up onto our feet and tried, failed, played, laughed, failed, paced around,
explored and finally hit some “ah-ha” moments.
My friend Meg in New York has a joke. How do you hide information from improvisers? Put
it in books. And there is some truth in that.
Yeah, there is. Funny, the people who I know who are the most well read are the original Loose
Moose gang. However, a lot of improv work right now is recycling sketch comedy and sitcom.
Nobody does stories from newspapers, or scenes on politics without doing gag impersonations.

There’s nothing wrong with having some sketch/sitcom popular culture, it is important in the variety
and diversity of your work. But if that is all you’re doing you’re limiting yourself. However, the
majority of the improvisation world thinks that all we do is comedy, so why read classic plays,
Freud, Nietsche? How will that be helpful in getting the laugh? I see improvisation as a form of
theatre that creates stories. Comedy is one form of story work we can do. For me it is important to
work with improvisers who have something they want to say, question, reveal. We discover a lot
about ourselves through our responses to literature, art, politics, world events.
Does it make you want to go into a different medium? Does it make you think screw it, I’ll
write plays? Or does it make you want to try and change it?
No, I’m way too stubborn and passionate. I don’t believe in giving up, especially on something I
love. When you’re part of a group, like the Loose Moose, that produces shows like Keith’s The Last
Bird, you’re picking up on work that challenges, so that becomes a part of your fabric, and I think
that’s why Moosers are a bit different than other improvisers—not to make us sound like an elite,
snobby group, I don’t mean to do that—it’s just when you’re performing Theatresports on a Sunday
night and the night before you’ve just watched one of Keith’s plays that has Death and Christ come in
and argue about who gets the grandfather in front of the grandfather’s child, then you go into rehearsal
for a children’s show and you are questioning the roots of a fairytale and how to make it relevant to
the eyes and ears of a five-year-old, then you are working on or performing in sketch shows that
would often explore surrealism or absurdist humor—you learn there’s many different storytelling
possibilities and ways to entertain an audience. You are being exposed to it daily. So, you start
absorbing and your boundaries are pushed and your eyes opened to other this amazing limitless
potential called improvised theatre. I can’t let that go. It is way, way too exciting and there is so much
left to explore and create. I’ve only just started, I’m not going to give up.
Some other improvisers we’ve met from the Loose Moose seem to us to have picked up not
just Keith’s techniques, but his content too.
It’s normal for people to repeat what they’ve seen work and what they’ve done. It’s normal for an
improviser to have a bag of tricks, whether it’s their own or someone else’s—or someone else’s that
becomes their own—and I don’t think that having a bag of tricks is unhealthy. It’s only unhealthy if
that’s all you ever do, or know how to do. Fear will come into play as will someone’s ability. Not
everyone from Loose Moose is going to be a brilliant improviser, good teacher or director. There are
techniques used by Keith that help move the narrative forward, if you are using these then I think that
is good because the technique does not dictate the story or content. If you are trying to repeat scenes
you’ve seen him do, then that isn’t good. Find your own stories.
There is a lot of pressure in coming from Loose Moose. People judge you differently and expect a
special magic. I suppose we all fall into doing Keith tricks, I know I have, I’m human. But when you
train with people it’s normal to pick up their ways and their styles, from how they would direct to
how they would teach to even how they would stand. I’ve noticed that I’ve picked up a Keith-andDennis-ism [Cahill, current artistic director and co-founder of Loose Moose] with how I hold my
hands when I’m teaching certain games.
When Keith and I were teaching for you guys last year, I told Keith after the first day how nervous I
was, knowing that the group I was working with in the morning would be working with him in the
afternoon. I started getting incredibly insecure, thinking what if all these years I’ve been doing it
wrong and I’m about to be found out as a fraud? What if I’ve got this horribly wrong and then they go

and work with Keith and it’s all much better? And he looked at me and said “Hmm let’s hope so. It
could promote some interesting discussion.”
What advice would you give an improviser who has hit a plateau or a rut?
Again, my approach would depend on the person. However, one thing I often say is sit down and
write out a list of games or scenes that you love to do and then write out a list of games and scenes
that you dislike doing or avoid doing. It’s through that list of games that you avoid and dislike that
you’ll find the skill areas that you need to challenge yourself in. I had an awakening once at Loose
Moose where I realized I was avoiding doing Word At A Time, Typewriter, and Story Story Die.
Anytime those were called for, I didn’t want to go up and do them. Interestingly, all three of them are
narrative. They’re all about the narrative and I was enjoying being a passenger and not having any
responsibility for the narrative in any scene. Well, no wonder I plateaued. Because I’m just
following. So it wasn’t until I started tackling those areas and pushing myself in those areas that I
opened up a whole other level of my improvisational work.
I’d also say sit down and ask yourself who are the people who most inspire you? Another player,
an international teacher, a local teacher—seek them out, either as a teacher or as a fellow performer.
Observe them, work with them, find what inspires you and nurture it. Question what in the work do I
love and what in the work don’t I love? What do I want to do? Am I enjoying doing pub-prov or am I
doing that because it’s the only show available? Okay, if it’s the only show that’s available you can
still do it, but why not get two or three people together, get a room and jam other ideas? Create your
own opportunities. Improvisation isn’t about following rules. If you belong to a company, that doesn’t
mean you can only workshop when that company is workshopping. Get people together and jam! Try
other things. Do mask work. Do clowning. Do other forms that will help challenge your
improvisational skills. It’s up to you to keep the fire alive and you’re only going to do that by actually
asking yourself those questions
It’s also worthwhile asking questions and connecting to other impro groups and forming those
discussions with people. If you’re a director of a group and you’re feeling absolutely exhausted and
like everybody is depending on you, contact other directors from other impro groups and you’ll have
someone to chat through and bounce ideas off of. Don’t feel that you’re isolated.
Do you think it’s helpful each time you go out on stage to decide you’re going to work on one
thing?
I think it’s good to have personal challenges and be aware of your work and say here’s areas I
could develop and work on. But I think it can be destructive if your only point of focus is your own
work and you’re not available to what’s actually happening. I do think it I really helpful to have areas
you want to work on that develop you and the work. Tonight I will really listen. This makes you more
present, available and supportive. Tonight I will take time, in creating platforms. This allows you to
gift yourself. If we take time with that detail and the attention to things, then we’re setting up better
narratives. We’ve got a beginning so we’ve got something to make a middle and we’ve got a place to
go for an end. If you don’t have a platform it’s very hard to end a scene. Watch scene after scene and
again and again they start right in the middle and they’ve got nowhere to go and it becomes a nothing.
If you start with a platform, the endings become obvious.
I often find what I need to work on through post show notes. I will ask other players to give me
notes and I am always fascinated by someone’s perception of my work. Ask someone in the group to
be your pal, mentor whatever term you want. Someone who is going to give you direct and honest

notes. Then take them—don’t argue! This will probably be more enlightening then a generic note to
self “I will do a new character tonight.” You need to build how people take notes in training. This is
something I’ve been doing a couple of years now and I didn’t really realize how important it was at
first. In the classes, I am now giving very direct notes, as if it were show notes. The first couple of
times doing this, there are a couple of nervous people and I can see people are taking notes and going
home and beating themselves up and doing all the things that we do, because we’re human and we do
those things but what it’s actually doing is starting to get them to focus more on the work. And now
when they get together and jam, they’re actually starting to direct themselves and each other and
starting to question the work and look at it differently.
Sometimes we worry so much about hurting people’s feelings. But isn’t that a contradiction to what
we’re teaching in the work? Shouldn’t that just be a given—that we all trust each other and we all
know that everybody’s going out with the best intentions and sometimes we’ll soar and sometimes
we’ll fail. Do we really need to be building each other up in notes? If someone does something
extraordinary or there’s an amazing character that presents itself or something happens, well yeah.
But do we constantly need to be giving each other permission or are we just giving in to our fears?
If you need to give permission and validation in your notes, then something isn’t right in your
training and approach.
I am completely off topic again aren’t I?

5.9 David Fenton—Theatresports MC Down Under

Improviser David Fenton was a regular MC at Brisbane Theatresports in the late eighties. He
is now a theatre director and academic.
Theatresports at the La Boite Theatre in Brisbane in the eighties was a phenomenon, with
queues around the block from a genuine fan base. Why do you think it was such a success?
There are a few different reasons why those years feel like a bit of a golden age, a combination of
critical mass and the space itself [a theatre in the round in downtown Brisbane]. La Boite has now
moved from that space to a much larger space, and a lot of people yearn for the days when you could
actually fit something like 250 people in there. It’s something to do with the distance between the
players and the audience, the sense of arena, of coliseum, but really an intimate one, which was really
important to that kind of critical mass at that time.
The Brisbane theatre community was small and so you could easily get critical mass in the sense of
community, because the majority of people knew each other—I’m talking about the performers—and
that spiraled out into the audience. Almost everyone in that audience knew someone involved on the
stage at a certain point during that period. They’d either been taught by someone on the stage or knew
them personally in some way.
I think that there was a legacy that we were tapping into that came through from Toad Show. They
were early eighties political theatre/musical theatre satirists and they created these great big
community musicals. I think they started with a Western version of Jesus Christ Superstar. Sean
Mee, who’s currently the artistic director of La Boite, was part of the groundswell of that, along with

Brian Kavanagh, who was the MC before me. There was a real groundswell of community support
around Toad Show, and a lot of that spilled into this other kind of community outlet which was
Theatresports, because Toad Show by then was winding down their production house for live
performance.
Having been an improviser yourself, did you enjoy the role of MC?
Twenty minutes before I went on stage, I was usually close to throwing up and mortified, thinking
“I can’t do this. My voice is going.” And of course, my voice would be gone by the end of the night,
which is stupid enough. But I often went on thinking “I can’t do this.” Having that mandate to be the
one that gets us all on the same page and sets the tone of the space was an interesting challenge. I
remember early on being very dark and being a bit kind of black and sardonic and a bit too sarcastic,
and I recall making a gear-change in the way that I went about controlling—or engaging with—the
audience. The only way that I could get away with being a bitchy queen was to then turn around
straight afterwards and say “But I mean that in a loving and kind way,” which is a classic lift from
Dame Edna.
What’s interesting is how young I was. I realize now that I hadn’t officially come out at that time,
and yet there was a strong tacit understanding in the room that I was gay and that the acceptance of
that as a persona was quite liberating. It was almost like doing drag.
Did you ever want to improvise more?
Well, the money was good for hosting and the players didn’t get paid. I’d improvised for three
years before becoming the MC. I started in ’86 and our team, Macbeth and The Bed Wetters, had won
a championship the first time we competed. We took on Mental Floss—and Mental Floss and
Bananas in Pyjamas were the teams that you needed to beat—and we won the championship. By the
time I was asked to host, I’d been improvising for not just two years but all the time before then,
because I was also teaching at La Boite with the youth theatre. I suppose, as a performer, the
opportunity to MC was like one very long stand-up improvisation, so I was actually getting my jollies
through the entire community relationship in that space, as opposed to just with the two other people
on my team. But also I had lots of time out to think whilst they were playing. I could read things and
look at stuff and there was a sense of structure to it, whereas I remember going into improvising
sometimes being so scared and wanting to plan and structure, and then knowing that all of that was
going to be thrown out the window. I think it’s the difference between a long throbbing tension and a
short sharp tension, and I think I preferred the long throbbing tension of MCing.
Do you still teach or have anything to do with improvisation?
I do. It is the whole basis of my teaching. I’ve just finished my PhD, and a lot of the work I’ve been
doing has been group-devised work in contemporary performance, and so that involves a lot of
openness on the floor, and so improvisation is very much the core of—actually it’s been the
foundation of my directing, the tenets of improvisation as opposed to the nuts and bolts of it. It’s the
openness, it’s the acceptance of play and spontaneity in the space which has created the foundation of
what’s been a really strong directing career here in Australia. It’s only been in the last couple of
years that I’ve veered off into academia because I’ve started to enjoy the intellectual challenge.
Is it something that you would like to see some kind of renaissance of in Brisbane, or in fact
in Australia?

Absolutely. I’m restructuring a unit at the moment, and the reason why I’m restructuring it is
because we get through the practical aesthetics at the end of the unit but I realized there was no
scaffolding at the front end. They don’t know how to play. So when you get to practical aesthetics,
which is rigorous but also quite logical in the type of questions which it wants you to answer, you
can’t actually do it unless there’s a creative sense of play underneath that kind of logic. There’s no
way you can teach practical aesthetics without there being a really firm foundation of people feeling
confident with playfulness, spontaneity and improvisation in the space.
Theatresports is still strong in Sydney, and of course after Theatresports there were several
improvisation troupes, one of which I’m involved in professionally here through the university, which
is much more akin to applied performance or applied theatre, which has a much more Boalian basis
to it, so that’s pretty much what I’m operating in professionally at the moment, and we’re doing large
corporate gigs for business process management and that type of stuff.
When film was fifty years old, we’d already had Citizen Kane and Casablanca. Improv is fifty
years old, but people all around the world are still doing Theatresports and the Harold. In the
fifties no one was wondering what the Lumière Brothers would think of their movie, but
[improv] people still argue about what Del and Keith would say or think. Why do you think
they’re not innovating as much as they could be?
I think it has got stuck because, of the two different forms you are talking about, one is based in an
ephemera and the other is captured, studied and commodified. So the thing about film is that you can
go back to it, look at it, study it and work through it and analyze it, and it can be disseminated
throughout the globe quite easily now, and people can quite easily build on that body of knowledge,
and this is why your book is really important. The problem with improvisation is that the very core
notion of it works against it being as easily analyzed or disseminated or commodified, and that’s a
good thing but a bad thing. We want to keep things spontaneous and fresh, within a kind of theoretical
structure that should be rigorous. The problem is that when we capture it, it has a tendency to look
like people just mucking around, but that’s actually its strength.
Do you think we hold on the formats and the gurus’ ways of doing things because it’s all we
have? Because the rest of it is so ephemeral?
Yes, we don’t record it often, we don’t disseminate it often—which I actually think is part of its
strength as well. You’re comparing one form that is that based in spontaneity and ephemera and
another which is highly structured, first non-matrixized, then matrixized through editing, disseminated
and captured potentially digitally for all time, so the mere fact you can go back and use the Lumières
as an example is interesting, as opposed to the so-called “first moment” of improvisation in the
fifties. That moment might have been written about, but has not been captured; it’s gone forever. It’s
actually a double-edged sword, the improvisational form, the fact that it embraces ephemera but at the
same time the ephemera works against it, with regards to disseminating practical and theoretical
knowledge of it.
When improvisation is bad or mediocre, why do you think that is?
Because people don’t understand that it’s an artificial form, just like drama is an artificial form.
It’s not real life, although it can mimic real life incredibly well. Drama is a construct. Time is
condensed. There are issues of dramatic action. Everyone has something to do and it’s life sped up.
So that’s part of the problem: People confuse improvisation with real life. Often when they go into

improvisation, they don’t really understand on any genuine level the elements of drama themselves.
They don’t understand that whole idea of dramatic tension—issues of time, space, focus—all of those
dramatic elements. And so they go and think “If I stand around and say some funny things and talk
over other people and pull focus, then surely I must be improvising.” And in some respects they are,
they’re just improvising badly.
The great thing about Theatresports and Johnstone and all the other theories that well up around
improvisation is that they acknowledge it’s a dramatic form and that it has a structure, an internal
structure and logic to it, which demands that the player has to pull out those skills that adhere to
dramatic rules. So I actually think the reason why there’s a lot of poor improvisation out there is not
because people don’t have the skills, but because they don’t understand dramatic structure.
I understand what you’re saying, but I think I see people who do understand the theory who
still don’t put it into practice. Is it because improvisers are the only people in the world who
have to choose to make themselves vulnerable? Actors working on text will do it because writers
and directors have led them there, but no one naturally likes to choose to be vulnerable.
Yes, but no level of vulnerability is going to get you through a scene that needs a story told, unless
you actually understand that there’s a story that needs to be told and how to tell a story. I’m
wondering whether that type of vulnerability that you’re talking about has some type of intuitive
connection to a strong practical understanding of dramatic form. That there’s some type of bridge
between being open and vulnerable that can actually facilitate people’s innate understanding of
dramatic form and storytelling. I think there’s a connection there between both our points of view that
there’s no point in understanding dramatic form theoretically unless you can apply it, and often the
only way you can apply it is to be open to it falling apart on you in the space, or somehow being able
to personalize it in the space. For example, I suspect Robert McKee [screenwriting guru, author of the
screenwriting manual Story] would probably be a terrible improviser. He’d fall back on rules and
structure instead of letting those rules flow through that moment.

5.10 Tobias Menzies—The Actor

Tobias graduated from RADA in 1998 and took improvisation courses with The Spontaneity
Shop as part of a RADA graduate program. He has since appeared in the Complicité show
Light, the James Bond film Casino Royale and as Brutus in the HBO series Rome.
What first drew you to improvisation after drama school?
I’d always been pretty interested in improvisation since reading Keith Johnstone’s Impro. I
remember that being a seminal read. That would have been early on in RADA, or just before RADA.
We had done some improvisation at RADA, but it hadn’t been that successful and we didn’t really
feel like we had got to the bottom of it. Our improvisation teacher was a really interesting and
charismatic man, but he’d get us up and we’d do something and it was quite difficult and not very
good, and his reaction would be “Wow, improvisation’s really difficult, isn’t it?” He’d say “That’s
interesting, because that wasn’t very good was it? What wasn’t very good about that?”
So he had an element that it was okay to fuck up and that was nice, but you wanted to get beyond

that at some point and learn some skills and feel like some progress had been made, and that never
really occurred. We just spent a lot of time going “That wasn’t very good, was it?” We’d just do that
each week.
What do you remember from the workshops that you did with The Spontaneity Shop?
I remember the workshops being very, very energizing. It was very exciting. When you first come
to impro, that first time you experience building a story with someone else, accepting an offer and
building on it, doing all those different basic building blocks of impro for the first time is a real buzz
and a real rush. I remember that very clearly. Quite basic impro things, but being told about them and
then getting up and doing them and them working and you going “God, yeah, we’ve made something
that wasn’t there before and it wasn’t really either of us, it was both of us.”
Are there any elements of impro that you found helpful for acting?
I feel very strongly that working in improvisation made me a much better actor, made me more
open to other actors. It also helps you to understand the structures of drama a bit more. I had a
cleaner, clearer appreciation of what makes drama and what makes scenes work. It makes you more
sophisticated, more accurate as an actor, in fulfilling the role that your character is performing within
the structure of the scene. Part of your job is to stand up for your character and fill that particular
niche—you have to partly trust that the drama will take care of itself, but I think it really helps to have
an outside eye so you can ask: What is it that you are contributing to the story here? What does the
story need from me? That was something I learned through improvisation.
I remember gags kill narrative. I remember that as one of your catchphrases. Things like that are
very apposite to performance—the choices you make. To choose to go for a gag on something, you
have to understand that that will interrupt the story. If it’s a good enough gag then maybe that’s what
the moment needs, but it’s still a careful balance.
Improvisation gives you a confidence and a flexibility—a lack of reverence for the process. You
can dive off the edge of the cliff and still be okay because you’ve done it in improvisation. You’ve
been in situations where there’s nothing—no script, no costumes, just you and somebody else. I think
certainly that stood me in good stead for the rather hairy situations in filming when you don’t really
know what’s going on, you’re shooting out of sequence, you’ve only just turned up on set, there are
millions of people milling around. … I gained a lot through doing improvisation purely because it
was something I found quite scary to do, and I think you always learn a lot from doing what scares
you.
Having experienced successful and unsuccessful teaching, what would you say it takes to
make a good improvisation teacher?
You have to take genuine pleasure and have a real interest in seeing people develop and grow. The
great teachers I had from The Spontaneity Shop appreciated the underlying belief and passion in the
improvisation message. They have a broader understanding of what Keith Johnstone wrote than just
being able to accept an offer in the context of a funny impro scene. Keith’s book is really about life.
Would you recommend improvisation to other actors?
I would definitely recommend that all actors do it. It made me grow hugely as a performer. If an
actor can improvise, it will make them a better performer. It won’t make a bad actor into a really
amazing actor, but it will maximize any potential they have—largely because it goes such a long way

to reducing fear. Fear is the enemy of a good performance. Improvisation really, really helps.

In Conclusion
Improvisation is an art form which survives in the moment. It lives because audiences and
performers want to see and feel the instant of creation. When improvisers are in the present—not
planning for the future or recreating what they have seen or done before, but truly in the present—it
can be the most magical, beguiling art form in the world. Perhaps because those moments are rare and
elusive, improvisers become addicted, always searching for another glorious exchange, scene or
show.
In our search for innovation while writing this book and conducting interviews with some of the
international leading lights in improvisation, we have asked the question “Why has film changed so
much since its invention but our art form is still creating variations on a theme more often than not?”
The truth is that film’s first efforts were not stories but documented moments. Improvisation explored
story from its inception. In some ways, because it requires so little in the way of accoutrements, its
birth was more like a foal that walks on the first day, rather than a baby which takes months to hold up
its own head.
Our mission now, as members of the improvisation community, and one we surely must choose to
accept, is to raise the bar. We need to address the quality of our work and then ask that it is given a
platform as theatre rather than relegated to rooms above pubs. We need to make the chemistry
between the players a high priority, but not if it means casting friends no matter their ability or
attitude, and then fearing that post-show notes will offend them. We need directors who are prepared
to miss performance opportunities to work as an outside eye on shows, to challenge those who
perform to strive beyond the gag and to remind the improvisers that we can hear the audience laugh
but we can’t hear them being disappointed when we sell out the story.
Improvisation requires practitioners who are students of narrative in a variety of disciplines. We
can read new, form-breaking novels and bring their narrative voices to our work. We can be
influenced by innovative theatre and television—not just by parodying genres, but by being genuinely
inspired by its form, structure and daring content. We can create brand new procedures and forms that
are unique to improvisation, remembering that we have freedom from the constraints of scripted
disciplines. If we want to see genuine change, we can’t just read about it and talk about it. We have to
organize rehearsals, cast our net widely for talent, come to workshops with new ideas to explore and
—as our good friend and great improviser Gary Turner always says—“Leave our chewing gum and
attitude at the door.” We could do it this week, this month, this year. We just need a room and some
willing, talented people. Both will be available in your area. Improvisation is a collaborative art
form, so getting a group together, sharing your vision (even if your only idea is to do something
“new”) and creating a form that your whole team will feel responsible for is a wonderful way to
work with enthusiastic innovators.
Show it to an audience and solicit feedback. Listen to the feedback. Have a director watch it. Work
on it again. Perform it again. Last time Keith Johnstone was in London, Deborah confessed that she
felt she’d lost her mojo. He said “It’s not enough to be okay with failure. You have to enjoy being
bad.” The following week she enjoyed the show for the first time in months—and the show was much
improved. Struggling for perfection will kill our work. We need to make our goals clear within our
companies, and then be playful and generous on stage. This contradiction between striving for
worthwhile work and then releasing ourselves from trying when performing is a paradox we need to

find new ways to get past.
Finally, we must escalate the collaboration between companies and groups, and attend and create
festivals with the goal of sharing our innovations—both our failures and successes. We can use
improvisation networking sites like yesand.com to air problems, questions and discoveries, and
avoid bickering about details or arguing over preferences for forms that others have created. We owe
Johnstone, Close and Spolin a lot, but now we must stand on the shoulders of giants and be the
innovators and creators of our own generation. This is our moment, and we must be in it.

Appendix One
GAMES
As discussed under “Playing Games,” we divide games into three categories.
Good Games have something to teach you, promote good habits or sustain endless variety in
themselves.
Dumb but Fun games are not actively destructive, and while they may not have much to do with the
real business of improvising stories, they are not likely to insult the audience’s intelligence either.
Never Play games are destructive or pointless or both, and survive on novelty value or because
they crudely mimic some of the key mechanisms of theatre, or because they exist as a means for
improvisers to show off how clever they are.
We have also provided a list of warm-up games for the beginning of a workshop.
GOOD GAMES
A short list of recommended games not described elsewhere in the text.
Animal Expert
Expert scenes are a skill in themselves, which is why games which graft the “expert” scenario onto
some other restriction are rarely satisfactory. Keith’s formulation, which recalls some of the Peter
Cook dialogues, is to ask the audience for an animal and a sport, hobby or activity. The improvisers
then stage a television interview in which one party is an expert in teaching, say, dolphins to play
snooker. Weak experts waffle and weak interviewers let them, but stronger interviewers make the
expert confront the absurdity of the proposal and justify it.
The promise that the game makes is not kept by experts who tell us how they grew up with a
dolphin and had a fascination for cue sports of all kinds from an early age. This is just WAFFLE. It isn’t
paying off the promise of the suggestions. What’s interesting about a dolphin playing snooker are
questions such as: How does it hold the cue? How is the table kept dry—and indeed is it? Do they
play against each other, or do they play humans? Details specific to both the animal and the activity
make the scene especially interesting. Inventing properties for the animal which solve the problem for
you (“Dolphins are innately attracted to large green rectangles, it calms them down. Nobody knows
why.”) robs the scene of almost all its interest. Train experts to start answering right away, even if
they don’t know what their initial one- or two-word answer means. If the expert is unconvincing, they
can be accused of fraud. If the techniques are cruel, have an animal liberation group burst in. Once—
just once—in a workshop, we got as our suggestion the sport of “horse riding” and the animal
“horse.” The scene that followed was pure absurdist bliss!
In performance: Use it to follow a broad physical scene, or for an audience hungry for jokes, but
not when attention spans are short.
In workshops: Use it to train BOLDNESS, MAKING ASSUMPTIONS, JUMPING AND JUSTIFYING , avoiding
WAFFLE.
Variations: The same principles can be used to interview anyone about anything.
Arms Through

A “classic” game which Keith apparently stole from a Laurel and Hardy film. One person stands
behind the other and thrusts their arms forward. Their partner’s arms go behind their back, or
otherwise out of sight. Now one improviser is responsible for dialogue and the other for gestures. As
with dubbing games, the arms character needs to avoid pantomiming all the dialogue, but he can make
important offers. To best “foreground” the game, have the arms character give a lecture while
manipulating mime objects. To get a good scene out of it, have two or three arms characters
interacting (but note that the illusion—such as it is—is wrecked if they turn sideways). Versions with
a table full of props or a coat with pockets full of objects are unlikely to be anything other than stupid.
On an early episode of Whose Line Is It Anyway? Ryan Stiles had an entire brie stuffed into his
mouth during this game. It’s amazing that he came back for more.
Death In A Minute
Two improvisers must complete a scene in sixty seconds, no more and no less, during which time
one must kill the other. Beginners misinterpret these instructions and begin a fifty-nine-second bridge
towards a murder. Daring players kill the other player at the twenty-second mark. The very best way
is just to drop dead at around the ten- or fifteen-second mark. This forces the other player to justify
how the murder was committed as well as why. Then, if time remains, they can dispose of the body.
In performance: Useful for shows like Theatresports where a “challenge” is required, but not a
particularly entertaining procedure for an audience.
In workshops: Excellent for “unfreezing” planners.
Dubbing
Typically two players onstage have their voices dubbed by two more players offstage. If
necessary, give the offstage players mics. For clarity, have two boy-girl pairs and have the boy dub
the boy’s voice and the girl dub the girl’s voice. Many variations exist. Having audience members as
the bodies can be successful if (as always) the audience volunteers are dealt with respectfully and
kindly. Having one person dub the voices for several characters can also be fun, if the dubber has the
necessary quickness of mind and vocal versatility.
Four-way dubbing (A dubs B, B dubs C, C dubs D, D dubs A) is almost guaranteed to be a train
wreck, and that would probably be the only point of playing it (to teach “failing and staying good
natured,” or to earn a forfeit in Gorilla Theatre).
Fight For Your Number
An easy game for demonstrating how status works, and it models families very well. Get four
people up and cast them or have them choose roles within a family. Then get each of them to make a
private choice of number: 1, 2 or 3. Number 1s are head of the family—what they say goes. Number
3s will do whatever the others want. Number 2s are looking for a Number 1 they can look up to and a
Number 3 they can boss around. The players must “fight for their number,” although with four players
and three numbers, there will obviously be a clash for at least one “slot.” Excellent for sustaining
platforms, but hard to tell a story because people will tend not to be changed.
In performance: Use it if you can set it up clearly and keep it short.
In workshops: Good introduction to the idea of status, maybe to follow Status Parties.
Finger Snaps
A master has a servant in their employ who needs no explicit instructions: A snap of the fingers is

sufficient to communicate the master’s wishes, and the servant is never wrong. This presents a
problem for masters with enterprising servants, since the servant can perform any action at all and the
master must provide a justification for anything, up to and including wanton destruction and physical
violence.
This is a difficult “blind offer” game which relies upon both players being fully aware of the other
person. The illusion is much more satisfactory if the servant does nothing until the finger-snap and if
both players carry on idle chatter while the servant does the master’s apparent bidding. Mime objects
can often be identified by the master physically using them, so as not to interrupt the conversation.
Servants should also build offer upon offer, bringing a leash if they have earlier brought a dog and so
on. Gradually, they should climb the absurdity curve and force the master to verbally justify. The
servant shoots the dog, and the master says “No, it’s no use, I still don’t feel any compassion. We’ll
try again tomorrow with a kitten.” Snap! The servant drags the canine corpse away.
Ideally, the verbal offers and physical offers eventually connect, as in the example we saw guestteaching for another group, wherein the servant shaving the master became more romantically
distressed as he described his lustful conquests, until she eventually slit his throat with the razor.
In performance: Good for shows like Micetro where a director can promise the audience the
problem that the master will have to solve. A good procedure to have practiced and to be able to
drop into another scene.
In workshops: Excellent for MAKING ASSUMPTIONS.
Handbag
Short-form game which was originally invented for TellTales. Borrow a handbag from someone in
the audience. Ask the person who donated it for her name (and ask her if there’s anything she wants to
take out before the game starts). Explain that one of the improviser will play this person, using the
contents of the handbag to inspire a character. Set up a scene with another player where they can sit
and talk (meeting a friend for coffee, that kind of thing). The handbag player plunges into the bag and
removes items whenever they need more inspiration, justifying whatever they happen to bring out.
Good players don’t allow the character to be surprised by what they find (because it’s supposed to be
their handbag). The other player plays the scene straight and helps to justify if need be. As well as
offering the sight of an improviser genuinely in the moment, this also makes audiences laugh because
it feels gently invasive of the audience volunteer’s privacy. Put on their makeup, open their diary, use
their phone—but don’t be cruel. Having both players use handbags tends to overload the scene.
Hat Game
Two players perform a scene, both wearing large floppy hats. Each tries to snatch the hat off the
other person’s head. A successful “grab,” ending with your hat in my hand, wins me the game and the
scene ends. An unsuccessful attempt loses me the game; hence, you can win by tempting me into
making a grab at an ill-advised time. A perfect illustration of the possible primacy of the Second
Story, since no improvised scene, no matter how brilliant, can possibly distract the audience’s
attention away from the goal of snatching the hat. A wonderful tie-breaker for any “competition”
show. The Hat Game has no connection to Keith’s Hat Stealing game for clowns described in Impro.
Lyn Pierse’s Theatresports Down Under conflates the two games into one, rather missing the point of
both.
It’s Tuesday

An “overaccepting” game which can generate story, but which is more useful to break down
inhibitions about strong emotions and to have as an “in case of emergencies” tool. One player makes
a dull offer such as “I’ve put the cat out” or “Did you want cornflakes?” or “It’s Tuesday.” The other
player picks an arbitrary emotion and has a lunatic overreaction to this news, repeating the offer in
terror, joy, confusion, rage or whatever they’ve chosen. They then justify why this offer created this
reaction, and so the story lurches forward. At the end of their rant, they either make a dull offer back
or their partner uses the last offer to start the process again. In performance, you would tend to simply
remember that doing this once will help to kick a moribund scene into life. Otherwise, not really a
performance “game.”
Laugh And Leave
An elimination game in which any improviser who makes the audience laugh has to leave the stage.
Audiences are perverse, and if told they must not laugh will find almost anything funny—except
improvisers who try to be amusing. Play this on a good night when the audience is in a giggly mood.
Master/Servant Double Header
Another variation on the Master/Servant theme, developed at The Spontaneity Shop. Two
improvisers play a master and servant pair awaiting the arrival of another master/servant pair who
will be played by the same people, but the other way around. Thus one improviser plays Master A
and Servant B, while the other improviser plays Master B and Servant A. Servant A hears the door
and goes to answer it, coming back as Master B. Master A yells for his servant who doesn’t appear.
He goes in search, and comes back as Servant B and so on. A very pleasing farce structure can be
developed very quickly and easily by this simple device, which also tests the improvisers’ clarity of
thinking and ability to transform themselves. It’s nice if secrets are kept (maybe one Master wants
something from the other, but talking to his own Servant, it becomes clear that a double-cross is
planned). We should ideally see all possible combinations. In particular, servants together behave
very differently than if there as a master around.
No S
A brilliantly simple way to screw up verbalization—players must speak without using the letter S.
If they do use an S, they must leave the stage. A good tie-breaker for the end of a competitive show.
Also an excellent way of exploring issues of risk-taking and good nature. Clearly you could win the
game by never speaking, but the point of playing the game is to entertain the audience. If the game
threatens never to end, the best players will suicide (but make it look good).
For variety, try No T, No N or any common consonant. Using rare letters is pointless and using
vowels is too hard. S is a particularly good choice because it knocks out key words like “yes,” “is”
and singular verbs, but still makes dialogue possible. Another related game is “No I” where the
personal pronoun “I” is banned.
The Removalists
A workshop game which can be used to develop a sensitivity to what your partner wants from you,
and to realize when a scene is better abandoned. Each player is told that if they are unhappy with the
way the scene is going they can blame their partner. A finger-snap at the moment of unhappiness is a
signal for two more (burly) players to enter and physically drag the other improviser off the stage—
who should protest the injustice of this: “You can’t do this to me! This is totally unfair!” etc. A more
subtle and interesting version of the King Game where a servant who does not please the master is

killed by a finger-snap.
Sexy Smelly Stupid
Another good “platform extender” and a great antidote to a lot of character work which may make
improvisers terribly introspective. Get four people up and tell them all to look at the other three and
pick one to find sexy. Then they pick another to find smelly and another to find stupid. There is no one
sexy person; it’s about how people treat other people. Have one of them host a party and the others
arrive as guests. Experiment with playing the reactions very broadly and very subtly. Try different
qualities: fragile, dangerous, funny, boring, weird, aggressive, sarcastic, cold, etc. This often makes
for very funny scenes, because it enforces transitions and gives people goals, but again is hard to
create a strong narrative with. Not really a performance game, but a good lesson in creating a rich
world.
Small Voice
An onstage player has an interaction with a tiny creature, too small to be convincingly portrayed by
an actor, whose voice is supplied from offstage. Beginners won’t dare name the thing, regardless of
which role they are playing (the audience, as usual, doesn’t care who names it as long as they get the
information promptly). Coax them to come up with something and they’ll name something inanimate.
This is very unhelpful. If you finally get them to admit that it’s a snail, then you can help it find a new
home. If it’s a moth, you can save it from mothballs. Keith recommends you add an arbitrary detail to
the creature: instead of a worm, have a transvestite worm; instead of a flea, have a flea in a
wheelchair.
In performance: An excellent story game which also allows the audience to see a new procedure.
The onstage player must physicalize the animal and know where it is and what it’s doing. They must
not look at the offstage player.
In workshops: Good for strengthening narrative muscles, not WIMPING, creating characters with
purpose, playing a resistance.
Speak In One Voice
Another Keith Johnstone procedure for avoiding planning. A group of improvisers stands in a tight
bunch and improvises dialogue, speaking in unison, each of them trying to avoid leading the group but
all happy to break deadlocks by making a noise and to complete a word they think they know. It isn’t
necessary to go very slowly (mistakes are part of the fun) and it isn’t necessary—in fact it can be
distracting—for the group to all be able to make eye contact.
This is often presented as another expert game, rendered entirely tedious if the expertise is
supplied by the audience. It’s more fun to have two such creatures interacting. On a good night, the
audience can play this game en masse.
Speed Dating
A “medium-form” lasting about twenty minutes, invented at The Spontaneity Shop. A team of six or
eight players, equal numbers of men and women, each get one suggestion from the audience to inspire
a character. The men line up on one side of the stage and the women on the other. Man one and
woman one enter and play a short scene as if at a speed dating event. When a bell rings, their place is
taken by man two and woman two, and so on until we have seen everybody. Now the men cycle
around, and so on round two we see man two and woman one. This process continues until we have

seen all the possible combinations.
As well as getting a series of pairs of characters together and having them talk about themselves,
this structure has two extra pleasures. First, we get to see how these people are changed by their
interactions. The macho Italian Stallion is humiliated by the karate teacher and so is cowed and
anxious when meeting the librarian. Second, after the first iteration, the audience starts to anticipate.
“I can’t wait until the wine-taster meets the truck-driver!” they think.
Twins
A procedure for creating bizarre characters which bypasses the instinct to check an impulse by
“yoking” two players together. Two players agree to the same bizarre characterization and gang up on
a third who plays the straight man. The “twins” (who should generally be of the same sex) stick
physically close together and often repeat each other’s dialogue (affirming that the other improviser
made a good choice). If they are changed emotionally, they are both changed in the same way. They
are never in conflict with each other. This game was inspired by the Fast Show “Suit You” sketch and
some of the work of The League of Gentleman, like Tubbs and Edward.
Variations: Several ways of beginning this game exist. One player adopts a characterization and is
then joined by their twin; both players make a face at each other, and then they both try to make the
same face, then twist their bodies and add a sound that fits; both are inspired by a suggestion from the
audience and fit the characterization to mirror their partner’s.
In performance: A high-energy, high-stakes scene which shouldn’t be allowed to linger for too
long. Get the straight person into trouble. We usually set them in a shop, and have the straight person
come in to buy something.
In workshops: Can release very bold offers in the twins. Also good training for being “Alice”—the
normal person who needs to react truthfully to being in the same room as these two lunatics.
Typewriter
One player becomes the “typist” and narrates a story, while pretending to type it out. Improvisers
jump up to be the various characters, and control is shared between typist and actors. Beginners tend
to tell wildly overcomplicated stories given this structure. Coach them to establish a hero with a goal,
then make the hero suffer in pursuit of that goal. Typists need to be aware of mechanisms they have
for moving the story on, but not to treat the improvisers like mannequins to be pushed around the
stage.
In performance: Excellent for a more sustained piece towards the end of the evening.
In workshops: Good practice for narrative skills, sharing control, multiperson scenes.
DUMB BUT FUN
Some personal favorites. If not a comprehensive list, then certainly a useful sample.
Backwards Scene
Keith prefers “Forwards/Reverse,” where at the signal of a director, the improvisers repeat the
lines of the scene in reverse order until the signal comes to go forwards again. This seems to us to be
a purely mechanical skill, whereas improvising an entire scene backwards is genuinely impressive
and fun, and is also open-ended (or open-beginninged). The mechanism is the same, though: The lines
are (apparently) spoken in reverse order, so the scene is constructed from the last line all the way

back to the first line. Some excellent blind offers and jokes are possible, although this game does put
more emphasis on the improvisers’ cleverness than is possibly ideal. Begin by teaching (or
practicing) a backwards TV interview, since this falls neatly into answer, question, answer, question,
and is easy to start (“Mr. Jenkins, that was fascinating. Thank you for talking to us”) and end (“Today
we are lucky enough to have Mr. Jenkins with us in the studio”). Then try and liven it up with big
emotional choices. From here, try Murder In Reverse, where you start (end) with a dead body on the
floor. Then you should be ready to do an “open” version.
Clap Switcheroo
An example of a game which has the potential to be a story game, but which includes a gimmick if
the story gets boring. Begin with one or two players and add more as the scene develops to build the
pace. When one player claps their hands, everyone picks someone else’s character and takes it over,
assuming the other improviser’s position on the stage, physicality and characterization—so big
characterizations really help. Then the scene re-starts. Not a game you’d want to see too often, and it
needs to be done really well, but it isn’t destructive and can inspire players.
Da Doo Ron Ron
An elimination game in which a series of improvisers attempts to sustain a version of the wellknown Crystals pop song, sustaining the same rhyme until one of them flounders and is thrown off.
Typically, after each elimination, the MC gets a new name from the audience for the improvisers to
rhyme with, the first line always being “I met him/her on a Monday and his/her name was [BLANK].”
Here’s an example performed by three players.
A: I met him on a Monday and his name was Jack.
All: Da Doo Ron Ron Ron, Da Doo Ron Ron!
B: He was lying in a field, flat on his back.
All: Da Doo Ron Ron Ron, Da Doo Ron Ron! Yeah!
C: Alas and alack!
All: Yeah!
A: We went back to his shack!
All: Yeah!
B: I’d forgotten to pack!
All: Da Doo Ron Ron Ron, Da Doo Ron Ron!
C: A week next Thursday he gave me the sack.
All: Da Doo Ron Ron Ron, Da Doo Ron Ron!
A: The thing was, he … er …
A is eliminated. To make the game tougher, have one improviser do all three “short” lines. Practice
this before playing it to make sure everyone can sing the group lines with gusto, and keep rolling
around to a new verse without pausing, to keep the pressure up. If an elimination game is needed, we
prefer this to Die, because this doesn’t pretend to be a story game.
Inner Monologue
Two improvisers play a scene, while two more supply their inner thoughts at various intervals.
Can be successful if the “inner thoughts” improvisers understand that they have to provide a

counterpoint (or even a contradiction) to the spoken dialogue or what’s the point. Not a great
improvement on just having the actors speak their own inner thoughts to the audience, except that the
former version looks more like a “game.”
Variation for drunken and indulgent improvisers after a show: Play a scene and have two other
improvisers supply the improviser’s inner thoughts: “Jeez, do I have to play another scene with this
guy? I just know I’m going to end up making all the offers. Okay, I’ll give him one shot to define
something, but after that I’m just going it alone.”
Variation to avoid: Inner interpretative dance-alogue. Really. People play this.
Variation to avoid like the plague: In general, piling up procedures to make a super-duper game is
a terrible idea. Tom remembers being trapped onstage once, a guest in someone else’s show, and
made to translate a gibberish poem while two more improvisers staged a genuinely appalling
interpretive dance version. Ghastly beyond belief.
Panel
Barely a game at all (which is probably why we like it), this simply presents a panel of three or
four people who will hold forth on a subject, probably suggested by the audience, and which
discussion is moderated by a chairperson. Can tend towards jokes but is also an opportunity to play
big characters. The TV studio setting and reassuring presence of a chairperson makes it feel very
safe, and we’d prefer something more open-ended, but this could be a nice way to inject some variety
into a performance and to play a game that lasts a little longer. It’s also a good way to get improvisers
from different groups all playing together.
Variations: The panelists can be inspired to create characters in any of the ways which already
exist for the purpose: a word from the audience, costume pieces, borrowing an identity card from an
audience member and making a face like the one on the card, being an animal. Some groups get the
audience to give them famous people to play, which we don’t recommend unless you have brilliant
impressionists in your group.
Pillars
Two people, usually audience members, stand at the side of the stage and contribute a word or two
to the dialogue of one of the improvisers when touched, or when the improviser claps their hands or
gives some other such signal. It’s best to tell the audience volunteers that they have to “finish the
improviser’s sentences,” and try to provide them with sentences which are just missing one word. If
you say “Seeing you dressed like this makes me want to …” then the volunteers will probably be able
to come up with an appropriate word quite easily. If you give them something more open, like “I’m
afraid that …” then their job is much harder.
The improvisers must repeat the word they are given, first, because the audience doesn’t perceive
it as having been spoken until it is spoken by the character in the scene, and second, just to make sure
the rest of the audience has heard it!
Sound Effects
One improviser, or possibly two, acts out a scene, while another makes sound effects into a
microphone. An amusing procedure, which doesn’t have much to do with improvisation but can
provide a happy give-and-take between sound effects person and actor.
Variation: Have the audience make the sound effects. This is even less of a challenge, but the

audience like to be involved, so it can be useful for generating a feeling of good nature.
Thumbs Up Thumbs Down
A politician is interviewed on TV but has brought along a spin doctor who gives a thumbs up, a
thumbs down or an equivocation gesture before each answer. Again, the TV interview situation feels
safe, so it’s up to the spin doctor to make life difficult for the politician. The interviewer should ask
yes/no questions to make the procedure clear: Thumbs up means a “yes” answer, thumbs down means
a “no” answer. Interviewers should also be quick to spot apparent contradictions and try to make the
politician justify.
Variation: Yes/No/Maybe. Get a pack of playing cards and, with a permanent marker, write YES
on the back of fifteen or twenty of them, and NO on the back of fifteen or twenty more. On the
remaining cards, write other possible answers to Yes/No questions such as “I’ll never tell” or “How
did you find out about that?” Let a member of the audience shuffle the pack, and then they can use the
cards as a script to answer questions from the improvisers. We usually stage it as a press conference
and have the improvisers be the press.
NEVER PLAY
A random assortment, barely scratching the surface.
Die
Yes, putting Die under “Never Play” is harsh, but it’s become an improv cliché. There are Dumb
But Fun games which get seen less often, so the overused ones should get relegated to Never Play for
a while.
A collection of players, four or so, line up and tell a story, with the role of storyteller moving when
a director points at a new player. If a player falters, the audience shouts “Die!” and that player
retires. Eventually there will be a winner. A few years ago this might have made it into Dumb But
Fun, but familiarity breeds contempt and mediocre versions of this game seemed to plague almost
every improv show we were at. It isn’t a very interesting game, it doesn’t generate very interesting
content and all the variations available make it worse. Something like a tap-out monologue would be
much more fun if you wanted a shared narrative. Something like Da Doo Ron Ron or Laugh And
Leave or No S would be a better elimination game, since there is no pretence at storytelling in those
games.
Variant: The eliminated player commits suicide, usually with a household object suggested by the
audience. Risk-free, variety-free, and essentially pointless.
Variant: Each player has their own genre. This does not improve matters at all, and fogs the issue.
Variant: Instead of telling a story, players must name items which fit a particular category.
Passable parlor game, but of little entertainment value to the spectators.
Variant: Instead of telling a story, players must invent brand names for a particular product. Harder
than it sounds. Less fun than it sounds.
Entrances And Exits
Each player is given a trigger word which, when spoken by another player, causes them to enter or
exit as appropriate. A boring exercise in pimping which audiences tire of rapidly.
Freeze Tag

Two players begin a scene and continue until someone else yells “Freeze!” The players hold their
positions, and the person who yelled “Freeze!” replaces one of the existing players, adopting the
same posture. This tableau now becomes the starting point for a new scene, and so on, ad infinitum.
A classic game, a mainstay of many workshops and some groups even play it in public, but we
can’t see the point of it, and it perpetuates the habit of killing off scenes in the middle instead of
finding resolutions. In general, beginning by justifying a position does not seem to inspire many
improvisers (which is why this stricture is so frequently ignored), so why do it?
Genre Rollercoaster Et Al.
A particularly important Never Play game because of its huge influence and popularity through
Whose Line Is It Anyway?, to the point where “in the style of” practically became a watchword for
improvisation in general. In this game, a scene in progress is switched into different genres over the
course of its life. Plot elements established in one genre should continue into the next.
Let’s just look at the kinds of promise made by this game. The apparent challenge is to keep the
story moving forward while taking the different genres on board, but the audience also expects
improvisers who take offers of genres from them not simply to replicate the genre but to spoof it. This
puts pressure on the improvisers to come up with arbitrary genre gags as quickly as possible. If the
gags are funny, this is probably the best outcome, since the chances of the given genre and the story so
far meshing perfectly, yet surprisingly, are almost nil, and so if the game becomes nothing but a series
of arbitrary genre gags, then we’re okay with that if the gags are very funny and the game is kept short.
But improvisation is not the best procedure for inventing a string of jokes, and since audiences tend
always to suggest the same genres and the genre material fights for dominance over the plot, the same
jokes tend to come up again and again and again.
Other variations tend only to make matters worse. Emo (emotional) Rollercoaster substitutes
emotions for the genres, which is thought to put the emphasis back on storytelling. It enforces
transitions, which is better than having the improvisers refuse to be changed at all, but because
everyone in the scene takes on the same emotion, it’s hard to experience this as one person changed
by another. It also encourages joining. Much the same can be said for the “emo” games which have
spun off from this (Emo Date, Emo Party, etc.), which the interested reader can look up for
themselves.
Of Accent Rollercoaster, the least said the better.
MacGyver
Given a life-or-death situation and three random objects, two players have to devise a solution to
the problem using only the three objects. Hideously painful if played with anything less than total
commitment and lightning wit. Fairly uninteresting even then.
Possible constructive use: understanding the importance of commitment and clarity. Improvisers
told to be trapped in a crashing plane or a burning building and who stand around awkwardly
muttering “Help, we’re all going to die” have no business performing to paying audiences.
Sign Language Translation
A sketch appropriated to be an improv game. One player is (yawn) interviewed by another. A third
player provides a simultaneous sign language translation of both sides of the conversation, ideally
incorporating many visual puns. We have seen this played well, but never as well as it could have

been scripted—so what’s the point?
Superheroes
Given a life-or-death situation, a superhero given a name by the audience summons further help,
each hero naming the next as they enter. So Captain Narcolepsy cries “Thank god it’s you, Always
Talks In Song Lyrics Girl!” as the next improviser enters, who then responds “I just called to say ‘I
love you’” or some such nonsense. The superheroes then peel off again in reverse order, ending the
scene. The temptation to pre-plan a funny superhero name must be overwhelming, and if you got better
results that way then fine. Again, the game nails the improvisers down rather than inspiring their
imaginations by having a strict order of entrance and exit built in to it. We did see a splendid example
in which a suicidally demented improviser at The Stand in Edinburgh played “Never Touch The
Floor Boy” with total commitment, while everyone around him gasped in horror. Great energy, wit
and daring can save pretty much any game, but we would have loved to see that same improviser
working without the shackles of games like this one.
WARM-UP GAMES
Again, a small selection of some of our favorites, useful for backstage pre-show and to kick off a
workshop.
Bibbity Bibbity Bop
A very firm favorite, especially with children (who can play it non-stop for hours). One player
stands in the middle of a circle of players and has various strategies they can use to get someone
“out,” who must then take their place. The first two are to point at someone and say “Bibbity bibbity
bop” (the person you point at must say “Bop” before you say “Bop” in order to survive) or to point at
someone and just say “Bop” (the person you point at must say nothing at all in order to survive). All
the rest involve a count to ten during which time the person pointed at and the ones either side must
arrange themselves in a particular configuration. Examples include “Elephant, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10!” (person pointed at is the trunk, people on either side are the ears), “James Bond, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10!” (person pointed at is James Bond, people on either side are the Bond girls), “Monkeys,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10!” (the three people must be the three wise monkeys) and many more, which
often vary from group to group. It may not sound like much, but try it!
Big Booty
Suitable for a group of about five to ten. One person is “Big Booty,” then they number off
clockwise. Everyone clicks a rhythm and then Big Booty begins by chanting “Big booty big booty big
booty. Oh yeah! Big booty number x.” Number x must then respond “Number x, number y,” sticking to
the rhythm. If anyone screws up, the group cries “Oh shit!” and while Big Booty starts up again, they
go to the final position, causing other people to be re-numbered.
Variations: Replace the numbers with words.
Electric Company
Stand in a circle and whoever would like to start begins by saying a one-syllable word. The person
on their left adds a second word to complete a two-word phrase which the group then repeats: “Fly.”
“Trap.” “Fly-trap.” The person who said “Trap” now begins the sequence again with a new,
unrelated word. Once everyone has got the idea, play again, this time with everyone clapping out a
rhythm. Encourage people who struggle to come up with the “right” word or a “clever” word to just

spit something out and to hit the rhythm. Their choice will be validated by the group repeating the
two-word phrase anyway, even if it’s “Roof-aargghh!”
Fling Shoo-ey
The group stands in a circle and everyone takes off one shoe. Everyone puts up one hand and then
one person throws their shoe (a gentle under-arm toss is all that is required) to someone with their
hand up. That person throws that same shoe to someone else with their hand up and so a sequence is
established, coming back to the first person, who throws it to the same person again, repeating the
sequence. When one shoe is making its way happily around the group, try adding a second, or a third.
Some groups can manage as many shoes as there are people. There should be no risk provided that
people don’t hurl the shoes, but you may want to remove enormous heavy hobnailed boots from play.
This game was taught to us by Shawn Kinley, but the name we call it by is due to Bob Hanson.
Greetings
We often use this with a group of improvisers from different backgrounds, or sometimes as a
corporate ice-breaker. Have everyone march around the room, introducing themselves and shaking
hands with people. Then have them do it in different styles. Some of our favorites:
• A little too enthusiastically
• As if you are at a funeral
• As if you’ve just noticed someone more interesting over their shoulder
• As if you’re trying not to let anyone see how drunk you are
• Very flirtatiously, but without touching
• As if you are bitter business rivals, trying to be polite
• As if you are hyperactive children
I Am, I Am, I Am, I’ll Take
One person stands in the middle of a circle and announces what they are: “I am a king.” “I am a
dog.” “I am a wall.” They then adopt an appropriate pose. A second person joins, adding to the
tableau. A king might be joined by a crown, a throne or a queen. Again, the second person adopts an
appropriate pose. Finally, a third person joins and completes the tableau. Perhaps the king sitting on
his throne gains a cushion. Now the first person announces which of the other two they will remove.
“I’ll take the throne.” The king and the throne leave together and the remaining player restates their
role (“I am a cushion”) and so the sequence starts again.
This is a great YES AND warm up, which also allows people to be funny if they want to. Prioritize
speed and playfulness over wit, however, and be on your guard for people who come in third and
ignore the second element.
More Stories Like That
Three improvisers tell a story, taking one line each at a time, according to the following sequence.
– Once upon a time there was …
– And every day …
– Until one day …
– And because of that … (repeat as necessary)
– Until finally …
– And ever since then …

If anyone stumbles, either over the template or the content, the whole group shouts “Yay!” and three
more people rush up to have a turn (this is part of the fun, so don’t give people too much time to
memorize the sequence). If one group gets to the end, everyone yells “More stories like that!” and
then three more people rush up to have a turn.
Spotlight
A beautifully simple game. The group stands in a circle. One person stands in the middle and starts
singing a song (not an improvised song). As soon as another person is reminded of another song—or
if the person in the middle looks like they’re in trouble—they tag out the singer and start singing a
new song. Insist that everybody has a turn, although if you play for long enough, even people who
look aghast at the beginning will be singing along with everyone else, and taking their turn in the
middle, too. A great pre-show warm up, as it’s all about bonding and fun and you can’t get it wrong.
Yes Let’s/Nope
In twos, one person makes suggestions about how their story should continue (“Let’s explore this
cave”). Their partner responds “Yes let’s!” if they want the story to continue in that fashion, in which
case both players act out the suggestion. But if they don’t like the suggestion, they respond “Nope!”
brightly and cheerfully, in the hope of inspiring a better suggestion. Remind the suggestion-makers that
their partner is responsible for quality control. If they suspect the response is always a bland “Yes
let’s” (to be nice) they should try getting a “Nope” deliberately.
Variant: A player who says “nope” becomes the suggestion-maker.
You
One of those games which exists in many forms. This one was taught to us by Shawn Kinley. Begin,
as with Fling Shoo-ey, by establishing a pattern around the group. Everyone puts up one hand.
Somebody begins the pattern by pointing at someone and saying “You.” That person points at another
person who still has their hand up and says “You.” This continues until everyone has been pointed at,
with the last person pointing at the first person to complete the circuit. The “you” pattern is repeated
several times until everyone has got it.
The procedure is repeated using a category, such as capital cities, farm animals or favorite foods,
but a new pattern is developed. So the first person points to someone and says “London.” That person
points to someone who still has their hand up and says “Rome,” and so on until everyone has pointed
at someone. This pattern is practiced until everyone has got it. You always say “You” to the same
person, and you always say the same capital city to the same person, but typically you say your
capital city to a different person from the person you say “You” to. Once the capital city pattern is up
and running, start the “You” pattern and try to sustain both simultaneously. Unlike Fling Shoo-ey, it is
the responsibility of the sender to make sure the pattern is continued. If I say “Rome” and you don’t
notice, I should continue to say it—politely—until you notice, and pass it on.
Once the group can sustain two patterns simultaneously, we add a third. Again, everyone puts one
hand up, and the first person crosses the circle and touches someone on the shoulder, replacing them
in the circle. That person crosses the circle and replaces someone who still has their hand up, and so
on. You always walk to the same person, and you still say “You” to the person you said “You” to
before, no matter where they happen to be standing, and the same goes for your capital city. Now try
to sustain all three patterns together. This is a good exercise for panickers—it calms them down
because the game doesn’t get easier if you panic.

Variation (due to Melisande Cook): For the middle pattern, use “Names of people in the room” as
your category, but when you point at Jeff, you say “Peter” and so on. This is wonderfully confusing.

Appendix Two
SYLLABUS
This is an outline of our Level One syllabus. Each class is taught over three hours. The first four
classes are also offered as an intensive weekend.
DAY ONE: Spontaneity
• Pointing At Things
• What Are You Doing?
• Yes And
• Word At A Time
• What Comes Next?
DAY TWO: Status
• Low Status Clowns/Still Heads Same Dialogue
• Status Parties
• Fight For Your Number
• Status Ladders
• Status Competition
• Happy High Status
DAY THREE: Working Together
• Tug Of War
• Standing Wave
• Speak In One Voice
• Arms Through
• Master/Servant Dubbing
• Overconfessing
• Status Exchange
DAY FOUR: Telling Stories
• The Narrative Circle
• What Comes Next (committees)
• Join The Dots
• Go Through An Unusual Door
• Tilts
DAY FIVE: Feedback
• Two-Minute Drill
• Continue Or Thank You
• The King Game
• The Removalists
DAY SIX: Being There

• Hat Games
• Gibberish
• Twitching, Topping and Paperflicking
DAY SEVEN: Control Freak
• Three-Word Sentences
• Questions Only
• Sandy Carroll
• Death In A Minute
• Animal Expert
DAY EIGHT: Characters
• Mime Skills
• Transforming The Body
• Characters From A Hat
• Sexy Smelly Stupid
• Twins
• The Guest Game

Glossary of Terms
Absurdity Curve The principle that a scene which gets progressively more absurd will hold the
audience, whereas the absurd offer which comes at the end of that process would not be acceptable
without that build-up.
Accept Embracing an offer, the opposite of blocking. In Chicago, the term “yield” is sometimes
used. See Offer, Block.
Ask For A question you ask the audience to solicit an idea to inspire an improvised scene or game.
Also, the answer to that question. See Suggestion.
Block Preventing an action from continuing or denying the reality of an offer. Used by anxious
improvisers to maintain control or to make audiences laugh, but it kills the story. In Chicago, the term
“deny” is sometimes used. See Offer, Accept.
Break in the Routine An event which prevents an action from being completed without
sidetracking (qv) away from it.
Bridge Taking your time to achieve an obvious end-point.
Callback Referring to an element from earlier in the show (typically from another scene) as a joke.
A form of Reincorporation (qv).
Cancel An offer which undoes the effect of a previous offer.
Circle See Narrative Circle.
Close, Del Influential improvisation performer and director who is credited with the creation of
the Harold (qv) and who is associated with the Chicago improvisation movement.
The Committee The theatre company which Del Close was a part of in San Francisco in the
1960s.
Compass Players An influential improvisation theatre company which flourished in Chicago in the
early 1950s.
Competitive Format A format which includes some element of competition as an extra point of
interest for the audience.
Deny See Block.
Direct/Director While this can refer to the usual actions of a theatre director—rehearsing the
show, giving notes afterwards and so on—in an improv context this usually refers to live public
direction during the show. See Side-coach.
Endowment a) Adding a detail to someone else’s character or another element in the scene. b) A
class of improv games in which one or more players has to guess secret information.
Finding the Game See Game.
Fog of War The idea that improvisers are easily distracted by the stress of the situation and will
fail to see or hear things that are easily noticed by the more relaxed audience.
Format A mechanism for packaging improvisation for public consumption, e.g., Theatresports.

Fourth Wall a) The imaginary wall between the performers and the audience, assuming a standard
Proscenium Arch architecture, or something like it. b) The usual procedure in theatre of never directly
acknowledging the audience, since they lie beyond the imaginary wall. Improvisation often involves
“fourth wall breaking” to some degree—the opposite procedure.
Gag A laugh at the expense of the story.
Game a) A formal structure imposed on a scene before it starts, also known as a Handle. b) Any
pattern which occurs within a scene.
Gorilla Theatre A Keith Johnstone competitive format controlled and licensed by the International
Theatresports Institute in which a small group of experienced players take turns directing each other.
Gossip Talking about people or things which are offstage: in the past, in the future or elsewhere.
Halpern, Charna Del Close’s partner, now running IO following Del’s death.
Handle See Game.
Harold A Del Close format wherein a single suggestion inspires a variety of improvised scenes
which are ended and begun by the improvisers themselves. Ideally the whole piece gains extra
structure as elements of earlier scenes are reincorporated later on.
Heighten A Chicago term which roughly equates to raising the stakes or going up the absurdity
curve.
Hoop Game A formal game or handle whose main point of interest is whether or not the
improvisers will achieve the task.
Impro The British English variant for “improv.” Improvisation.
ImprovOlympic The theatre company founded by Del Close and Charna Halpern following their
departure from Second City. Now known as IO.
Instant Trouble A way of killing stories by having dramatic events occur before the platform has
been established.
ITI International Theatresports Institute. Body established by Keith Johnstone to control licenses
for his show formats and to provide support to companies holding those licenses.
Johnstone, Keith British theatre director and improvisation teacher, inventor of many improv
games and exercises regarded as classics, now living and working in Calgary.
Join Two improvisers adopting the same attitude or the same emotional state.
Justify Make sense of an offer, or put it in context after it has been made. NB: Mick Napier uses
the term rather differently, as a negative, to mean essentially apologizing for an offer.
Life Game A format invented by Keith Johnstone and controlled by the International Theatresports
Institute wherein a single volunteer is interviewed about their life on stage and their answers inspire a
series of improvised scenes. At the time of writing, Life Game licenses are no longer being issued by
the ITI.
Long Form A kind of public improvisation which sustains over the course of a whole show, or
much of a show, instead of being split into distinct, unrelated chunks.

Loop A part of a story which is repeated, usually unnecessarily.
Loose Moose The Improvisation Theatre founded by Keith Johnstone in Calgary.
Micetro Impro A format invented by Keith Johnstone and controlled by the International
Theatresports Institute wherein two directors set up scenes for members of a large pool of
improvisers. The audience scores the scenes and low-scoring players are gradually eliminated until
only one remains. (Also “Maestro.”)
Mime Creating a physical world through manipulating imaginary objects—not necessarily without
speaking.
Montage A variant of the Harold which puts less emphasis on show-wide structure.
The Moose See Loose Moose.
Narrative Circle A way of thinking about the audience’s expectations. Given a particular set of
story elements, some further elements seem very likely also to be included (inside the circle), and the
audience will be pleased if they in fact are. Elements from outside the circle should not be included
without justification. (Given a circus, clowns are inside the circle. Vampires are not.)
Obvious An offer which could have been predicted by earlier offers. Generally a sign that things
are going well (yes, really).
Offer Any new idea brought into an improvised scene, whether a line of dialogue, gesture, mime
or whatever. See Accept, Block.
Open Scene A chunk of improvisation with no other handle or game to play. See also Scene,
Handle, Game.
Original An offer which has no relation to earlier offers. Generally a sign that things are going
badly.
Pimp An offer which sets a supposedly difficult task for your fellow player. The point of such an
offer is to make your fellow player squirm, which the audience will hopefully enjoy. An example of
Second Story, but also an example of a Gag.
Platform The stable situation which exists at the beginning of the story.
Promise An offer which foretells another offer. Making promises and keeping them draws
audiences in.
Raise the Stakes A strategy used to make a story more interesting. Anxious improvisers often do
the opposite in the hope of getting a laugh—a form of Gagging.
Reincorporation Feeding earlier elements back in to a story to give it structure.
Scene A discrete “chunk” of improvised theatre, often telling a complete story, but almost always
taking place in continuous time, and usually around two to five minutes. Can be used to differentiate
an improvised segment with no overt game from one with a game. See also Open Scene, Handle,
Scenework, Game.
Scenework The art of creating open scenes.
Second City A theatre company which evolved from the Compass Players. Second City now uses
improvisation principally as a sketch-writing tool.

Second Story The theory that an audience at an improv show is relating to not only the story the
improvisers are telling (the First Story) but also the story of them telling it (the Second Story).
Sills, Paul Son of Viola Spolin, who was happy to teach his mother’s improv games to actors who
wanted to perform improvisation to audiences.
Shepherd, David Founder of the Compass Players, probably the first North American theatre
company to present public improvisation.
Short Form A kind of public improvisation which consists of short, discrete scenes or games.
Side-Coach Directing in a workshop: calling out instructions for students to follow while a scene
is in progress.
Sidetrack An offer which takes the story off in a new, uncalled-for direction. A version of That’s
Not Good Enough.
Space Object A mime object
Space work The art of manipulating mime objects
Spolin, Viola The earliest improvisation practitioner, whose improv games were taught to The
Compass Players (qv) by her son Paul Sills.
Stiles, Patti Improviser who trained at the Loose Moose and who taught the authors of this book
when they were just starting out.
Suggestion An idea from the audience, solicited by an improviser or MC during the show.
That’s Not Good Enough Unconscious strategy adopted by anxious improvisers of hopping from
idea to idea instead of pushing one idea into the future.
Theatresports A format invented by Keith Johnstone and controlled by the International
Theatresports Institute wherein two teams challenge each other to improvised feats. Usually scored
by three judges.
Waffle Talking without doing.
Wimp, Wimping Failing to define
Yes And Accepting a fellow improviser’s idea and building on it.
Yield See Accept.
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Clap Switcheroo (game), 392
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cliché, 114, 179, 195, 201, 202, 204, 219, 370, 395
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Commedia Dell’Arte, 2, 3
commitment, 140, 183, 209, 263, 397
committee (playing What Comes Next), 84–85
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competitive format, see format, competitive
composing (music), 2, 102
conflict, 185, 137, 194, 248, 249, 290, 355
Constable Obvious, 238
Constable Savage (sketch), 261
Continue or Thank You (game), 175, 263–267
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DeMaat, Martin, 352
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Die (game), 372, 395
Die Hard (movies), 74, 185
Die-Nasty (improv format), 11
Diet Sandy Carroll, see Sandy Carroll
dimension, characters with, see characters with dimension
dimping, see pimping
Dinner at Joe’s (game), 232
direct(or) (within improv show), 8, 35, 278–286, 314
Dirty Dancing (movie), 291
Disney, Walt, 31
disposable theatre, 128
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dominance, see status
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endow, 187, 237
endowments, endowment games, 169, 237–240
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Eninger, Andy, 11, 12, 194
Entrances and Exits (game), 395
environment (created through improv) (also see Go Through An Unusual Door, platform), 109,
110, 119, 120, 170, 187, 190–191, 292, 296, 297
Estate Agents (game), 120
everything for a reason, 111, 140
evolution, 43, 45, 146, 157
expert (scenes and games), 126, 127, 383–384, 390
Expert Double Figures (game), 237
exposition, 114
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eye contact, 89, 181
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Finding The Game, 114, 173, 204, 253–263
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fixed points (mime), 214–215
flier, 303, 317
Fling Shoo-ey (game), 398
Flores, Derek, 369
Flynn, Neil, 205, 357
Footlights, 343
Foreign Film Dub (game), see gibberish, translated
forfeit, 8, 283, 385
format, competitive, 7
Forster, E M, 144
Four Way Dubbing (game), 385
fourth wall (breaking), 9, 10, 36, 254
fox (low status), 94
Frances-White, Deborah, 17–21, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28, 143, 160, 182, 265, 267, 292, 382
Frasier (TV show), 289, 290, 291, 294, 295, 297
Freeze Tag (game), 133, 395
Friends (TV show), 145, 289, 290, 293, 298
Fringe, Edinburgh, see Edinburgh
Fringe Festival Fry, Stephen, 14
Gag (improv term), 15, 18, 165, 274, 283, 380
game in the scene, see Finding The Game
game theory (mathematics), 43
games (improv), 3, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 30, 31, 33, 39, 127, 143, 167–168, 218–245, 383–
397
games, difficulty of, 47, 53, 82, 99, 159, 218, 221, 223, 226, 227, 230, 239, 242–243
games, freak show, 240–242
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GBH (TV serial), 260
Genre Rollercoaster (game), 227, 234, 396

genres (improvising in), 10, 24, 131, 234, 271, 348, 395, 396
Gervais, Ricky, 12, 186
gestures, see body language
Getting In To Trouble, see Trouble, Getting In To
gibberish, 153, 159–168, 238
gibberish, translated, 163–165
Gibbs, Chris, 19, 20, 21, 143
Gladwell, Malcolm, 320
Go Through An Unusual Door (game), 87, 108–118, 136, 154, 177, 187, 191, 213, 290
Goldfinger (movie), 84, 146
Google, 38, 49, 240, 308, 311
Gorilla Theatre (improv format), 7, 8, 25, 26, 34, 35, 122, 254, 281, 282–283, 307, 340, 385
Gosford Park (movie), 74
Gossip (improv term), 95, 109, 247
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Gottman, John, 57, 58
graphic design, see design, graphic
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Greetings (game), 399
Guest, Christopher, 13
Half Life (game), 228, 233
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McDermott, Phelim, 25, 345
McKee, Robert, 209, 378
McShane, Mike, 14
Meadows, Tim, 357
memory, 44, 47
Menzies, Tobias, 265, 378–380
Merton, Paul, 14
Micetro Impro (improv format), 7, 8, 25, 34, 122, 166, 233, 279, 281, 282, 283, 329, 330, 343,

362
mime, 190, 212–217, 246
mime object, 136, 160, 161, 162
mischief, 120, 121
Mochrie, Colin, 14, 15
Modern Problems in Science (improv format), 11, 270
monologue, 11, 12
monster (in story), 129–130, 199
Montage (improv format), 10
Monty Python, 22, 100, 174, 196, 206, 257, 260, 289, 290, 291
Moore, Dudley, 11, 134
Moose, see Loose Moose Theatre
moral (of story), 147–149
moral choices, 195, 200
More Stories Like That (game), 400
Mousetrap Game (game), 241–242
movies, improvised, 13
movies, innovation in, 31–33, 288, 351, 347, 360, 364, 369, 376, 381
Moving Bodies (game), 15
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus, 2, 86
Ms Jackson (improv company), 28
Mullarkey, Neil, 25, 343–346
Murch, Walter, 119
music (composed), see composing, music
music (improvised), 2, 16, 245, 313, 326
musical (film), 31
musical (improvised), 16, 245, 354, 357
Myers, Mike, 206, 357, 357, 343–344
Myspace, see social networking
naïve games, see Endowment games
names (high status), 94
names (of characters), 123
names (of games), 220, 237, 399
names (of shows), 308, 318
naming (objects), see defining

Napier, Mick, 351, 352, 360–363
narrative, see story(telling)
Narrative (improv format), 19, 83, 365
Negative Sandy Carroll, see Sandy Carroll
Negotiating, see Bargaining
New Choice (game), 229–233, 273, 334
Night at the Opera, A (movie), 155
No S (game), 277, 388, 395
Nope (game), see Yes Let’s/Nope
Not Good Enough, see That’s Not Good Enough
Not the Nine O’Clock News (TV show), 261
notes (post-show), 18, 277, 279, 305, 317, 368, 373
nothing, scene from, see Scene from nothing
NSN24 (improv company), 152
nudity, 183–184
object, mime, see mime object
obvious, 21, 71, 73, 76, 85, 86, 121, 142, 192, 196, 201, 219, 236, 271, 280, 281
O’Connor, Dan, 15, 363–367
offer, see block, accept
offer, blind, see blind offer
offers, physical, see physical offer
Office, The (TV show), 12, 31, 186, 289
Ondaatje, Michael, 119
one person changed by another, see being changed
op cit, see qv
opera, 11, 16, 65, 83, 102
opposite (characters), 201–203
original, see obvious
Overconfessing (game), 138–143, 168, 173, 177, 273
Oxford (University), 25
Panel (game), 393
pantomime (communicating via), 135, 161
Paperflicking, see Twitching, Topping, Paperflicking
park bench, 121, 194, 208
parking inspector, 201–206

party (in improv scene), 90, 91, 95, 96, 159–160, 238, 274, 389, 396
Party Quirks (game), 238
pattern, see Finding The Game
permission (social), 50, 54, 108, 123, 154, 186
Perring, Steve, 137
physical offer, 14, 127, 133, 136, 161–166, 180, 208, 213–217, 220, 224–225, 234, 271, 296,
310, 317, 386
picnic, 54–58
Pierse, Lyn, 387
Pillars (game), 394
Pimping (improv term), 345
Pinter, Harold, 100
Pitts, Jonathan, 5, 318, 350–353
Piven, Shira, 351
planning (while improvising), 16, 53, 61, 87, 110, 111, 112, 132, 141, 363
Platform (see also Go Through An Unusual Door), 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 79, 83, 86, 87,
95, 119–120, 121, 131, 151, 158, 165, 169, 178, 190, 194, 197, 213, 225, 246, 247, 248, 283, 292,
297, 373, 389
play(writing), 6, 21, 26, 30, 31, 36, 263, 288, 289, 323, 370
Playback Theatre, 9
playing a resistance, 122, 389
plot (vs. story), 95, 123, 144, 178, 211
Poe, Edgar Allen, 243
point, in stories, 33, 71–72, 76, 81, 117, 121, 144, 167, 170, 199–200, 213, 253, 258, 262, 268,
275
Pointing At Things (game), 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 58, 60, 61, 139, 230, 336
popping (mime), 215–216
Posner, Geoff, 27
Potter, Dennis, 321–322
Powers, Austin, see Austin Powers
premeditated, see script(ed)
professional wrestling, see wrestling, professional
promises, 75, 76, 77, 111, 112, 191, 192, 264–265, 315–316
Proops, Greg, 14
proto-story, 129–131, 199
Pryce, Jonathan, 25
pub (improv venue), 309, 328, 331, 366, 367

Pulp Fiction (movie), 77
puppets, 212, 334, 345, 348
Puppets (game), see Moving Bodies
quality control, 32
Queen, Elizabeth II, 94, 103
questions, see rule-never ask a question
Questions Only (game), 222–226, 229, 236, 242
Quiet (see Clever vs. Quiet)
qv, see ibid
RADA, 26, 42, 203, 265, 286–287, 306, 330, 378–379
Raise the stakes, 77, 81, 86, 116, 117, 121, 130, 139, 140, 145, 190, 210–211, 261
Rambo (movie), 146
Random (improv behavior), 276
Rapid Fire Theatre, 11, 19, 24, 367
reacting, see being changed
Red Riding Hood, see Little Red Riding Hood
rehearsal, 3, 4, 6, 12, 13, 26, 34, 38, 175, 183, 265, 266, 272, 282, 284, 303, 309, 328, 343
Reincorporation, 82, 83, 84, 86, 87, 117, 143, 152, 194, 258, 297, 353
Removalists, The (game), 233, 275, 388
reverse twenty questions, 118–119
rhyme, 14, 16, 196, 221, 243–244, 271, 323, 392
Rhys Jones, Griff, see Alas Smith and Jones
Richter, Andy, 357
Right Trouble (For The Right Hero), 68, 193, 213
risk, see failure
Rogan, Paul, 308
Roller, Rollercoaster (games), see Emotional Rollercoaster, Genre Rollercoaster, Accent
Rollercoaster
Romeo and Juliet (play), 109, 289, 296
Rosenholtz, Justin, 134
routine, breaking, 71, 72, 73, 80, 86, 87, 95, 112–117, 131, 143, 145, 156, 173, 174, 178, 195,
246, 248, 262, 271, 281, 283
routine, completing, 70, 71, 152, 174, 194, 198
Royal Court Theatre, 4, 6, 25, 83, 144
rule-avoid teaching scenes, 291–292

rule-avoid transactions scenes, 291–292
rule-know the other person, 289–290
rule-never ask a question, 288–289, 342, 358–359
rule-start in the middle, 292
Rule of Three, 255–256
running joke, see joke, running
Russian roulette, 35, 36
Rylance, Mark, 345
Salinsky, Tom, 18, 20, 21, 22–24, 28, 137, 152, 160, 177, 183, 186, 189, 212, 233, 234, 242, 243,
244, 272, 393
Salinsky’s First Law, 177
Salinsky’s Second Law, 178
Same Scene Three Ways (game), 227, 233
Sandy Carroll (game), 163, 247–252
satire, 12, 148–149
Saturday Night Live, 357, 369
scene from nothing, 10, 231
Scene in Rhyme (game), 221, 243–244, 271
Scene in Slow Motion (game), 217
screenplay, 13, 21, 28
script(ed), 2, 5, 12, 13, 22, 28, 36, 111, 146, 183, 275, 293, 319, 344
Scrubs (TV show), 205, 209, 254–255, 289, 294
Second City, 4, 5, 13, 20, 342, 344, 346, 361, 362
second story, 33, 269, 282–283, 387
Secret Diet Sandy Carroll, see Sandy Carroll
Secret Impro Group, 19, 20, 21
Seen Enough (game), 266
Seinfeld (TV show), 290, 295
Sellers, Peter, 256
servants, see masters and servants
Sessions, John, 14
Sex and the City (TV show), 192
Sexy Smelly Stupid (game), 193, 389
Shakespeare (improvising in manner of), 11, 16, 131, 332
Shakespeare (plays of), 109, 126, 144, 207, 286, 289, 293, 296, 332

Shaw, George Bernard, 294
Shepherd, David, 3, 6, 343, 352, 355
Sherlock Holmes, 176
Shiner (improv behavior), 275
shining, 155
Shoe Shops (exercise), 189–199
short form, 10, 12, 29, 30, 204, 206, 209, 232, 258, 364
Shot in the Dark, A (movie), 256
Shyamalan, M Night, 200
Side-coach, 105, 123, 126, 133, 194, 277–278
Side-Track, 68, 75, 189
Sign Language Translation (game), 398
Sills, Paul, 3, 352
Simpson, Lee, 25, 305, 345
Simpsons, The (TV show), 289, 291
Sinclair, Brook, 27
singing (improvised), 16, 235, 244–245, 323
Singing Detective, The (TV serial), 321–322
sitcom, 14, 29, 32, 145, 207, 209, 288, 323, 370
skateboarding duck, 3, 244
sketch (comedy), 3, 22, 23, 29, 32, 33, 36, 172, 204, 206, 207, 209, 256, 261, 268, 288, 289, 309,
337, 356, 343, 370, 398
skip, evicted from, 336
slapstick, 14, 45, 100
Slattery, Tony, 25
sleight of hand, see magic
Slow Motion, see Scene in Slow Motion, slowness (power of)
slowness (power of), 36, 105, 181, 213, 217, 274
Small Voice (game), 389
Smith, Mel, see Alas Smith and Jones
Snow White, 31, 290
social networking, 311, 328
Sondheim, Stephen, 366
Sound Effects (game), 394
sound, sound improviser, see tech booth
South Park (TV show), 148, 206, 211, 289, 291, 294, 297, 298, 320

Space Cadets (TV show), 28
space object, see mime object
spacework, see mime, mime object
Spacklington-Smythe, Very Right Reverend, 94
Speak in One Voice (game), 390
Speed Dating (medium form), 390
Spit Take (game), 227
Spolin, Viola, 3, 30, 161, 175, 281, 352, 364, 382
Spontaneity Shop, The, 5, 10, 11, 17–28, 223, 228, 242, 293, 305, 306, 327, 330, 336, 338, 379–
380, 386
Spotlight (game), 400
squirrel pants, 207
Stakes, see raise the stakes
Stand Players, The (improv troupe), 310, 397
standard improv flat, 109–110
Standing Wave (game), 123, 132–134, 273
Stand-up comedy, 33, 36, 45, 268, 275, 308, 310, 327, 337
Stanislavski, Constantin (see also Fast Food Stanislavski), 3, 4, 175, 194
Star Wars (movie) (see also Empire Strikes Back), 195
Stashwick, Todd, 351, 352
status, 88–108, 125, 149–155, 208, 246, 337, 339, 385
status ladder, 95–99
Status Switch (exercise), 104, 149–155, 177
status trigger, 92
Stern, Jay, 181, 182
Stiles, Patti, 18, 19, 20, 23, 24, 42, 46, 110, 120, 138, 167, 367–374
Stiles, Ryan, 14, 15, 384
still head, 89, 90, 95
story(telling), 3, 9, 10, 11, 12, 21, 23, 30, 34, 35, 36, 43, 44, 45, 56, 64–87, 112–117, 121–122,
126–131, 147, 149, 152, 166, 188, 190, 195, 196, 198, 222, 230, 236, 245, 262, 263–267, 270, 271,
280, 298, 308, 317, 332, 361, 373, 379, 389, 391
story, second, see second story
storytelling (as evil trick), 69
Strasberg, Lee, 3, 175
submission, see status
subtext, 100, 247

suck (and love to fail) (see also failure), 42, 78, 85, 280, 301
Suess, Dr., 243
suffering (characters), 67, 75, 81, 82, 117, 170, 174, 248, 253, 271, 332, 401
suggestion (audience), 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 30, 315, 390
Superheroes (game), 397
super-objective, 185, 194
surprises (in stories), 84, 121, 144, 146
Sutton, Mark, 11
sweat, let the audience see you, 230, 232, 234
Sweeney-Lawless, Meg, 181, 370
taboo, 147
Tarantino, Quentin, 77
tea, cup of, 63, 89, 217, 109–110
teachers (drama) (see also drama school), 181, 286
teachers (improv), 20, 21, 23, 34, 38, 39–42, 46, 166, 168, 220, 257, 270, 273–278, 286, 288,
349, 368, 371, 372, 376, 380
teachers (school), 4, 38, 40–41, 102
tech booth, 173, 174, 236, 283, 314, 326
teenagers, 58, 64, 108, 145
television, 15, 31–33, 35, 183
television interview scene, 383, 391, 393, 394, 398
TellTales (improv format), 11, 12, 123, 307
Terminator (movie), 95
Thalberg, Irving, 155
Thank God You’re Here (TV show), 15, 16, 28
That Was The Week That Was (TV show), 12
That’s Not Good Enough, 75, 80, 131, 153, 154, 156, 188, 198, 258, 276
theatre (not cabaret), 2, 3, 4, 6, 18, 22, 33, 34, 36, 44, 45, 122, 143, 223, 238, 253, 309
Theatre Machine, 4, 281
theatre, disposable, see disposable theatre
Theatresports (improv format), 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 17, 18, 19, 25, 31, 34, 137, 254, 304, 313, 315,
343, 347, 351, 355, 361, 364, 374–378, 385
Theatresports Down Under (book), 387
Three Canadians (comedy troupe), 239, 242, 369
Three Headed Expert (game), 126–127
Three Word Sentences (game), 218–222, 229, 236, 239, 242

Three, Rule of, see Rule of Three
Thumbs Up Thumbs Down (game), 394
Thurman, Uma, 77
Tilt (improv term), 121–122, 194, 196
TJ and Dave, 360
Topping, see Twitching, Topping, Paperflicking
tournament, improv (see also festival), 7, 18, 27
training, corporate, see corporate work
transaction scene (see also Shoe Shops), 132, 224–225, 260, 291–292
Travolta, John, 77
treating imaginary dangers as real, see danger, imaginary
Triple Play (improv format), 10
trivial (offers), 121, 122, 123, 130, 138, 139, 142, 144, 145, 188, 189, 207, 230, 293, 295
Trott, Lloyd, 26
Troubadour, The, 21, 24
Trouble Salad, 68, 79, 80
Trouble, Getting In To, 68, 79, 86, 112, 115, 116, 121, 130, 137, 140, 152, 170, 172, 248
Trust your obvious, see obvious
Truth in Comedy (book), 9, 253, 254, 254, 257, 353
trying (your hardest), 40, 41, 42, 49, 112, 124–126, 130, 131, 139, 192, 201–202, 207, 231, 346,
353, 363, 367, 382
Tug of War (improv game), 124–125, 154
Turner, Gary, 335–336, 382
turns, lots of, see lots of turns
twenty questions, see reverse twenty questions
Twins (game), 390
Twitching, Topping, Paperflicking, 143, 168–175, 191
two stories, see second story
Tyler, David, 27
Typewriter (game), 372, 391
Unexpected Productions, 10, 25
verbal restriction, 218, 222
Village, The (movie), 200
volunteers, see audience, volunteers from the
vulnerability, 13, 97, 155, 158–159, 247, 289

Waffle (improv term), 139, 140, 223, 226, 265, 383, 384
Waiting for Godot (play), 263
Waller, Philippa, 21
Warm-up, 53, 301, 348, 397–401
website (see also social networking), 311, 382
West End, 4, 327
What Are You Doing (game), 52, 223
What Comes Next (game), 64–87, 88, 108, 175
Whose Line Is It Anyway? (TV show), 13, 14, 15, 22, 30, 227, 238, 239, 315, 357, 365, 369, 384,
396
Willson, Andrew, see Being Andrew Willson
Wimp (improv behavior), 273–274
Wimp (improv term), 66, 73, 118–119, 136, 149, 389
Wirth, Jeff, 351
Withnail and I (movie), 297
Wizard of Oz, The (movie), 255
Wodehouse, P.G., 134
Word at a Time (game), 87, 108, 168, 245, 277, 372
workshop, 7, 8, 11, 17, 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 38, 41, 46, 72, 105, 120, 128, 135, 154, 223,
226, 228, 231, 237, 265, 266, 270, 272, 277–279, 286, 290, 292, 300, 303, 308, 309, 311, 317, 318,
379
World Cup Comedy (TV show), 15, 363
World’s Worst (game), 323
wrestling, professional, 6
Yes And (game), 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 66, 246, 336
Yes And (technique), 59, 62, 66, 67, 115, 116, 150, 165, 207, 250, 290, 334, 339, 359, 399
Yes Let’s/Nope (game), 233, 275, 400
Yes Man (improv behaviour), 274–275
Yes/No/Maybe (game), 394
yesand.com, 382
yield, see accept
You (game), 400
You Bet Your Life (TV show), 13

1. Hard as it is to believe today, Keith suffered the embarrassment of theatre companies from the
Soviet Union asking him how he put up with such terrible censorship.
2. Despite the name “ImprovOlympic” and the frequent reference to Harold “teams,” there is no
longer any element of competition in a typical Chicago-style improv show. The idea is retained in
“Cage Match” shows, but these are the exception, not the norm, and the scores are generally decided
by anonymous audience voting after the players have left the stage. Thus, they do not form a part of the
theatrical entertainment.
3. We are currently working on a short-form show with absolutely no audience interaction at all,
just to see if such a thing is possible. Or desirable.
4. It won’t be, of course.
5. One solution to this problem is for the show to go out live, but it’s hard to imagine any TV boss
sanctioning that in the current climate. It was not always so, however. In the BBC’s wildly influential
sixties satire show That Was the Week That Was , which did go out live, Lance Percival was given a
slot to improvise topical calypso numbers based on audience suggestions. Percival has made it clear
in interviews that he was very well prepared for these impromptu numbers, but equally that the
audience suggestions were genuinely spontaneous and unplanned.
6. Ricky Gervais himself would sometimes ad-lib, especially the comments to camera, but this was
the exception rather than the norm where the rest of the cast was concerned. Any alterations to the
script tended to be made in rehearsal rather than on camera. Despite the preponderance of
improvisation actors in the superb American version of the show, the same seems to be true there as
well: material is improvised sometimes, but rarely on camera, and not more than about 10 percent of
any given show. Michael Scott’s kiss with Oscar was apparently improvised on camera by Steve
Carrell, but, again, this was exceptional rather than typical.
7. Groucho also had an astonishing gift for making dialogue sound spontaneous. This is a key
reason for actors to learn improvisation.
8. We were astonished to see a recent repeat episode on which a treacherously popular game,
Moving Bodies, also known as Puppets, had been dumbed down even further. The original game
involves one improviser having to physically manipulate another to get the character to move while
the manipulated “puppet” is responsible for their own dialogue. For extra easy laughs, you can have
one puppeteer manipulate several puppets. Audiences go crazy if the puppeteers are from amongst
their ranks. The improvisers can keep the story moving and provide hints in the dialogue as to what
actions would be appropriate, as the audience volunteers push them around the stage. On Whose Line,
Colin Mochrie manipulated Ryan Stiles and an audience member who was instructed to play dead—
Colin even provided the voices! The fun for an audience of seeing one of their number on stage is that
the risk has just gone up. In this risk-free version, they might as well have used a doll. See “Playing
Games” (page 218) for an analysis of how and why improv games work and don’t work, and the
Appendix for a fuller list of structures like these.
9. This is one reason that Tom and I are so emphatic, in our workshops and in this book, that the
teacher should take the responsibility for the work. Our style of teaching is a product of us
experiencing some very bad, confidence-damaging teaching and some very good, confidence-building
teaching.
10. The Royal Academy of Dramatic Art, London’s most prestigious drama school, which counts
Alec Guinness, Anthony Hopkins, Jane Horrocks and Juliet Stevenson among their many alumni, and
Keith Johnstone among their past teaching staff.
11. And nor would we.

12. “Checks” for our American readers.
13. Later in the session, or in later sessions, students often volunteer with exactly this attitude,
which presumably means that we’re doing a good job of managing their mental states. They could just
be doing it to please us, but it will work in either case.
14. This game is not recommended for use with corporate groups, especially male-dominated ones.
As it is, a certain “last day of school” spirit can dominate these events, which can get between the
attendees and their learning. In this game, it’s far too easy for groups to use this game to humiliate
each other by making each other perform scatological or sexual tasks—a form of PIMPING. Groups
of strangers wouldn’t dare do this to each other, and drama students wouldn’t want to.
15. We prefer the term “block” because it implies that someone is trying to get an idea past you and
you’re blocking it, like you might block someone getting a soccer ball past you. A bad improviser is
like a goal-keeper—“No idea is going to turn into a story on my watch!”
16. Del Close’s phrase!
17. Hugely influential sitcom star on British radio and television in the late 1950s, most successful
when working from scripts by Ray Galton and Alan Simpson.
18. For corporate groups, we might ask them to do a “first day at a new office job” scene instead.
19. This excellent instruction, which seems to prevent students from stiffening up like the Tin Man
when asked to keep a still head, is due to Alex MacLaren.
20. This kind of GOSSIP can be useful, however, if it becomes a mechanism to deliver a status
transaction or something similar.
21. We first saw this at the Loose Moose Summer School, and I don’t think we would have
believed this outcome if we hadn’t witnessed it ourselves (and done it ourselves, too!).
22. You can usefully get students to celebrate stories which lurch unhappily off the rails by having
one or more players joyfully cry “Again!” while flinging both arms in the air.
23. An audience engrossed in a story may forget from time to time that it is improvised, and this
need not be (arguably should not be) the most interesting thing about it. For that reason, the audience
simply will not care which of two improvisers happens to be the one who names a new mime object.
It need not be the person who first introduced it. The only thing that will worry the audience is being
kept waiting. But note our earlier comments under Go Through An Unusual Door about asking “What
is it?” This is a particularly useless strategy here, since the Master is passing the buck back to
themselves.
24. At a recent Theatresports show which Tom guest-hosted, he was horrified to see a very
charming, experienced and successful improviser respond to their teammate’s opening offer, clearly
establishing the situation as mad scientist in a lab, with the pointless block: “I only came in here to
deposit a check.” What made it worse was the fact that the scientist-cum-bankteller was sitting down,
and the experimental-subject-cum-customer was standing up, so the physical relationship was all
wrong for a bankteller’s window. The rest of the scene was nonsense, and the audience gave it a low
score, but they had laughed at the initial block, so the improviser in question must have thought they
were giving the audience what they wanted.
25. This recalls E.M. Forster’s observation that “The King died, and then the Queen died” is far
less effective than “The King died, and then the Queen died of a broken heart.” Weirdly, Forster calls
the first of these “story” and the second “plot,” which seems the wrong way around to us, and doesn’t
really reflect the way these words are used today. We gratefully borrow his insight, but switch the
labels.

26. She’s overtly a lesbian in the book, who obediently changes sexual orientation as well as sides
after sleeping with Bond.
27. Typically, this would be a discovery onstage: “Aha, I can play this as a Status Switch,” rather
than a premeditated choice.
28. Keith Johnstone’s game of over “over-accepting” wherein mundane offers are greeted with
instant overreactions. The Emo-Roller game (page 395) is possibly a degenerate version of this.
29. Sloshing back and forth on the status spectrum doesn’t allow the audience to get a handle on
what the story is about. It’s a version of THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
30. Keith often supplies people who are struggling with gibberish cards—playing cards with
gibberish sentences written on them—which they can use as a script, but with this approach there is
generally no need for that. We try to avoid giving improvisers anything which distracts them from
their partner, even as a temporary crutch. See the chapter on Characters for more of this.
31. Some people’s “neutral” gibberish is very faltering and repetitive, but their Italian or German
gibberish is marvelous. Deborah’s always comes out a bit Swedish and Tom’s often sound Russian.
Whatever works!
32. Marx Brothers biographer Joe Adamson acutely points out that, for all the popularity of the
scenes in which Harpo pantomimed a crucial piece of information for Chico—who found ingenious
ways to misunderstand the most elementary mime—these scenes reduced Harpo from a character who
wouldn’t speak to one who couldn’t.
33. Giving the interviewer an instruction like “Tear up the CV” pretty much guarantees that they
won’t add anything to the environment, alas. Teaching improvisation is like trying to smooth out a
sheet. As soon as you get one area nice and flat, wrinkles appear somewhere else.
34. In a scripted piece, you may be given some fairly clear directions about attitudes and
characterization as well, of course. You can’t play Sherlock Holmes without making the choice to
take the case, but you will also almost certainly adopt a penetrating and arrogant attitude, speak with
an upper-class English accent, wear a deerstalker and smoke a pipe.
35. This is also true of emotional offers, which is an even bigger problem, since if a scene runs out
of steam, a change of emotion is often exactly what is lacking.
36. These are elements of a system developed by the movement theorist Rudolf Laban.
37. At the time of writing, he is solving the problem by giving the list to another player who calls
out instructions for the actor to follow.
38. Let the record reflect that Tom developed this game around 1999 and The Office debuted on
British television in July 2001. We haven’t come up with another setting with as much potential
variety, and we’ll be damned if we let Ricky Gervais take such a useful exercise away from us.
39. A great note that Andy Eninger gave us was to “find the affinity.” He, like Keith, identified
negativity as hugely problematic, tending to close down narrative. Keith urges his improvisers to start
positive, because a positive platform is easier to build than a negative platform, and that means that
trouble, when it comes, breaks the routine easily. What Andy pointed out was that if you are in
conflict or negativity, finding the affinity between the characters also provides a contrast (a break in
the routine, in our terminology). The price you pay is sometimes a loss of energy, but if you get the
timing right, it can be a very effective and moving way to end a scene.
40. The template, whether consciously or not, for any number of adventure stories, including Star
Wars and The Matrix, to name just two.
41. The scene ends when she frightens Katherine into buying the remains, so as to obey the rule that

the shoes must be bought and sold!
42. This observation has led some improv companies of my acquaintance to stop judging each
other’s offers in any way—which is madness. Yes, any offer can be justified, but it takes time. If, in
desperation, you throw in a left-field offer just to make something happen (not a bad strategy, once in
a while), the subsequent justification may unlock any number of narrative doors. But if before that
process is complete, another left-field offer is made and then another, then they all get in each other’s
way and eventually all these offers in need of justification end up endlessly circling like planes
unable to land. The point of throwing in one original offer is that it will refuel a story which has run
out of energy. But you only need to do it once. Don’t play THAT’S NOT GOOD ENOUGH.
43. This is what M. Night Shyamalan does not understand. “Twist” movies are fine, but the heroes
have to be affected by the twist, since people go to the movies (largely) to see one person changed by
another. In The Village , the William Hurt character has to make two colossal decisions. Both are
enormous moral choices with extraordinary implications which would make wonderful drama. But,
because the entire structure of the movie has been distorted in order to hide information from the
viewer (but not the Hurt character), the first decision—to wall up his family and friends in a
fictitiously ancient village and never tell the children—is made before the movie starts and so we
never get to see him make it. The second choice—to send his blind daughter to get medication and
risk her safety and his secret—we do see him make, but we have no idea of the implications so the
drama is absent. The payoff for getting through this structural pretzel ought to be our vicarious shock
and catharsis when the Bryce Dallas Howard character realizes the truth. Except that she never does.
Compare this kind of “twist” movie to Fight Club, where the revelation that the Norton and Pitt
characters are the same person unscrews not just the audience’s head but also the Norton character’s.
(If M. Night Shyamalan happens to read this, he may be able to find a crumb of comfort by counting
his millions in his LA mansion.)
44. The janitor from Scrubs is played by Neil Flynn, who happens to be a brilliant improviser and
ad-libs a lot of his lines. According to a Behind the Scenes documentary, sometimes the writers put
“Whatever the janitor says here” rather than bothering to write him a line, because they know he’ll
come up with something better.
45. Experienced teachers may recognize this as a simplified version of another game which
involves the additional element of transforming one object into another. This is a skill almost never
required on stage, and the game takes too long as it is, so we simply omit it.
46. If you’re lucky, that is. We have seen versions of this game where the scene reached a
triumphant conclusion, the lighting improviser slammed the lights down, and then there was a sort of
stunned silence as it eventually dawned on the improvisers what the audience was well aware of:
Their scene, good as it was, had not reached the end line given, or anything like it. Here the
improvisers had forgotten the very existence of an end line. In yet other cases, we have seen
improvisers realize they have forgotten what the end line is altogether, and then panic about it.
47. The term “endowment” is also used to refer to any offer which adds a detail to another
character or object, as opposed to offers which relate to you. If you look up and say “Doctor!” when
your partner enters, you have endowed them with being a doctor. This is an excellent technique and
should be encouraged. Ironically, so-called “endowment” games often omit this feature entirely, with
the hidden information having nothing to do with the character guessing, and indeed sometimes being
offstage (what part of the world a disaster is taking place in, for example).
48. TOM: The worst night I ever spent in an improv theatre was dominated by a First Date
endowment that went on for approximately twenty-five minutes (out of a sixty-minute show), due to an

inexperienced Micetro director who was asleep at the wheel and a guesser who was an invincible
moron. When finally this monstrous fool had guessed all three items correctly and I believed that I
was finally to be released from this monotonous hell, he had to recap all of them—the players, all
students, had obviously been drilled in this pointless exercise. However, as he began the recap we
realized that the game had gone on for so long that he had forgotten the first item. Not to worry, the
other players began offering more clues! I genuinely thought at that point that I would never escape. I
had always thought that endowment games were pointless, but never before had I experienced that
kind of pure improv torture.
49. It’s written principally in trochaic octameters, if you really want to know.
50. These are the “official” four, but in practice it’s often easier to just use the first three.
51. As for example, near the beginning of the second (and best) Pink Panther film, A Shot in the
Dark. A murder is committed at the house of an important political figure, and Chief Inspector
Dreyfuss is being briefed by his number two, who confesses that he did not realize the importance of
the house-holder when he dispatched an officer to investigate. “Who did you assign to the case?”
snarls Dreyfuss. “Clouseau,” confesses the number two wretchedly. “Oh my god …” moans Dreyfuss.
We cut to a magnificent push-in shot of Clouseau in the back of the police car, his impassive face
pompously looking to the future. We already anticipate the chaos that is to come, even though Sellers
has barely moved a muscle, let alone uttered a line of dialogue.
52. Thanks go to writer and improviser Alex Lamb who first pointed this out to us.
Counterexample: “Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana.” (Attributed to Groucho Marx)
53. All right, it actually predates Monty Python, having been written for At Last the 1948 Show, but
it was a staple of the Python stage shows in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
54. This is sometimes true, but it is also a self-fulfilling prophecy.
55. We don’t know what they say about us. Maybe the reviews of this book will be illuminating!
56. Many people report that, especially on a familiar route, they can drive themselves home and
have no recollection of the journey: they were “on automatic.”
57. Or so people say to researchers conducting surveys.
58. The final episode recorded viewing figures of almost ten million. The controversy of the sexual
content of some of the episodes no doubt helped. Tabloid newspapers somehow knew the content of
episode three before transmission. Many suspect that Potter himself tipped them off, or if not him then
another member of the production team.
59. Among them, best actor BAFTA for Michael Gambon, and a Peabody Award in 1989. It was
ranked number 20 on the British Film Institute’s list of the 100 Greatest British Television
Programmes in 2000.
60. For an excellent analysis of these issues, see The Naked Jape by Jimmy Carr and Lucy
Greeves.
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